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PREFATORY NOTE. 

The Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Research appointed in May, 
1917, on the suggestion of the Home Office, a Committee to investigate the types 
of breathing apparatus used in coal mines. The Committee consists of 

Mr. William Walker, C.B.E., Acting Chief Inspector of Mines (Chairman). 
Mr. Henry Briggs, D.Sc. 
Mr. John Haldane, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 

Dr. Briggs, Head of the Department of Mining in the Heriot -Watt College, 
Edinburgh, was appointed Director of the experimental work involved in the 
Research, and the Governors of the Heriot Trust kindly consented to allow facili- 
ties for this experimental work to be provided at the Heriot -Watt College, where 
two assistants appointed by the Advisory Council have been at work under the 
supervision of Dr. Briggs during the last year. 

This Report of the first year's investigations is published with the concurrence 
of the Home Office and the Air Ministry, the information contained in the Report 
being, in their opinion, likely to prove valuable to all concerned with the use of 
such apparatus. The Chemical Warfare Department of the Ministry of Munitions 
have also been consulted and have approved of the publication of the Report. 

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, 

15, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.I. 

1918. 

A (37)12170 Wt 15302-72 1000 9/20 E & S A 2 
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MINE RESCUE APPARATUS RESEARCH 
COMMITTEE. 

FIRST REPORT. 

To THE ADVISORY COUNCIL TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL FOR 

SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH. 
GENTLEMEN, 

OWING to the unsatisfactory and sometimes fatal results obtained with some 
of the types of self- contained breathing apparatus at present in use, we were 
appointed by you, at the invitation of the Secretary of State for Home Affairs, 
to form a Research Committee under the following terms of reference: 

" To inquire into the types of breathing apparatus used in coal mines, 
and by experiment to determine the advantages, limitations and defects of 
the several types of apparatus, what improvements in them are possible, 
whether it is advisable that the types used in mines should be standardised, 
and to collect evidence bearing on these points." 

In this, our First Report, which we submit with the recommendation that it 
be,published, we draw attention to certain serious defects in existing mine rescue 
apparatus, and in the training of men with those appliances, in order that the 
requisite steps may be taken without delay to remedy them. The Report serves 
a further purpose in indicating the lines along which improvement in apparatus 
is desired, in fixing standards of achievement, and, generally, in preparing the 
ground for further progress in experimental investigations. 

We have so far directed our attention solely to the so- called two -hour types of 
breathing apparatus, leaving other forms for future consideration. 

It is our intention to make further reports when the necessary work is completed. 
For the purposes of making inquiry and inspecting the apparatus and stations, 

we have visited the following Rescue Stations :- 
Names of Stations Visited. Situation. 

Aberaman - South Wales. 
Abercynon - South Wales. 
Altofts - Normanton, Yorkshire. 
Barnsley - - Yorkshire: 
Brierley - - Yorkshire. 
Brigham - - Cumberland. 
Brynmenyn - South Wales. 
Coatbridge - Lanarkshire. 
Cowdenbeath - Fifeshire. 
Crumlin - - Monmouthshire. 
Elswick - - - - Newcastle -on -Tyne, 
Heriot -Watt College Edinburgh. 
Howe Bridge - Lancashire. 
Ilkeston - - Derbyshire. 
Kilmarnock - Ayrshire. 
Llynfi Valley - Maesteg, South Wales. 
Rhondda - Porth, South Wales. 
Rhymney Valley - New Tredegar, South Wales. 
Rotherham - - Yorkshire. 
Stoke -on -Trent - - Staffordshire 
Swansea - - South Wales. 
Tankersley - Yorkshire. 
Wakefield - Yorkshire. 
Wath -on- Dearne - Yorkshire. 
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We should like to place on record our appreciation of the great courtesy extended 
to us and the valuable information put at our disposal by the Committees of 
Management and Instructors of these Stations. The Rescue Stations we visited, 
almost without exception, proved to be well situated and excellently planned and 
furnished. We were impressed with their general efficiency, with the zeal and 
competence of the Instructors, and with the great trouble taken by the Committees 
of Management in superintending and organising the work. 

We desire to express indebtedness to the Governing Body of the Heriot -Watt 
CoPege for kindly affording full facilities for the experimental side of the research. 

In July, 1917, you appointed Miss Elizabeth Gilchrist, M.A., B.Sc., and Mr. 
David Penman, B.Sc. (London and Edinburgh), respectively as chemical and general 
assistant to Dr. Briggs. We take the opportunity of thanking the Governors of the 
Dundee University College and the Committee of the Cowdenbeath Mining School 
for so readily granting them leave of absence to take up their duties in Edinburgh. 

Research on rescue apparatus had been commenced at the Heriot -Watt College in 
September, 1916, the work being 'privately financed by Sir William Garforth. The 
experimental inquiry then started has been absorbed into the larger scheme of the 
Research Department, but, in providing a reconnaissance of the subject, it has 
proved most useful, and we wish to express our personal obligation to Sir William 
for so generously bearing the cost of that preliminary survey. 

Mr. A. Richardson, M.Inst.M.M., of your Department was appointed Secretary ; 
and at the first meeting of the Committee Mr. Walker was elected Chairman and 
Dr. Briggs Director of Experimental Work. 

While we make somewhat drastic recommendations in regard to the present -day 
apparatus it must not be inferred that we do not appreciate the excellent qualities 
of some of the types and the valuable work done by those who have laboured to 
bring them to their present stage. The defects in our opinion are mainly in 
matters of detail, and if improved in the way we suggest in this report the appa- 
ratus should be capable of doing rescue and recovery work under the most trying 
circumstances. 

Much credit is due for the work which has been carried out by Colonel W. C. 

Blackett and Mr. F. P. Mills in connection with the Liquid Air apparatus used 
at the rescue stations in N orthumberland and Durham. Their efforts have re- 
sulted in many improvements being made in the apparatus, and it can now be used 
for hard work, whereas in the form in which it was originally supplied it was of 
no practical use for underground purposes. We hope that one result of our 
labours will be still further to increase the efficiency of this type. We highly 
appreciate, and readily accept Colonel Blackett's offer of co- operation in further 
experiment in this connection. 

As regards oxygen apparatus, the pioneer inventor is Mr. Henry A: Fleuss, whose 
original apparatus (of which we reproduce a very interesting photograph) was the 
subject of inquiry by the Royal Commission of Mines so long ago as 1880 -1886. 
The main features of his design are still represented in the Proto and other 
apparatus of to -day. Excellent work has also been done by Sir W. E. Garforth; 
Professor Sir John Cadman ; Mr. R. H. Davis, of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman & Co. ; 

Mr. George Blake Walker, of Tankersley, and a number of the superintendents at 
the rescue stations, and for this work they deserve the thanks and appreciation 
of all connected with mining. 

We are under obligation to the French and American Governments for the Tissot 
and Gibbs apparatus lent to us for inspection and test; and we are also indebted 
to the superintendents of the New Tredegar, Porth, and Rotherham stations for 
their assistance in preparing photographs. 

The most important reports, in English, on mine rescue apparatus are the 
following. The abbreviated and italicised titles in brackets are those used in the 
text for purposes of reference :- 

First Report of the Royal Commission on Mines, 1907. (Cd. 3548.) 
Report of the Mines Rescue Experimental Committee of the South Midland 

Coal Owners, 1910 -1911 (South Midland Report). (Cornish Bros., Birmingham.) 
Report to the Doncaster Coal Owners' Committee (Gob Fire Research) on 

Self -contained Rescue Apparatus for use in Irrespirable Atmospheres, by J. S. 
Haldane. Part I, 1914 (First .Doncaster Report) ; Part II, 1915 (Second 
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Doncaster Report). Also Transactions of the Institution of Mining Engineers, 
XLVII, p. 725, and XLVIII, p. 550. 

Oxygen Mine Rescue Apparatus and Physiological Effects on Users, by Yandell 
Henderson and J. W. Paul; Technical Paper No. 82 of the American Bureau of 
Mines ; Washington, 1917 (American Report). 

The following regulations are in force in respect of the supply and maintenance 
of appliances for use in mine rescue work and of the formation and training of 
rescue brigades :- 

Coal Mines Act, 1911, Section 85 (Rescue Work and Ambulance). 
General Regulations, Part IV, Nos. 138 to 146 inclusive (Regulations and 

Orders under the Coal Mines Act, 1913 edition, p. 26). 
Amended General Regulations of 19th May, 1914. 
Schemes of Training and Practice. ' 

The last three sets of rules are to be found in the Home Office Pamphlet of 
February, 1915 (Mines and Quarries Form, No. 72), price id. 

PART I. 
EXISTING SELF -CONTAINED RESCUE APPARATUS. 

List of Existing Apparatus.-Table I. furnishes a list of existing rescue appa- 
ratus and certain particulars relating to them. These apparatus are briefly 
described, seriatim, in the present Part of the Report. 

Table I. 

Name of 
Apparatus. 

Year of 
Intro- 
duction 

of 
Original 
Model. 

Nation- 
ality. 

Weight 
when 

Charged. 

Nature of 

Oxygen 
Supply. 

, 

Circu- 
latory 
Agent' 

Number 
in use at 
British 
Rescue 
Stations 

and 
Mines ; 

1916 figs 

Proto or Fleuss ... 1879 British 36 lbs. Constant feed 
or hand -ad- 
justed feed. 

Lungs 913 

1907 model : 

Draeger ... ... 1903 German 361 lbs. 
1912 model : 

Constant 

i 

feed. 
Injector 220 

39 lbs. 
Meco, Westfalia, or 1906 German* 38 lbs. Constant feed Injector 455 

Securitas. 
Weg ... ... ... 1906 British 40 lbs. Automatically 

controlled. 
Lungs 132 

Aerolith ... ... 1906 Austrian 22 lbs. Liquid Air ... Evaporation 
of Liquid 

Nil 

Air. 
Aerophor ... ... 1910 British 30 lbs. Liquid Air... Evaporation 

of Liquid Air. 
supplemented 

by lungs. 

96 

Tissot ... ... 1907 French 32} lbs. Hand -adjus- 
ted feed. 

Lungs Nil 

Gibbs ... ... 1917 American 30 lbs. Automatically 
controlled. 

Lungs Nil 

Pneumatogen ... 1904 Austrian 141 lbs. By chemical 
action on 
oxylith. 

Lungs Nil 

* Meco apparatus altogether ma le iú Britain. 

Proto Apparatus. -The present day Proto apparatus has developed from the 
original design of Fleuss, whose first patents are dated 1879. We are indebted to 
Mr. Fleuss for the photograph reproduced in Fig. 1. This photograph has great 
historical interest, for not only does it show the earliest self- contained breathing 
apparatus which could claim anything approaching practical utility, but it records 
the first application of such apparatus in mining. It was taken at the time of the 
underground fire which followed upon the explosion at Seaham Colliery, 1880 -81. 
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The modern Proto (Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, London) is illustrated by photographs 
(Figs. 2 and 3) giving front and side views of a man wearing the apparatus; by 
a photograph (Fig. 4) of the reducing valve and connections thereto, and by the 
flow diagram (Fig. 5). 

OXYGEN 

CYLINDERS. 

PRESSURE CAUCE 

EXHALING VALVE 

RELIEF VALVE 

REDUCING VALVE 
BY-PASS 

MAIN VALVE 

SKULL CAP / `ti, SMOKE COCCLES Ul`G4 NOSE CLIP i'41` MOUTH PIECE 

`v``P 
co 
m 

INHALING VALVE 

SALIVA TRAP 

ENO SECTION 
SKEWING CAUSTIC 

SODA SPACES 

BREATHING BAG 
WITH INHALING 
AND EXHALING 
COMPARTMENTS 

FIG 5.- PROTO APPARATUS, FLOW DIAGRAM. 

The apparatus has the merit of simplicity. The circulation is dependent on the 
lungs of the wearer, breathing being entirely through the mouth. The cylinders, 
B, together hold 280 litres of oxygen under a pressure of 120 atmospheres. The 
reducing valve C, when correctly adjusted, allows a constant flow of oxygen of 
2 litres (122 c. in.) a minute to pass into the breathing circuit. The makers also 
supply reducing valves which can be set by the wearer to give discharges ranging 
between 0.6 and 3 litres per minute. The oxygen passes through a flexible tube F, 
running over the wearer's left shoulder, and enters the bag at N, where it joins 
the air being drawn into the lungs Light mica valves are fitted in the tubes at 
M and L to control the direction of flow of the air. The breathing bag, which is 
of rubber, is divided into two compartments by a partition reaching nearly to the 
bottom, and in the bottom of the bag is placed a charge of caustic soda weighing 
3 to 5 lbs. Either stick soda is employed or coke nuts coated with caustic. The 
air, in travelling from one compartment of the bag to the other, has thus to find 
its way through the soda, and, in doing so, the CO2 is absorbed By shaking the 
bag from time to time new surfaces of the absorbent are exposed to the air, and 
the absorption of CO2 is faéilitated. A saliva trap Z is fitted under the exhaling 
tube. The pressure gauge, which is carried in a pocket in front of the bag, is 
connected to the oxygen supply by means of a highly flexible metal tube W. The 
wearer can thus read his own gauge. A relief valve, operated by the wearer, is 
placed on the bag at S. Fig. 3 shows how, by means of a strong steel neck, the 
main valve wheel H is brought to the front within reach of the wearer. The 
by -pass tube J (Fig. 4) short -circuits the reducing valve C. Oxygen can be dis- 
charged through the by -pass by opening the cock I. V is the pressure gauge valve. 
It is only opened when the gauge is to be read. 



To face p. 8. 

PLATE L 

FIG. 1. -HENRY A. FLEUSS AND GROUP OF MINERS, EQUIPPED WITH EARLIEST 
FLEUSS APPARATUS AND OXYGEN LAI4PS. . SEAHAAI COLLIERY, 1881. 

FIG. 2.-PROTO APPARATUS, FRONT VIEW. 
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The Draeger Apparatus. -The Draeger apparatus has been widely adopted in 
this country and America, and especially in Germany, where it is used for Army 
purposes as well as for mines. The oxygen, which is supplied at a constant rate 
of 2 litres per minute, enters the breathing circuit through an injector nozzle I 
(Fig. 10), thereby inducing an air circulation independent of the lungs. The 
circulation is, intended to be circa 60 litres per minute. The flow diagram is 
that of the last Draeger to be introduced into this country. In that model the 
purifier P and cooler K are on the discharge side of the injector, and therefore 
tend to be under positive pressure. The two types of Draeger most commonly 
seen are the 1907 model (Figs. 6 and 7) and the 1910 form (Figs. 8 and 9), and in 
both these the purifier and cooler are on the suction side of the injector, an 
arrangement which has the objection of leading to inward leakage should there be 
a faulty joint or puncture in those parts. Mica valves in the metal portion of the 
mouthpiece attachment direct the air entering and leaving the lungs. The two 
compartments of the bag B are connected by a narrow passage p, whose purpose 
and drawbacks will be subsequently discussed (see pp. 23, 24). The pressure gauge 
G is usually at the back, out of sight of the wearer, the leader of the brigade 
being intended to take all gauge readings. In the most recent forms, however, 
a front reading gauge is provided; it is connected to the oxygen supply pipe by 
a flexible tube, and is kept in a leather pocket on the left shoulder. 

In the 1907 type, the oxygen cylinders are double and are both fitted with valves. 
The danger of reserving one cylinder until the other is exhausted -as was origin- 
ally the intention -is generally known, and now both valves are opened at the 
commencement of the period of use. The 1910 type has a single, vertical oxygen 
cylinder (Fig. 9). There is no by- pass: The purifier, shown at P in Fig. 7, 
consists of two cylindrical cartridges placed in parallel, while that of Fig. 9 is 
a single and larger cartridge of oval section. The Draeger cartridges imported 
from Germany contained granules of both caustic potash and caustic soda. The 
inferior variety, filled in this country, contains the latter absorbent only. The 
internal arrangement of the cartridges is excellent. 

FIG. 10.- DRAEGER APPARATUS, 1913, FLOW DIAGRAM. 

By simplifying the mode of connection of the purifier, and by introducing smoke 
excluding valves (A1 and A2 (Fig. 10)) which automatically close when the cartridge 
is withdrawn, it is now possible to change an old cartridge for a new one while in 
a foul atmosphere. A spanner is secured to the back of the more recent apparatus 
to enable the oxygen cylinder also to be changed in bad air. 

The Meco Apparatus. -The Meco apparatus (Mining Engineering Co., Ltd., 
Sheffield) has developed from the Shamrock, which was described in the First 
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Report of the Royal Commission on Mines, 1907. It is identical with that known 
as the Westfalia in Germany and America, and the Securitas in Belgium. It is 
illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12, and by the flow -diagram, Fig. 13. C are the cylinders, 
weighing about 141 lbs., and holding 265 litres of "free " oxygen compressed to 
120 atmospheres. The oxygen passes through the reducing valve R ; then through 
an injector nozzle at I (Fig. 13) and into the breathing circuit. The reducing 
valve is adjusted so that a constant flow of 2 litres per minute is óbtained. The 
rate of oxygen discharged is not under the control of the wearer. There is no 
by -pass. In most Mec6 apparatus the pressure gauge is fixed at the back, but in the 
apparatus illustrated a front reading gauge G is provided. It is connected 
to the cylinders by a flexible metal tube, and held in the pocket a (Fig. 11). The 
" automat " is the same as that of the Draeger. P is the purifier containing ' 

granular caustic soda held in gauze trays arranged baffle -plate fashion. T is a 
metal cooling tube. The breathing bag B is in two parts respectively connected to 
the inspiratory and expiratory tubes. The latter tube also serves as a saliva 
conduit, the saliva trap S being placed under the bag. The relief valve, which is 
automatic in action, is usually at s (Fig. 13). More recently it has been fitted to 
the tube leading to the purifier. There are no valves in the breathing circuit, the 
injector being entirely responsible for maintaining the circulation. 

The Wog Apparatus. -This apparatus derives its name from the initials of its 
inventor Sir William E. Garforth. It embodies some interesting novelties of 
design. As the adjoining figures show, the apparatus leaves the front of the 
wearer as clear as possible. There are two curved oxygen cylinders, carried low 
down, one on each side. They are connected together by the narrow bore tube t 
(Fig. 16). The two valve wheels, c, c, which are within easy reach, are opened 
together. The gauge G is at the front. The cover which protects the face of the 
gauge has a mirror on its inner surface, enabling the wearer to take the readings by 
reflection. The cylinders hold 300 litres compressed to 150 atmospheres. The breath- 
ing bag B and the purifier P (in leather case) are at the back. The face attachment 
is the half mask M, to which are connected the inhalation and exhalation tubes. 
These tubes (which are provided with valves) pass over the head, being supported by 
a leather skull -cap. The exhaled air flows to the purifier ; thence to the bag and 
hack again to the inspiratory tube, where it is met by the oxygen stream entering 
by the tube T. The most distinctive feature of the apparatus is the " lung - 
governed " valve B. This is a delicate reducing valve with large diaphragm 
adjusted to open during inhalation and to close on exhalation. The object of the 
valve is to provide automatically for the varying oxygen consumption of the lungs. 
The lung- governed valve has undergone several improvements since it was originally 
introduced in 1906. In the latest design there are two reducing valves in series. 
The first brings down the pressure of supply to 10 lbs. per sq. inch. The other 
admits oxygen to the breathing circuit as soon as the pressure in that circuit 
sinks to a predetermined figure (e.g., * -inch positive pressure), and closes when the 
pressure is restored to, say, 2 inches of water column. 

In Fig. 16, b is the by -pass tap and a a tap, normally open, by which the passage 
to the reducing valve can be closed if the latter should fail. On such an occasion 
the wearer would depend entirely on the by -pass until he could reach fresh air. 

In the latest model an increase in the diameter; of the tubes and valves of the 
circuit has appreciably reduced the resistance to breathing. A mouthpiece 
apparatus has also been made. 

Liquid Air Apparatus : (a) The Aerolith Apparatus. -In the " Aerolith," 
Suess' original liquid air apparatus- of which drawings and a description are to 
be found in the First Report of the Royal Commission on Mines, 1967 -no attempt. 
was made at regeneration. The air expelled from the lungs partly made its escape 
and partly was breathed over again, being augmented by fresh air evaporated 
from the liquid supply held in a " pack." Except for the first part of the period 
of use, when a very vigorous evaporation took place, this arrangement naturally 
proved unworkable, especially if the wearer exerted himself. The discharge went 
along a tube passing through the liquid air receptacle. The ice forming in that 
tube led to excessive resistance in the earlier models of the Aerolith.- 
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(b) The Aerophor Apparatus. -The " Aerophor " apparatus (Blackett's patents 
1910 and 1911) is illustrated by Figs. 17 to 21. It will be observed that the recep- 
tacle A, holding the charge of 8 or 10 lbs. of liquid air (which, in practice, always: 
contains over 60 per cent. of oxygen), is carried, together with the purifier U, on 
the wearer's back, while the breathing bag B is at the front. To prevent the 
wearer being affected by the extreme cold of the pack, the canvas jacket which 
supports the apparatus is padded at the back with felt, and an air -space is left 
between the padding and the pack. At the Northumberland and Durham stations 
the half -mask is employed, while at the Rotherham station- -where the accom- 
panying photographs were taken -the mouthpiece is used. The absorbent material 
within the metal receptacle is asbestos wool. After considerable experiment at 
Newcastle, a thoroughly satisfactory distributing arrangement, diagrammatically 

U 

/ 

Fm. 21.- AEROPHOR, FLOW DIAGRAM. 

shown in Fig. 21, has been devised, whereby the liquid air, poured in through the 
central opening at the top of the pack, is spread rapidly and uniformly in the 
wool. It enables the pack to be charged in one minute. The manner of charging 
is illustrated in Fig. 19. Liquid air is being poured from a large Dewar storage 
bottle into the pack. The spring balance from which the pack is hung, measures 
the charge. The receptacle is insulated by kieselguhr, felt, and a final cover of 
leather. The insulation permits the penetration of sufficient heat to volatilize 
the liquid air at the required rate. 

During the earlier part of the period of use the volume of volatilized air passing 
out of the tube E is more than enough to supply the wearer's requirements. The 
current at this stage divides at .1, one part going to the lungs and the other passing 
to waste through U and the automatic relief valve R. The exhaled air also dis- 
charges through R. Later in the period, when the evaporation is less rapid, the 
lungs can only get the volume they call for by rebreathing a portion of the 
exhaled air. The flow in the purifier now reverses ; the apparatus becomes a 
regenerator, and the purifier removes the CO_ and moisture from that part of the 
expired air returning to the bag. In the Newcastle model the purifier is larger - 
than that illustrated. 

The ends of the tubes within the bag form a plug -and- socket connection, allowing 
them to be joined (as indicated by the dotted lines of Fig. 21) should the bag be- 
torn during use. 
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An attachment F is provided, consisting of a length of flexible tube ending in a 
mouthpiece and relief valve. By connecting this tube to R it may be possible 
during the first part of a two hours' interval to supply air to another man in 
the manner shown by Fig. 20. 

The Tissot Apparatus.-Dr. Tissot's apparatus, well known in France for mine 
and army purposes, is illustrated by Figs. 22 to 21. The apparatus is carried 
altogether at the back, though the pressure gauges G. g are placed so as to be 
visible to the wearerf The purifier P and breathing bag B are within the case K. 
The single oxygen cylinder C has a valve wheel I' within easy reach of the right 
hand. The Tissot differs from all other rescue apparatus of the present day iu 
that purification of the air is effected by potash solution in place of solid alkali. 
Miring transport, the solution may do harm by entering the tubes ; so the appa- 
ratus is carried empty, and the lye is prepared immediately before use. Small 
boxes of solid caustic are supplied, each holding sufficient for one charge. The 
contents of a box are dissolved in 1.05 litres of water, and, when cool, the solution 
is poured into the purifier, one -third going into each of the three compartments 
through which the vitiated air has to circulate. Caustic solution has the advantage 
of reducing the heating of the air ; but it is troublesome in preparation, is attended 
by the risk that the solution may be carried up into the mouth while the wearer 
is crawling, and -as Tissot has applied it -is not particularly effective in abstracting 
COs. The original Tissot apparatus was intended purely for nasal breathing - 
tubes, first wetted with saliva, being thrust into the nostrils. A. later model (1908 
had a mouthpiece attachment in addition to the nasal tubes. In the form illus- 
trated the nasal tubes are abolished and all breathing is by the mouth, the nose 
being closed by a clip supported by a strap which passes round the head and which 
is connected to rings over the ears (see Fig. 23). The abandonment of the nasal 
tubes was due to their discomfort and difficulty of adjustment. They made a blow 
to the apparatus very painful. Moreover, it was found that the irritated mucus 
membrane of the nostrils swelled and, by obstructing the tubes, could lead to 
suffocation. The valves in the metal portion of the mouthpiece are hinged clacks 
of brass. The short chain seen in Fig. 23 immediately under the mouthpiece is 
used in emptying the saliva trap at intervals of about 15 minutes. 

Tissot was the first to control the oxygen feed by means of an adjustable reducing 
valve manipulated by the wearer. In Fig. 24, R is the reducing valve and D the 
adjusting screw. G is the main pressure gauge registering the reserve in the 
cylinder, while g is a second gauge interposed between the reducing valve and 
a fine orifice through which the oxygen passes to the breathing circuit. The gauge 
g can thus be made to record the oxygen discharge. On the face of gauge g are 
four marks, the first indicating " Rest," the second " Marching," the third 
" Work," and the fourth " Aid." The wearer turns the screw D until the needle 
of g stands over that one of these four marks which accords with the nature of the 
work he is about to perform. The first two marks call for no explanation. The 
needle is brought to the third mark when specially heavy manual labour is to 
be performed, or when the wearer is about to climb a road of heavy gradient. The 
extra delivery afforded when the pointer is brought to the fourth mark is only taken 
advantage of when the wearer gets out of breath, when the bag flattens from a 
momentary shortage of oxygen, or when assistance is being given to facilitate the 
escape of a second man whose oxygen cylinder is exhausted. In the last circum- 
stance the oxygen discharge pipes of the two apparatus are connected by a length 
of tubing. 

The automatic relief valve E (Fig. 25) is novel in that it is a slide -valve con- 
trolled by the degree of inflation of the bag B. To the bag is attached the light 
-wooden flap F, which is hinged at its upper edge. The pulsations of the hag 
cause a to- and -fro movement of F, which in turn is transferred to the slide -valve E. 
A highly inflated bag causes E to travel sufficiently from its mid position to 
-uncover an opening through which discharge takes place. 

The Gibbs Apparatus. -Mr. W. E. Gibbs, of New York, has recently designed 
an apparatus which has received very favourable notice at the hands of the writers 
of the American Report. Garforth's principle of automatically controlling the 
discharge of oxygen according to the needs of the wearer has been utilised, but 
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PLATE IX. 

FIG. 19.-AEROPHOR, CHARGING WITH LIQUID AIR. 

FIG. 20.-AEROPHOR, USE OF AUXILIARY CONNECTION; 
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instead of the discharge valve being actuated by pressure- difference, as in the 
Weg, it is here opened mechanically by the partial collapse of the breathing bag. 
Outwardly, and indeed, in general arrangement, the Gibbs apparatus resembles 
the Tissot. The single oxygen cylinder C (Figs. 27 and 28), charged to 150 atmo- 
spheres, is connected to a pressure gauge G and a reducing valve R. In the 
model received by us, the gauge (which is out of sight of the wearer) is of ordinary 
type ; but the inventor intends it to he of a kind that can he read by touch. The 
reducing valve, of excellent design, is all of metal, the diaphragm being supported 
on a thin copper concertina of great sensitiveness to variations in pressure. The 
valve reduces the pressure to about one -sixth of an atmosphere. On leaving the 
reducing valve, the oxygen passes the safety valve D, which is set to operate at half 
an atmosphere, and which sounds a whistle on discharging. The whistle gives 
warning of a leakage at the reducing valve. The bag B is of the bellows pattern. 
When it is three parts emptied, the lever P- weighted to maintain a positive 
pressure in the apparatus -comes in contact with, and opens, the admission value I. 
Oxygen flows into the hag until the distension is such as to permit I to shut. 
E is a cooler of blackened copper. V and e are respectively the inhalation and 
exhalation valves. The lungs furnish the motive power to produce the circulation 
in the breathing circuit. The purifier P is of special type, and will be dealt with 
fully in a subsequent Report. As described in the inventor's patent specification 
the purifying medium is caustic soda cast upon gauzes which are arranged in 
parallel within the cartridge, and which are placed in an upright position so as to 
allow water or sodium carbonate in solution to drain readily from them. The 
apparatus is protected by a cover of aluminium. The illustrations are taken from 
the American Report, p. 22. 

The Pneumatogen Apparatus. -Unlike any of the apparatus described above, 
Bamberger and Böch's "Pneumatogen" regenerates the air by causing the pro- 
ducts of expiration to pass through cartridges of oxylith (potassium sodium 
peroxide). This substance is attacked by, CO2 and watery vapour with the liberation 
of about the same volume of oxygen as the carbonic acid and water contain. The 
apparatus has hitherto not been successful owing to the development of excessive 
resistance and heat. The small weight of the apparatus is its chief advantage. 

PART II. 
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING RESCUE APPARATUS. 

Official Approval of Breathing Apparatus. -We find that a high proportion of 
the criticisms of rescue station instructors and others qualified to judge are directed 
against structural defects in breathing apparatus for which the makers are 
entirely responsible. Some of these faults are highly serious, as, for example, 
where purifiers of defective arrangement or careless construction have been sup- 
plied, or where the apparatus as a whole has been essentially unsafe owing to faulty 
design. It seems to us that, as the Legislature has required the provision of rescue 
apparatus, official action should be taken to guard against risks of this character. 
In our opinion the best way of so doing is to prohibit the use of breathing appa- 
ratus in mines under the Coal Mines Act, unless the apparatus be " of a type for 
the time being approved by the Secretary of State." The restriction should also 
apply to materials supplied for charging and repairing such apparatus. There 
would then be the same control over design and workmanship as now exists in the 
case of safety lamps. 

Proposed Inspector of Rescue Training and Organisation. -In view of the 
special character of the organisation respecting rescue operations, and of the 
apparatus used, we are strongly of opinion that an inspector should be appointed 
under the Mines Department of the Home Office, whose function it would be to 
advise the Chief Inspector of Mines as to the safety of these apparatus, to see that 
the Regulations regarding rescue operations were properly carried out, and that 
apparatus at central stations, substations and mines were maintained in condition 
fit for immediate service. That part of the Regulations relating to ambulance could 
also be placed under this inspector's supervision. 
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The Chief Inspector of Mines or an inspector in charge of a division should possess 
the power of directing that any apparatus in use at a rescue station, or any 
material supplied for charging or repairing apparatus at a rescue station, should 
be submitted for inspection and test. 

If this proposal were carried out, the inspector would in course of time obtain an 
unrivalled knowledge of rescue appliances and cognate subjects, which could not fail 
to be of benefit to those in charge of rescue stations and of assistance when actual 
rescue or recovery « ork had to he undertaken. 

Wearer of Apparatus should be capable of doing Hard Work. -It is com- 
monly held that rescue apparatus is not meant for strenuous work, and instructors 
insist -and with certain present -day apparatus, or with defective methods of use, 
very rightly insist -on their men moving leisurely and taking work slowly while 
wearing the apparatus. It seems to us that these limitations themselves afford the 
best proof of the inadequacy of the apparatus to meet the exigencies of service. 
Underground, in the stress of an actual emergency, it is not always possible to avoid 
heavy labour when wearing apparatus. When it is a question of life or death, men 
will rightly take great risks, and no instructions will prevent them from so doing. 
Again, operations may be proceeding in an area of the workings lying to the dip, 
and to reach fresh air from such an area may involve travelling several hundred 
yards of incline in a strictly limited time. The brigade would be loaded with the 
apparatus and other impedimenta, and might in addition be carrying a person on a 
stretcher. From the respiratory standpoint it would be doing very hard work. 
The foremost requisite, then, of a safe and successful mine rescue apparatus is that 
it should be capable of protecting the wearer for at least two hours during any 
kind of work he may have to attempt. It should permit of the heaviest exertion 
during at any rate a part of that time, including the last part. 

Causes of Failure of Apparatus. -The failure of an apparatus may be due to 
any of the following causes: 

The Accumulation of CO2. -1. A dangerous proportion of CO2 may accumulate 
in the air breathed. -With certain existing apparatus this is the commonest cause 
of failure. When the percentage of CO2 in the air contained in the lungs exceeds 
about 10 or 11 a man tegins to stagger about and lose consciousness ; and a slightly 
higher percentage causes complete loss of consciousness. During considerable mus- 
cular work the danger point will be reached when the inspired air contains from 
4 to 6 per cent. of 002, so that an accumulation to this amount, owing to failure of 
the purifying arrangements, is dangerous. 

This failure may be due, either to the wearer rebreathing expired air which has 
never passed through the puffier, or to failure of the purifier to absorb the CO2 
passing through it. Of these causes the former will be considered first; it is 
responsible for many accidents, and is apt not to be properly appreciated. With 
the injector type of apparatus (Draeger and Meco) the amount of air circulating 
through the purifier is limited, and is often only about half as much as a man 
breathes during the heaviest exertion. The consequence is that with any consider- 
able exertion part of the expired air has to be rebreathed without purification, 
and great respiratory distress ensues. If either the injector or the purifier is 
working imperfectly loss of consciousness may easily result. (Also see p. 22.) 
If the helmet form. of apparatus is also used, expired air is necessarily rebreathed 
at every breath, and in greatly increased proportion during heavy work, so that 
the helmet is far worse in this respect than the mouthpiece, and is in the highest 
degree dangerous with the limited air circulation given by existing injectors, as was 
pointed out in detail in the , reports to the Doncaster Coal Owners' Committee. 
With apparatus in which the lungs of the wearer drive the air through the purifier 
there is no appreciable rebreathing of expired air if the valves are efficient, and 
this source of temporary disablement or danger during any hard exertion is 
avoided. 

Failure of absorption of 002 by the purifier may be due either (a) to an insuffi- 
cient amount of absorbing material, or (b) to faulty arrangement of it, in which 
case serious proportions of CO2 come through although plenty of absorbent romains 
unused. The pressure gauge informs the wearer as to whether he has still sufficient 
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oxygen, but there is nothing at present to inform him as to the state of the 
purifier ; and if the purifier fails while the wearer is trusting to his oxygen gauge 
as an index of the reserve of safety in his apparatus the result may be fatal. 
There is no doubt that several men have lost their lives through failure of the 
purifier. 

Requirement as to Purifier. -We are strongly of opinion that a purifier should 
be so constructed that it will outlast the oxygen supply. This can only he insured 
if the purifier is such that however much of the oxygen may be actually consumed 
by the wearer the purifier will still absorb satisfactorily the CO2 which he gives 
off. As a matter of fact many of the existing purifiers will not stand this test, 
and are therefore more or less imsafe. When a man of average weight is walking 
at a rate of four miles an hour on the level he absorbs nearly 2 litres a minute of 
oxygen, and gives off about 1.7 litres a minute of 002. If the oxygen supply is set 
to the ordinary standard rate of 2 litres a minute he will then discharge into the 
purifier about the maximum possible amount of 002. A simple and easily feasible 
test of a purifier is thus to see whether it will stand for two hours, or till the 
oxygen is exhausted, with the wearer walking on the level at four miles an hour. 
We recommend that this test, which is practically that adopted in the Doncaster 
experiments, be taken as a standard test for a purifier. Even if the oxygen supply 
and rate of work are cut down, so that the oxygen lasts for several hours more, 
the purifier will still be efficient. The absorption of CO2 may be considered satis- 
factory if the proportion of 002 in the inhaled air from the apparatus does not 
exceed 2 per cent. at the end of the test period. 

Failure of Oxygen Supply. -2. The Oxygen Supply may fall Short. -When this 
occurs it is not usually owing to a deficiency in the original store of oxygen but to 
leakage. Leakage of oxygen may occur either at connections, or, when the helmet 
or face -mask is used and the oxygen supply is not constant, at the face -joint. 

When oxygen is carried in cylinders the gauge informs the wearer as to the 
adequacy of the reserve supply both at the commencement and at any subsequent 
moment. The liquid air apparatus does not possess this advantage, and has to be 
safeguarded against failure of supply (a) by being charged with a weight of air 
well above the probable requirement, (b) by ensuring that the liquid air receptacle 
is properly insulated and packed, and (c) by taking care that the relief valve does 
not discharge too easily and that the purifier has little resistance ; or else more air 
will be lost than can be spared during the later portion of the period of use. 

Danger of low Oxygen Percentage. -3. The Oxygen Percentage in the Air 
breathed may fall dangerously luw. -It may easily happen during extra hard 
exertion, as in going up an incline, that more oxygen is being consumed than the 
2 litres per minute usually supplied. If the breathing bag of the apparatus has 
been filled with air to begin with, the consequence will be that the oxygen per - 
centage in the apparatus may fall below that in normal air. Both practical experi- 
ence in mines and the special teste made at Doncaster show, however, that no 
actual danger results, provided the rate of supply is about 2 litres per minute, the 
wearer simply becoming so much out of breath that he is compelled to slow down. 
If, however, the rate of supply is considerably less than 2 litres a minute, the 
wearer is very apt to lose consciousness before he realises his danger, and the results 
may be disastrous if he is in irrespirable air. 

This risk attendant on a low rate of supply may be minimised if both the bag 
and the lungs of the wearer are washed out with pure oxygen at the start. The 
collapse of the bag will then provide a safe warning that the supply is inadequate, 
and time will be given to refill the hag through the by -pass, if there is one, or 
else to interrupt the exertion. But if the rate of supply is below 2 litres per 
minute and the oxygen is at all seriously contaminated with nitrogen, sufficient 
of that gas may have accumulated in the bag to entail a grave chance of con- 
sciousness being lost. When, however, the bag, and the lungs of the wearer, have 
been washed out with oxygen to begin with, as we advise on p. 27, and the 
oxygen is over 98 per cent. in purity, this danger can hardly occur until about 
200 litres of oxygen have issued from the cylinders, unless some air has leaked in 
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at the mouthpiece or elsewhere. The troubles incident to impure oxygen are 

discussed in detail on a later page. 
Failure due to entry of Poisonous Gas. -4. The Apparatus may Leak. -Leakage 

of oxygen under high pressure has only one effect, namely, to reduce the time 

during which the apparatus may be used, and is indicated by an unduly rapid fall 

of the gauge. But the results of leakage in the breathing circuit are less simple 

and less easily detected. The possibility of noxious air being drawn into the current 
by the injector is dealt with more fully on a later page. The absence of the injector, 
however, does not entirely remove the danger of inward leakage. A hole existing 
in the mouthpiece attachment or in the tubes or connections near it may, in all types 

of apparatus, give rise to inward as well as outward leakage, while with the helmet 
or face -mask the risk is much enhanced. 

Outward leakage, considered alone, leads to exhaustion of the apparatus, and 

tc the possibility of the bag being drawn flat during work -a question discussed 
under the next numbered sub -head. Inward leakage in air containing CO has its 

obvious risks. 
Provided there is a constant oxygen supply of about 2 litres per minute, inward 

leakage of blackdamp or firedamp not accompanied by a toxic gas, although 
undesirable, is not of great importance. However, in apparatus such as the Weg 

or Gibbs, such leakage -even though of fresh air -at, say, a point in the inspiratory 
tube, would be dangerous in that it might be the cause of the oxygen supply failing. 

On p. 31 we describe how apparatus may be tested for leakage before it is 

put on. When testing, attention should be directed in particular to those parts 
subject to negative pressure, namely, the mouthpiece and inspiratory tubes. 

The death of Mr. Lewis M. Jones while wearing rescue apparatus in exploring 
after an explosion at the No. 7 mine of the Jamison Coal and Coke Co., Barrack. 
vile, W. Virginia, imperatively shows the need for scrupulous care in testing the 

parts of an apparatus near the mouth. He fell a victim to CO, which in all 

probability entered the apparatus through a crack in the side of the rubber 
mouthpiece 

It is important for rescue men to realise the special danger of a leak inwards 
when the air contains carbon monoxide (afterdamp and gas from fires or 

spontaneous heating of coal). The carbon monoxide is gradually absorbed by the 

blood until its power of carrying oxygen is seriously diminished. The effect of 

this may not be noticeable so long as a man is doing little work, and particularly 
if there is nearly pure oxygen in the breathing bag ; since when nearly pure 
Oxygen is breathed the blood carries much oxygen in simple solution, independently 
of the carrying power (due to haemoglobin) which is weakened by the carbon 
monoxide. But as soon as the man begins to exert himself seriously as in 

ascending an incline, he requires all the normal oxygen -carrying power of his 
blood, and if this is much impaired by carbon monoxide be is apt to faint owing 
to insufficient oxygen supply to the heart. This liability is largely increased if 

the oxygen percentage in the bag diminishes owing to the oxygen supply being 
insufficient to meet the increased demand, and also to the simultaneous presence 
inside the hag of nitrogen which has leaked in along with the carbon monoxide, 
or has accumulated owing to the oxygen in the cylinder "being impure. 

The danger can be averted by going slowly ; and a young and active man is 

more likely to be affected in this way than an older man. wha is less apt to hurry. 
But the main point is to be most careful to avoid the leakage. A leaky mouthpiece 
is specially dangerous ; and many lives have probably been lost owing to the use 
of helmets or face -pieces, and consequent leakage inward as well as outward. 

Treatment of Person suffering from CO Poisoning -The correct treatment of 

a person who has collapsed from carbon monoxide is exactly that which was applied 
-but unhappily without effect -by the deputy who went in to assist the two Newdi 
gate men (see p. 28), and he deserves every credit for his action. When he reached 
the unconscious men he restored their noseclips and mouthpieces, and, having 
assured himself that the apparatus were working satisfactorily, flushed out 
their breathing bags with oxygen. In brief, collapse from CO poisoning 

American. Report, p. 90. 
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while wearing a leaky rescue apparatus is particularly apt to happen 
during accelerating muscular exertion, and the only treatment likely to be 
attended with success is to keep the patient breathing as pure oxygen as possible 
until he has been removed to innocuous air, and for some time after he regains 
consciousness. Oxygen apparatus should also be at hand for a long while after- 
wards, ready to be applied if unconsciousness should again supervene ; and the 
patient must be kept warm all the time. 

Failure due to Flattening of Breathing Bag. -5. The Inspiratory Breathing 
Bag may become so empty that a full breath cannot be drawn from 
it. -This is in practice a dangerous accident if it occurs suddenly, and 
has probably been the indirect cause of several fatalities owing to the 
panic it produces. Collapse of the inspiratory bag may be caused by a leak 
in the apparatus at a place where the internal pressure is positive. The most 
frequent cause, however, has been the action of the automatic blow -off valve on an 
expiratory bag, as in the Draeger apparatus, or on an expiratory tube, as in the 
case of the liquid air apparatus. With the excessive breathing induced by con- 
siderable exertion or by an excess of inhaled 002, the air has not been able to 
escape easily onwards from the expiratory bag or tube. The consequence has been 
that the escape valve has acted freely, and so much air has escaped that the 
inspiratory bag has been unable to fill fast enough, and has, therefore, collapsed 
rapidly. With an apparatus liable to this accident, any considerable exertion, or 
failure of the purifier, is evidently dangerous. 

Collapse of the bag may also be caused by accidental pressure on the bag. This 
is specially apt to happen when the wearer is bending or crawling. In certain 
apparatus, such as the Proto, the design is such that the risk of collapse of the 
inspiratory bag is avoided entirely. 

Requirement as to Freedom from Resistance. -6. The Apparatus may fail 
because of Excessive Resistance to Breathing. -(a) Resistance may be due to choking 
of the purifier, to sticking of the valves, to insufficient area of the air passages, 
or to the accumulation of water or (in liquid air apparatus) of ice in those passages. 
Whatever may be the cause of the resistance, the effect is to create a considerable 
difference in pressure at the mouthpiece between expiration and inspiration. 
Apart from the discomfort in breathing, the risks of leakage, both inwards and 
outwards, are greatly increased by resistance in the circuit. Even the mouthpiece 
is liable to leak in such circumstances. (b) A highly distended apparatus, due 
perhaps to the relief valve failing to . operate, is uncomfortable to use owing to 
the exertion needed on exhaling, and, unless the pressure can be relieved, may lead 
to serious difficulty. 

No apparatus can be considered satisfactory in which, while walking at four 
miles per hour, there is discomfort due to either of the above -mentioned causes of 
resistance. 

Requirement as to Temperature of Inspired Air. -7. The Apparatus may fail 
owing to the Temperature of the Inspired Air becoming Excessive. -The capacity 
for work is greatly reduced and the discomfort of using the apparatus much 
increased by a high wet -bulb temperature. An apparatus should be regarded as 
unsatisfactory if the wet -bulb temperature of the inspired air exceeds 105° F. 
(402° C.) under the temperature conditions commonly met with in the mine. We 
propose in a subsequent report to deal more amply with this problem. 

Failure due to rise in Body Temperature. -8. The Wearer of an Apparatus 
may be overcome by rise in his own Body Temperature. -This is apt to occur when 
the wet -bulb temperature of the mine exceeds 80° F. In some forms of apparatus 
the heat of the purifier may be a contributory cause. To minimise this danger 
unnecessary clothing should be discarded in hot mines, excessive exertion avoided, 
and protection afforded against conduction or radiation of heat from the purifier. 
It is important that, during training, men should experience the effects of high 
wet -bulb temperatures, and so learn how to escape risks from this cause. 

Constructional Requirements. - 9. The Apparatus may fail through faulty 
construction or material. -Only the best and most suitable material should be 

A 12170 B 
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employed in making rescue apparatus, and only the best workmanship and finish 
should be permitted. Individual parts should be correctly designed for the duty 
they have to perform. All metal surfaces intended to encourage radiation should 
be finished in dull black. Screws should be standard Whitworth gas thread. 
Gauzes should be so held that no part of them can become detached Supply pipes 
and other fittings should either be fixed so as to lie close to the body, or should be 

enclosed so as not to be liable to get damaged or detached by contact with 
projections in the passages of the mine. 

The apparatus ought to incommode the wearer as little as possible, particularly 
when he is in a stooping or crawling position. It should also permit free vision 
in that position. 

The Helmet and Face -mask. -We are glad to find an almost complete unanimity 
among rescue station instructors in condemning the so- called helmet as an attach. 
ment to self -contained breathing apparatus. It suffers from the objections that 
it cannot be made an air -tight fit in all cases, and that, as already explained, it 

entails gravo risk of the wearer being disabled by CO_. These defects are so over. 
whelming that a discussion of the merits of the helmet would be a waste of time. 

Recommendation to abolish existing Helmet and Face -mask. -The face -mask, 
which covers the nose and mouth, leaving the rest of the face exposed, is preferred 
by some instructors. We agree that certain of the better masks, such as that used 
with the Weg apparatus, afford some degree of security against leakage when the 
pneumatic joint is tight, the breathing easy, and the wearer's face smooth and 

well filled -out. We are obliged, however, to pay attention to the unfavourable 
rather than to the favourable subject ; and, certainly, none of the face masks 
examined give proper security when worn by a person having hairy or sanken 
cheeks, or by one whose cheeks readily fall in when drawing breath against a slight 
resistance. The mouthpiece is the only attachment independent of such considera. 
tions, and the only one on which reliance can be placed. We recommend that the 

existing types of helmet and face -mask be abolished in so far as self- contained 
apparatus are concerned. 

The Oxygen- feed. -In a subsequent report we intend to deal at length with the 

various matters bearing upon oxygen supply. Our purpose just now is to call 

attention to certain aspects of that question on which we recommend action without 
delay. These are the following :- 

Preventing Main Valve being closed during Work.-The main oxygen valve 

should be so arranged that it is impossible for it to be turned off accidentally while 

the apparatus is in use. The necessity of this precaution was tragically demon. 
strated by the death of Captain Ramsay, Superintendent of the Elswick (Newcastle) 
Station, on June 6th, 1913. He died from oxygen starvation while wearing the 

Proto apparatus. The valve was found shut ; and it is possible that it may have 

been closed by contact with the floor or supports of the drift in which a practice 
was being undertaken. A similar occurrence, though less serious, took place during 
recent (1917) tests of apparatus at Mansfield, the Proto again being worn, but 

without the safety catch supplied by the makers. The following extract, describing 
the incident, is taken from Mr. G. L. Brown's " Experimental Notes on Self 

contained Rescue Apparatus," an MS. document submitted to the Committee 
through the kindness of the Directors of the North Midland Coal Owners' Rescue 
Station Company, Limited :- 

" After about 85 minutes Broadbent had to be taken from the gallery for 

a few minutes, as he was on the point of collapsing when the instructor 
dashed in. His oxygen supply was found to be cut off, the valve being 
closed. He stated that he did not turn the supply off, so that it must be 

concluded this happened accidentally, probably by one of the bricks he was 

carrying. He may have been trying to save his oxygen by closing the valve 
occasionally." 

We have record of several cases of men, on starting a practice, turning off their 
oxygen under the impression that they were turning it on; and in the Americas 
Report (p. 30) three instances are noted of men forgetting to open the oxygen 
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-valve before closing the apparatus and applying the noseclip. When the bag is 

properly flushed out with oxygen at the start accidents from these causes cannot 
.occur. 
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FIGS. 29 AND 30. -SUNK SPINDLE VALVE AND KEY FOR SUNK SPINDLE VALVE. 

Sunk -spindle Oxygen Valve recommended. -The handwheels of the main valves 
of the latest Proto and Draeger apparatus are fitted with locking contrivances to 
prevent accidental shutting of the valve and another locking contrivance de- 
signed by Mr. Macaskill is in use at the Doncaster rescue station; but we think 
that the adoption of the sunk -spindle valve, one design of which is shown in Fig. 29, 
would result in a more complete immunity from the occurrences referred to above. 
This compact and simple fitting has given good results at the Edinburgh Station. 
The key (Fig. 30) is double ended. The box. spanner serves to tin-n the square - 
ended valve spindle S, while the jaw -spanner is required when tightening or 
slackening the screw -cap C. The latter prevents the escape of oxygen should there 
be leakage along the spindle -a common defect. 

Danger of insufficiently opening Valve. -The men should be warned against 
opening a main valve insufficiently. A fraction of a turn may be enough to release 
enough oxygen under 120 atmospheres pressure; but when the pressure has sunk 
a good deal the flow may be checked if the valve is left in that state. The cock 
should always be opened wide. 

Unsuitable Design of Proto Valve. -The main valve of the older Proto appa- 
ratus compares unfavourably with that of the latest form or with the Meco or 
Draeger valves, it being possible, with the first, to continue unscrewing until the 
valve spindle is withdrawn, when all the oxygen is at once lost. The locking chain 
and spring hook fitted to the Proto was originally applied by Mr. W. Clifford, of 

B 2 
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the Stoke -on -Trent station, as a means of preventing the valve being rotated' 
more than a safe number of turns when it is being opened. It would be preferable, 
however, to refit all these apparatus with valves of better design. A further 
drawback of the older type of Proto valve lies in the use of a stuffing -box round 
the spindle. This form of gland is difficult to keep tight. These remarks also 
apply to the by -pass and pressure gauge valves of the Proto apparatus. 

The new Proto and the Meco and Draeger valves are almost identical. That 
shown in Fig. 29 is a Meco valve. The valve proper, V, and the short square rod, R, 

are the only portions with up -and -down movement. The spindle merely rotates 
The flat fibre washer, W, takes the place of the stuffing -box of the original Proto 
form ; moreover, it is only possible to unscrew a few turns, i.e., until the valve 

moves up against the bottom of the spindle. 

Insufficient Oxygen Supply at certain Proto Stations. -The majority of self - 
contained apparatus depend upon a uniform oxygen feed which is not under the 
control of the wearer. In all the cases that have come under our observation this 
feed has been adjusted to be about two litres per minute, with the exception of 

certain Proto stations where a lower rate of feed has been adopted, the by -pass 
being used to re- inflate the bag should it become exhausted. Evidence, however, 
goes to show that at these stations, during gallery practices at any rate, the addi- 
tional quantity supplied by the by -pass is relatively small, it being usual to find the 
cylinders half full after two hours' service. 

Oxygen consumed in Climbing Underground Inclines.- Drs. Haldane and 
Briggs have made measurements in the mine of the amount of oxygen consumed by 
men carrying rescue apparatus while climbing inclines but breathing ordinary air. 
The results will be given in full in the Second Report ; but it is advisable to state 
here a few averages in order to show how markedly the consumption may differ in 

actual operations from that in a training gallery, as exemplified by the case under 
notice, and how risky unduly low feeds must be. The oxygen volume used is ex- 

pressed in litres per minute at 32° F. and 30 ins. barometer: - 
Average Oxygen 

Average Speed. Consumed. 
Gradient of Miles per Litres per 
Roadway. Hour. Minute. 

1 in 6i ... 2.15 1.49 
1 in 5 ... 2.05 2.12 
1 in 3t ... 1.62 2.32 
1 in 2 ... 1.06 2.60 

It is important to realise the nature of the experience which has resulted in 

dangerously low feeds being adopted at some Proto stations. They were not intro- 
duced merely to save oxygen, but because the men find the apparatus more com- 
fortable to wear when the feed is low. The greater comfort is partly due, it is 

claimed, to the less highly distended state of the breathing bag, and partly to the 
reduced temperature of the inhaled air. The latter effect can only result from.a 
decrease in CO2 absorbed, and this again from a deorease in CO2 exhaled. There 
is only one way of reducing the volume of CO2 discharged by the body, and that is 

to do less physical work. In other words, by setting the oxygen feed at a low 

figure the amount of work it is possible to perform with the apparatus is restricted, 
and thus the temperature of the air is kept down. Obviously, it ought not to be 

necessary to have recourse to such an expedient to make the air cool enough to 

breathe with comfort. The Proto apparatus, however, is particularly prone to 

overheating. 
Proto Apparatus : Automatic Relief Valve advocated. -The unpleasant degree 

of distension of the breathing bag which follows from a 2 -litre oxygen supply 
during gallery work (much of which is light in character) is a complaint peculiar 
to users of the Proto apparatus. In the other types adopted in this country the 
relief valve opens automatically when the pressure within the apparatus reaches 
4 inches of water, or thereabouts; but the blow -off of the Proto is actuated by 

hand. We believe that it would add to the comfort of the Proto apparatus, and 
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remove one of the temptations of adjusting the oxygen feed too low, if the relief 
valve were made automatic in action. Owing to the presence of the caustic. at the 
bottom of the bag, there is little fear of its being squeezed so at that the wearer 
will be unable to draw breath. 

Constant Feed Apparatus : Minimum Feed prescribed. -In view of the fact 
that rescue apparatus, if satisfactory, must be such as to enable a man to attempt 
hard work without risking oxygen starvation, we advise, in the case of any breathing 
apparatus dependent on a uniform oxygen delivery, that it should be made illegal 
to adjust the reducing valve to supply less than 2 litres per minute. 

Death of Hugh Doorbar at the Podmore Hall Colliery Disaster. -The com- 
bined result of an insufficient oxygen delivery and of the presence of nitrogen in 
the apparatus has recently been tragically demonstrated. Hugh Doorbar, the 
captain of a rescue team, died while wearing a Proto apparatus in the operations 
following the Podmore Hall explosion in January, 1918. The post -mortem revealed 
that death was due to CO poisoning. The apparatus was sent to Dr. Briggs, who 
tested it and reported to the Chief Inspector of Mines. The following is a brief 
account of the examination :- 

The reducing valve was found to be out of adjustment. Instead of delivering 
2 litres of oxygen per minute, it gave 1.56 litres at a cylinder pressure of 120 atmo- 
spheres and only 1.17 litres when that pressure had fallen to 35 atmospheres. 
Information was to the effect that it was the practice in the district to inflate the 
bag, on starting, by taking a breath of air through the nose and respiring into the 
apparatus. The degree of risk attaching to a low oxygen feed when combined with 
nitrogen in the circuit, and the suddenness with which the danger point is reached, 
were exemplified by an experiment with the Proto apparatus, fully charged with 
caustic sticks, and given an oxygen supply of 1.5 litres per minute. The wearer 
(Dr. Briggs), after inflating the bag with expired air, commenced walking to and 
fro on a concreted path. At the end of five minutes his respiration suddenly 
deepened and almost immediately he began to stagger and turn blue in the face, 
and had to be stopped. The reducing valve spring of Doorbar's apparatus was too 
weak. After strengthening the spring by placing washers above it, the valve 
operated normally and efficiently, discharging . a constant volume per minute at 
any cylinder pressure between 120 and 15 atmospheres. 

The main oxygen cock was also defective, it being impossible to close it com- 
pletely even with the assistance of a tool. When merely screwed up by hand, 
unassisted by a tool, the valve discharged noiselessly but quite rapidly. If the 
valve was capable of being turned by hand a good deal of oxygen must have been 
lost before Doorbar put the apparatus on. The tests led to the following con- 
clusions 

1. With the apparatus as received, inflated at the start with ordinary air, the 
wearer would run the gravest risk of sooner or later falling unconscious from 
oxygen want. If this were to occur in afterdamp, and, if in falling, the wearer 
should knock off his nose -clip, he would soon die from carbon monoxide poisoning. 
He would die still more quickly if the atmosphere were pure firedamp or black- 
damp. 

2. The, deficiency of the oxygen feed was due to the wrong adjustment of the 
reducing valve. The reducing valve was well designed and in all respects suitable, 
but it was not rightly adjusted. 

3. The rapidity of collapse was probably due to the combined influence of the 
wrongly adjusted reducing valve and the leaky main valve of the oxygen cylinder. 
The latter allowed oxygen to escape and therefore let down the pressure, and the 
former gave a smaller and smaller feed as the pressure sank. The main valve was, 
as a matter of fact, of a type not well adapted to dealing with gas under high 
pressure -a defect which the makers are now remedying by substituting a valve of 
more satisfactory design. 

The Injector : General Considerations. -In the Draeger and Meco apparatus 
the circulation of air is induced by an injector. This gives a constant flow inde- 
pendent of the breathing, but limited in amount. With the helmet an arrange- 
ment of this kind was practically a necessity on account of the large space in 
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the helmet, and the hopelessly impure nature of the air which would occupy that 
space but for the clearing effect of a current independent of the lungs. As has 
already been pointed out, however. this was at best a dangerously inadeqate 
makeshift, since, during considerable exertion, the circulatory volume was quite 
insufficient. 

With the abolition of the helmet the need for the injector disappears, as the 
lungs themselves can now provide perfectly for the air circulation. Indeed in 

mouthpiece apparatus the injector exists as a " vestigial structure " an , as is 
often the case with such survivals, it is responsible for more risks than benefits. 

It has been claimed as an advantage of the injector that there is cooling of the 
air as it passes the injector, owing to the expansion of the oxygen as it leaves the 
nozzle. This effect is actually present, but is quite small in magnitude. 

An injector which was adequate in all circumstances, and which never got out of 

order, would be able to make breathing a little freer; but the idea that it would 
be of great advantage appears to rest on imperfect physiological knowledge. The 
lungs are so controlled that they are able easily to deal with the very moderate 
resistance of a properly designed purifier circuit. When that resistance is 

encountered the respiratory muscles act more powerfully, so that the amount of air 
breathed is just as great as without the resistance, both the volume of air 
breathed and the force and depth of expiration being regulated by the percentage 
of CO2 in the air of the lungs. With existing injectors the whole physiological 
object of breathing is defeated as soon as the volume of air breathed becomes 
greater than that circulated by the injector ; and the result of this is often most 
dangerous. 

Duchy Colliery Accident. -Nothing can better illustrate the great risks asso- 
ciated with a faulty apparatus than the accident at the Duchy Colliery, South 
Wales, in March, 1917. The circumstances, which were fully investigated at the 
time and reported on by Dr. Haldane, were as follows :- 

A brigade wearing Draeger apparatus had gone up about 90 yards of an old 
incline in the upper part of which the air was extinctive to oil lamps, owing to. 

the presence of a form of blackdamp which was only slightly heavier than air. The 
ventilation of the road was thus very sluggish; but, to judge from tests made after- 
wards, the air where the accident occurred was quite respirable and not extinctive 
to an acetylene lamp. The men moved very slowly, as they had been carefully 
trained not to exert themselves too much. One of them (Evans) seems to have 
gone a little too fast, and fell unconscious from the effects of 002. The rest were 
unable to make the exertion necessary to help him and only got down with difficulty. 
The instructor, Mr. Edward Thorne, wearing a Draeger, then went up with a 

fireman without apparatus and two fresh Draeger men. One of the latter was . 
partly overcome while ascending and had to be brought back by the fireman. In 
two or three minutes after reaching Evans, Mr. Thorne fell over unconscious. 
His companion was so exhausted that he could give no help, but managed to get 
down. Again and again gallant attempts were made to rescue the two men, but 
the defective apparatus made these efforts vain; and no one went up without an 
apparatus as the air was believed to be irrespirable. Both men died when their 
oxygen cylinders ran out. Their mouthpieces had been seen to be in place shortly 
before the oxygen finished, and although they were off when the men were found 
dead they probably were not disturbed until the final convulsions. 

The fatal results were due partly to defects of the injector arrangement, and 
partly to faulty purifiers. When tested afterwards, the cartridges still rattled, 
so they were not exhausted. They were, however, not filled in the proper manner 
and therefore allowed some CO2 to pass. The apparatus acted satisfactorily during 
rest, but when the wearer (Dr. Haldane) walked at 4 miles per hour he was 
staggering from CO2 poisoning within three minutes. The circulation within the 
apparatus was then much less than the volume of air breathed, so that 002 rapidly 
accumulated in the air inspired (see p. 23). With a fresh cartridge of the 
same kind the wearer (Mr. Macaskill, Doncaster Rescue Station) was able, with 
great distress and staggering towards the end, to walk at 4 miles per hour for 
15 minutes, but afterwards developed a severe headache and felt ill for the rest of the 
day. Within 2 minutes of. starting there was 5.2 per cent. of CO2 in the inspired 
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air, and 5.8 per cent. after 15 minutes. The air he was breathing was mostly 
returned directly fróm the expiratory to the inspiratory bag through the opening 
provided to avoid the risk of the latter bag being sucked flat. 

Disadvantages of the Injector considered in Detail : Negative Pressure. - 
The injector is liable to create a negative pressure behind it, the effect of which 
is to cause an inflow from the outer atmosphere if there should be a leak in the 
negative pressure zone. One death has resulted from this cause.* By altering 
the position of the injector Draeger has, in a recent design (Fig. 10), succeeded in 
placing the absorption cartridge in the positive pressure part of the circuit.- This 
is an improvement; it considerably reduces, but does not entirely remove the 
danger in question. A variant of the Meco apparatus, known as the " positive 
pressure " type, is also on the market.,* In this form an auxiliary bag 
is introduced, at the back of the wearer, and in connection with the metal 
cooling pipe leading to the injector. No dependence can be placed on this arrange- 
ment as ensuring positive pressure. The auxiliary bag only acts as a rough kind 
of pressure indicator. When distended -which, in actual use, is seldom -there 
is certainly positive pressure throughout the circuit; but its distension cannot be 
observed by the wearer, nor have we ever met a trained man claiming to be able 
to feel the distension through his clothing. To place a bag -of all things the one 
most liable to leakage -in the very part of the circuit where leakage is most 
likely to have fatal results, is adding to the danger instead of diminishing it, and 
such a bag should never be used. 

Risks of insufficient Circulation. -If the flow were always maintained, and if 
the purifier always acted perfectly, 50 to 60 litres of pure air per minute would be 
ample for the most exacting work the wearer is likely to be called upon to perform 
with rescue apparatus but if it should sink to say, 35 litres, as has often been 
observed, it becomes insufficient for hard exercise. The circulation may fall to the 
vicinity of the latter figure owing to incorrect setting of the reducing valve, to 
the partial clogging of the secondary nozzle, to leakage from the circuit, to the 
accumulation of water or other material in the pipes, or to an increase in the 
resistance of the purifier. Even though it may prove up to standard at the start, 
the circulation usually diminishes -and sometimes diminishes considerably- during 
a practice. 

Had one been dealing with pure air the problem would resolve itself into getting 
some effectual guarantee that the circulation never fell below a stipulated figure, 
say, 45 litres per minute ; but it is unfortunately complicated by the influence of 
CO2 upon the tidal volume demanded by the lungs. This influence is so marked 
that an air circulation which is enough when the air is pure easily becomes 
insufficient when the cartridge begins to fail. 

When the wearer of an injector apparatus fitted with inspiration and expiration 
valves requires a greater air -volume than the injector supplies he exhausts the 
inspiratory bag and overfills the expiratory bag ; breathing becomes more difficult, 
until eventually the inspiratory bag flattens in mid -breath. The sensation of the 
lungs being checked in this manner is extremely distressing and is apt to produce 
panic, and such an occurrence has to be prevented at all hazards. 

The Meco and Draeger appliances must now be examined to see how they guard 
against this danger of an over -driven apparatus. The former attains its object by 
omitting both inspiratory and expiratory valves, thus putting on the injector all 
the responsibility of maintaining the flow. The hag on the exhalation side cannot 
now be overfilled at the expense of that on the inhalation side, there being nothing 
to prevent a readjustment of pressure between them by back- surging of the air. 
Even if overdriven, breathing can go on, the lungs being partially filled by 
exhaled air reinhaled. In most of the patterns of Draeger apparatus used in this 
country the two compartments of the breathing bag are connected by a narrow 

* Prof. J. Cadman : Mine Rescue Any liances. A danger occurring in the Use of Apparatus in 
which an injector is employed. Trans. I.M.E. xliv., p. 463. 

+ British Patent No. 4378. 1913. 
Trans. LM.E, xlv., p 230. 
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passage (p., Fig. 10). Provided the pressure in the inhalation compartment 
exceeds that in the exhalation compartment (which is the normal case), the flow 

in this passage is in parallel with that going to the lungs ; but when the apparatus 
is overdriven the pressure in the exhalation bag becomes the greater, and some air 
from that bag returns through the passage to prevent the inhalation compartment 
being sucked flat. In another Draeger design the passage between the bags is 

omitted but the expiratory valve is left out, thus allowing the lungs to fill them. 
selves from the exhalation bag if the circulation is insufficient. 

We look upon these expedients with the gravest suspicion. All three of them are 

alike in that unpurified air is used to make up the indrawn volume when the 
lungs' demand exceeds the injector's supply. Consider what happens with an 

apparatus of this kind if provided with an inadequate purifier. As soon as the 

cartridge begins passing CO2 the breathing automatically intensifies ; a greater 
proportion of the volume in circulation passes into the lungs and the air delivered 
to the cartridge becomes richer in CO2. These effects become more and more 
marked until the lungs need more than the injector can supply. At this critical 
point relief is given by adding expired air to air already dangerously charged 
with CO2, with the result that the moment of complete failure approaches at an 

accelerating rate and unconsciousness may rapidly supervene. 
The elimination of both valves in the Meco apparatus has the same effect as a 

large deadspace, for even with gentle exercise the . lungs send back a part of the 
expired volume into the inspiratory bag, from which it passes to the wearer on 

the next inhalation. Similarly, with that type of Draeger in which the expiratory 
valve is omitted, an indrawn breath is always more or less polluted with vitiated 
air drawn hack from the expiratory bag. These two latter methods of preventing 
the inhalation bag being sucked flat are particularly objectionable ; at one and the 
same time they reduce the margin of safety and the amount of exertion possible to 

the wearer. No injector contrivance is safe from the serious danger under discussion 
unless it is so arranged that the lungs can at all times get the volume they require 
without having to draw upon unpurified air. Both inspiratory and expiratory 
valves must be present, and it must be made impossible for any air to reach the - 
lungs without having first been through the purifier. 

Injector Apparatus : Risk of withdrawing Mouthpiece. -If a man wearing an 

apparatus should trip and fall -as he is particularly liable to do when walking in 

smoke -his mouthpiece may he knocked out, and it may be a few moments before 
he recovers himself sufficiently to get it back again, or -in a more serious case - 
before his comrades can do so. 

Mr. J. H. Thorne, of the Porth Rescue Station, called our attention to a third 
drawback of injector apparatus, namely, that if the mouthpiece be withdrawn the 
injector will suck some of the outside air into the apparatus. 

Such a risk, certainly, does not exist with lung- operated apparatus, like the 

Proto or Weg, where the removal of the mouthpiece merely causes an outflow from 
the bag until atmospheric pressure is restored. 

In order to ascertain the extent of the danger. in question, a Meco apparatus 
was placed with its open mouthpiece in an atmosphere containing 2.73 per cent. 
of carbon monoxide, samples being drawn from a tap on the inhalation tube at 

intervals of 1, 2 and 4 minutes after starting the oxygen supply. These samples, 
respectively analysed 0.30, 0.36 and 0.41 per cent. of carbon monoxide, indicating 
a serious contamination of the air within the apparatus. 

Choking of Injector. -The injector suffers from a further drawback in its 
liability to become choked. Most instructors at Meco and Draeger Stations - 
particularly at the former -have experienced this trouble, and if it occurred irl 

irrespirable air the result would probably be fatal. The secondary nozzle and 
openings thereto occasionally get choked with dirt or caustic particles carried 
along the air passages. While interfering with the efficiency of the injector as a 

pump, such an occurrence rarely checks the oxygen feed. When the inner nozzle 
is blocked, on the other hand, the material obstructing the passage is generally 
found to have come from the reducing valve side. A very small particle is enough 
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-to stop the hole. . A case is on record* of a nozzle becoming completely blocked 
during use by a minute piece of metal from a gauze. The wearer of the apparatus 
fell unconscious. . 

To prevent rust particles and other small fragments entering the nozzle from 
the pressure side, a filter is interposed between the injector and the reducing valve. 
In the Draegar apparatus the filter is a disc of very fine gauze, the openings in 
which (measured by means of a microscope having a micrometer eyepiece) are 
1/12 mm. square. The mesh is thus sufficiently fine to catch anything that could 
block the nozzle. The Meco apparatus, when correctly fitted, possesses a filter 
consisting of a tight plug of cotton wool, held between two gauzes and clamped 
firmly in place. This, again, is efficient. But there are at rescue stations a 
considerable number of Meco apparatus in which the plug has been omitted though 
the gauze discs are present. Now the average Meco nozzle is 0.3 mm. in diameter, 
while the gauze mesh measures 0.2 mm. in the clear. This apparent margin of 
safety, however, may not actually exist, as the microscope shows that the drill 
has not always left a clean hole, and that the actual orifice of the jet may be 
half -moon shaped or quite irregular. The following measurements relate to five 
Meco nozzles selected at random :- 

(1) Half -moon shaped orifice ; maximum width, 0.23 mm. ; minimum width, 
0.17 mm. 

(2) Clean round hole, 0.28 mm. diameter. 
(3) Clean round hole, 0.37 mm. diameter. 
(4) Irregular orifice, maximum width, 0.25 mm. ; minimum width, 0.20 mm. 
(5) Clean round hole, 0.35 mm. diameter. 

If it is borne in mind that the filter could not stop anything less than 0.2 mm., 
the highly dangerous nature of jets (1) and (4) is evident. 

It must not be inferred that by removing the injector all chance of choking the 
oxygen supply is eradicated. That possibility exists with apparatus such as the 
Proto, which has no injector, but which, nevertheless, has a fine opening on 
the discharge side of the reducing valve. Of the two, however, the injector is 
more liable to choke ; the orifice is longer and is smaller in bore. 

Recommendations relating to Injector. -There is no gainsaying the fact that 
the injector, as an adjunct to breathing apparatus, is a grave source of danger. 
To do away with it entirely is the only satisfactory solution of the problems to 
which it gives rise. We recommend that it be abolished in all future rescue 
apparatus, and that existing apparatus be altered, as soon as practicable, to elimi- 
nate the injector. 

Rusting of Oxygen Cylinders. -It having been suggested by Messrs. H. Rowan 
and J. Parker, of Cowdenbeath, that particles of rust carried into the reducing 
valve from the cylinder may choke the orifice of the valve and cause a stoppage 
in the flow of oxygen, an examination was made of the cylinders of three appa- 
ratus to ascertain the degree of rusting. Patches of rust were found in them 
all, but one, a Proto pair, was particularly bad. The latter had been suspected 
of being rusted up inside owing to the comparative slowness of discharge of 
the gas from it when the main cock was opened to free air. On removing the 
end connections, and cleaning these Proto cylinders in the manner shortly to be 
described, 5.3 grams of scale and rust were obtained, much of it being in a loose 
state. The passage in the iron neck connecting the cylinders being, in part, 
narrow in bore, the risk of the choking of that passage is evidently considerable. 
Several cylinders have been discarded at certain Military Proto Schools in France, 
because of the development of internal obstructions of this sort. Every time a 
cylinder is annealed more scale is made, and the danger in question is enhanced. 

All apparatus fitted with a pair of cylinders have connections of narrow bore. 
So far as our own observations go, the Weg is the only one in which an attempt 
is made to prevent rust entering the connecting pipe. Into each cylinder of that 
apparatus there projects a tube, four inches in length, closed at its end but with 

* South Midland Report, p. 45. 
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an opening at the side. The opening is covered with a fine gauze, which forms 
an effectual trap. 

With the exception of the Weg, where the arrangement of the cylinders, one 
on each side, may be considered an essential point of design, the use of cylinders 
in pairs is a survival from the day when each cylinder had its own cock. The 
single cylinders of the Gibbs, Tissot, and new Draeger apparatus are decidedly 
preferable, obviating, as they do, the need for the narrow connecting passage, 
and thus greatly reducing the possibility of internal choking. 

Danger of Graphite in Valve Glands. -The dust from the inside of a Proto 
reducing valve was examined under the microscope. It was found to consist mainly 
of particles of graphite which had entered from the valve glands. An accumulation 
in the reducing valve orifice of these particles, or of rust, in the manner suggested 
by Messrs. Rowan and Parker, is not by any means out of the question, and, were 
it to occur when the apparatus was being worn in irrespirable air, would probably 
lead to the loss of a life. On the outflow side of the Proto reducing valve there is a 

hole, 0.4 mm. in diameter, through which the oxygen discharges. In the case in 

point, this hole appeared clear when held to the light ; but when placed under the 
microscope a flake of graphite was seen to be wedged across it in a very ominous 
manner. We have already (p. 19) referred to the unsatisfactory design of the 
Proto cocks ; it is now seen that by making use of asbestos - graphite packing they 
introduce a special and unnecessary risk. They should be changed as soon as 

practicable for the newer variety of cock, which has no stuffing -box gland. Inter. 
posed `between the cylinder and reducing valve of the Proto apparatus is a fine 
gauze, which greatly assists in preventing rust from the cylinders and graphite 
particles from the main cock entering the reducing valve ; but the pressure -gauge 
cock is on the outer side of the filter, and thus there is nothing to stop graphite 
from the latter cock making its way into the reducing valve. 

Cleaning of Cylinders and Prevention of Rusting. -A filter gauze, such as . 

that alluded to in the last paragraph, will always be valuable as a safeguard; 
but we think that the best way of coping with rust and scale is to attack it at the 
fountain head and prevent its formation. 

Every time a cylinder is annealed (unless the annealing be done in an oxygen - 
free atmosphere) some scale and rust is made. We recommend that, immediately 
after annealing, the cylinders should be scoured inside to remove oxide, and then 
given a coat of varnish or otherwise protected against corrosion. Several ways . 

of scouring the insides of cylinders will suggest themselves to the reader; the 
following method is simple and has proved satisfactory for straight cylinders :- 
The scouring tool consists of a steel rod, i'o inch in diameter and 10 inches long,. 

to one end of which is attached 6 inches of bicycle chain. The other end is held 
in the chuck of a lathe ; the cylinder is pushed over the rod, the whole of the 
chain being inserted within ; and then the lathe is started. The chain, trying to 

fly out centrifugally, scours the inner surface of the cylinder effectively. An 

excellent varnish to use after scouring is made from the following recipe 
Gum Shellac, 1 lb.; Methylated Spirits, 1 lb.; Venetian Red,* 3 ozs. It is 

innocuous, adheres tenaciously to an iron surface and does not flake off. More- 

over, we find that the cylinder connections and distance- pieces (Proto) can be 

soldered on without hurting the varnish. It is applied by pouring a little into 

the cylinder, swilling it round, and pouring it out, the cylinder being then set 

aside to dry until the varnish is quite hard. One such coat is sufficient. 
The problem of rendering an iron or steel surface rust -proof has received a 

good deal of attention of late years, and it may well be that experience will 

eventually point to some other mode of protection as superior to varnishing. 

The Danger of Nitrogen in the Oxygen Supply. -When the wearer of a 

constant -rate oxygen -feed apparatus, set to supply two litres per minute, is doing 

work (such as building a stopping or. erecting a brattice) which involves only 

* Ferric oxide, alumina, silica, calcium carbonate, magnesia, and combined water. 
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moderate respiratory exercise, the blow -off valve is frequently in action and the, 
apparatus is being continually flushed out. But if heavier labour is per- 
formed, the demand for oxygen may equal or exceed the supply ; in which case 
the relief valve ceases to discharge, and the wearer no longer has the benefit 
of the scavenging action of excess air. The nitrogen existing as an impurity in 
compressed oxygen now "begins to accumulate in the circuit, and, unless the supply 
is in a high state of purity, the oxygen percentage in the air passing to the lungs 
may rapidly diminish, although the bag remain normally distended. If this 
action goes far enough, the wearer will suddenly lose consciousness. 

To get rid of accumulated nitrogen' is important in all apparatus of the regene- 
rator type ; it is doubly important in the case of apparatus (e.g., the Weg or 
Gibbs) in which the oxygen feed is automatically determined by the degree of 
deflation of the apparatus. 

Before we pass to the consideration of the actual proportion of impurity present 
in the oxygen supplied to rescue stations, it is advisable to remark upon certain. 
measures for relieving the danger under discussion :- 

Clearing the Apparatus of Nitrogen. -In the first place it is a mistake to fill 
an apparatus that has just been put on. with air drawn in through the nose and 
expired into the bag. The object should be to reduce the volume of nitrogen . 
in the apparatus at the start and not to add to it. The wearer should, therefore, 
begin by sucking the bag flat and exhaling through the nose. The oxygen being 
turned on, and the mouthpiece orifice being closed by the tongue, the bag is then 
allowed to fill up. A deep breath is then drawn from the apparatus and exhaled 
through the nose. The nose is now clipped. In this way nitrogen is swept out 
from the apparatus and the lungs. 

Discharging through Relief Valve.-Unless the relief valve automatically dis- 
charges from time to time as the work proceeds, it is advisable before attempting 
any specially heavy work to empty the bag by squeezing the air through that valve, 
then filling up afresh with oxygen. 

The Oxygen By -pass recommended. -The by- passes fitted to the Proto and 
Weg apparatus are very useful in quickly filling the bag after it has been purposely 
or accidentally flattened, and thus they assist in lessening the danger incident to 
nitrogen accumulation. We find that the majority of instructors favour the 
provision of a by -pass. Those of the reverse opinion base their objection on the 
possibility of misuse. The drawback exists; but it is one that may be minimised . 
by careful training. We believe that the merits of the by -pass considerably out- 
weigh the objections to it, and we advocate its adoption on every apparatus taking 
its oxygen from a compressed source. Besides that already named, the by -pass 
has the advantages of providing, first, the means for supplying extra oxygen should . 

the wearer be for a short time undertaking work requiring more than the reducing 
valve is giving, and secondly, an independent channel from the cylinder to the 
circuit, which, at a pinch, could satisfy the wearer's needs, and enable him to 
make good his escape if the feed through the reducing valve failed for any reason. 
The most suitable mechanical arrangement of the by -pass will be discussed in a 
later report. 

Official Requirement as to Oxygen Purity. -The " Memorandum on Schemes 
of Training and Practice," in the Home Office pamphlet relating to Rescue Work,* 
states as follows : " Where oxygen breathing apparatus is used, care must be taken . 

to ensure a high standard of purity in the oxygen used, and supplies, unless 
guaranteed by the manufacturers, should be tested by analysis. The Secretary 
of State is advised that it is not practicable entirely to exclude the presence of 
nitrogen, and that provided the nitrogen- present does not exceed 2 per cent. 

* Mines and Quarries Form No. 72, 1915. p. 3. 
f The impurity in oxygen prepared by the liquefaction process, though spoken of as 

nitrogen throughout this Report. is mainly argon. In one analysis given by Morey (Joaarn. Ana. 
Chem. Soc., 1912, XXXI V., p. 491), the impurity amounted to 3.1 per cent., of which 2.8 per- 
cent. was argon and 0.3 per cent. nitrogen. 
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the safety of the users of the apparatus will not be endangered. Oxygen con 

taining a greater amount of nitrogen than 2 per cent., or any other impurity 

would become a source of danger and could not be regarded as complying wif 

the requirements of the Regulations." 
The rescue stations buy their oxygen from one or other of the ten factories 0. 

the British Oxygen Company. On a label attached to each charged cylinder tb 

Company guarantees the high degree of purity of the gas, the guarantee usualli 

being to the effect that the gas contains from 98.5 to 99.5 per cent. of oxygen 

Doubtless, before the war, this extremely satisfactory proportion was realised 

but, owing to the pressure of war orders, the Company has recently been unable )i 

maintain that standard in several instances. 

Deaths at Newdigate Colliery. - The question became conspicuous uvhee 

Professor Sir John Cadman, analysing the oxygen used by two men who died at ti 
.Newdigate Colliery, Warwickshire, while wearing the Proto apparatus (October Hi 

1916), found it to contain only 96.8, instead of 98.5 per cent. as guaranteed by ti 
-makers. 

This impurity, together with fact of the apparatus being set only for 1* litre 

per minute, apparently accounted for the distressing symptoms which occurre; 

when the men were travelling uphill, probably. causing them to tamper with thei 

mouthpiece and noseclips respectively so as to breath more freely. The reap) 

was inhalation of carbon monoxide from which the men died. "* 
After investigating the oxygen supplied to other stations in the Birmingham 

area, Professor Cadman took the matter up with the makers and éventually sue 

needed in getting the supply back to its original purity, so far as that district il 

concerned. 

Analysis of Oxygen Samples. -During our visits to rescue stations in th 

summer and autumn of 1917 samples of oxygen were taken on several occasions 

and these were subsequently analysed by Dr. Briggs. The results are tabulated 
below. The samples from Mansfield were collected over mercury by Mr. G. L 

-Brown :- 
TABLE II. 

Analyses of Oxygen Samples. 

Rescue Station. Supplied from. Date of Supply, 
1917. 

Percentage 
Oxygen. 

Aberaman - Cardiff - 14th June - 93.99 
Abercynon - Cardiff - 8th June 91.96 
Altofts - - Sheffield - July - - 99.84 
Altofts - - Sheffield - August - - - 97.04 
Crumlin - - Cardiff - 15th August - - 96.35 
:Edinburgh - Glasgow - 4th September - 98.71 
Howe Bridge - - Birkenhead - - 99.86f 

12th September - Mansfield - Sheffield - 95.76 
Mansfield - Sheffield - 26th June - - 98.17 
Mansfield - Sheffield - 22nd August - - 97.22 
Newcastle - Newcastle - 11th September - 98.35 
Newcastle - Newcastle - 31st August - - 98.31 
New Tredegar - - Cardiff - 21st April - - 97.01 
Forth - - Cardiff - - July - - 93.67 

It will be observed that only six of the fourteen samples analysed conform to the 

Home Office requirements as to purity. Out of fourteen other samples analysed by 

Mr. Graham at the Doncaster Coal Owners' Laboratory in 1917 up to August only 

* Annual Report of H.M. Inspector of Mines, 1916. 
t Electrolytic oxygen. 
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three conformed to the standard, and one contained less than 80 per cent. of 
Oxygen. The situation here revealed is grave. The most perfect breathing appa- 
ratus is dangerous if supplied with oxygen as impure as several of the results 
indicate. 

On receipt of these figures Mr. Walker wrote (21st September, 1917) to each rescue 
station to call attention to the necessity of analysing all oxygen supplied for rescue 
work in order to ascertain whether it is of the required purity, and suggesting that . 
the analyses should be recorded in a book kept at the station. 

Compulsory Analysis of Oxygen advocated. -Makers' guarantees not being 
sufficient at the present time, we recommend that it be made obligatory to analyse 
the oxygen from every cylinder, supplied for use in connection with self- contained 
apparatus, whether at rescue stations or at individual mines. 

Oxygen containing more than 2 per cent. of impurity should never be used 
in actual work or practices underground with the apparatus, nor in any situation 
where a member of a brigade is liable to get out of sight of the instructor ; and 
compressed oxygen holding more than 3 per cent. of impurity should not be used 
for self - contained apparatus in any circumstances.* The Superintendent should 
endeavour to build up the emergency (two days') stock from the purest oxygen 
available. This is easily done when every cylinder's contents are analysed. 

With lung- controlled apparatus, such as the Weg or Gibbs or apparatus in which 
the oxygen supply can be cut down by the wearer, additional precautions should 
be taken against the accumulation of nitrogen, and with such apparatus the purity 
should be over 99 per cent. 

Special Oxygen Analysis Apparatus designed.-To remove any difficulty that 
may be encountered in getting analyses done speedily and economically, two forms 
of analysis apparatus have been designed expressly for testing almost pure oxygen. 
The Committee desire to record their thanks to Mr. J. I. Graham, B.A., B.Sc., 
Doncaster Coal Owners' Research Laboratory, who in co- operation with Dr. Haldane 
has produced the first form. The second form is due to Dr. Briggs. Particulars 
of these apparatus are given in Appendix II. The inventors have endeavoured to 
provide simple appliances that can be used by station superintendents who may not . 
possess previous knowledge of gas analysis. 

Electrolytic Oxygen. -The electrolytic oxygen generated at the Birkenhead and. 
Wolverhampton Works of the British Oxygen Company is of great purity. An 
analysis of oxygen from the former works is recorded in the above table, and one 
of Wolverhampton electrolytic oxygen will be found in the Second Doncaster Report, 
p. 16. The latter is : Oxygen, 99.5 per cent. ; hydrogen, 0.02 per cent. ; nitrogen, 
0.48 per cent. In the sample from Howe Bridge Station the hydrogen amounted 
to 0.10 per cent. Freedom from hydrogen is the most important consideration with 
this class of oxygen. "Volume for volume hydrogen is more dangerous than nitrogen 
owing to the possibility of an explosive mixture being developed within the appa- 
ratus with the former gas. The excellence of the quoted analyses should not be 
accepted as proof of a general immunity from this risk at those stations supplied 
with electrolytic oxygen. The following is an excerpt from the American Report,, 
p. 54. It refers, of course, to American sources of supply :- 

" Some of the samples that have been gathered from tanks of oxygen furnished 
to the Bureau for use in apparatus have shown a hydrogen content of as much as. 

3 to 4 per cent. It has been found on test at the Pittsburgh Laboratory that a 
little more than one per cent. hydrogen in certain apparatus which was used to 
the limiting capacity for oxygen - supply, caused the circulatory system of the 
apparatus -Co become charged with as much as 23 per cent. hydrogen at the end 
of a two hours continuous use." 

This, it may be added, forms a violently explosive mixture. 

Safe Limit for Hydrogen Proportion.-We do not think that oxygen con- 
taining more than one -half of one per cent. of hydrogen ought ever to be used for 
rescue apparatus. It is especially important that the superintendents of those 
stations supplied with electrolytic oxygen should analyse all oxygen received. It is 
not sufficient to accept a work's guarantee. Unless the oxygen percentage exceeds 

* These remarks do not apply to liquid air. 
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991, the hydrogen proportion should also be ascertained. The results should I) 

recorded in a book kept at the station for that purpo se. 

The Influence of Cold on the Absorption of Carbon Dioxide.- Experience s 

the use of Proto apparatus in wintry weather and experiments in the laborator 
have made it clear that caustic soda, when cold, is only a tardy absorber of Col 

In British mines, it is true, the temperatures are usually such as make this fag 

of small practical consequence ; yet in colder countries, or in military or fire- brigad, 
operations, it may be necessary ou occasion to guard against the effect of lop 

temperature. To warm up the caustic, the wearer should, in such circumstance; 
:inhale from fresh air and exhale through the apparatus for a few minutes befon 
finally clearing out the apparatus with oxygen and starting to use it. 

The influence of cold on the rate at which CO2 is absorbed deserves the closer 
attention on the part of designers of liquid air apparatus. 

Liquid Air Rescue Apparatus. -We intend, in a later report, to deal at lengil 
with liquid air breathing apparatus. It is a subject to which a good deal d 

:attention and experiment will be directed. The present, however, is a fitting time 

-to notice the great strides that have been made in this form of apparatus, chief) 
;through the labours of Colonel Blackett, Mr. F. P. Mills (Newcastle Station) ass 

jMr. E. Elliston (Rotherham Station). The apparatus now in use at Rotherham 
and the stations of Northumberland and Durham can indeed claim to be a sai 
and suitable type for mine rescue purposes. But progress bas not been everywhen 
the same, and we were surprised to see still in use at one station, the radical!) 
imperfect apparatus supplied some years ago by Henry Simonie & Co., whiel 
proved so dangerous in the Doncaster tests. There should be no delay in makin; 
the comparatively simple alterations to these faulty appliances to bring them it 

line with the best practice. 

Testing Breathing Apparatus. -Systematically and frequently to test apparats 
is one of the best of safeguards. A thorough test should be made of every breathin¡ 
apparatus at a rescue station or mine at least once a month. It is useful to keel 
a record of the tests, the apparatus being numbered to facilitate reference. The 

dates of replacements and repairs can then be traced, and special tendencies of an) 

apparatus -for though they may be outwardly alike some give more trouble that 
.others -can be kept continuously under observation. 

Pressure Gauges. -In examining an apparatus the first thing done is to turi 
on the oxygen and read the pressure gauge. Several instances have been brougbl 
to our notice of the unreliability of the small gauges attached to apparatus, 
Obviously a faulty gauge not only vitiates this test, but also forms a serious soure 
of danger during active work. Especially is this the case when the lower reading; 
are in error or when there is sluggishness of movement at the low pressures. 

FIG. 3I.- APPLIANCE FOR TESTING PRESSURE G- AUGES. 
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Mode of Testing Pressure Gauges, -We suggest the installation at stations of 

the inexpensive and simple arrangement designed by Dr. Briggs and illustrated 

in Fig. 31. It allows of gauges (g, g) being compared, six (or less) at a time, 

:against a standard gauge G, calibrated at the National Physical Laboratory, Ted - 

dington, to which place it should be returned for examination once a year. A 

small oxygen cylinder C, charged to 120 -150 atmospheres, is attached to the appliance 

and the oxygen turned on. After the gauge readings have been taken, some of 

the gas is exhausted by means of the tap T, when the gauges are again compared. 

In this way any number of readings is obtainable between the initial pressure and 

zero. More elaborate apparatus for testing pressure gauges are described in 

Messrs. Schäffer & Budenberg's catalogues. Their only objection is that of price. 

Leakage Tests.- Various ways of making a leakage test have been described in 
the First Doncaster Report, p. 21, and Mr. A. T. Winborn's book on " The Use 
of Oxygen Breathing or Rescue Apparatus," p. 29. They are well known to 
instructors. By far the best test, however, is to immerse the whole apparatus in 
water with the oxygen turned on and with the mouthpiece closed by the thumb. 
As the bags become distended bubbles rise from faulty joints on the circuit, while 
leakage of high- pressure oxygen becomes evident at once. Before submerging the 
apparatus certain parts, such as the slings and bag -cover of the Proto and the 
_padded belt of the Meco, should be taken off. 

No apparatus should ever he used in poisonous air until it has passed this test. 
We suggest that a suitable receptacle, such as a collapsible bath, be added to the 
equipment of a rescue station so as to avoid delay and trouble in getting something 
to serve the purpose at a pit. Had this test been applied, it is very probable that 
the leakage in the regenerator and joints which led to the death of an instructor at 
.Caeduke Colliery, near Swansea, in 1912, would have been detected before the team 
went underground. 

Measurement of Oxygen Delivery by Wet Meter.-AU instructors are familiar 
with the drum wet meter. Provided this meter is filled with water to the correct 
level, and that it is not used for measuring currents beyond the capacity intended 
by the maker, it proves an accurate means of measurement. 

Measurement of Oxygen Delivery by Resistance Gauge. -A simple form of 
gauge for measuring oxygen delivery on a principle suggested by Dr. Haldane, 
and put on the market by Messrs. Siebe, Gorman & Co., is shown in Fig. 32. It 
consists of a.glass U -tube, the longer limb of which (A) is graduated in litres per 
minute of flow, while the other limb contains, at its upper end, a plug of glass 
wool B. Water is run into the bulb C until its surface stands at the zero mark of 
the scale. D is a drain tube which permits of the water level being accurately 
adjusted and also of the bulb being emptied before the instrument is put away. 
When the tube E is connected to the oxygen delivery which is to be gauged, the 
gas has to rnn through the wool plug in order to. make its escape from the hole F. 
In passing through the plug it meets with a resistance which is almost directly as 
the gas discharge ; the resistance -as a head of water -is indicated on the scale, 
which thus gives a measure of the flow. These meters have been found to give 
extremely good results. This instrument is quicker to use than the wet meter 
since no time interval has to be observed. Care must be taken to prevent water 
being shaken. into the glass wool. 

Draeger's Float Litre Meter. -Draeger introduced a simple and useful oxygen - 
discharge meter which is shown at D, Fig. 35, where it is combined with other 
gauging appliances to be described below. It consists of an upright glass tube 
protected by being placed within a metal tube. An observation slot is cut out of 
one side of the latter. The glass tube is slightly conical in bore, the larger end 
being uppermost. Inside the tube is a light wooden bobbin or float, which is im- 
pelled up the tube by the stream of gas entering at the bottom. The higher the 
float rises the wider is the annulus between it and the tube. The float settles at a 
point in the tube at which the force of impact of the oxygen on its under surface 
is equal to its weight. The scale, in litres per minute, is etched on the glass, and 
the flow is recorded by the reading opposite the top of the bobbin. Owing to 
inequalities in the bore of the glass tube, each instrument has to be calibrated 
separately, and the graduation is very irregular. 

* See Trans. I.M.E., LIlI., p. 223, for discussion of this law. 
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Briggs' Litre Meter. -Fig. 33 shows in vertical section a litre meter which 

resembles Draeger's in that a moving bobbin B serves as indicator, but which 

differs from the German form in having a uniform bore glass tube T in place of a 

conical tube. It was designed to meet the present -day difficulty of getting conical 

tubes in this country. Concentric with the glass tube is the nickel -plated rod R, 

whose shape is that of a long wedge, the point being uppermost. The bobbin, 

which is of boxwood or vulcanite, has a central hole and slides up the rod. The 

higher the bobbin the greater is the area of passage through this central hole. The 

graduations (ranging from one to ten litres per minute) are etched upon the outer 
metal tube A. They are much more regular than in Draeger's pattern. 

Periodical Test of Meters. -It is highly advisable that these flow meters should 
be accurate, or, if in error, that their correction should be known. They ought, 

to be compared at regular intervals with discharges measured by displacement.. 
Oxygen and not air must be used in checking these meters. 

Testing the Relief Valve. -An automatic blow -off valve requires frequent atten- 
tion, as its proper adjustment has a good deal to do with the successful working 
of a rescue apparatus. It is easily tested by connecting to a water -gauge one 

opening of the bag or tube to which it is fitted and blowing into the other opening 
until the valve operates. The gauge should then register about 4 inches of water. 

Testing Injector Apparatus. -The injector of the Draeger and Meco apparatus 
is designed to induce a static pressure- difference of 4 inches of water when passing 
two litres of oxygen per minute. An indirect but useful mode of testing the 
oxygen discharge is therefore to attach a water -gauge to either the suction or 
discharge side of the injector and then to turn on the oxygen. 

Most instructors very rightly insist on each member of a brigade applying the 
water -gauge test before donning his apparatus ; but valuable though it is, that 
test is not in itself sufficient. A more detailed scrutiny should be made from time+. 
to time, and especially after the " automat " has been overhauled. Any of the 
four meters above described may be used in determining the oxygen feed, the 
delivery side of the automat being connected to the gauge and the suction side 
being closed by a screw cap. 

Draeger's Bag. -A simple method of gauging the circulation of an injector 
apparatus is to use Draeger's graduated linen bag, of which a photograph is. 
reproduced (Fig. 34). The breathing bag being omitted, the measuring bag, 
(rolled up and empty) is attached to the inhalation side of the apparatus and . 

allowed to hang freely. The injector is then made to draw air from the outer, 
atmosphere, through the absorbent cartridge and connecting tubes, and deliver 
it into the measuring bag during a timed period. The mouth of the bag being 
then closed, the " slack " is rolled up, and the volume read in the manner indicated 
by the figure. This appliance may also be used in mer suring the discharge in liquid 
air apparatus. As the bag is apt to become seriously leaky, it should be itself tested 
under water at frequent intervals. 

Combined Testing Set. -The clever appliance illustrated in Fig. 35 forms a. 
valuable item of equipment of Draeger and Meco stations. A is an ordinary 
water -gauge whose use has already been described. B is a second water- gauge, by 
means of which the pressure needed to make the relief valve blow -off can be 
ascertained. By aid of the Bourdon pressure gauge C, the reducing valve can be 
correctly set and the automatic safety valve adjusted to operate at ten atmospheres. 
The oxygen discharge gauge D has already been described. The tube E is for 
measuring the circulation. The mode of action of the circulation meter is the same 
as that of the oxygen meter. The conical glass tube of the former, however, is 
wider so as to offer little resistance to the passage of air through it. The 
graduations range between 30 and 75 litres per minute, and the top of the float is 

A 12170 C 
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the reading index. In two cases in which these circulation_ meters. were tested 

against displacement they were found to be accurately graduated. 
If, as we recommend, the injector is abolished, there is, of course, no longer any 

need for tests of circulation, except in the case of liquid air apparatus. 

PART III. 
THE TRAINING OF RESCUE BRIGADES. 

Rescue apparatus, no matter how perfect, is useless unless worn by properly 

selected and thoroughly instructed men. We therefore consider the subject of 

rescue -station routine and organisation and the training of brigades to be of equal 

importance with that relating to the selection of suitable apparatus. In this pan 

of the Report we discuss aspects of this subject, and point out where we belied 

improvement could be made. 

We have remarked in the Introduction on the excellence of the rescue station 
we visited. The general arrangements are so good that criticism is disarmed 

We think, however, that in some cases improvement could be brought about ú 

the training galleries. The aim should be to make a gallery resemble the roadway 

of a mine after an explosion; neatness and regularity are therefore out of pines 

and undesirable. The gallery at Wath -on- Dearne is excellent in this respect. Ti 
floor, which consists of broken shale, is made very irregular ; zones of displaced alai 

disturbed timber are realistically arranged ; the walls are of brick, and the air a 

the gallery can be made hot as well as irrespirable. 
Wood, as a material for the roof and walls of a gallery, is to be avoided 

possible, owing to its weakness and to the difficulty, when the roof is of wood, e 

setting timber in the same manner as in the mine. Exit doors should not be to 

numerous, and windows should be kept high and narrow so as to allow 
debris heaps being laid under them. The plan adopted at Wakefield Station o 

providing a dark underground practice ground extending under a large part ( 

the premises, in addition to the usual gallery, is worthy of imitation. It adds i 

the variety of the tasks which a team may be set. It also helps to inspire the ne 

-with confidence in the apparatus by accustoming them to work some little distal( 
from escape doors. Bare signal wires run throughout the underground and slide 
galleries, being connected to a loud bell in the observation court. This enables tl 

signal code to be practised, and furnishes a means of giving warning if anythii 
untoward occurs.* 

Organisation for Rescue Training. -There are, at present, three ways in whit 

a mine may comply with the Regulations relating to rescue training, and these a 

as follows :- 
(1) The mine may he connected with a neighbouring rescue station maintainii 

a resident brigade ; 

(2) The mine may be connected with a station at which there is no reside 

brigade, the brigades being altogether formed of employees of t 

mines ; and 
(3) The mine may be unconnected with a rescue station, the whole work 

training men and maintaining the necessary apparatus being uni 

taken at the mine. 

Unattached Mines. -A considerable number of mines take advantage of i 

last of these alternatives. Some are so situated that attachment to a cent 

* Since this paragraph was written Dr. Briggs has visited Chesterfield and seen the esctIl 
underground training gallery there. It hai bien skilfully laid out to resemble mine world 
and must prove musc valuable. 
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rescue station is impracticable ; others Be within reach of a central station but are 
unconnected with it. either because the owners are not members of the Coal - 
masters' Association controlling the station, or because the owners consider that 
pecuniary or other advantages accrue by dealing with rescue training themselves. 
We are aware of cases of unattached mines at which rescue instruction is of a 
high standard ; but they form a minority. Instructing brigades, practising trained 
men, and maintaining apparatus are specialised operations which can he conducted 
more efficiently at a central station than at individual mines. Unattached mines 
within range of a central station are a source of weakness and possibly of danger, 
for, if a serious disaster befell the mine, the station could not refuse its assistance; 
it would then be required to co- operate with men whose efficiency would be an 
unknown quantity and whose apparatus may differ from the station equipment. 
If a central station is in existence we consider that no coal mine within the 10 -miles 
radius should be permitted to remain unattached to it. The inclusion of 
non -members' collieries within the system of service of an Association rescue station 
need present no special difficulty. Some stations have already made the arrange- 
ment, a higher rate of subscription being generally charged. 

Rescue Station Organisation : The Choice of Systems. - Opinion among 
instructors and others is divided upon the question as to whether the resident 
brigade system is to be preferred to the system of non -resident brigades. As a 
matter of fact that question hardly admits of a general answer, for it is con- 
siderably influenced by the size of the station's district and the character of the 
rains in that district. 

There is no doubt that, when the district is large, the permanent brigade system 
gives the station staff less work, since the number of men drawn from the mines 
for training is then small. Indeed, in a few of the most populous districts, to 
train under the older non -resident system would involve such continual heavy 
work at the station that the teaching staff would have to be much increased to 
cope with it, and the wear and tear on apparatus would be correspondingly heavier. 

A resident brigade becomes more familiar with the apparatus than does a colliery 
brigade. This is owing, not to any difference in the original course of training, 
but to the infrequency of the practices of the colliery brigade after its training is 
completed. 

Medical and Physical Examinations of Brigade Members.--It is fortunate 
that the rescue squads are enlisted from men who, in the main, are used to hard 
manual work, and who are in good condition. There are, however, a number of 
semi -sedentary occupations connected with mining from which men have been 
enrolled. We have no desire to place obstacles in the way of such men joining the 
brigades ; but we think it advisable to indicate a suitable manner of testing whether 
they are fit for the duty. Experience in connection with army medical examina- 
tion has revealed the existence of a noticeable proportion of men in the general 
community whose organs are sound but who break down utterly under the stress of 
exertion. It has, indeed, been found that, invaluable though detailed examina- 
tion for organic disease or weakness must always be, a further highly useful test in 
eliminating unsuitable subjects is to make the man do a spell of hard labour, 
either on the ergometer, or in running or stair -climbing, noticing how he supports 
the exertion, and particularly how he reacts after the spell is over. At present, 
the only test of suitability for a would -be brigade member is that he shall be 
examined by a doctor who certifies as to his condition. We suggest that, in addi- 
tion to that examination, the applicant should undergo a physical test such as we 
outline above, and satisfy the instructor of his physical ability before the course 
of training commences. The chief technical officer at a rescue station should, we 
thini,. have power under General Regulations of rejecting any person whom he 
considers physically, mentally or temperamentally unsuitable for a place in a rescue 
team, even though the person should possess a medical certificate to the effect that 
he is organically sound. 

He should also have power to discharge from a team a. trained man should age, 
illness or accident make the trained man unfit to continue as a brigade member ; 

C2 
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and it would be a safeguard if every member of the rescue team or corps were 

medically examined once a year. 
In some districts the medical examinations are made by local doctors, while in 

others an independent doctor undertakes all such examinations at the station 
itself. We prefer the latter plan. It affords a juster and more uniform standard 
and centralises the responsibility. Moreover, it facilitates co- operation between 
the medical man and the instructor ; and that is entirely desirable. 

Age Limits of Men selected for Training. -The rules in vogue at many 

stations specify lower and upper age limits for rescue men, and some such limits 

could with advantage be generally imposed. Too young a man in a brigade may 

be a source of danger to himself and to the team through lack of discretion and 

steadiness. Twenty -three years (an age for which the Coal Mines Act itself pro 

vides certain precedents) might be accepted as the lowest for an acting member 

of a rescue brigade or corps. There is no objection to a younger man receiving 

training, if physically fit, provided that he is not enrolled as a brigade member 

until 23. Care must be taken not to close the door upon university or college 

students, or upon intending applicants for the manager's certificate of competency 
who may desire to undergo training for the purpose of gaining a practical 

familiarity with rescue apparatus. We do not think that a man over 45 years of 

age should be accepted for training in a brigade or corps, nor that an ordinals 
member should remain in the brigade after he reaches 50 years. Mine ofcial, 
however, and especially such officials as under -managers and oversmen serving an 

captains, should, if active and physically fit, be allowed to remain members f 
brigades even though over 50, owing to their great value as leaders. It is in far: 

not advisable to lay down a hard -and -fast rule for the retirement of captains ; it 

better to leave each case to be judged on its merits. 

Quarterly Practices. -Several histructors remarked upon the need, in thsi 

opinion, of holding the practices of the trained men drawn from the mines mort 

often than quarterly. At only one place (New Tredegar), however, did we race 

with an instance where the brigades attended at the station more frequently the 

quarterly and at that station they assemble six times a year. It goes withon 

saying that such a course is advantageous. We desire to draw the attention o 

the Management Committees of rescue stations to the advisability of consideriq 
whether more frequent meetings of the trained men employed at the mines shoal 

not be arranged. 
There is no necessity to advocate any change in the Regulations on this poi, 

Neither General Regulation 140 (cl) (ii) nor the Scheme of Training and Practk 
under the Amended General Regulations of May, 1914, make any hardandfas 
requirement for quarterly practices ; they state that there shall be at least oa 

practice every quarter with breathing apparatus. Nor do we think it desini 
to recommend an increase in this compulsory minimum yearly number; for v 

believe, with apparatus of that simplicity of construction and reliability of actin 

which should be the aim of all future improvement, four practices per annum m 

be in many cases enough to maintain efficiency. 

Underground Practices. -By the present Regulations, at least two of the fo: 

practices to be undertaken in any year as a minimum by a trained colliery briga: 

must take place at the mine. In some areas this rule is conscientiously follonea 
in others no practices are carried out at the mines. 

It is a striking fact that just where underground practices are regularly bah 

the instructors are most convinced of their desirability. Some of those ma 

strenuously holding the opposite view base their objection upon the suppositi 
that the men, knowing the air to be fresh, will not " play straight," and R 

perform their task with their noseclips off or their mouthpieces out. The tempi: 

tion undoubtedly exists ; but an alert instructor very soon detects a man who k 

fallen to it. If a suspected person is made suddenly to answer to bis name i 

voice will at once show whether his mouthpiece is in place or not. Experies 
proves, as a matter of fact, that cheating of this kind is exceptional. 

Advantage of Underground Practices. -Many persons, we find, are still of 

opinion that work in a gallery is a severer test on the apparatus than work 
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the mine, and they express a preference for gallery practices on that ground. 
We cannot too frequently insist that, from the standpoint of respiratory exertion, 
walking along a fiat road, and especially climbing an incline, is much more severe 
than the kind of labour usually performed in the restricted space of a station 
gallery, and therefore a more stringent test of the capability of the apparatus 
and its wearer. An apparatus may behave satisfactorily in a gallery but break 
down in the pit.. No more marked example of this could be quoted than that 
which occurred at the Duchy Colliery, Pontycymmer, on March 2nd, 1917. The 
colliery brigade equipped with Draeger apparatus fitted with purifiers that had 
been improperly refilled, but nevertheless in the condition in which they had been 
regularly used at the station, attempted to climb a rough old road, leading to 
unventilated Workings, and rising at about 1 in 5. The distance was short and 
the pace at which the men travelled was - very slow ; yet the apparatus failed 
disastrously, one member of the brigade and the instructor losing their lives and 
the others barely escaping. (See p. 22.) 

Underground Practices strongly recommended. -We are strongly of the 
opinion that underground practices are essential, and that the rule which relates to 
them should be strictly observed. 

Underground Practices for Resident Brigades. -A decided weakness of the 
resident brigade system is that there is no compulsion for such a brigade to undergo 
any underground practices at all. The memorandum attached to the Official Scheme 
of Training` draws attention to the advisability of practices in the mines, the 
words being as follows :- 

" It seems very desirable that some of the periodical practices (after 
training) of the central rescue -corps should take place at the mines, so as to 
familiarise the corps with actual mining conditions. This is required by the 
earlier regulations in the case of rescue- brigades, and would seem equally 
important in respect of the central corps /' 

Compulsory Underground Practices for Resident Corps recommended. -We 
go a step further. We consider that it should be made compulsory for resident 
corps to undergo at least six underground practices with breathing apparatus per 
year ; that these practices should, as far as possible, takes place at different mines ; 

and that on each of these occasions the corps should be accompanied by trained men 
connected with the mine, who also should wear breathing apparatus. To facilitate 
these practices, it should be permissible for the instructor to divide a corps into two 
or three squads, should he desire, and for the squads to take underground drill on 
different days. The purpose of these drills at the mines is to make the members 
aware of the behaviour of the apparatus under conditions (e.g., climbing inclines) 
which involve hard respiratory exertion, to accustom them to travelling under- 
ground roads of all kinds with apparatus, to familiarise them with at least some 
part of the workings in their area, and to bring them into frequent contact with 
the trained men of the mines. Arrangements should be made that one -half of 
the practices of the trained men employed at the mines take place underground. 

Resident Br :gade System : Group:ng of Men from the Mines. -The resident 
brigade system has not yet. been put to the proof of actual service in first -magnitude 
accidents. It is therefore impossible to say how it will compare with the older 
system in such a case. Experience at the Norton Hill and Podmore Hall collieries, 
however, makes it certain that recovery after a large -scale explosion may call for 
the services of rescue brigades without pause for a protracted period, and, having 
regard to the brevity of a shift with breathing apparatus, the doubt arises as to 
whether the resident brigade system would in these circumstances provide a suffi- 
ciency of reserve teams. Evidently it would be necessary to fall back upon squads 
formed from trained men drawn from other mines, and such an eventuality should, 
we think, he borne in mind during thè training and subsequent practising of these 
men. We suggest that, except where the number at a mine be sufficient to form in 
themselves an efficient brigade, the trained men be grouped together, so far as 

* Mines and Quarries, Form 72, p. 2. 
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is practicable, into definite brigades, each of not less than five members, who train 

and practise together. A brigade so constituted would be vastly more reliable at a 

time of stress than one built up, on the spur of the moment, of men who may ba 

strangers to each other. 
The Staffing of Central Stations. -We cannot view without misgiving the 

position of a central station at which the instructor is without a single assistant, 
as happens in some instances at present. Such a station must on occasion be left 

without an attendant. We think that two competent persons should be tilt 

minimum number employed at even the smallest central station. In some case 
two persons are insufficient to cope with the work of a station serving a largo 

district, and to make provision for this we consider that the number of competent 
persons at the stations should be in accordance with the importance of the are 
served by it. Under the original or non -resident scheme that number should to 

not less than two when the number of trained colliery brigades is less than fifty; 

not less than three when the number of brigades lies between fifty and one hundred; 
and not less than four when the brigades exceed one hundred in number. 

For the resident corps system the number of competent persons, in addition to 

the permanent corps, should be not less than two in any case, and not less than 

three if the number of underground employees at all the mines served by the station 

exceeds 15,000. 

Qualifications of a Station Offieer. -By the term " competent person " we 

wish to be understood an officer capable of taking full charge of the station, cob 

versant with the use and adjustment of the appliances, able to give instruction 
in the subjects prescribed in training men in rescue work, and qualified to drive the 

motor car at the station. These persons should either reside at or adjoining tin 

station or have their houses in telephonic communication therewith. 
Mr. Stevenson's Scheme of Station Organisations. -Mr. David Stevenson, of 

Cowdenbeath Rescue Station, submitted to the Committee a scheme of organisation 
which possesses several advantages. ' He proposes that there shall be a permanent 
corps attached to the station, and that the members shall live at the station or it 

its vicinity. In place, however, of having the corps continuously employed at tie 

station, Mr. Stevenson considers that the men should be engaged at one or more of 

the neighbouring mines. They would then be kept in daily touch with practical 

mining and in hard physical condition. 
We suggest that regulations be drafted to allow of this system being adopted 

should it be preferred to either of the present systems. The regulations might 

require, inter elia, that :- 
(a) The central corps (apart from the station officers) should consist of not les 

than fifteen men ; 

(b) These men should he distributed equally over the three working shifts; 
(e) They should not be employed at mines distant more than two miles froa 

the rescue station ; 

(d) The central corps should live at the station or in its vicinity, and thei 

houses (if apart from the station) should he connected to the station bi 

telephones or electric alarms ; 

(e) After completing their training, the central corps should undergo, at leas 

monthly, practices with apparatus, of which at least two per annua 
should be underground; 

(f) One or more persons employed at each mine within ten miles of the static 
should be selected for training on the scale set forth in General Rea 
lations, 19th May, 1914, 1 (b) ; 

(g) These persons from the mines should, after training, undergo at least foe 

practices with apparatus per annum, of which half the number shouk 

be underground and the remainder in a hot or irrespirable atmosphea 
at the station ; 

(h) In the case of a mine at which one or more of the central corps aI 

engaged, the minimum number of additional men to be selected fe 

training should be the number stipulated by the above -named Gente 
Regulations less the number of the central corps there employed; 
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(i) There should be at least two station officers (apart from the central 
corps) qualified to take full control of the station and appliances. If 
the total number of underground employees at the mines served by the 
station exceeds 15,000, there should be at least three such officers. At 
least one of these officers should reside constantly at the station. 

Instruction in Plan Reading and Gas Detection. -A portion of General Regu- 
lation 140 (cl) reads as follows : " The members of the brigade shall have received 
instruction in the reading of mine plans, in the use and construction of breathing 
apparatus, in the properties and detection of poisonous or inflammable gases, and 
in the various appliances used in connection with mine rescue and recovery work." 

With some exceptions, rescue station instructors (either on the plea of lack of 
time or that it was carried out at the mines) have neglected to observe this regu- 
lation. By subjecting to regulation the number of station officers competent t' 
undertake this instruction, as we have proposed, the chief difficulty in the way 
of its being given, namely, insufficiency of staff, will be removed. 

Properly to deal with the subjects set forth in the regulation quoted, requires 
the instructor to devote an hour to those subjects at each of the 12 meetings. 
needed for training, in addition to the practice with apparatus. 

Gas -testing Apparatus. - Apparatus specially designed for teaching gas - 
detection can be obtained in many forms. Most readers of this Report will already 
be familiar with several of these apparatus, and a detailed description need not, 
therefore, be given. Cl owes' chamber (described in Clowes and Redwood's book 
on " The Detection of Inflammable Gas and Vapour ") ; Winstanley's (Trans. 
I.M.E., XXXVIII, 235); and the H. W. C. No. 2 (Baird and Tatlock, Glasgow), 
of the simple kinds, and the Oldham chamber (Messrs. Oldham and Son, Denton, 
Manchester) of the more elaborate types are the best known. 

The Airtight Chamber.- Another method (with many advantages) of studying 
the detection and properties of mine gases is to use an airtight chamber fitted with 
observation windows and an airtight door. Such a chamber can be made large 
enough to accommodate several persons, who can thus observe the influence (if 
any) of a gas on themselves. A chamber of this kind can be made sufficiently 
gastight to keep an atmosphere for several days. An inlet pipe is required to bring 
in gas whose volume can be measured by a. meter on the pipe. The chamber is 
also serviceable in limning tests in hot moist air. A Martin bicycle ergometer* 
at one and the same time offers something for the subject to do and measures the 
work he does, while a steam pipe, with a cock that can be opened in the chamber,. 
provides the means of heating the air and changing its hygrometric state. 

Carbon Monoxide. -In the hands of a competent teacher any of the appliances 
named is perfectly satisfactory in demonstrating in a practical manner the pro - 

on perties of firedamp, blackdamp, and carbon monoxide. Men possessing the fireman's 
or shotfirer's certificate could be excused that part of the instruction which relates 
to firedamp. The most convenient way of demonstrating the influence of carbon 

`s monoxide -to rescue men the most important of the noxious gases -is to use 
lighting gas for the purpose, a bird being placed in a cage into which is passed 
air containing the gas in known proportion. The town gas engineer will generally 

as inform a responsible applicant of the composition of the gas. The gas apparatus. 
m is adjusted in accordance with the percentage of CO in the lighting gas used.. 

For example, if that gas should contain 12 per cent. of CO, 11 per cent. of the 
gas will be required to furnish a per cent. supply of carbon monoxide. In 
the small proportions here being used the other constituents of lighting gas 
have no appreciable influence on an animal, and can be regarded' as inert.. 

a The men should be taught to observe the first indications, on the part of the 
f animal, of gas poisoning. . They should measure the time between the moment of 
¢o insertion into the gas and this preliminary indication for different percentages, 

and -particularly for proportions between per cent. and 1 per cent. They should 
ai also time the moment of collapse, and the period required for the animal to 
h recover, first in fresh air and then in oxygen. 
r: 

* Journal of Physiology, 191.1, XLVIII., Proc. Physiol.'Soc., p. XV. 
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Blackdamp.- Blackdamp (nitrogen plus a relatively small amount of carbon 

dioxide) can readily be made by burning a methylated spirit flame or gas flame in a 

closed box, such as the Clowes' chamber. The composition of the blackdamp thus 

produced resembles that usually found in British coal mines. The instructor 
should show how the blackdamp percentage (or, conversely, the oxygen percentage) 
can be ascertained both by Dr. Haldane's tube -and -taper* test (Trans. I.M.E. X14 
455) and Dr. Briggs' oxymeter safety lampt (Trans. I.M.E., LI, 169). He should 
assist the men to determine by experiment the proportion of oxygen in the air 

at the extinction points of an ordinary light (candle or spout lamp), Marsant 
safety lamp, A.H.G. safety lamp and acetylene flame. He should call attention 
to the reduced luminosity of flames in the presence of blackdamp, and to the 

curious phenomena exhibited by the acetylene flame when nearing the point of 

extinction. During.,.these tests on lamps, it is instructive to have a bird in the 

chamber at the same time iu order to show how insensitive a bird or a man is 

even to large percentages of firedamp or blackdamp. 
With the large airtight chamber these experiments can be usefully developed 

by letting the men see and feel the effects, or absence of effects, while breathing 
air contaminated by various gases, both during rest and during work ; and the 

efficiency of rescue apparatus as a protection against these gases can also be 

demonstrated. 

Supply of Compressed Gas. -It may not be known to all that COs, nitrogen, 
and pit firedamp can be obtained in the compressed form in steel cylinders. The 

two former gases, which are supplied through the larger chemical dealers, allow of 

blackdamp being made quickly and in large quantities. The latter is sold by 

Messrs. Insoles Limited, Porth, South Wales, and is to be preferred to lighting 
gas in instructing men in firedamp detection. 

If time permits, the practical course in the properties and detection of mine 

gases, which has been sketched out above, can be supplemented by classroom 
instruction on the subject ; but lectures without thorough practical demonstrations 
are of little use to members of rescue teams. In several districts advantage could 

be taken of local mining schools in giving instruction in gas detection, arrange. 
ment being made with the Educational Authorities to take the brigade members 
for a special practical course along the lines we indicate. Much is to be gained 

by co- operation between the rescue stations and existing educational machinery. 

Uniform Code of Ventilation Signs. -In order to systematise instruction in 

plan reading, we think it advisable to adopt a uniform code of conventional signs 

for ventilation plans. Such a code will be found in Appendix I. (p. 47). Our 

suggestion is that the code should be incorporated in the Rules relating to Rescue 
Operations, which are framed in compliance with General Regulation 145. This 

would lead to the code of signs being followed by surveyors in preparing the 

tracings under General Regulation 141 (b). It would be advantageous if that 
.code were used in draughting all ventilation plans. 

If the code be examined it will be seen to include signs for doors, stopping, 
air crossings, regulators, and telephone stations, these being specifically mentioned 
in General Regulation 141 (b). In addition, a sign is given for the ambulance 
stations referred to by General Regulations 147, and another for a stopping put 

in with the object of sealing off a fire. As the Coal Mines Act distinguishes 
between explosion -proof stoppings and air crossings and others, we think that 

it is logical to provide for the same distinction in the code of signs. 

Instruction in Plan Reading. -In teaching a man how to read a ventilation 
plan, copies of simplified plans, such as those used in the examinations for mine 

managers' certificates, are valuable. At one rescue station a number of these plans 

have been printed, and large wall diagrams of the same plans prepared. The former 

are blank so far as ventilation signs are concerned, but the latter are complete in 

this respect, and telephones and ambulance boxes are also shown in the manner 

exemplified by Fig. 36. When a team is receiving instruction in plan reading 

every man has a blank plan before him ; the instructor deals with the plan with 

* Supplied by Messrs. Siebe, Gorman & Co., Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E. 
f Supplied by Messrs. J. Davis & Sons, All Saints Works, Derby. 
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the assistance of the wall diagram, and the men mark their own copies to correspond 
with that diagram. A few questions addressed to the men, such as : " Which is the 
best way to get from this point to that P " " What would happen if such and 
such a stopping or door were blown out ? " " What is the reason for putting a 
regulator here ? " raise interest and drive the lesson home. After spending some 
time in this way, actual ventilation plans of neighbouring pits should be examined. 

Ventilation Tracings to be sent to the Rescue Stations. -It would facilitate 
teaching if mine managers made a rule to forward to the rescue station the tracings 
made in compliance with General Regulations 142 (b) as soon as they are superseded 
by others. The brigades could then familiarise themselves with the actual thing. 

Instruction in Construction of Apparatus, &c.- Instruction in " the construc- 
tion, use, repair and maintenance of the type or types of breathing apparatus 
provided for the corps, and of smoke helmets " is required to be given to members 
of rescue brigades, and should also be obligatory for the teams attached to the 
station in Mr. Stevenson's scheme, if that scheme is officially sanctioned. 
Obviously the training of station corps in the appliances they have to use cannot 
be made too thorough. They should constantly practise assembling the parts of 
apparatus, and should undertake cleaning and recharging. In particular should 
they know how to test apparatus and how to keep it in repair. There is no better 
way of learning the idiosyncrasies of any mechanical device than to be compelled 
to keep it in repair and adjustment. An excellent system is in vogue . at the 
Northumberland and Durham Stations of encouraging suggestions and improve- 
ments from the corps, and of recording the best proposals in the books of the 
station. It is worthy of being adopted elsewhere. 

In the case of colliery brigades the Regulations do not specify so precisely and 
fully the nature of the training in the subjects under discussion as they do with 
resident corps. They merely require that mine brigades shall receive instruction 
" in the subjects mentioned in Regulaticn 140 (d) (3)." This Regulation refers 
to " the use and construction of breathing apparatus," but not to the repair and 
maintenance of the apparatus. Nevertheless colliery brigades should be made 
familiar with the appliances they employ. At the Brigham Station, to ascertain 
if a man knows his apparatus, he is confronted with a dismantled apparatus, 
the parts of which are purposely mixed in disorder, and he is asked to put them 
together. This is an excellent test. 

Instruction in Testing of Apparatus. -The captain and vice- captain (at least) 
of a colliery brigade and every member of a permanent corps should be able to 
test rescue apparatus for leakage and for oxygen supply, and we think that 
instructors should insist on the leader of a brigade himself performing these tests 
for all the apparatus of his squad before the men put them on. The leader would 
then not be at a loss if called upon, in the case of an actual emergency, to carry 
out Rule 9 of the code in Appendix I. 

Instruction in Appliances for Rescue and Recovery.- According to the Regu- 
lations all members of rescue brigades shall also receive instruction in " the various 
appliances used in connection with mine rescue and recovery work. "' These 
appliances include the smoke helmet, the various forms of reviving or resuscitating 
apparatus and the portable telephone. Air samples are often useful in recovery 
work, and we think the teams should Fe taught how to take these samples in 
irrespirable atmospheres. At the Northumberland and Durham stations instruc- 
tion is given in the use of light fire pumps specially designed for underground 
service -a procedure which could beneficially be introduced elsewhere. 

We intend to deal in detail with both reviving apparatus and smoke helmets in a 
subsequent report. Just now we are concerned more with the nature of the training 
with these devices than with their construction. It is however necessary to state 
that, so far as revivers are concerned, our preference at present leans more towards 
the simplest type rather than towards the more elaborate. We therefore think 
that special attention should be directed to training with the simple form. We also 
consider that every member of a team should be competent to apply Schafer's method 
of artificial respiration either with or without au apparatus for breathing oxygen. 
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Although the Official Scheme of Training* stipulates that training in "the 
-tali 

establishment of telephonic communication " shall be given, we have found fe 

rescue stations which possess the necessary appliances. Yet this operation is 

great practical value. Ready means of communication between a working pad; 

and the pit bottom or the surface expedites recovery operations, inspires con 

Hence in the men, and makes for safety. Instruction should be given on th 

assumption that the brigade, wearing breathing apparatus, has been required 
push forward in advance of fresh air to prepare the line of communication. Th 

minimum equipment consists of two portable telephone sets (the military fie& 

pattern is probably the best) and a drum holding `a length of light flexible twin 

core cable, slung from the shoulders of one of the men. At least 500 yards of ti 
cable should be kept at the station. A shorter length may also be provided fe 

practice purposes. One of the leading men unwinds the cable, and the others f 

it out of the way of traffic, and if possible to the timber, by means of staple 

Practice is needed to conduct this operation speedily and without confusion, keepiq 

the men well together. The best place to carry out the work is in the pit, an 

certain of the underground practices should be devoted to it. A convenient sis 

is selected as fresh air base, and here one of the instruments is placed ; the othf 

is carried inbye. Both instruments are fitted with buzzers, so that either end ca 

" ring up " the other end. 

Uniform Signalling Code advocated.- Spoken messages from the base to th 

working party can, of course, be transmitted ; but all communications from tt 

party to the base should, as a general rule, be by signal. It is sometimes possif 

to make out what a man says when speaking with his mouthpiece in, even throug 

the telephone, but the message is indistinct at the best. Signalling with ti 

bell or buzzer is more definite, usually more expeditious, and obviates the tempts 

tion of removing the mouthpiece in order to talk clearly. We recommend tf 

general adoption of the code of signals set forth in Appendix I. All signal 

received should be repeated to the transmitter. 
Signalling while laying the Cable. -At the Newcastle, Wath, and Mansfiel 

Stations an improvement has been effected by placing two insulated sliprings 
one end of the shaft of the cable drum, the inner ends of the cable wires bei 

respectively connected to the rings. Fixed brushes rest on thé rings. The brush: 

are connected to terminals on the frame supporting the drum, and the ink 

telephone is, in turn, connected to these terminals. This arrangement makes ti 

connection between the telephones complete at all times, and they can be ns 

while the cable is being coiled or uncoiled. 
A slightly simpler arrangement for the same purpose is adopted at the Edinburg 

Station. The reel shaft is in three parts, namely, a stout wooden centre boss 
steel trunnions fixed into it at either side. The wood thus insulates the trunnis 
from each other. The trunnions are respectively connected to the inner ends 
the cable, and the telephone to fixed terminals inside the box in which the is 

is carried, these terminals being in turn connected to the bearings of the reel. Th 

arrangement does away with brushes. 
Signalling between Members of a Brigade. -The signalling code of Appendix] 

has been devised to suit signals transmitted by other means as well as by telephs 
buzzer or electric hell. To make it always readily possible for members of a reset 

team to signal to each other, we think it highly advisable that every member of 

rescraa brigade should carry a cycle horn, or some equivalent contrivance, for tin 
mating definite and distinct signals, and that he should be thoroughly practised: 
making and taking signals according to a prescribed code. The rules, to which] 
are now about to refer, were drafted on the assumption that a horn or 

equivalent forms an essential item of equipment of a brigade member. 
Codification of Rules.- As long ago as 1891, in giving evidence before f 

Royal Commission on Coal Dust Explosions,t Sir William Garforth suggested') 
drafting of rules to assist mine managers in the event of an explosion; and 

* Mines and Quarries, Forni 72, p. 4. 
t First Report or the Ro: al Commission on Explosions from Coal Dust in Mines, Minuta 

Evidence, p. 125 (t7. 6543). 
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1897 he drew up a code,* which has served as the model for those now in vogue in 
most districts maintaining rescue stations. General Regulation 145 requires rules 
of this kind to be adopted at every coal mine, and stipulates that the members of 
the brigades be instructed in them. In spite of a certain similarity between the 
various sets of rules, considerable differences exist in scope, arrangement and 
extent of detail. We consider diversity in this instance to be a weakness, and 
recommend the adoption by all mines of a single code such as that printed as an 
appendix to this Report. Incorporated in the proposed Rules are several sug- 
gestions to be found elsewhere in the Report. Our endeavour has been to make the 
code suitable for both the resident and non -resident brigade systems. In drafting 
it we have been assisted by the existing rules relating tó rescue operations, which 
were sent to us from most of the rescue stations. 

Nothing is intended to prevent station managers or superintendents adding to 
the general code such other rules (particularly those of a disciplinary nature) 
as are called for by their particular circumstances. 

Dividing the Rules under headings, as has been done in Appendix I., facilitates 
both reference and teaching. It will be observed that the rules relating specifically 
to the ordinary members of brigades are few, simple, and easily learned. Both the 
captain and vicecaptain of a colliery team should be familiar with the rules set 
forth under the head of " Captain." We also think that members. of a resident 
corps should know the captain's rules, as in a protracted piece of recovery work 
any member may be required to lead a team consisting of trained men from the 
mines. 

Additional Instruction of Captains. -The course which has been followed for 
several years at Birmingham Uni-rersity of providing special instruction for 
instructors and captains of brigades, is excellent. . Similar schemes, either in 
connection with teaching institutions or with the rescue stations themselves, could 
not fail to be beneficial. While preferring to leave the. matter on the voluntary 
basis, we think that "intensive" courses for captains, including gas detection, 
plan- reading, ambulance, and the assemblage, recharging, testing and repair of 
apparatus should be established at many centres. Mr. G. L. Brown has made the 
good suggestion that the captains should be encouraged to form volunteer station 
squads of four or five, and that each squad should attend the rescue station 
frequently to assist the regular staff. Many, we feel sure, would join such squads, 
and by continual handling of the apparatus improve their knowledge and efficiency. 

Provision of Red Cross Rooms at Mines. -A measure which we think should 
be made compulsory is the provision, at every mine at which trained rescue men 
are required to be maintained, of a room set apart for rescue and aid purposes. 
This room, situated conveniently near the shaft or outlet of the mine, should be 
distinguished by a large Red Cross painted on the door. It should be dry and well 
lighted, have a plentiful supply of drinking and washing water, a strong table, 
and lockers, drawers and shelves for storing the articles named below. It should 
be placed in the definite charge of a person, appointed in writing by the Manager, 
who holds an approved ambulance certificate, and who is made responsible for the 
proper maintenance of the room, fittings and equipment. 

Within this room there should be kept the various articles for rescue and am- 
bulance purposes specified by General Regulations, viz.: - 

(a) The birds or mice, electric hand -lamps, safety lamps, oxygen reviving 
apparatus, ambulance box and stretcher in accordance with General 
Regulations 142 (e) and 147, and Amended General Regulation 1 (d), 
(19th May, 1914) ; 

(b) The ventilation tracings (General Regulations 142 (b) and Amended 
General Regulation 1 (e) ) in a suitable form for use in rescue operations ; 

(e) The breathing, apparatus or smoke helmets in accordance with General 
Regulation 142 (a) and Amended- General Regulation 1 (cl). 

* " Suggested Rules tor the Recovery of Coal Mines after Explosions." Trans. I.M.E., XIV., 495, 
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To these there should be added :- 
(d) A list of the names and addresses of the trained men at the mine statin, 

the shifts on which they are usually employed. The list is preferabti 
ruled up like a register or time sheet so that each man's attendance 

el 

quarterly practices can be seen at a glance ; 

(e) A placard stating the telephone numbers of (1) the central station, (2) tin 

Divisional Inspector of Mines, (3) the pits in the district associated witi 

the central station, (4) the local doctors, (5) the police station. 
The captains of brigades under the old system, and all the trained men at the 

pit under the new system, should be made thoroughly familiar with the positions 
every article in the Red Cross room. 

Appointment of Quartermasters at Mines.-At collieries in the Stoke -on -Tree 

district, as the outcome of extensive experience in recovery work with reset 

apparatus, they have adopted the plan of appointing quartermasters, whose datis 

are to see to the refreshment and general comfort of rescue teams. Although e 

commended by Garforth* -who saw its utility after the Altofts explosion, 1886- 

this course has not received the attention it deserves. Yet it is evident the 

brigades cannot be expected to keep fit during protracted operations withon 

proper organisation for commissariat, bathing and resting, and for changing 

drying and disinfecting clothing. One person could conveniently combine th 

duties of quartermaster and caretaker of the Red Cross room. 

Competitions between Brigades. -The system in vogue in most mining di 

tricts of forming mine ambulance teams and of holding annual competitions betwes 

them has been productive of much good. We should like to see a similar syster 

developed for rescue teams. Competitive meetings between such teams are fe 

quently held in the United States, and inspire a good deal of interest. 
We see no reason to prevent each district setting up an organisation (which cad 

be a development of the existing ambulance organisation, or connected with it) fa 

the purpose of holding an annual competitive meeting at the local rescue stations ! 
decide the award of a challenge cup. Once the district associations were establish 
it would not be difficult to proceed another step and arrange for an annual era 
at which the cup holders would meet and compete for a national shield. There 
we consider, no better way than this of stimulating interest in the subject c 

rescue training among miners, of encouraging enlistment for the brigades, ande 

maintaining the zest and efficiency of the members. 
Annual Conference of Rescue Station Instructors suggested.--With the objet 

of discussing matters of common interest, Sir John Cadman has made a practia 

for some time of convening meetings at the University of Birmingham e 

the instructors in charge of rescue stations in that area. We suggest that ti 
system be extended to embrace the country as a whole, the conferences to be bel 

annually at towns in the vicinity of rescue stations. The meetings could cot 

veniently be made to coincide with those of the national competition dealt wit 

in tse last paragragh. 
Without making special provision for such annual conferences, to which ever 

central rescue station should send at least one delegate, instructors -- widely scat 

tered as they are -will find difficulty in keeping in touch with all developments! 
their rapidly evolving subject. By discussing papers, exchanging experience 
and inspecting other rescue stations than their own, a great deal of benefit ei 

accrue to all. The meetings should be open to mine officials and to the captain 

and members of rescue brigades. 
Suggested inclusion of certain Mines under the Rescue Regulations.-1 

present, mines other than coal mines are exempt from the provisions relating! 
rescue work, in consideration of their immunity from large -scale explosions. On 

of the chief spheres of utility of breathing apparatus, however, lies in dealing wit 

underground fires, and on several occasions it has proved its value at such ma/ 

` ILirl. 
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rences. Very few mines can be considered free from all risk of fire, and at least 
one exempted class, namely tha Scottish Oilshale Mines, appears particularly prone 
to this kind of accident. On two occasions in the last two years shale mines bave 
called for the services of rescue stations, and on both occasions self-contained 
apparatus came into use as well as smoke helmets. 

We consider that it would be advisable to include shale mines under the Regula- 
tions respecting rescue operations. 

Metalliferous mines in this country are not required to make any provision for 
rescue work, yet on two occasions the Brigham (Cumberland) Station bas been 
called upon for assistance at iron -ore mines. On the last occasion a colliery brigade 
had to be requisitioned, and, by its aid, the life of one man, gassed by carbon 
monoxide, was saved. We think the question of applying the rescue regulations 
to mines or classes of mines under the Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act should 
be taken into consideranion when any new legislation relating to these mines is 
being introduced. 

February 14, 1918. 

i 

W. WALKER, 
Chairman of Committee. 

J. S. HALDANE. 
HY. BRIGGS. 

APPENDIX I. 

al SUGGESTED UNIFORM CODE OF RULES FOR THE CONDUCT AND 
GUIDANCE OF PERSONS EMPLOYED IN RESCUE WORK. 

e 

MANAGER OR PRINCIPAL OFFICIAL FOR THE TIME BEING AT THE SURFACE OF 
THE MINE. 

1. On receiving information of any occurrence likely to require the service of 
rescue apparatus, the following steps shall be taken by the Manager, or, in his 
absence, by the principal official present at tha surface :- 

(a) Telephone to the Central Rescue Station. Inform the Instructor of the 
character of the occurrence. State whether assistance will be needed 
from rescue brigades other than the permanent station corps or the 
brigades attached to the mine ; 

(b) Summon the trained men attached to the mine ; 

(c) Telephone for medical assistance ; 

(d) Telephone to the Inspector of Mines ; 

(e) If necessary, communicate with the police station. 
2. No person shall be allowed to enter the mine or the part of the mine which is 

unsafe for the purpose of engaging in rescue operations unless authorised by the 
Manager, or, in his absence, by the principal official of the mine present at the 
surface ; and, during the progress of such operations, a person or persons shall be 
stationed at the entrance of the mine, and required to keep a written record of all 
persons entering and leaving the mine. Only men trained with the apparatus shall 
be permitted to enter the mine for the purpose of using rescue apparatus. 

3. Prior to sending a brigade underground clear instructions shall be given to 
the leader of the brigade as to where it shall go and what it shall attempt.. 
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Unless the leader is personally thoroughly familiar with the roadways in queer 

the route shall be marked on a tracing, which the leader shall take ' with him 
the mine. 

4. A qualified medical nian shall be in attendance at the mine wherever rest 

parties are at work, unless in the opinion of the Manager and Inspector of MI 

that course is unnecessary. 
The doctor, when present, shall examine every man engaged in rescue work het 

permitting him to go underground for a second spell of that work. 

5. As soon as possible a base or bases shall be established in fresh air, Ina 

near to the irrespirable zone or zones as safety permits. Each such base of 

if possible, be connected by telephone to the surface or to the shaft bottom. W6 

ever men are at work beyond the base there shall be stationed at the base at k 

the following : (a) Two men, of which at least one should understand res=cue a¡. 

anees and first aid; (b) A spare brigade with rescue apparatus and ready 

immediate service ; (e) One or more oxygen revivers, stretchers and birds. 

CAPTAIN OR LEADER OF A RESCUE BRIGADE. 

6. The leader shall not permit the brigade to go underground until he 

received clear instructions from the Manager or from the person acting on 

Manager's behalf ; and, unless the leader knows the route thoroughly, he 

take underground a plan on which the route is clearly marked. 

7. The leader shall not engage in manual work. He shall give his attest 

solely to directing the brigade and to maintaining its safety. He shall examine 

roof and supports during the outward journey, and, if there is any likelihood t 

fall he shall not proceed until the brigade has made the place secure. He shall 

take the brigade through any passage less than two feet high and three feet e 

except in a case of urgent necessity. 

8. When the atmosphere is clear, the leader shall, when passing the junetiot 

two or more roads, clearly indicate the route by means of arrow marks in cb 

When the atmosphere is thick with smoke the leader shall see that a life -lb 

led in from fresh air, and shall not allow any member of the brigade to move on 

reach of that line ; or, if that course is impracticable, he shall not proceed 
every road branching from the route is fenced across the opening. 

9. Before proceeding underground the leader shall test, or witness the testini 

every rescue apparatus of the brigade. He shall check the equipment of his in 

and, immediately before entering irrespirable air, make sure that every appen 

is working properly. 

10. When using rescue apparatus the leader (who shall carry a watch) s 

read the pressure of the compressed oxygen every 20 minutes, or thereaba 

and shall commence the return journey in ample time. In travelling he i 

adapt the' rate to that of the slowest member. 

MEMBERS OF RESCUE BRIGADES. 

11. Members of brigades shall, in general, use the prescribed signals in( 

municating to one another. 

12. In travelling with rescue apparatus, each member of the brigade shall 

the place given him when numbering off. If the pace is too quick, or if die 

is felt for any reason, the member shall at once sound the distress signal. 

13. No person shall commence a second or subsequent spell of work in hai 

without being examined and passed by a doctor, if present, or by the rescue sit 

instructor or other competent person if the doctor be not present. 
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CODE OF SIGNALS. 
(To be used when working in poisonous air.) 

Electric Signalling. 

" Distress " or " Help 
Wanted." 

(IF NO ANSWER 
" Not understood " or 

" Repeat the Message." 
"No" ... . 

"Yes" or "All right" or 
" All's well." 

To " ring up." To " ring 
off." 

Signalling between 
Members of a Brigade. Signal. 

" Distress " or " Help ONE prolonged ring, or a pro - 
Wanted." longed succession of hoots. 

is given to a call, " Distress " is to be understood.) 
Halt ... 

Retire ... 

Advance 

To call attention 

ONE sharp ring or ONE hoot. 

TWO sharp rings or TWO 
hoots. 

THREE sharp rings or THREE 
hoots. 

... FOUR sharp rings or FOUR 
hoots. 

CODE OF VENTILATION SIGNS. 

Brick, Stone, or Concrete Stoppings, explosion proof 
(General Regulation 91) 

Brick, Stone, or Concrete Stoppings other than the 
above . 

Fire Dams or Seals 

Doors 

Regulator ... 

Air Crossings, explosion proof (Section 42 (3), C.M.A., 

Air Crossings other than the above 

Telephones 

Underground Ambulance Station (in red) 

Direction of Air Current 
Intake Airways -Blue. Return Airways -Red. 

q 
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APPENDIX II. 

APPARATUS FOR THE ESTIMATION OF NITROGEN IN COMPRESS1 
OXYGEN. 

1. GRAHAM'S APPARATUS. 

The oxygen is absorbed from a measured quantity of the sample by means 
concentrated solution of sodium pyrogallate and the residual nitrogen measw 
A determination of the nitrogen content of an oxygen cylinder sample may 

made in a few minutes and with no greater error than 0.1 per cent. The appan 
consists essentially of a measuring vessel A (Fig. 37) of 10ec. capacity, an oar( 

K 0 

I 

' - 

107, 

20; 

Ice 

A 

2cc 

1 -4 
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FIG 37.- GRAHAM'S OXYGEN ANALYSIS APPARATUS. 
(and 002) absorption vessel, B C, and a caustic soda solution trap, D E, wit 

mercury reservoir F. The burette A is filled with oxygen to the 10ec. mark, 
is just above the 3 -way cock T2, and the residue after absorption is read by P 
of the graduations on the narrow portion below the upper 3 -way cock, T1. 

finest division represents 01 per cent. of the volume of the sample. The r 
hand arm of the upper tap T1, just above the latter, is enlarged into a small h 
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This arm is connected to the pipette BC (containing a concentrated alkaline 
solution of pyrogallic acid) by a short piece of india- rubber pressure tubing. B 
is fitted with glass tubing, so as to offer the largest surface of pyro solution to 
the gas when the latter is passed from A into B. C has a capacity of about 
150 cc., and is thus able to hold a large volume of the absorbent with consequent 
elimination of the necessity for frequent changing of the latter. D E contains 
concentrated caustic soda solution, and acts as a seal between the air and the 
pyro solution. E is held by a spring clip, and can be raised or lowered so as to 
adjust the level of the pyro solution to the graduation mark b. 

The right -hand arm of the tap T2 connects to a mercury reservoir F, and the 
left -hand arm to the oxygen inlet tube. The latter is fitted with a T -piece G, 
the leg of which almost reaches to the bottom of the cylinder of water H, and 
acts as a blow -off valve when T2 is closed. The left -hand arm of the upper tap Ti 
is connected to the exit tube I, which only just dips below the surface of the water 
in H. 

The object of the small bulb a, which contains nitrogen before and after the 
analysis of the sample, is to facilitate the absorption of oxygen, especially towards 
the end of the operation. Before starting a series of analyses, the bulb a must 
be filled with nitrogen at atmospheric pressure. This is done by first turning T1 
to connect A. with the exit tube and air (the end of I being raised slightly above 
the surface of water in H), and then drawing a little air into the burette by 
lowering the reservoir F. Now turning T1 to connect A with B, the gas in A 
is passed to and fro between A and B by raising and lowering the reservoir F. 
In every case the latter is raised sufficiently high to bring the mercury to the top 
of a, so that practically all the gas is driven over into B. When returning the 
gas to the burette care must be taken not to lower the reservoir too far or the 
pyro is sucked above the mark b. About seven passages of the gas, to- and -fro, 
are usually sufficient to clear it of oxygen and 002. The volume of the residual 
gas is measured after bringing the pyro solution to the mark b. This is best done 
with the aid of the rack R, the mercury reset -voir being hooked to the latter. The 
gas should then be passed another three or four times into B, and a second reading 
taken. If the absorption has been complete these two readings will he identical. 
T1 is then turned to connect A with I. The bulb a now contains only nitrogen at 
atmospheric pressure, the pyrd solution standing at the mark b. 

The end of I is raised just out of the water in H, and the mercury withdrawn 
from the burette until its surface stands between the tap T2 and the 10 cc. 
graduation. T2 is turned to connect with the inlet tube K, which is now joined up 
to the oxygen cylinder through a reducing valve and a length of rubber tubing. 
The oxygen is turned on and allowed to flow through the burette and out of the 
exit tube for about one minute, at the rate of 600 or 700 cubic centimetres per 
minute. While the oxygen sample is passing through the burette the mercury 
reservoir, suspended from the bottom hook on the ratchet, is raised to such a 
position, that, on connecting to the burette, the mercury will flow into the latter 
up to the 10 cc. mark. This position is easily found beforehand, and a line, to 
indicate it, drawn on the wooden stand. 

After the passage of 600 -700 cc. of sample through the burette, the cylinder is 
turned off and T2 turned to connect A with the reservoir; the mercury then flows 
into the burette up to the 10 cc. mark, the small quantity of oxygen displaced 
bubbling out of I. (No correction need be applied should the mercury be 0.01 cc. 
above or below the mark.) T1 is turned to connect A with the pyro, and the 
sample in A is passed to and fro between A and B ten or twelve times, the pyro 
brought to the mark b, and the volume of residual gas in A read off. Three or four 
additional passages to and fro and a second reading will show whether the absorp- 
tion of oxygen has been complete -as should be the case. This reading gives the 
percentage of nitrogen present in the sample. 

wit To analyse a second sample, T1 is turned to connect to the exit tube I (the end 
of which is raised just above the smface of the water), and the reservoir F is 
lowered until the mercury can be seen td be just above the tap T. The latter is 

116 then turned to connect with the inlet tube, and a sample taken from the cylinder and 
analysed as before. The time taken in getting the sample and doing the analysis 
should not exceed six or seven minutes. 

12170 D 
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Particulars of a slight modification of the apparatus suitable for analysisf 

samples of volatilised liquid air, together with instructions on cleaning ti 

apparatus, are given in the pamphlet issued by the makers, Messrs. Siebe. Gormat 

& Co., Ltd., Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E. 

2. BRIGGS' APPARATUS. 

The apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 38. It is carried on a wooden stand (shorn 

by dotted lines) which is firmly screwed down to a table or bench. There should 

a good light behind the apparatus. 

P 

FIG. 38.- BRIGGS' OXYGEN ANALYSIS APPARATUS. 

The portion J, K, L, M is an absorption arrangement similar to that adoptedi 
Dr. Haldane's gas analysis apparatus, or in Mr. Graham's apparatus jb 

described. 
A is the measuring burette. It has a single -way stop -cock B (the only glass ea 

on the apparatus), and it is open at the bottom end. A A- shaped piece C, I 
been ground out of the bottom edge of the burette, thus providing a definite pig 
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at which oxygen, blowing down the burette, must discharge into the water which 
surrounds it. The upper end of the burette is narrowed, and graduated in per- 
centages and decimals. 

The burette is supported within the jacket tube 0, which is connected by rubber 
tubing to the leveller P. The latter is held in an adjustable spring clip of special 
design. Water is poured into P until it half fills the tubes P and O. Passing 
through the rubber cork at the upper end of 0 is the short open tube D. 

The cylinder, whose contents are to be analysed, is fitted with a reducing valve, 
which in turn is connected by a length of rubber tubing to the brass tube T. 
H passes behind the wooden stand (its course is shown by dotted lines in the 
diagram), and reappears at G. 

The absorbent pipette J and reservoir K having been charged with alkaline 
pyrogallate, and a strong solution of caustic soda or caustic potash having been 
put in the seal L, M, the next thing to do is to make some nitrogen to fill the 
dead space F: -Close the rubber tube below F by the spring clip E. Slip this 
rubber tube off the burette nozzle. Open the stop -cock B. Lower the leveller P, 
and thus allow air to enter the burette. Close the cock ; replace the rubber tube; 
open E and, by raising P, force the air into the absorbent pipette J. Lower and 
raise P- driving the gas backwards and forwards -for several minutes. Return 
the residual gas to the burette, carefully lowering P until the absorbent stands at N, 
about half -way up the vertical tube leading from J. Close B and E. Slip the 
rubber tube off the burette nozzle. 

The apparatus is now ready to undertake an analysis of cylinder oxygen, which is 
performed as follows :- 

Connect G to the burette. Open B and then the cylinder valve, and allow 
oxygen to pass rapidly through the burette. It escapes through the water in O. 

(During this operation P should be held down so that the water level stands only 
two or three inches above G.) Let this flow of oxygen continue a few seconds until 
it is certain that the tubes and burette have been thoroughly cleared. Close the 
cylinder valve and then B. The burette is now full of oxygen. Disconnect G and 
re- connect F. Release the clip E. Adjust the sliding index -mark N to be exactly 
opposite the top of the liquid in the tube alongside it. Open B, and, by raising P, 
drive the oxygen into J. Continue pumping the gas backwards and forwards until 
it is found, on returning the gas to the burette and adjusting the liquid to the 
mark N, that n .further diminution of volume takes place. Pumping the gas is 
facilitated by placing the finger on the tube D. At the end of the operation very 
little gas remains, and to get absorption to continue actively the water sufacehas 
to he raised into F. The facts that F is not too fine in bore, and that the upper 
end of J has a reduced diameter, expedite the process of absorption at the end. 

The absorbent liquid having been carefully adjusted to the mark N, the residual 
volume is measured by raising P until the level of the water in 0 is the same as 
that in the burette. The residual nitrogen will now be at atmospheric pressure, and 
its percentage is read direct from the graduation on A. 

Messrs. Baird & Tatlock, of Renfrew Street, Glasgow, supply both the apparatus 
and charges of potash -pyrogallate ready for use. 
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PREFATORY NOTE. 

The Mine Rescue Apparatus Research Committee, whose First Report was pub- 
lished in 1918, was appointed by the Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research, on the suggestion of the Home Office, in 1917, and consists of :- 

Mr. William Walker, C.B.E., Chief Inspector of Mines (Chairman). 
Mr. Henry Briggs, O.B.E., D.Sc., A.R.S.M., M.I.M.E. 
Mr. John Haldane, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 

Dr. Briggs, as heretofore, has continued to direct the experimental work of the 
Research at the Heriot -Watt College, where facilities are provided by the kindness 
of the Governors of the Heriot Trust. 

This Second Report of the Committee is published with the concurrence of the 
Home Office. 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
16 and 18, Old Queen Street, Westminster, S.W.1. 

June, 1920. 
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ENE RESCUE APPARATUS RESEARCH 
COMMITTEE, 

SECOND REPORT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

To THB ADVISORY COUNCIL TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL FOR 

SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH. 

GENTLEMEN, 

We beg to submit our Second Report. It relates chiefly to experimental results 
obtained in Edinburgh during the last two years, and to the description of new 
or improved methods and apparatus which are the outcome of the investigation. 

By the terms of reference we are required to state whether we deem it advisable 
that the types of mine rescue apparatus should be standardised. We do not think 
that standardisation, in the sense of a prescribed uniformity of construction, is 
to be recommended in this instance. We prefer that the field for invention and 
enquiry should be left open rather than be circumscribed by a hard -and -fast 
specification. On the other hand (as we stated in the First Report), we hold that 
every type of breathing apparatus intended for use in. mines should be tested 
very thoroughly before being officially approved for that purpose, and we -consider 
that the manner of testing should be standardised. Building upon the general 
requirements of such apparatus, as set forth in our previous Report, we have 
drawn up a scheme of examination which we think could with advantage be 
adopted for testing an apparatus. The American Bureau of Mines has recently 
formulated a somewhat similar scheme of examination; we are indebted to the 
Director for kindly providing a copy of that document, which has been useful to 
us in drafting our own scheme. It is interesting that in respect of these apparatus 
the two countries should be progressing on lines so closely alike. 

The requirements of our First Report (pp. 14 to 17) are very comprehensive. 
To avoid the criticism that our recommendations amount to a counsel of perfection, 
and also to carry out in the fullest sense that part of the terms of reference 
which gives us the task of determining by experiment what improvements in 
apparatus are possible, it became incumbent upon us to prove that it was 
feasible to devise a compressed -oxygen rescue apparatus complying with those 
requirements; the construction of such an apparatus was, therefore, given the 
leading place in the programme of work for the present financial year. In this 
Report we include, in Appendix I, drawings and a description of the compressed 
oxygen apparatus designed by Dr. Briggs, and an account of the tests to which 
the first model has been subjected. No claim of finality is made on behalf of this 
apparatus; it embodies several points of design in existing apparatus and will 
itself doubtless be improved in the light of further experience. 

Down to the time of writing we have given much less attention to liquid air 
rescue apparatus than to those depending ou compressed oxygen. There are two 
reasons for postponing work on the former type: first, as conditions now stand, 
there are over seventeen times as many compressed oxygen as liquid air apparatus 
in use in this country, and the type in greater vogue must naturally take prece- 
dence; secondly, our suggestion that a separate research committee be set up to 
investigate the problems of the supply and transport of liquid and gaseous oxygen 
was adopted by you, with the result that the Oxygen Research Committee was 
established in 1918, first under the auspices of the War Priorities Committee 
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and now under the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research -which 
. Research Committee is actively considering many questions bearing on tho 

utilisation of liquefied air and oxygen. As so much of the work of the 

Oxygen Research Committee, and of the War Office and Air Ministry, on the 

subject of liquid air is bound to be of the greatest value to us, we deemee 

it politico to allow these more general investigations time to mature before 

attempting to experiment systematically on the narrower problem of liquid ail 

rescue apparatus. Experience has, however, shown that, apart from certain dill 
culties of transport, this type of apparatus can be made thoroughly serviceable, 
and we propose to devote further attention to it in the near future. 

The present Report consists of four parts. In the first of these the physiological 
side of the subject is discussed more completely than hitherto, and an abbreviated 
account is included of some important new physiological facts which were discovered 

in the course of the experiments. In Parts II -IV we deal mainly with matter 
alluded to in the First Report, the need having arisen, as the result of special 

experience or experiment, of re- treating or enlarging upon certain aspect 
of the inquiry. Appendix II, by Dr. Briggs, describes a method aí 

measuring physical fitness which evolved, during 191S, from tests on trained 
rescue men in Edinburgh. A Physical Test Station was established in Edinburgh 
to apply this method in testing the physical capabilities of recruits and others 

sent in from Army Units stationed in that military area. The Test Station was 

in the University buildings, and had a small military staff under Dr. Briggs 
superintendence; it commenced operations in August, 1918, and ceased its active 

life at the Armistice, in November. Although an outcome of the research on 

Mine Rescue Apparatus, an exhaustive account of the experiments on physical 

exertion and of the work of the Test Station would be out of place in such a 

Report as this ; with your permission, it is, therefore, proposed that Dr. Brig: 
should immediately prepare a paper for the Royal Society of Edinburgh in which 

to treat of the matter more completely. A short preliminary paper by Dr. Briggs, 

entitled " Fitness and Breathing during Exertion," was read before the Physid 
logical Society in July, 1919. 

In the autumn of 1918, Lieut. -Colonel Raper, of the Anti -Gas Department. 
Ministry of Munitions, proposed that there should be a closer connection between 
his Department and the research, and offered to appoint Lieutenant Rosling as 

liaison officer. We cordially weloomed that proposal, and take this opportunity 
of thanking the Anti -Gas Department for Lieutenant Rosling's services, which 

have been of decided value to us since he was transferred to Edinburgh. We refer 

again, on a later page, to the oonnection between the two investigations. 
Miss Elizabeth Gilchrist, M.A., B.Sc., and Mr. David Penman, B.Sc., who 

assisted Dr. Briggs since July, 1917, have recently accepted other posts; the former 

as Carnegie Research Fellow in the University of Edinburgh and the latter as 

Lecturer in Mining in the St. Helen's Technical Institute. We are sorry to loss 

the help of these expert assistants, who gave two years of loyal work to the research. 
In September, 1918, Mr. Penman read an excellent digest of the First Report 

before the Institution of Mining Engineers, and the ensuing discussion was of 

much value. 
Mr. F. J. McConnell has been elected in Mr. Penman's place. 
We are also sorry to. lose the valuable services of Mr. A. Richardson, who ha 

been appointed Principal of the School of Metalliferous Mining, Cornwall. Mr. E. 

Barnard takes Mr. Richardson's post as Secretary to the Committee. 

We are indebted to Mr. James A. Hood, Mr. Mungo Mackay, and other official 

of the Lothian Coal Company for their kindly help in parrying out underground 
respiration experiments, and to a large number of mine and rescue station officials, 

miners, army officers and men who so willingly acted as subjects in tests which were 

often of an exacting description. 
We have again to record our appreciation of the valuable assistance rendered 

by the Governors of George Heriot's Trust in granting facilities for the research 

in the Heriot -Watt College, Edinburgh. 
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PART I. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS. 

Physiology stands in much the same relation to breathing apparatus as physics 
does to the steam engine; and a condensed statement of the physiology of breathing 
and its accompanying effects and reactions is, we think, as necessary here as the 
treatment of thermodynamics in a modern book on steam. Several of the defects 
of existing rescue apparatus alluded to in our First Report are due to a disregard, 
or false appreciation, of certain physiological laws, which, when thoroughly grasped, 
are capable of materially assisting the designer of such apparatus. 

The ventilation of the lungs by breathing has a dual purpose: it supplies oxygen 
to the blood and removes excess of carbon dioxide from it. The blood, in its turn, 
carries oxygen to all parts of the system, and conveys back to the lungs the carbon 
dioxide, which is the chief (though not the only) waste product of that breaking - 
down of tissue which goes on as long as life lasts. The muscular contractions, which 
enable us to do external work in giving potential or kinetic energy to ourselves 
or to some separate body, involve an increase in tissue destruction, which results in a 
demand for a more energetic clearance of the CO, produced and. for an enhanced 
oxygen intake. Unless the exertion is excessive or the oxygen supply inadequate - 
cases which are separately considered below -the demand is fully met by the lungs 
of a healthy person in increased breathing and by the heart in increased blood - 
circulation. 

Normal Respiratory Control. -The spongy distensible organs we call 'the lungs 
consist of a branching system of tubes (bronchi) ending in air sacs (alveoli) which 
are surrounded by a cellular membrane (epithelium). Breathing causes an alter - 
nating flow of air in the bronchi and so ventilates the air sacs.; on inspiration, 
oxygen is carried into them; on expiration, carbon dioxide is carried out. The 
epithelium separates the air in the alveoli and the blood which courses in countless 
capillaries on the inner side of that membrane. The gaseous exchange-oxygen 
to the blood and CO2 from it-is thus conducted through the epithelium. 

Haldane and Priestley* showed that, in normal conditions near sea -level and with 
the subject at rest, the respiration is so adjusted as to keep constant the 002 
percentage in the alveolar air at .a figure which varies with different individuals, 
but which averages 5.6 for men. 

It is important to realise the fact that under nornuul conditions, when resting, 
the factor controlling breathing is the concentration of CO in the blood. The 
part of the brain known as the " respiratory centre," which directs the movement. 
of the lungs, receives its incentive from the CO,- saturation of the blood passing 
through it, and it controls matters (with an almost inconceivably delicate degree 
of regulation) so as to maintain that saturation at a constant level. If the blood 
should become over -concentrated in CO2 enhanced breathing (hyperpneea) results. 
and continues until the excess is removed; if for any reason the degree of satura- 
tion is reduced below normal, there is a cessation of breathing (apnoea) until the 
deficiency disappears. " The respiratory centre must evidently be regarded as a 
very sensitive governor of the CO, pressure in its own substance, and indirectly 
in the arterial blood and alveolar air. We may compare its action to that of 
the governor of an engine, if we may bear in mind that the respiratory centre 
governs CO2 percentage, whereas the governor of the engine controls its rate of 
revolution. "-f 

The fact that CO,,, and not oxygen, normally dominates the respiratory centre was 

strikingly illustrated in a fanions experiment of Professor Yandell Henderson. 
He subjected an animal to prolonged artificial respiration, so as to swill out most 
of the CO, in solution in the blood. When the animal was left to itself, apnoea was 
so profound that it died of want of oxygen before breathing recommenced. 

Journal of Physiology, XXXII, p. 225, 1905. 
t Haldane and Priestley, " The Regulation of Normal Breathing." Journ. of Phys., XXXVIII, 

1909, p. 420. 
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Extended study of this problem of breathing control reveals that other acid 

compounds as well as CO_ are able to stimulate the respiration when introduced 
into the blood -a principle to which we shall recur in discussing the meaning of 

certain experimental results. 
Nearly all the carbon dioxide is conveyed by the blood as unstable bi- carbonates, 

and passes through the epithelium into the alveoli. The haemoglobin (red pigment) 
is the main oxygen carrier of the blood. In small quantities both nitrogen and 

oxygen are taken up in ordinary solution, but when breathing normal air at 

normal pressure, the amount of oxygen borne in this way is, as a source of supply, 
of little account. Haemoglobin enters into a definite, though unstable, chemical 
union with the oxygen, and it is as " oxyheamoglobin " that oxygen is mainly 
carried by the blood. If the active Inemoglobin is reduced in amount, say by 

breathing air containing carbon monoxide, collapse, loss of consciousness or death 
may ensue from oxygen starvation. 

Effects of Breathing Air rich in. Oxygen. -When a usan wears a rescue apparatus 
the percentage of oxygen in the apparatus may easily rise over 90. The influence 
on his ability to undertake phi ical work when breathing air enriched to such a 

degree has been studied by us with some care, and on a later page a short account 
is given of the results obtained. Two other effects fall to be noted at thie 

place : -The first of these is clue to the high partial pressure* of oxygen in the 

air inhaled, which brings about an increase in the proportion of oxygen carried 
in ordinary solution by the blood as distinct from that carried in chemical com- 

bination by the hcemoglobin. The bearing of this effect in retarding the con- 

sequences of inhaling CO, and in explaining the efficacy of administering oxygen 
to a person suffering from CO poisoning, has already been dealt with in the 

First Report, p. 16. 

Discharge of Nitrogen from the Blood. -The second is that, simultaneously with 
the taking up of oxygen in solution, there is a discharge of nitrogen from the 

blood, since the partial pressure of nitrogen in the alveolar air is greatly reduced. 
Thus we have in the blood itself an additional source of nitrogen. In the 

closed circuit of a rescue apparatus, the nitrogen so expelled remains in the 
apparatus unless voided through the relief valve. As blood- nitrogen is only 

discharged when the oxygen percentage is increasing in the inhaled air, and as 

it is limited in volume, it does not contribute in any way to the risks of using 
rescue apparatus. Indeed, providing that a start is made with the apparatus full 

of oxygen and that the further precaution is taken of swilling it out now and then 
with the by -pass, the expulsion of the blood-nitrogen makes slightly for safety; for 

should the oxygen proportion in the inhaled air sink at any subsequent time, the 

bloat.' will remove some of the nom unnlating nitrogen by re- solution. 

Fallacious Views as to Effects of Breathing Oxygen. -The entirely incorrect 
view that oxygen is a "dope," and that the breathing of highly enriched air 

results in a rapid burning up of the tissues accompanied by excitement and 

violent bursts of physical energy, or that it is followed by depression and 

lassitude, is still held by many people. We find the fallacy to persist even among 
rescue station instructors, and we cannot regard without misgiving its influence 
on their method of using breathing apparatus. Purposely to retain nitrogen in 

the bag in order to prevent the wearer getting " too much oxygen " is to run 

grave risks (see First Report, pp. 20 and 26). One of the difficulties encountered 
in introducing oxygen apparatus for high -altitude aeroplane flying is the 

antipathy of many airmen to what they consider to he the drug -like properties 
of the gas. It ought not to be necessary to state to those habitually using rescue 
apparatus that there is not the least evil effect or objection of any kind attending 
the breathing of pure or almost pure oxygen even for several hours, and that the 

alleged consequences referred to above are altogether fictitious. On the contrary, 
fatigue is appreciably lessened by oxygen inhalation as will be shown below. 

* In air containing 21 °)O of oxygen, the partial pressure of that gas is 021 of an atmos- 
phere or 169 mm. of mercury. In air containing 90 °/O the partial pressure is 0.90 of an atmosphere or 

684 mm. of mercury. 
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It is only when air containing over S0 per cent. oxygen ie breathed con- 
tinuously for over two days that evil effects make themselves felt. Professor 
horrain Smith was the first to show that inflammation of the lungs may he 
produced in animals if they are kept in such an atmosphere for at least two days. 

Transference of Oxygen from the Air to the Blood. -We have yet to refer to 
the manner in which the oxygen reaches the blood through the epithelium. The 
physical laws of diffusion do not explain the phenomena of blood -oxygenation 
when the subject is making a special demand on oxygen Ft,ipnly either because 
he is doing physical work or because, as airman or mountainer, he is breathing 
rarefied air. The results obtained in 1911 during a month's sojourn on the 
summit of Pike's Peak, Colorado, (14,000 ft.)* may -usefully he mentioned. They 
made it clear that the system is able to adapt itself to the lowered pressure, so 
that it can obtain, without distress, a sufficiency of oxygen. It was found that, 
to secure the necessary supply, the pressure of oxygen in the arterial blood rose 
higher than the partial pressure of oxygen in the atmosphere -a state of affairs 
which cannot be explained on the assumption that the oxygen input to the 
blood is altogether the result of gaseous diffusion. Though admittedly standing 
now on controversial ground, the evidence strongly supports the view that the 
epithelium is not a mere porous diaphragm, but that the living cells from which 
it is built possess the faculty -which they exercise at need -of secreting oxygen 
from the air and of handing it forward at enhanced pressure to the blood. There 
seems, indeed, little doubt that this attribute of secretion can be developed or 
improved (especially in a young person) by physical training or by adaptation to 
low oxygen pressure. 

Effects of Oxygen -want and 002-excess on Breathing. -It has been proved 
that, when a person is caused to breathe air containing several parts per cent. of 
CO2, an increase in the depth of breathing results, though the rate may remain 
constant until the CO2 mounts up still higher. 

In considering the influence of oxygen -want care must be taken to distinguish 
between the effect of breathing air having a reduced oxygen percentage and that 
resulting from fatigue. As will be shown below, respiratory fatigue produced, 
e.g., by respiring against resistance, creates a type of breathing which develops 
oxygen -want; at this point, however, we consider the simpler rase in which the 
lack of oxygen is produced solely by deficiency of oxygen in the inspired air. 

When a man begins to breathe air poor in oxygen, the response of the respira- 
tory control differs according to the degree of oxygen -want. If the latter be 
slight, " periodic breathing " often sets in, this being characterised by the 
breathing becoming excessive and dying away in alternating succession. If the 
lack of oxygen be more pronounced, the breathing is fairly regular but more rapid, 
though much less deep than when it is stimulated by CO2. 

From the point of view of the user of breathing apparatus, it is enough to 
remember that excess of CO2 induces deep and slow, and oxygen -want quick and 
rather shallow, breathing. 

Shortage of oxygen takes effect much more quickly than CO, excess, since the 
body has practically no storage capacity for oxygen while it has a great deal for 
carbon dioxide. 

The Effects of Breathing against Resistance. -In the First Report (p. 17) we 
referred to the causes and to the physical results of excessive resistance in the 
breathing circuit of a rescue apparatus, in regard both to the enhanced risk of 
leakage and to the discomfort of the wearer. We now propose to consider briefly 
the physiological effects of resistance. The subject has recently been investigated 
by Davies, Haldane and Priestley.f 

When a resistance to breathing is thrown in, the first effect is that the breath- t 

ing movements are slowed. As a consequence of this CO, begins to accumulate to 

* Physiological Observations rade on Pike's Peak, Colorado, with .special referomta to adaptation to 
Low Barometric Pressures, by C. G. Douglas, J. S. Haldane, Y. Henderson, and E. C. Schneider, Phil. 
Trans. vol. 208, p. 185. 

f Journ. of Physiol. , LII, 1919. 
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an abnormal extent in the lungs, and consequently in the arterial blood. A very 

slight accumulation, however, suffices to make the breathing more energetic and 

deeper, so that as much air is breathed as before, though the frequency of breathing 
is diminished and the depth correspondingly increased. In this way moderate 
resistances are easily compensated for automatically, even during the greatly 
increased breathing which accompanies muscular exertion. 

When, however, the resistance is heavy, the excess of CO_ which is required in 

the lung air in order to stimulate the breathing sufficiently becomes very 

marked, and finally fatigue oï the breathing begins to show itself through the 

fact that the breathing becomes more and more frequent and shallow. With the 

increasing shallowness the penetration of fresh air into the lungs becomes lcss 

and less effective; and unless relief comes symptoms of asphyxia develop. 
As might be expected, fatigue of breathing occurs much more readily during 

muscular exertion, when a large amount of air has to be breathed, than during 
rest. In consequence of this fact continued muscular exertion may easily be 

rendered impossible by undue resistance to breathing. It must also be borne in 

mind that when resistance is due to tubes, valves, or passage of air through 
coarsely divided material, the resistance increases as the square of the rate of 

air -flow. It is, therefore, the resistance to air -flow during muscular exertion that 
needs special attention in connection with mine rescue apparatus. This 

resistance ought to be so low that, even during prolonged exertion, symptoms of 

fatigue of breathing do not appear. There is no need to try to abolish resistance 
entirely, but only such resistance as will materially hamper a man's power of 

making such exertions as he may be called on to make continuously while using 
a mine rescue apparatus. We think that the exertion of walking continuously 
at the rate of four miles per hour may be taken as a standard test in this respect. 

A man who is in poor physical training develops respiratory fatigue much more I 

easily than a man in good training. This appears to be due largely to the fact 
that in the former, as shown in another section of this Report, the absorption of 

oxygen by the lungs during exertion is less perfect, and that any shortage of 

oxygen in the blood precipitates respiratory fatigue, as is proved in the paper 
first referred to. In the case of a man wearing a mine rescue apparatus and 

breathing nearly pure oxygen, this cause of respiratory fatigue is, however, 
annulled, so that with the same amount of work the man in poor training 
develops less respiratory fatigue when he is wearing the apparatus than when 

he is breathing ordinary air. 
In different individuals the susceptibility to respiratory fatigue from resistance 

varies considerably, some persons being able to stand much greater resistance than 
others. Some, indeed, appear to be quite exceptionally sensitive to resistance. 
For this reason it is impossible to state for all persons the amount of resistance 
which is harmful, though, at a later page (p. 22), we have suggested a figure (viz., 
3 ins. of water gauge under a constant rate of flow of 85 litres of .air per minute) as 

the limiting resistance of a rescue apparatus circuit. With most people such a degree 
of resistance is not detrimental, and if, during the walking test with an apparatus 
complying with that specification, any man is found to be so sensitive that he 

shows signs of respiratory fatigue, we think that he ought not to be accepted ae 

a member of a rescue team. This criterion would automatically exclude many 
older men. 

Physical Exertion. -The requirements and limitations of what is often called 

the human machine are of such importance to those dealing with rescue apparatus 
that it becomes as necessary to study the man in his character of prime mover or 

agent for doing mechanical work as to study the apparatus itself, and we have 

devoted considerable time to this aspect of the subject. 

Oxygen Supply to Muscles at Work. -The all- important question of oxygen 
supply to the tissues is controlled by two factors, namely, the rate at which the 

gas can be absorbed by the blood in the lungs and the rate at which the oxygenated 
blood can be delivered to the muscles doing work. The supply can only be effectual 

when the lungs and heart act in accord, for the failure of either adequately to 

meet the demands of the moment may render nugatory the fullest effort on the 
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part of the other. For example, the breathing of an exhausted athlete, though. 
it may be 15 or 18 -fold that of his resting condition, does not of itself suffice to 
enable him to continue his exertion in face of inadequate circulation. Here the 
circulatory, and not merely the respiratory, system is at fault. 

Instances of the opposite kind, namely, those in which distress is produced by 
the rate of oxygenation of the blood failing to keep pace with muscular demands 
though the circulation may he adequate, are of great practical interest. They 
include the case of the poison -gas patient (where the epithelial layer of the lungs 
is so thickened as to make oxygen -penetration difficult), the case of the high -flying 
airman (when the low barometric pressure and correspondingly low partial pressure 
of the atmospheric oxygen prevent proper oxygenation of the blood), and that of 
the so -called D.A.H. patient, where the extreme shallowness of breathing impairs 
the transfer of oxygen to the blood by insufficient exposure of epithelial area to 
the indrawn air. In the cases enumerated the inhalation of highly enriched air 
is immediately beneficial, and the means of administering it under a variety 
of conditions has been during the war, and still is, the subject of active study. 

Fatigue. -The causes of the fatigue which results from heavy muscular exertion 
have not yet been fully analysed; but the experiments of Dr. Briggs, to be 

described presently, throw a very important new light upon them. During heavy 
muscular work the consumption of oxygen and production of CO, by the whole 
body are increased about ten times or even more. In the working muscles there 
must be a far greater proportional increase in consumption. The increase can 
only be obtained by an enormous increase in the circulation of blood through the 
muscles; and it is clear that, if an increased circulation cannot be brought about, 
the muscles themselves must fail from want of oxygen. Now it is known that when 
muscles are insufficiently supplied with oxygen they produce, and give off to the 
blood, lactic acid instead of CO,. With a very excessive muscular exertion, such 
as running quickly upstairs, the circulation is completely inadequate to meet the 
oxygen- requirements over and it has been shown experi- 
mentally that the blood is at once flooded with lactic acid. This acid acts just 
like CO_ on the respiratory centre, but, unlike CO,, is not rapidly removed from 
the blood by the lungs. As a consequence, intolerable panting is produced, and 
the exertion is brought to a speedy end, partly by the ensuing distress, partly by 

failure of the muscles, and partly also by the general action of the abnormal 
blood in paralysing the central nervous system and thus causing stupefaction or 
even loss of consciousness. 

With more moderate exertion the blood- supply to the muscles can be properly 
maintained, so that little or no lactic acid passes into the blood. Yet fatigue may 

develop rapidly, the most prominent symptom being distress as regards breathing. 
It is on this form of fatigue that, as will be seen below, the new experiments 
throw a flood of clear light. 

Nature of Physical Work. -Every -day experience assures one that a muscular 
task is easier when one is in good condition. It is equally certain that even a 

light task, involving external work, though easy to commence with, cannot be 
continued indefinitely without pause, and that the heavier the labour the shorter 
the time it can be sustained. Nevertheless, there are certain lesser degrees of 
exertion (for instance, cycling or walking at a moderate pace on a flat road) which, 

by the ease with which they can be kept up for hours on end, may be referred to 
in electrical engineers' phraseology, as " normal loads "; while other and heavier 
tasks (for example, hard bayonet exercise or running quickly upstairs) are bearable 
for a limited period only, so that " overload " may permissibly be applied to them. 

What may be an overload to one person is a normal load to another who is 

stronger or in better training or more habituated to the particular kind of labour. 
Again, a normal load when a person is fit may prove to be an overload when he is 

unfit; and, as has been remarked, even an easy, normal load, if long supported 
without rest. will eventually become an overload, and then the exertion has to be 

interrupted. It is evident, then, that the whereabouts of the dividing line between 
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a normal and overload for any individual depends on his condition at the time; if 

he is getting tired, it is moving down the scale of exertion; if resting, it is 

moving up. 

Effects of Breathing Enriched Air. -It is well known that when air enriched 

with pure oxygen is breathed by a normal individual during rest there is no 

noticeable effect. When, however, a rescue apparatus is being used, the wearer 

is often doing pretty hard physical work. The effects of the extra oxygen during 

exertion have been carefully observed by Dr. Briggs in the course of the investiga. 
tien, and the results throw a quite new light on fatigue. 

It had often been observed before that some persons using a rescue apparatus 
derive great benefit during exertion from the enriched air. For instance, they 

can walk faster and more comfortably, in spite of the weight of the apparatus. 
This advantage is very marked in the case of two of us who have frequently 
experimented with rescue apparatus of every type. When, however, the enriched 
air was tested on practical miners, it was found that they seemed to derive little 

or no benefit from it. Their breathing was then investigated more closely, the 

expired air being collected in bags, measured and analysed. The very striking 
fact then appeared that, when ordinary air is breathed, the expired air of miner: 
or other men in equally good physical training contains, during exertion, a much 

higher percentage of CO_ and lower percentage of oxygen than that of men who ere 

not in good training. In other words, less air is breathed by men in good training 
a. given consumption of oxygen or amount of work. There is, however, little 

or no difference in this respect when enriched air is breathed, unless the work is 

pushed to an extreme point. On the other hand, with men not in good training 
the percentage of CO_ in the expired air becomes as high during exertion as in . 

the men in training, so that the amount of air breathed for a given rate of work 

is considerably less with enriched air than with ordinary air.* The following 
Table, showing the results for two typical individuals, illustrates these points:- 

TABLE Lt 

Work in ft. 
lbs. per min. 

Pet cent. CO2 in expired gas - Litres 

Subject 

Breathing 
air 

gas expired per minute r 
Subject A 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

Subject B 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

A Subject 

Breathing 
air 

B 

Breathing 
oxygen 

Breathing 
oxygen 

Pedalling 
with brake 

off 

3.9 4.1 4.4 

' 

4.5 12 13 14 1.1 

3,000 4.65 5.25 5.3 5.45 25 225 20 15 
6,000 4.7 5.8 6.2 6.2 40 33 27 27 
9,000 4.3 5.8 6.1 6.3 a4 43 37 37 

10,000 4'1 57 6.0 6.2 57 46 40.5 . 405 
12,000 - - 5.6 6.0 - 50 i 48 

How is the effect of enriched air on persons not in good training brought about, 
and why do those in good training respond so little to the enriched air? The 

answer to this question appears to be a very definite one. Recent investigations 
have shown that, during rest under normal conditions, the haemoglobin of the blood 

passing through the lungs has time to take up by the mere physical process of 

diffusion all the oxygen it is capable of taking up. When, however, during muscular 

* It was found by experiment that, even with the least fit person, no advantage was to he secured 
by increasing the percentage of oxygen above 60. At the Physical Test Station, a regular oxygen 
proportion of two -thirds was obtained by causing the oxygen, after passing from the cylinder through 
a reducing valve, to issue from an injector nozzle. The injectoridrew in outside air through a small 
pipe controlled by a tap, and the tap was set by trial (and then soldered in position) so that the 
mixture passing forward to the receiving hag (from which the subject drew his supply) was 40 

per cent. air. Allowing for impurity in the cylinder oxygen, such a mixture holds about 67 per cent, 
oxygen. This arrangement saved a good deal, oxygen being the main item of expense of the Station. 

t Fitness and Breathing during Exertion, by Henry Briggs. Journ. Physiol., LIII, 1919. 
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exertion, a far larger amount of oxygen has to be taken, there is not time for the 
haemoglobin to become fully saturated by diffusion alone if ordinary air is breathed, 
and, unless the epithelium lining the alveoli .actively passes oxygen inwards, the 
arterial blood is imperfectly saturated with oxygen, and this makes the breathing 
faster and tends, as already mentioned, to exhaust the breathing powers. But the 
activity of the epithelium can be increased by practice. Hence, in men who are 
accustomed to muscular exertion, there is no deficiency of oxygen in the arterial 
blood when ordinary air is breathed until exertion is pushed to the utmost. For 
this reason they also receive no benefit from breathing air enriched with oxygen. 
On the other hand, in men who are not accustomed to muscular exertion, the 
epithelium fails to pass in the proper supply of oxygen unless the diffusion 
pressure of oxygen is raised in the alveolar air by the enriched inspired air. Hence 
these persons benefit by enrichment of the air with oxygen. 

It would be out of place to attempt to discuss here all the evidence which supports 
this interpretation of the new facts described above; but in the present state of 

knowledge, no other interpretation seems at all probable. To produce the beneficial 

effects of the enriched air, it is not at all necessary that pure oxygen should be 

breathed. Alls that appears to be needed is air containing a considerably higher 
percentage of oxygen than ordinary air. It has often been observed by engineers 
that men work in compressed air (in caissons and in tunnels under water during 
construction) more easily than in ordinary air. In this case also the diffusion 
pressure of oxygen in the lung alveoli is increased by the compression. An investi- 
gation of their breathing would reveal the same phenomena as in the casè of men 
using mine -rescue apparatus. 

It is evident that the physiological response of a man to oxygen during muscular 
exertion furnishes an interesting test of whether or not he is in good training as 

regards his lungs. Physiological fitness depends not only on the lungs, but also 

on ready adaptation of the circulation, muscles, nervous system, &c., to whatever 
exertions are required. It is possible, therefore, that a man might be in a " fit " 
state as regards his lungs, but not fit otherwise. A stay at .a high altitude, where 
the reserve power of the lungs is called upon even during rest, might, for instance, 
produce this condition. In ordinary cases, however, ling fitness is an accompaniment 
of general physical fitness, and may therefore be taken as a measure of it. Dr. 
Briggs has applied the new facts as the basis of a method of testing physical 
fitness ; and this method was used during some months for Army purposes, as already 
mentioned. The same method is, of course, also applicable for the testing of 

members of a rescue brigade. A description of how this method can be carried out 
is therefore given in Appendix II. 

Climbing, Walking and Running Tests. -(1) Climbing Tests at ewbattle and 
Lingerwood. -The first climbing experiments of this kind were made by Drs. 
Haldane and Briggs in November, 1917, in the 1 e wbattle and Lingerwood pits of 

the Lothian Coal Co., Ltd., and their purpose was solely to determine the oxygen 
consumption while climbing mine inclines of different gradients, and while breathing 
ordinary air. To make the results more useful for rescue apparatus purposes, 
the subjects of -the tests carried rescue apparatus in addition to the Douglas outfit 
(see Appendix II). The air of the roadway was in each case inhaled, the exhaled 
products being discharged over a. timed period into the Douglas bag, which was 
carried on the chest. The volume of the bag was metered on the spot and samples 
of the air taken. Some of the samples were analysed by means of a Haldane 
apparatus fitted up in a pump -room underground, while others were dealt with in 
Dr. Briggs' laboratory. The experiment should be regarded as preliminary to 
the Burdiehouse tests described below. The table on p. 20, First Report, gave a 
summary of these results. 

(2) Climbing Tests at Burdieluause.- During the early part of 1918, a number of 
experiments were made on men climbing the main incline of the Burdiehouse lime- 
stone mine, both while breathing air and while breathing oxygen. The earlier 
tests, alluded to above, had shown the desirability of limiting the variables. This 
could be done either by taking one subject on a number of gradients, or 17 taking 
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a number of subjects on one incline, and the latter alternative was chosen as bein; 

likely to give more information. The Burdiehouse incline lies at the uniform slos, 

of 21 °. The roof is high, so that there was no occasion to stoop, and the fly, 

while dry for the most part, was, at the time of the tests, wet and slippery 
places. On the whole, the " going " may be taken as a fair average of that in; 

mine roadway of heavy gradient. 
Including, as it did, oxygen cylinders, meters, bellows, rescue apparatus, DougIa 

outfit, gas analysis apparatus, sample bottles, mercury, &c., a considerable equip 

ment had to be carried by motor -car to the mine and then into the road. Ti 

physical difficulties involved made rapid work impossible, and we had to be satisfies 

with a comparatively few determinations for each subject. Usually values we 

obtained at five rates of speed, both when breathing air and when breathir: 
oxygen. 

During the Burdiehouse climbing teste the manner of use of the Douglas bas 

differed from the usual in. that the bag was made the reservoir out of whin 

the man drew air or oxygen during the timed period, instead of being th 

receptacle for expired air. At the commencement of a test this bag was inflatel 

with a measured volume of air or oxygen. In the case of air a large doubt 

acting smoke -helmet bellows was used to supply the air, while in that of oxyge 

the gas was admitted, through a dry meter, from a small cylinder. The expire: 

air or oxygen was made to pass into a Proto bag hung in front, over the resusa; 

apparatus bag, and fitted with an automatic relief valve. 

When breathing air, the subject walked at the desired rate up the incliu 

(which was marked -off in chains and poles) until it was judged that his respie 
tion had adjusted itself to the degree of exertion; the 3 -way tap was the: 

turned and air drawn from the Douglas bag until that bag was almost flat 

when the tap was turned off and the mouthpiece at once removed so as to conserr: 

the expired products collected in the Prato bag. Samples were then drawn fror 

the latter, and the volume of air remaining in the Douglas bag was measured. 

Before any values were obtained on oxygen, the subject was required to use tba 

rescue apparatus for some time in order to wash out the bulk of the free nitrogen 

dissolved in the blood and tissues. During this period the nitrogen was expelled 

from the rescue apparatus by using the by -pass from time to time. He was the 
not permitted to breathe air again until the whole of the oxygen series wa 

completed; during spells of rest, and during the first part of a climb while tie 

respiration was accelerative, he used the rescue apparatus. On switching e 
to the Douglas bag he rapidly changed mouthpieces, an operation which was 

repeated the moment the exertion was stopped. 
All distances are recorded on the incline and not on the flat. The externa 

work performed per minute was evaluated in ft. lbs. by multiplying the gros 

weight in lbs. (man plus apparatus carried) by the rise in feet per minute. 
The weight carried was the same, within a pound or two, for every subject, ant 

averaged 43 lbs. 

(3) Walking and Running Tests.-These were conducted in the observatio: 
court (level cement floor) of the Edinburgh Rescue Station, the appliances an 

routine being the same as those of the Burdiehouse tests. 

Oxygen Consumption during Exertion. -A full account of the experiments wit 

the ergometer and on men climbing, walking and running will be given in 
separate paper now being prepared for th.e Royal Society of Edinburgh. It i 

however, advisable here to set forth in tabular form the oxygen consumptroa 
determined in these experiments, since the question of oxygen supply durir 
physical exertion is of the first importance to the designer or user of mil 

rescue apparatus. Attention is directed to the variations in oxygen consumptie 
between one man and another, and to the high figures sometimes reached. 

A description of Subjects I, II, V, VII, and VIII is given in Appendix II; tl 

following facts relate to the others included in the tables: - 
Subject III. - Rescue .station instructor: weight, 165 lbs.; fitness (from ergomet 

test), 80 per cent. 
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Subject IV. -Mine under -manager: weight, 168 lbs.; trained rescue man; 
engaged in a pit working flat seams ; fitness 64 per cent. 

Subject VI. -Army recruit, previously bank clerk : weight, 142 lbs. ; fitness, 
42 per cent. 

Subject IX. -Mine fireman in a pit working flat seams : weight, 168 lbs. ; trained 
rescue man; fitness 69 per cent. 

Subject X.- Featherweight boxing champion of Great Britain, working as a 
rivetter at time of test; not in fighting training; weight 133 lbs.; fitness 77 per 
cent. 

Subject XII. -Army officer : fitness, 93 per cent. 
Subject XIII.-First -class footballer, runner, jumper and all -round athlete, Army 

instructor in physical drill; weight 158 lbs. Records were obtained on this subject in 
three oonditions -(1) in good health; fitness 70 per cent. (the ergometer results 
labelled (a) were obtained on this occasion); (2) in good health and after intensive 
physical training at Aldershot; fitness 100 per cent.; and (3) in poor health; fitness 
55 per cent. The climbing and walking tests and also the ergometer tests marked (b) 
were carried out with the subject in the last condition. 

Subject XIV. -Army officer doing sedentary duty; had been wounded through 
the groin; weight, 161 lbs.; fitness, 62 per cent. Formerly a long distance runner. 

Subject XV.- Rescue station assistant instructor : weight, 147 lbs.; fitness, 
63 per cent. 

Subject XVI.- Research assistant: sedentary habits; weight, 154 lbs. 
Subject XVIII.- Instructor in physical drill at an officers' hospital; weight, 

i66 lbs. Fitness deteriorating: 56 per cent. 
Subject " C.G.D." -The information relating to this subject (a) when walking 

at different rates on .a laboratory floor, and (b) when walking in a grass field, have 
been extracted from Haldane and Douglas' paper entitled " The Capacity of the 
Air Passages under varying Physiological Conditions " (Journ. Playsiol. 45, 1912, 
p. 235) and are given here for the sake of comparison. To make the oxygen 
consumptions more strictly comparable with our determinations, it has been necessary 
to add 25 per cent. to the published figures to allow roughly for the fact that the 
subject did not carry a weight of 43 lbs. in addition to the Douglas outfit. 

The oxygen consumed is, in all cases, expressed in litres per minute, the gas 
being dry and at 32° F. (0° C.) and 30 ins. barometer. 

TABLE 2. 

Oxygen Consumption. 

Walking and Running on the Flat, carrying weight of 43 lbs. 

Subject. 

]riles Per Hur. 

Standing. 1. 

Breath- Breath- 
ing ing 
Air. 02. 

3. 4. 5. 

Breath- 
ing 
Air. 

Breath- 
ing 
02. 

Breath- 
ing 
Air. 

Breath- 
ng 

02. 

Breath- 
ing 
Air. 

Breath- Breath- 
ing `ng 
02 Air. 

Breath- 
ing 
02. 

Breath- 
ing 
Air. 

Breath- 
ing 
02. 

I. 71* 68* .77 91 85 t14 95 140 ' 212 30 2.8 
II. 47 53 .59 59 80 74 1.15 1O6 1.68 I.59 32 'L1 

IIl. 25 41 64 .47 90 70 1.17 96 162 1.78 23 28 
XIII. 31 28 60 63 &8 i 

1.00 1.20 1.38 1.60 175 29 2'4 

55 .57 70 .84 92 1.22 1.31 165 3.09 211 34 2.7 

Average 40 .45 65 69 87 96 I 1.16 1.29 182 189 ; 28 2.6 

C.C,.]) t) 

40 60} - 841 - I 

I' 

I.14 - 1.47 - 265 

(b) 40 67.1 - 98 
' 1.33 - 1.99 - 3.17 

* Unusual y high ; omitted in averaging. 
j Interpolated from the graph. 
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TABLE 3. 

Oxygen Consumption. 
Climbing Mine incline of 21 °, carrying 43 lbs. 

Subject. 

Work donc in Foo - pounds per 

6,000. 

Minute. 

'tau ling. 3,000. 9,000. 

Itreat'.iii Breathing Breathing Breathing Breathing Breathing Breathing Breathh 

Air. ( Oxygen. Air. Oxygen. Air. Oxygen. Air. Oxygee 

.ei1 

11. 42 
57 
'40 

1.08 

1.14 

1.37 

119 
2.02 
.3.,0 

2.17 
2.55 

3.1 3.0 
34 

II1. 35 41 1.14 109 219 305 
XIII. .47 45 1.40 1.24 25G 2.37 3.1 2.6 
XVI. 4r, 47 1.24 1.24 20'2 2.02 2.8 2'89 

Average 46 4ti 1.20 F23 2.20 2.21 3'0 3.0 

TABLE 4. 

Oxygen Consumption. 
Climbing Mine Incline of 21 °, carrying 43 lbs. 

Subject. 

Speed in Miles per Hour; Slope Measurement. 

Standing. 0.6. 1.0. 

Breathing 
Air. 

1 5. 

Breathing 
Air. 

Breathing 
Oxygen. 

Breathing 
Air. 

Breathing 
Oxygen. 

Breathing 
Oxygen. 

Breathing 
Air. 

Breathi 
Oxygei 

I. 62 57 1.10 140 2.18 2.25 3.2 3.1 
II. 42 40 1.10 1.14 2.15 2.50 3.4 
III. 35 41 125 119 2.45 2.30 

XIII. 47 45 1 GO 131 2.70 2.46 3.2 2.7 
XVI. .45 47 1 26 1.26 2.04 2.04 2.8 2.9 

Average ... 46 46 1.24 1.26 2.30 2.31 3.1 3.0 

TABLE 5. 

Oxygen Consumption. 
Ergometer Results. 

Work done in Foot -pounds per Minute. 

Subject. Resting. 3,000. 6,000. 9,000. 

Breathing 
Air. 

Breathing 
Or. 

Breathing Breathing 
Air. O. 

Breathing Breathing 
Air. i Os. 

Breathing 'Breath 
Air. O,. 

I. 0'28 0.31 1.23 1.05 1.77 1.55 2.42 2.1 

TI. 0'23 0.31 1.23 1.20 2.08 1.82 2.42 21 
III. 0.37 0.22 1.03 0.81 2.62 1.30 2.30 2.1 

IV. 0.33 0.28 1.12 095 1.68 1.61 2.04 2.3 

V. 028 0.37 P17 0.81 180 1.44 } - - 
VI. 0.47 0.40 1.17 F 02 - - - - 

V II. 0.45 0.40 1.13 1.05 P70 1.49 2.37 1.9 
VIII. 042 032 1.05 0.97 1.58 1.50 227 21 

IX. 0.40 0.30 1.00 P05 1.68 1.62 2.30 21 
X. 037 028 1.12 0.81 P83 1.28 2.52 1.7 

XII. 0.40 0.41 1.07 0.92 1.58 1.51 2.09 2.1 
XILI(a) 

(b) 
0.33 
037 } 

0 45 
0.70 
1.30 

1 
1 05 

1.17 
2.00 

l 

f 1 5I 1.75 
3.65 

2.! 

XIV. 0.38 0.25 117 0.02 2.09 1.65 I 2.62 2i 
XV. 025 035 1.07 098 1.63 1.50 2.30 2 1 

XV.III. 0.42 0.24 130 P00 2.00 1.67 i 2.71 21 

Average 0.36 0.32 1.12 0.97 1.74 P54 + 2.33 2.1 
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Most Economical Rate of Walking. -If a rescue man's purifier or oxygen begin 
to fail while he is still a good way from fresh air, he is faced with the question: 
What is the best speed at which to proceed? He may forfeit his life to an 
incorrect answer. Unless thoroughly instructed, he will be tempted to make a rush 
for the base, to get the journey done in the shortest time; he would be risking 
a great dead by giving way to that temptation. In the case of an apparatus fed 
with a uniform two litres of oxygen per minute, and where the oxygen 
is running dangerously low while the purifier is still serviceable, the best speed 
of retreat is evidently that at which two litres per minute are consumed by the 
wearer. But in the case of the purifier failing in any class of apparatus while 
the oxygen reserve is still adequate, or in the instance of a Weg or a Gibbs 
apparatus (where the oxygen delivery is automatically regulated to the demand), 
in which the cylinder is nearly run down, the problem takes on a new complexion. 
The best speed of retreat would then be that at which the required distance may be 
traversed with the minimum output of CO2 and the minimum consumption of 
oxygen. Like a steamer or an airship, a man has a most economical speed at 
which he goes furthest per litre of oxygen or per pound of food. To ascertain 
that speed is thus of practical value to those using rescue apparatus, and also 
(it may be added) to those concerned with the economical movement of infantry. 

The data of Table 2 (oxygen consumption during walking) yield the following 
information on the matter: - 

"C. G. D.' s" most economical rate, breathing air and walking without burden on a 
laboratory floor, was four miles per hour, at which speed he moved 99 yards on 
a litre of oxygen. Walking without burden in grass, the same subject's most 
economical rate was three miles per hour, when a litre carried him 82 yards. 
With all the remaining subjects of Table 2- loaded, as each of them was, 
with a weight of about 43 lbs. -the most economical speed proved to be three 
miles per hour when breathing .air, while, when breathing oxygen and similarly 
loaded, that rate was three miles per hour for Subjects I, II and III and four miles 
per hour for :Nos. XIII and XVI. It is apparent that increased difficulty of walking, 
whether due to the man carrying a load or to lack of smoothness of the path, 
reduces the most economical speed. Under the conditions obtaining in the mine 
we judge that rate to be about 2; miles per hour when travelling a flat road and 
carrying a rescue apparatus. 

PART II. 

DEATHS DUE TO RESCUE APPARATUS. 

In the following list we give particulars of the 14 deaths that have occurred in 
British mines through the use of rescue apparatus:- 

TABLE 6. 

ythic: 

0,. 

Date. Colliery. Probable Cause of Death. 
Number 

.f 
Deaths. 

Appa- 
ratus. 

March, 1908 ... Hamstead Heat stroke ... ... ... I Weg. 
November, 1911 , Felling Defective apparatus... ... 2 Draeger. 

19 
.3l 

August, 1912 ... Cadeby Removed mouthpiece in poisonous 
air. 

1 I Draeger. 

1ii November. 1912 Cae Duke .. Leaky apparatus ... I Draeger. 
;lU June, 1913 Elswick (disused adit) Oxygen turned off ... .. ... 1 Proto. 

November. 19H 
March, 1917 ... 

Newdigate ... ... 
Duchy 

Apparatus improperly adjusted ... 
Defective apparatus... ... ... _> 

Proto. 
Draeger. 

90 January. 1918... Podmore Hall Apparatus improperly adjusted ... 1 Prato. 
cüi (Minnie Pit). 

:1Ú April, 1919 ... Newlistun (Shale Leaky apparatus ... 3 Proto. 
7P Mine). 

c1., 

3p 
11 

lá 

We view with apprehension the large proportion of casualties attributed to 
improperly adjusted and leaky apparatus. The statistics of deaths force upon us 
the conclusion that insufficient attention has been paid at some centres to the 
methods of testing and adjustment. Obviously it is not enough for an apparatus 
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to be constructed on correct lines; it must be proved serviceable by test before 
being used. We agree with Lt. -Col. Logan's maxim that every rescue apparatus 
should be regarded as unsafe until it has been proved otherwise. 

The Newliston Mine Accident. -Three men wearing Proto apparatus lost their 
lives while combating an underground fire in the Newliston Oil -shale Mine on 

April 18, 1919. Dr. Briggs examined the apparatus used by two of these men, and 
made a report thereon to the Chief Inspector of Mines, of whicu the following is a 
digest. The third body and apparatus have not as yet been recovered. Medical 
evidence was to the effect that the deaths were due to carbon monoxide poisoning. 

While at the mine, it was seen that the unions attaching the flexible inhalation 
tubes to the bags were slack in both apparatus. In one case the union had been 
put on " across the thread," and was only caught by two or three threads. On 

being subsequently tested under water, dangerous leaks were revealed in both 
apparatus in addition to those at the loose unions. In both eases there was 

leakage of high -pressure oxygen, which in one instance amounted to 2 litres per 
minute at a cylinder pressure of 25 atmos. Still more serious were the leakage 
on the breathing circuits. The bag of one apparatus leaked badly at one end of 

the large rubber -to- rubber joint, owing to the opening being larger than the clamp 
intended to close it. It was found impossible to make a secure joint at this place, 
There was a small leak at the inspiratory valve screw of the same apparatus an, 
a large leak between the rubber and metal portions of the mouthpiece, due to the 

binding being insufficiently tight. Leakage at the latter place is especially 
dangerous (see First Report, p. 16), as it is at the mouthpiece that the extreme 
alternation of pressure occurs. With both apparatus the leaks were such that 
positive internal pressure could only be obtained by aid of the by -pass, and even 

then it was quite transitory. A number of other tests were applied, but as they , 

gave negative results they may be disregarded here. The following conclusions 
were given in the report:- 

" If the apparatus were used in air fouled by whitedamp and were worn in the 

state in which they were found by the writer, Brodie's and Laird's deaths were due 

to poisoning by carbon monoxide drawn in through the leaks in the breathing 
circuit of the apparatus. 

" The leakage of oxygen at the high- pressure taps and joints was not a 

contributory cause of death; its occurrence in these apparatus, however, suggests 
ane possible reason for the unduly rapid fall in the oxygen pressure which appears 
to have been a feature with several of the apparatus used by members of the 

exploring brigade. 
" In the First Report of the Mine Rescue Apparatus Research Committee, 1918, 

(p. 31), it is recommended that no rescue apparatus should ever be used in 

poisonous air until it has been tested by immersing it in water with the oxygen 

turned on and the mouthpiece closed. Had this method been applied in the cases 

in question it is probable that the fatalities would not have occurred." 

Certain of the views elicited under cross- examination at the Fatal Accident Inquiry 

following upon the Newliston accident call for comment : - 
(1) The Nose -clip Danger. -In the opinion of the instructor and other members 

of the brigade, the fatalities resulted from the nose -clips being displaced. These, 

were of the " ratchet " pattern -a variety which is particularly liable to he knocked 

off, and which on that account should he abandoned. While not wishing to 

minimise the danger attendant on a defective clip, we think that unless the wearer 

is already suffering from the effects of CO, CO,, or want of oxygen, the dropping 

of a clip, even if a breath or two of foul air is inhaled before it is replaced, 

will not cause risk of his falling immediately unconscious. Indeed, had the 

blood on this occasion been free from CO, the effect of a few breaths of 

the foul air would have been imperceptible. The probability. is that, in each 

of the cases in point, the blood was highly saturated with carbon monoxide drawn 

in through the holes in the breathing circuit before the man stumbled and knocked 

off his clip. With the frequent use of the by -pass the inhaled air would contain a 
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large percentage of oxygen, and the wearer of the apparatus would thus be able 
to support a higher concentration of CO in the blood than if he had been respiring 
normal air contaminated by that gas (see p. 16, First Report); but when the 
limit of endurance was reached and he was staggering, the displacement of the 
nose -clip and. inhalation of air through the nose would result in almost immediate 
unconsciousness because of the indrawing of air low in oxygen. 

(2) Positive Pressure. -The rescue station superintendent held the opinion that, 
even if there were leaks in the ,circuit, the flow would be outward and not inward, 
because of the Proto being a " positive pressure " apparatus. A small puncture in, 
say, the Proto .bag is much less dangerous than the same -sized puncture in the 
purifier of the Meco apparatus, because the resulting leakage in the first instance 
will usually be outwards and in the second instance usually inwards; but when the 
holes are large or numerous, there is no way of maintaining a continuous positive 
pressure in any breathing .apparatus; instead of that, the pressure in the circuit 
constantly tends to equalise itself with that of the surrounding atmosphere; iL 

other words, there is outward flow through the leaks on expiration and inward flow 

during inspiration, no matter of what type the apparatus may be. 
As demonstrating this effect, one of the Newliston apparatus, with the union 

on the inspiratory tube set as nearly as possible as it was when the apparatus was 
received by Dr. Briggs, was fitted with a special appliance to measure the volume 
drawn in through the leak while not interfering with any outward discharge. The 
wearer was set to do work on the ergometer at a rate which was known from 
experiments to be approximately equivalent to that of climbing a mine incline of 
1 in 6 at a speed of 14 or 2 miles per hour. The inflow from the outer air averaged 
0.8 litres per minute, and heavier exertion would have led to a greater inflow. 
There was, on inspiration, a negative pressure of half an inch of water at the point. 

(3) The Water Test. -Though admitting the good qualities of this test for 
leakage, the superintendent took exception to it on the grounds that it wetted 
the apparatus and made it uncomfortable to wear, and that the outer cover of 
the Prato bag got full of water during the test. As was pointed out by Mr. H. 
Walker during the Inquiry, the last drawback is remedied by providing one or 
two small holes at. the bottom of the cover through which water may drain 
away. A rather more cogent reason against the test as described in the First 
Report, p. 31 -where it was suggested that, before immersion, the slings and 
bag -cover of the Proto should be removed -was that if this test were carried out, 
the bag joint would have to be broken and remade in replacing the cover, and that 
there was, therefore, no guarantee that the joint was secure when the apparatus 
was ready for use. The testing of rescue apparatus for leakage is manifestly of 
such importance as to make it advisable to discuss it separately below. 

(4) It was argued that the unions may have been loosened by rough usage of 

the apparatus between the time of the accident and the examination, or that, 
subsequently to the accident, the tubes may have been disconnected and imperfectly 
reconnected by some person unknown. This is possible; but the leak at the mouth- 
piece and that at one end of the bag -joint cannot be so explained away, and 
they were sufficient in themselves to account for the death of one of the men. 

Testing Rescue Apparatus for Leakage.-Leaks, even at the high pressure 
joints, do not always make a noise; to depend entirely on hearing a leak is not, 
therefore, to be recommended. The method of using a glowing cigarette or match - 
end is generally more successful in detecting leakage of oxygen from the supply 
parts of the apparatus than in spotting leaks on the breathing circuit. It can- 
not be too often emphasised that, even with the so -called " positive pressure " 
apparatus, a serious leak on the breathing circuit, especially at a place near the 
mouth, leads to inflow as well as to outflow of air, and during inflow the hole may 
escape detection by the cigarette test. That test also has obvious limitations 
underground. To test an apparatus at the pit head by wearing it in a closed 
room full of sulphur fumes cannot be recommended for four reasons: (1) The test 
is slow and troublesome; (2) it does not reveal leakage from the oxygen supply; 
(3) an entry of the fumes into the breathing circuit at a point from which the 
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air has to flow through the purifier before reaching the mouth may pass un- 
detected, since caustic soda absorbs S02; and (4) if a leak is discerned, there is 

no precise indication of ite position. 
It has been proposed to lise a, watergauge attached to the breathing circuit 

as a leakage indicator, the appa ratals being inflated and the rate of fall of the 
gauge observed. The method, however, suffers from the demerits (2) and (4) 

above, as we11 as from the objection that a joint has to be remade when the 
gauge is removed, unless the gauge is applied at the orifice Of the rubber mouth. 
piece. 

We know of no test of leakage to equal that in which the apparatus, tightly 
distended and with the oxygen on, is plunged under water. The water test 
scrutinises both the breathing circuit and the high -pressure joints; it not only 
detects leakage, but also shows at once where it occurs. As was illustrated on the 
occasion of the Wallyford fire (January, 1919), where every apparatus was sub- 
jected to it before being taken underground, the water test is readily applied at 
the pit-head, a ooll'apsible bath being taken out from the rescue station with the 
rescue apparatus. The fact that every man witnessed the testing of his apparatus 
on that occasion was responsible, according to the Instructor (Mr. J Cooper), for 
increased confidence. 

The fact that the test wets the apparatus has been advanced as a serious disad- 
vantage. A slight and transitory discomfort is barely worth mentioning when pitted 
against the safety of the wearer. 

As has been recently observed,* it is advisable to shake the connections when 
under water. as a slack joint may be passably gas -tight in one position and leak 
badly in aIonian.. A suitable way of testing the Preto is, first, to put it under water 
in an inflated condition. with the belt and bag cuver removed -when the connections 
and tubes can be scrutinised and the rubber bag can be examined for punctures- 
and, second, to replace the belt and bag cover. and then, with the bag upside down, 
to immerse the bag-joint to make sine that it is tight. In this way most cf the 
cover is kept dry. As has been pointed out, it is not sufficient that the test be 

applied with the cover off, for, in replacing the latter, the bag joint has to be 

remade alter testing. 
The water test is essentially a pit -head test; it will be only rarely that it can 

conveniently be employed at an underground base. If a secure method is used 

of connecting a water gauge to the rubber mouthpiece orifice and also of applying 
suction, it would form a serviceable alternative to the water test for testing the 
breathing circuit, though not the high pressure parts. 

We repeat, that no rescue apparatus should be used in a poisonous atmosphere 
unless it has passed a satisfactory leakage test. 

PART III. 
APPROVAL OF MINE RESCUE APPARATUS. 

If the Home Office agrees to institute a system of testing rescue apparatus in 

order that those satisfying the tests may be regarded, as " approved apparatus" 
-and that formed one of the most important recommendations of our First Report- - 

it will be necessary to adopt a definite routine for the examination, so that maker 
will be aware of the standards of performance that have to be reached. Several 
of the requirements of apparatus were defined in the First Report, and these will 

be found to have been incorporated in the following suggested conditions of test: - 
SUGGESTED CONDITIONS AND CHARACTER OF OFFICIAL TEST OF Two -HOUR RESCUE 

APPARATUS. 
1. The maker of the apparatus, or his agent, shall send to the testing officer 

two identical models of the apparatus to be tested, along with such cartridge 
or chemicals (excepting oxygen or liquid air) as will enable the following tests 

to be carried out. The maker shall also send such additional parts and additional 
cartridges or chemicals as the officer may request. Should an apparatus fail to 

comply with the requirements, the two said models will be returned to the maker; 

" G. L. Brown, Trans. Inst. Min. Engs. LVII, p. 154. 
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in the event of an apparatus receiving approval, one model will be retained by the 
officer on behalf of the Home Office. Along with the apparatus the maker shall 
also forward to the officer a clear drawing of the 'apparatus to indicate its manner 
of working, and a complete schedule of parts of the apparatus stating the material 
of which each is made, and the name by which it is proposed that the apparatus 
shall be known. 

2. A rescue, apparatus shall only be allowed to be used in miu.es -If (a) it 
has satisfactorily passed the tests outlined below, and has received the official 
certificate of approval; (b) it is reach, in the manner and of the materials 
specified in the description which is attached to the official certificate of approval; 
and (c) it be provided prior to use with the kind and amount of consumable 
charge stipulated in the said description : or if (d) it has been approved for ex- 
perimental purposes by an inspector designated by the Home Office. 

3. In the event of the manufacturer desiring to make an alteration in an apparatus 
already approved, application shall be made to the Under Secretary of State, 
Home Office, Whitehall, defining the exact nature of the proposed alteration. The 
Secretary of State \rill then decide whether the proposed change is of so fundamental 
a character as to necessitate complete re- testing in the manner herein prescribed; 
whether it necessitates re- testing in part only or to a modified extent, or whether 
the alteration may be permitted without further testing. 

4. If more than one manufacturer desire to make a particular apparatus, each 
manufacturer shall comply with the conditions here set forth, irrespective of any 
approval previously granted on that apparatus to any other maker. 

5. Approval may be cancelled in respect of an apparatus which is found, 
subsequent to approval, to be made by a manufacturer of inferior materials or 
involving inferior workmanship. 

6. The maker shall be allowed to be represented at the tests of an apparatus 
or part thereof. 

7. In the event of an apparatus, or part thereof, failing to comply with the 
requirements, a report will, if desired, be furnished to the manufacturer setting 
forth the cause or causes of failure. 

The report on an apparatus which has failed to comply will not be made public 
by the Home Office. . 

8. A rescue apparatus shall undergo the following examination and tests: - 
(a) General Construction and Serviceableness. -The apparatus shall be con- 

structed of the best available materials and be of mechanical strength sufficient 
to withstand the usage it is likely to receive in actual service. The parts shall 
be arranged with due regard to the comfort of the wearer and shall have been 
designed on correct mechanical principles. The apparatus shall not unduly 
impede the wearer when he is walking in a crouching position or when he is crawling. 
The arrangement shall be such that the parts can easily be tested, inspected and 
repaired. 

In the case of compressed oxygen apparatus, a gauge shall be provided to 
enable the reserve of oxygen to be read at any time. The gauge shall be within 
view of the wearer, and, if it is connected to the cylinder by a flexible tube, there 
shall be a cock or other efficient means of shutting off the gauge and flexible tube 
from the cylinder. Such apparatus shall have one cylinder only, and the 
cylinder valve shall be either so constructed that it cannot accidentally be closed, 
or provided with a suitable locking device serving that purpose. There shall 
be a by -pass to permit of a free flow of oxygen from the cylinder to the breathing 
circuit of the apparatus independent of the reducing valve. There shall be a 
relief valve (preferably operating automatically) on the breathing circuit, and if 
it be automatic in action, the construction of the apparatus shall be such as will 
prevent the bag being accidentally squeezed flat. 

Unless an apparatus complies with these general requirements, it shall be 
rejected without further examination. 

(b) Purifier Test. -If the material used for absorbing carbon dioxide is con- 
tained in a sealed canister or cartridge, the latter shall be so constructed that the 
absorbent cannot be so disturbed by shaking as to impede the flow of air 
through it, or to create open passages, or short- circuiting within the cartridge. 
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Unless the designs of the cartridge is such as definitely to preclude any such 

movement of the absorbent, three sealed cartridges will be subjected to shaking 

or vibration for three minutes and then tested separately by either (1) passim 

through each of them, in an intermittent flow, air saturated at blood temperatura 
and containing carbon dioxide of a volume and proportion to represent t1 

expiration of an average man walking at 4 miles per hour for a period, in earl 

case, of 2 hours, or (2) by attaching each cartridge to an approved rescue 

apparatus and subjecting it to the endurance test as set forth in (d) below 

Measurements of resistance (by water -gauge) and samples of the air dischargia 
from the cartridge will be taken at intervals. The purifiers will be regarded a, 

having satisfied the test if the highest recorded resistance due to the purifier alms 

is under 2 ins. of water column, and if the highest CO_ proportion in the air passia 
from the purifier is under 2 per cent. 

This test will not be applied to a purifier forming part of a liquid air apparats 
in which the supply of fresh air to the wearer is so copious that the greater par, 

of the expired air discharges to waste without passing through the cartridge. 
(c) Tests of Expiration and Inspiration Valves. -If the valves on the breathiu 

circuit possess novelty of design or arrangement, tests will be made to ascertait 
their efficiency. A valve shall not be regarded as satisfactory if its slip in anll 

position exceeds 20 per cent. when the volume being respired is 40 litres pal 

minute. 
(cl) Endurance Test. -This test will be performed four times, namely, twice witl 

each of the models submitted by the manufacturer, and the apparatus will t 
worn by different persons on each occasion. Persons accustomed to using resat; 

apparatus will be selected to wear the apparatus. 
The person wearing the complete apparatus shall walk at a regular rate al 

4 miles per hour on the level for a period of 2 hours, with rest intervals di 

not more than 5 minutes each at the expiration of 30, 60, 90 and 105 minutaI 
when samples of air and thermometer and other readings may be taken. Sample 

and readings shall also be taken at the end of the two -hour period. 
In the case of an apparatus dependent on a uniform oxygen delivery, the rat: 

of delivery will be set at 2 litres per minute before the commencement of the te: 
and the rate will again be measured at the end of the test. Before an apparats 
is put on, it will be tested for leakage and any leak remedied. An examinatiar 
for leakage will also be made after the two -hour period. Unless the apparats 
derives its oxygen supply from the evaporation of liquid air, only oxygen of at leas. 

98.5 per cent. purity will be used in this and the subsequent tests, and the cylinder 

will first be washed out with such oxygen before charging. 
Samples of air from the inspiratory tube of the breathing circuit will be take 

at intervals and analysed forthwith for carbon dioxide and oxygen. Tire 

temperature of the inspired air and the cylinder pressure will also be recordei 

as each interval. 
An apparatus shall not be regarded as satisfactory unless (1) it proves itself, or 

each of the four endurance tests, to be able to meet the wearer's requirements for t6: 

full period of 2 hours; (2) the highest COZ percentage in the samples taken doe 

not exceed 2 per cent.; (3) the highest temperature of the inspired air is not mon 

than 20° 0. (36° F.) in excess of the temperature of the atmosphere at the time 

the maximum reading was taken; and (4) the highest resistance of the apparats 
as a whole (measured immediately at the end of the two -hour period) does no: 

exceed 3 inches of water when the rate of flow is 85 litres per minute. 
(e) Training Gallery Test. This test will be undertaken in irrespirable air int 

suitable gallery. Two men, each equipped with the apparatus, will work two how 

in the gallery. The men will be required to undertake a definite programme involo 

ing varied exertion for two hours. The programme may include weight lifting 

weight carrying, loading a mine tub, tramming, carrying a dummy figure,on r 

stretcher, crawling through low narrow openings, and sawing and setting timber. 

The test is mainly to determine the degree of security and comfort attainable whet 

wearing the apparatus and when performing some of the common tasks of mining 

and the nature of the work will be in all cases arranged by the testing officer as ma 
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be deemed by him most suitable to reveal the defects or limitations of the particular 
apparatus, 

9. A nose -clip shall be so constructed, or so attached, as to afford reasonable 
security against accidental displacement through a chance blow, or through the 
wearer stumbling. It shall not tend to slip when the nose becomes moist with 
perspiration. 

10. A face mask shall not be approved for use with mine rescue apparatus unless 
it passes all the tests imposed upon it by the testing officer. 

11. Approved rescue apparatus, or parts thereof which have been separately 
approved (excepting nose clips), shall, before leaving the maker's works, be stamped 
or otherwise clearly marked with (1) the maker's name and serial number; (2) 
the inscription " Mine Rescue Apparatus: Approved for Use in Mines in the 
United Kingdom," and (3) the date of approval. It shall be illegal for a maker 
to stamp or mark apparatus in this manner unless he has, on his own behalf, 
obtained approval for the apparatus. 

12. The approval of a mine rescue apparatus, or part thereof, has reference only 
to the question of its safety for use, and! takes no cognisance of the legal right 
of a manufacturer to make the apparatus. The certificate of approval is not 
to be regarded as equivalent to a licence to manufacture the apparatus or part in 
question. 

PART IV. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 

b. 
Qualifications of Rescue Station Instructor. -General Regulation 144 states: 

na 
" Every Central Rescue Station shall be placed under the immediate control of 
a competent person conversant with the use of the appliances." Though the 

o responsibility for operations with rescue apparatus, in common with all other 
i operations at a mine, devolves upon the manager, the rescue station instructor 
s must necessarily be consulted as to the feasibility of any proposed course of 
to action with the apparatus, and as the specialist on such matters, his advice must 

often be sought and followed. We consider it advisable not only that he should 

ata 
be capable of giving a sound opinion, but also that his views (especially as to the 

4' safety or otherwise of rescue operations) should carry weight. To possess the 
to character, knowledge and status desirable in the holder of a position of this 

is responsibility predicates a standard a good deal beyond a bare acquaintanceship 
la, with the use of the appliances at the s +ation, and, in future, before an instructor 
asi¡ 

is appointed, we think that his qualifications in these respects should be carefully 
is scrutinised. 

Cooling the Inspired Air, Proto Apparatus. -All users of the Prote 
a agree that the high temperature attained by the inspired air constitutes 
lhi a most serious drawback, and, as was shown in the Doncaster Report, other 
lei forms of apparatus may develop the same defect when they are used in warm 

air. On occasion, the hot saturated air produces an insufferable burning of the 
as mouth and throat. The most serviceable method of cooling which we have so far 

thaf 
tried is a modification of that of the Doncaster experiments,* where a bag can- 

oe]; taming sodium sulphate (suggested for this purpose by Mr. T. F. 1 inmill) was 

uaw 
placed between the wearer and the inspiratory compartment of the Proto bag. The 

iID, success of the method was de:_ionstrated at Doncaster, and it has been applied at 
to other rescue stations and in France during the war, the salt being contained either 
nmi 

in a third compartment next to the wearer, or in separate small bags lying on top 
of the caustic. The latter variant was tried at C'rumlin in 1917 by Mr. A. T. 
Winborn and Mr. R. J. Currie, ti- who reported very favourably on it. In one 

° 
a 

instance, where two Prote men, one with cooling bags in his apparatus and the other 
without, were pitted against each other in a 2 -hours programme of strenuous work, 

at the latter had to stop in one hour owing to excessive heat. The temperature of his 
inspired air was then found to be 130° F. The first completed the 2 -hours task, 

a a the temperature of the indrawn air being 87° F. at the end of the period. Other 
tests gave similar results. 

nee, 

nail 
* Second Doncaster Report, p. 12. 
f Also see Collier j Guardian, Vol. C VIII, p. 238. 
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Hydrated sodium sulphate (Glauber's salt) melts at 92° F., and in melting abeei 

a large amount of heat; but extended observation has shown, it to be not very su¡ 

able for the purpose in view. It has the peculiar property of depositing the an6 

drous salt if it be heated above 92° F., as would of course occur if it continued 
contact with the purifier after being completely liquefied; and the higher the to 

perature to which the fused salt is raised, the greater the proportion of anhydr& 

sulphate precipitated. Thus, a bag of Glauber's salt, raised first to a higher ternpe, 

tune than its molting point and then allowed to cool, is found to contain partly 
salt in its original state, partly anhydrous sulphate and partly a saturated solutes 
and the last two are of limited use as heat absorbers. This action tends tó 

cumulative, as its impaired cooling power would probably result in the bag attai 

ing a still higher temperature when it was next used, and a further decomposifi 
of the hydrated sulphate would then occur. In place of sodium sulphate, Ni 

Gilchrist suggested hydrated calcium chloride (Ca(126H2O), which melts at 84' 
and ;which, as it returns to its original condition on cooling, can be used m 

number of times. Experiments have also been made on sodium chrome 

(Na2Cr0410H2O), which liquefies at 74° F. 
Calcium chloride, though it has proved an excellent cooling medium, has ù 

disadvantage that, in the event of its containing bag or tubo being punctured,i 
resulting mixing of the chloride with the soda and sodium carbonate of the peril 

ing charge leads to a considerable evolution of heat. 
If the apparatus is to be worn in hot mines, failure may result from the rise; 

the wearer's body temperature, caused by the hot bag being insufficiently insult 
from the body, rather than from the temperature of the inhaled air. In se 

circumstances the 3- compartment bag, with the cooling agent in the sealed a: 

partment nearest to the body, affords a most effectual safeguard, though the bet 
is obtained at the cost of a bag which protrudes awkwardly. 

On the other hand, if the problem is to improve the capacity of the Prote app 

ratus for hard work in places where the temperature of the atmosphere is not unfit 

high, attention has then principally to be directed to cooling the purified air, g 

the ideal situation for the cooling agent is in contact with the regenerated i 

but not in contact with the caustic soda. If the cooling agent in this instances 
placed, for example, in a few small bags resting on the soda, its usefulness 
diminished by it absorbing heat from the caustic rather than from the air lease 

the caustic. Moreover, the small bags are apt to work down into the soda, silo 

the salt soon melts; and, if of rubber, they run the risk of being punctured si 

the charge is kneaded or shaken up. 
We have tried using a calcium chloride cooler attached to the top of the bags 

placed outside it, but all such arrangements are clumsy and unsatisfactory. 1 

best method of applying the cooling salt which we know at present, is to place it 

sealed, round -ended tubes of thin metal, each being about 6 ins. long and 14 ins. 

diameter.* These are dropped into a special small compartment (.1, Fig. 

COMPARTMENT 
FOR COOLERS 

J 
1. -Proto hag with Cooling Compartment. 

Such a tube holds about half a pound of hydrated calcium chloride. For experimental psi 

we have used lengths of the inner tube of a bicycle tyre, but the metal tube is preferabli 
reduces the chance of puncture to negligible proportions. 
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through which the regenerated air has to flow on its way to the inspiratory tube of 
the apparatus. So placed, the risk of puncture is small, and the cooler is kept off 

the caustic. Any desired number of the tubes can be inserted. Usually, four are 
found sufficient. 

Oxygen Purity. -On the whole, the oxygen supplied to rescue stations appears 
to be much freer from impurity than it was in 1917. Almost invariably at the 
present time, that obtained at the Edinburgh, Porth, and Doncaster stations 
contains less than 2 per cent., and generally less than F5 per cent., of nitrogen. 
The position is not so favourable at Newcastle, where the oxygen received often 
has over 1.5 per cent. impurity, while in September, 1919, the nitrogen -content 
reached the dangerous level of 8 per cent. 

All the more progressive rescue stations have installed analysis apparatus or 
have arranged for the analyses being carried out by an independent chemist. 
Oxygen purity is a matter demanding constant watchfulness, and it is evidently 
impossible to depend on a works' guarantee. 

Prevention of Rusting of Oxygen Cylinders. -The formation of rust or scale 
inside the cylinders of rescue apparatus was referred to on p. 25 of the First 
Report, where we touched upon certain of the risks of rusting. The Proto 

Ir° cylinders are particularly prone to give trouble from rust because of the narrow- 
ness and length of the passage from the cylinders to the reducing valve, and 

ISe of the fact that that passage is all in steel. The danger with double -cylinder 
I° apparatus takes three forms : (a) The rust may choke the connection between 

SD the cylinders; (b) It may choke the pipe between the cylinder and the reducing 
cv valve, and (c) It may be ejected into the reducing valve and cause a stoppage 

there. In existing apparatus the second of these dangers is almost entirely 
limited to the Proto apparatus, and there the most likely part of the delivery 

°P: neck to get choked is the part which is nearest to the cylinders, and, therefore 
cd: (because of the curved shape of the neck), the most difficult to clean. This 

part is of narrow bore. 

The third of the risks named above is avoided by the use of an effectual 
ICE 

e s 

filter, placed immediately before the reducing valve. We have alluded to these 
a filters in the First Report, pp. 25 and 26, where we mentioned the fact that 

an 
in the Meco apparatus the filter has often been found to be absent, or only 

whg 

nt. represented by gauzes having a mesh larger than the openings they were intended 
to protect. We recently met with a Proto apparatus similarly provided with a 
gauze which was obviously too coarse, and though in that instance the apparatus 

g 
i. 

had been out of the makers' hands for three years, and the gauze may. therefore, 

is 
have been changed during that interval, it was evident that it had been fitted in 

In, 
place by some person who did not realise the danger in question. 

g. Since the First Report was written, evidence has accumulated bearing out the 
risk of the connection between the two Proto cylinders becoming choked by rust. 
Mr. W. Clifford relates* that during the recovery operations at Norton Colliery, in 
1912, a certain pair of cylinders was found more than once to be partially run down 
when it came to be used; yet immersion in water failed to show any outward leakage. 
He noticed that the cylinders appeared to fill unusually rapidly at the pump, but 
that when they were closed and disconnected from the pump, the pressure slowly 
sank to about half the charging pressure, thus proving the presence in the 
pipe joining the cylinders of a plug of rust, which only permitted of a 
tardy equilisation of pressure. He states that since that time he has had 
several similar occurrences, and points out that the partial choking of the con- 
nection pipe is a danger, as the cylinders may be pumped up until the pump 
gauge shows a pressure of 2,000 pounds, but even then they would not contain 
a two - hours' supply of oxygen. The inference is clear : the oxygen should be 

held in one cylinder instead of two. But for the war and the fact that the existing 
official specifications as to the strength and weight of small cylinders have not yet 
been modified, this change would doubtless have been introduced already. 

MID 

bk.; 
* Trans. 1. Min. Eriga. LIT, p. 269. 
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The most direct route of attack on the dangers attendant upon rust is t, 

endeavour to prevent its formation. In the last Report we suggested coati 
the inside of oxygen cylinders, when new and after each annealing, with t. 

varnish of a specified composition, that treatment being the most satisfaetop, 
we had then tried. We ventured to give the opinion at that time that experieao 
might eventually point to some other method of protection as being superior t. 

varnishing. Further experiment has, in fact, already led to the discovery 
more effectual protective coatings, though none is so simple and easy to apply e 

varnishing. Certain of the processes named below may be known to the reader 
connection with the protection of iron and steel structures of various kinds, but the 

have not hitherto been considered for preserving oxygen cylinders against corrosioe' 

The present problem is, indeed, not an easy one, owing to high- pressure oxyge: 

especially when damp, being an intensely active chemical agent. The shape 
the bottle, with its narrow mouth, enhances the difficulty of treatment and 
the subsequent examination of the inside surface. 

To obtain comparative indications as to the value of certain methods of protectiO 

steel from attack by high pressure damp oxygen, eight mild steel bars rset 

mounted in a cage and placed within a strong mild steel casing sufficiently larg 

to hold the cage without any of the bars touching the sides of the casing. One( 

these bars was untreated, but the others had been given protective coatings, n 
to guard against failure through incorrect application, the bars (with the exra; 

tion of those varnished and japanned) were obtained from the firms specialisíe, 

in the methods in question. A. pad of wet wool was placed in the casing t 

maintain the high -pressure atmosphere in a saturated state. Oxygen at( 
pressure of 80 atmos. was then introduced, and the casing kept closed for the; 

weeks. After being withdrawn, the rods were arranged in the following order 
merit, the first being the best : - 

(1) Tricofised.- Although the surface of the bar had a tinge of rust here 
there, the action had been very slight., and the protection proved far and a 

the best of those tried. The treatment is carried out by the Rustless Iron Co., e 

Keighley, Yorkshire; it consists of first heating the metal in a reduele: 

atmosphere to a temperature not exceeding 900° F. (482° C.), and then subjectix 

it to the action of superheated steam, with the result that a coating of ti 

magnetic oxide of iron is formed. 

(2) Sherardised. -The result was good. The effect of the damp oxygen had bee 

to form a slight amount of very fine white powder scattered over the surface. Ti 

powder seems to have baffled the chemist, and its exact nature is not yet know 

Sherardising is carried out by Mr. Sherard Cowper- Coles, of Sunbury -on -Thame 

it involves subjecting the metal, at a temperature of about 600° F. (316° C.), to f: 

attack of zinc vapour, the surface being in this way zinc- coated. The invent: 

claims that the zinc forms a zinc -iron alloy at the surface, and the present -re: 

when compared with that on a bar given an electrically- deposited zinc surfa: 

(see below), goes to support that claim. 

(3) Japanned. -Here, again, the result may be termed satisfactory, though the 

were a few pimples of rust which had made their appearance through cracks t 

" pin -boles " in the japanned surface. A previous trial with japanned iron gave 

result superior to this. Black japan consists of asphaltum mixed into a prepat 
tion of gum anime dissolved in linseed oil and turpentine; it is applied in a serf 

of thin coats with stoving in between. 

(4) Coslettised and Pigmented.-The rod was provided by the Coslett Campo 
Birmingham, having been coated by them, after coslettising, with a pigment whc 

nature was not specified. Local rusting occurred, the rust tending to grow in t 

form of round pimples which easily broke off, and which would be objectionable 
an oxygen cylinder. Coslettising consists of coating the steel with iron phosphi 
by a wet process. 

(5) Varnished. -In the instance under examination, the varnish, though it I 

not scaled, had allowed rust to break through at places. Though much better tl 
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no protection, varnishing proved decidedly inferior to the above- mentioned methods, 
and especially to the first two. The varnish consisted of shellac dissolved in 
methylated spirit, venetian reel being added to the solution. 

(6) Electrically -deposited Zinc. -This method, which has proved superior in 
practice to sherardising as a protection against sea water, appears considerably 
inferior to the latter in the presence of high -pressure oxygen. Besides the deposit 
of white powder remarked upon in the case of (2), there was a considerable growth 
of red rust which had broken through the protective covering. The treatment is 

'evidently of little or no service for the purpose in view. 

(7) Coslettiscd. -The process gave very little protection. The same result had 
previously been arrived at with rods coslettised by Dr. Desch, Glasgow, and kindly 
sent by him for trial. 

(8) Untreated liod. -There was most marked rusting. 

The problem of the protection of oxygen cylinders against corrosion cannot yet 
be considered as solved, and we put forward these results more by way of a progress 
report on the matter than as offering a final settlement. The Oxygen Research 
Committee of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, as well as 
ourselves, continue to devote attention to the problem. A Chesterfield light cylinder 
(see p. 42) was tricolised and afterwards hydraulically tested. It was found to 
have suffered no diminution of strength; but although it had received an excellent 
outer coat of the black oxide, the inner surface left much to be desired. A con- 
siderable modification of the method adopted at the works will be needed to treat 
gas cylinders successfully. As the coating of magnetic oxide is most difficult to 
remove, care must be taken either to protect the screw at the bottle neck during 
treatment by screwing in a tube, or, in the case of a new cylinder, to cut the screw 
after tricolising; otherwise trouble will be encountered when the valve comes to 
be sweated into place. 

Besides the methods discussed above, we have experimented on the action of high - 
pressure oxygen on the hard enamel coating (virtually a glass) familiar to users 
of culinary vessels. The protection offered was excellent; but the liability of the 
covering to crack (especially during the expansion of a bottle when being charged), 
and the difficulty of obtaining a perfect coat of that kind inside a cylinder, led to 
the idea being abandoned. 

The Drying of Oxygen. -The rusting problem may be attacked from another 
side: an endeavour may be made to dry the oxygen forced into the cylinders of 

rescue apparatus. It has been repeatedly observed that the cylinders coining from 

the various works of the British Oxygen Company are wet, and on some occasions, 
particularly in the Newcastle and Doncaster districts, to such a degree that water 
is discharged from a storage cylinder when it is held mouth downwards. The 
Company tests the cylinders hydraulically, and it is to be regretted that too little 
care is exercised in clearing the cylinders of water after that test. They should, 
indeed, be thoroughly dried before again being put into service, and, to avoid dis- 
turbing the valve in so doing, the drying may preferably be performed by warming 
the cylinder while it is in connection with a vacuum pump. 

A precautionary measure which can be carried out at a rescue station, and which 
we strongly recommend, is that of introducing a drier between the oxygen pump 
and the cylinder being charged by the pump. Even if perfectly dry oxygen were 
obtainable from the manufacturers, it would often carry water from the pump owing 
to the common use of a mixture of water and glycerine for lubrication. Fig. 2 

illustrates a simple drier, designed by Mr. D. Penman and intended for use with a 
small oxygen pump. It has been installed for several months at the Edinburgh 
station, where it gives satisfaction. It was tested hydraulically at 200 atmospheres 
before being put into use. The case and cover are of mild steel, the joint between 
the two being made secure by a lead washer. The drying medium, whether coarse 
caustic soda granules, caustic soda balls (a recent product of Messrs. Crosfield's), 
or fused calcium chloride lumps, is contained in an inner sheet -metal container. 
A plug of glass -wool (not cotton -wool) at the discharge side prevents particles of 
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the drying substance being carried into the cylinder. The bottom portion óf 
inner case is arranged as a trap for any liquid that may collect. The d ` 

chemical should be changed at regular intervals, which should be shortened if 

Flu. 2. -Drier for use with Oxygen Pump. 

opening the case, liquid is found within. The drier is provided with two etc 

cocks to avoid wasting the compressed oxygen which it holds after a cylinder h 

been charged. 
The Choking of Reducing Valves by Water. -The entry of water into i 

cylinder of a rescue apparatus is not only objectionable from the point of view òfir 

corrosion it may set up; if ejected into the reducing valve, it is not unlikely to cai 

a stoppage. Mr. J. Cooper, then instructor at the Edinburgh station, reported 

sudden cessation in the oxygen delivery of a Meco apparatus which was being used'', 

one of a colliery brigade during an underground practice. On returning to 

station the apparatus was found to function properly. It was overhauled, f' 

nothing unusual was discovered other than a few drops of water in the redel 
valve. A similar occurrence with a Proto apparatus has been recently recorded; 

Mr. F. P. Mills of Newcastle.* We made a series of experiments on the influence 

water in the Meco reducing valve. It was found that the mere fact of 

compressed oxygen in the cylinder being saturated did not lead to choking, 

the reducing valve itself did not contain water. That result was to be expedid 

since the oxygen, though saturated at high pressure, would be very dry all 

expansion to low pressure. 

A stoppage, or partial stoppage, could generally be produced, if the reducing veh 

contained water, by turning the valve over, and particularly by turning from 1! 

Trans. I.:17in. Engs. L1'I1, p. 150. 
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normal position (whore the diaphragm is uppermost) to the reverse position. 
The following is a transcript of the laboratory record of one of these tests:- 

" A small quantity of water was placed in the reducing valve, the cylinder 
pressure being 100 atmos. After the oxygen had been flowing normally for 
a few seconds, the reducing valve was suddenly turned upside down. The 
flow immediately became less, and continued slowing down until it nearly 
stopped. Then it came away with a rush, and kept normal for a time. After 
about two minutes or so, the flow began again to slow down and the above 
sequence repeated itself. This was done several times with the same results. 
In no case was complete stoppage obtained." 

The fine oxygen inlet enters the reducing valve at the summit of a cone- shaped 
projection on which rests the vulcanite valve. So long as the reducing valve 
is kept in the normal position, any water lodging within the valve box will lie 
round the base of the conical projection; but when the valve is reversed, the 
water will run down the cone, which will act as a dripping point. In the latter 
position, therefore, the water is directed into the oxygen jet, and temporary 
freezing will probably result, with total or partial stoppage of the flow. After 
a little time a frozen jet will thaw again and let the gas through " with a rush "; 
the temperature will then again fall and another stoppage or partial stoppage 
follow. Freezing at the mouth of the jet, whether of water ejected from the 
cylinder or of water lurking in the reducing valve box and dripping into the 
jet in the manner stated, is probably due to the cooling influence of rapid evapora- 
tion augmented by the Joule- Thomson effect, the ice collecting under the vulcanite 
and blocking or throttling the inlet passage. We were unable to get a stoppage 
when the whole reducing valve was immersed in hot water. 

If the reducing valve box contain so much .water that it is forced through the 
orifice on the discharge side of the box, it will, of course, lead to a momentary 
cessation of supply until it has been expelled. The pressure -difference on the 
two sides of the discharge opening are, however, small, and the cooling effect, 
therefore, negligible; freezing at that point will thus be a most rare occurrence. 

A highly dangerous condition arises when water from the cylinder enters the 
inlet orifice of a reducing valve, when that opening is already partially choked with 
rust particles. A sufficient stream of oxygen may emerge through the obstruction 
so long as it remains dry; but a total and long -continued stoppage may immediately 
follow upon the entry of water into the duct. 

The more completely the results and dangers of allowing water to enter an oxygen 
cylinder are studied, the greater appears the need for adopting every precaution to 
prevent it getting in. 

Rescue Apparatus Valves. -The abolition of the injector in rescue apparatus (a 
recommendation of our First Report) will render the valves of all such apparatus 
altogether responsible for the proper direction of the air in the circuit. 

A good valve should close tightly, open readily, have little " slip "* and, when 
open, offer little resistance to the flow of air through it. It should also be simple, 
easily examined and easily changed, and should work equally well when held in any 
position. 

With self- contained apparatus, the effect of slip is rather more important with 
the exhalation than with the inhalation valve. A small slip at the latter means 
that a portion of the air last drawn into the lungs gets past the valve, and is 
re- inhaled on the next breath; that air, however, contains relatively little carbon 
dioxide. The same slip at the exhalation valve results in the return of the same 
volume of exhaled air, but this time that volume comes from the end of the previous 
expiration and contains relatively much carbon dioxide. With apparatus of the 
respirator type, or the mouthpiece -and -tube appliances described on p. 39), the slip 
of the expiratory valve is altogether more serious than that of the inspiratory 
valve; if there should be a slip at the latter, all that happens is the re- inhalation of a 

* If I e0 volumes pass through a valve and it let 10 pass back again owing to sluggishness in closing, 
it is said to have a 10 per cent. slip. 
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little CO2 on the next breath, but if there should be slip or leakage at the former, 

some of the poisonous atmosphere passes direct into the lungs at every in -drawn 

breath. 
The apparatus wo employed to measure the slip of valves -or, more truly, slip 

plus leakage -is illustrated by the accompanying figure. A is a pulsator, designed 

by Drs. Haldane, Meakins and Priestley for another purpose, and consisting of a 

rubber concertina which can be made to move a definite distance between stops, 

It takes the place of the lungs, expiring and inspiring a definite volume per stroke 

at any desired rate. By setting the stops nearer together or wider apart, shallower 
or deeper breathing can be simulated. B is a metal mouthpiece, fitted with identical 
inlet and outlet valves of the kind being tested. Air -tight bags, C and D, are 

attached on the inlet and outlet sides of the mouthpiece, respectively. On starting 
a test, C is filled through a dry meter with a known volume of air; its stop-cock e 

is then shut, and the bag connected in the manner shown in the figure. D is 

completely emptied. The two stop -cocks being now opened, the pulsator is caused 

to respire at the rate required for a timed period, during which the number of 

strokes is counted. Both stop -cocks are then closed, and the volume in the bags 

ascertained by emptying each through the meter. If the measurements were 

correctly made and there was no leakage to the outer air during the test, the 

volume lost by C would have been gained by D. Had the valves been perfect, that 

volume would be equal to the displacement of the pulsator, multiplied by the 

number of double strokes; the extent to which that volume falls short of the latter 
amount evaluates the slip of the pair of valves. The displacement per stroke of 

the pulsator with each setting of the stops was carefully ascertained by causing it 
to respire a counted number of times into a bag fitted with a three -way tap. The 

tap was worked by hand so that the bellows drew air from outside during inspiration 
and blew it into the bag during expiration. This " blank " experiment was in 

each case repeated two or three times. In some of these tests a single -acting 

piston pump was used instead of the " concertina." 
The mean of several tests of each pair of valves in each of the stated positions 

in entered in the seventh column of Table 7. 
It can be shown that with any single- acting pump (and here the lungs behave 

as such), if the delivery valve has a slip of Si (expressed as a fraction) and the 

inlet a slip of S the slip. S, of the pair is 

S Se -l- S2 - 2S1Sa 
1 - Sis2 

In the present case the tests were conducted on pairs of identical valves, or Si =S, 
=s, therefore: 

2s 
S 

1 -l- s 
Values for S having been determined by experiment, those for s were computed 
from this formula ; they are to be found in the eighth column, Table 7. When S 

is not more than 08 or .09 (8 or 9 per cent.), it is close enough for practical purposes 

to take s = but larger slips must be calculated from the formula stated. 

To compare the resistance of passage of valves, it is necessary to select some rate of 

flow at which the resistance can in every case be measured. In common with the 

Anti -Gas Department of the Ministry of Munitions, the standard of 3 c.ft. (85 litres) 
per minute was selected for the purpose. That rate will be realised at the middle of 

an expiration by a person breathing 30 to 35 litres of air per minute. 
Of the valves named in the table below, the mica valve is too well known to need 

illustration. The Thiry valve, first described in 1865, is that used in the Tissot 

apparatus. It is a clack of thin brass, with a brass seat. It is hinged at the top 

and is set at 45 degrees to the axis of the tube. Fig. 4 shows two such valves in 

a Tissot mouthpiece. When the head is in its normal position or turned to the left. 

the weight of a valve assists it to close, and in those positions the slip is small. 

When the head is turned to the right, the weight tends to keep the valve open and 

the slip is large; while if the wearer of the apparatus is facing down, the slip, as 
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FIG. 5. -Split -tube Valve. 

Fio. 6.- Rosling Valve, shut and open. 
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4.- Tissot Mouthpiece. 

the table shows, has an intermediate value. Notwithstanding the narrowness of 
the tube in which it works, its wide passage -way when open, taken in conjunction 
with the fact that it allows of almost a straight -line flow along the tube, reduces 
the resistance of this valve to an unusually low figure. 

The rubber disc valve was one taken from an army box respirator where it acted 
as inlet. For test purposes it was placed in a metal case attached to a 1 -inch tube. 
The valve is a disc of thin rubber, pinned down at its centre to a grid having six 
openings through it. Though not particularly tight, its behaviour is not so 

affected by its position as are those of the mica and Thiry valves. A similar, 
though smaller, valve has been tried for the Peg apparatus. The so -called split 
tube valve (Fig. 5) was made by us in the hope of getting a reasonably slipless 
valve permitting of a straight -line flow through it. Such a valve could have been 
mounted in a tube but little larger in diameter than that of the rest of the 
circuit. It failed, however, owing to its high resistance. 

The Rosling square -rubber valve (Fig. 6) is the invention of Lieut. Rosling 
of the Anti -Gas Department, and was adopted for box respirators by that Depart- 
ment towards the end of the war. In the larger size made for us by the Isleworth 
Rubber Company, it comes nearer to the ideal than any we have examined. Its 
slip is very small, its resistance is low, and it is a matter of indifference which way 
up it may be. The experience of this valve gained by the Anti -Gas Department 
testifies to its durability in service. The only drawback to its application to rescue 
apparatus -and it is not a specially serious one -is that it requires to be mounted 
in a valve -box of diameter considerably larger than that of the tubing leading to 
and from it. 

The last valve on the list (the Mueller valve), though inapplicable to rescue appa- 
ratus, is useful in respiration experiments if the subject is stationary, and it has 
been shown to give satisfactory results for that purpose.* The diagram (Fig. 7) 
is of a glass Mueller valve used by us, and of a size suitable for heavy breathing. 
The inflow to the valve is by the glass tube A, which dips about half -an -inch below 
the surface of the water in the jar. The water prevents any return of air up A, 
but nevertheless there is a small rise of liquid in that tube due to the resistance of 

T. M. Carpenter, Comparison of JIethods for Determining 14 Respiratory Exchange of Man 
(W ushington, 1915), p. 195. 
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Fm. 7.- Mueller Water Valve. 

the companion valve when the latter is passing the air, and the volume of wat 

raised in the tube evaluates the slip. Of those tested, the Mueller is the only vet 

whose percentage slip increases with the volume delivered. 

TABLE 7. 

Slip and Resistance of Various Valves. 

Mica 
disc, 

Respira- 
tory 

Appara- 
tus. 

Mica 
disc 

(Doug- 
las) 

with 
spring. 

Mica 
disc, 

Proto 
Appara- 

tus. 

Ins. 

Disc, 
1.1 

Seat, 
l0 

Ins. 

1.1 Right 
way up. 
On side 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

Upside 
down. 

Do. 

Disc. 
1.1 

Seat, 
1.0 

1.1 

Disc, 
1.1 
Seat, 
1.0 

0.75 

Right 
way up. 

Do. 
On side 
Upside 
down. 

Right 
way 

Reversed 
On aide 

43.8 20 5.5 2.8 

43.8 21 8.2 4.3 
195 9 9.8 5.2 
12.5 6 92.7 ß 6.4 
62.0 29 76.0 61.3 
50.0 22 24.0 13.6 

8.8 4 63.6 466 J 

43.8 20 8.0 4.1 j 
11.9 5 15.8 8.6 
43.8 2u 6.0 3.1 
35.0 18 10.0 5.3 

34.0 12 1.75 0.9 

34.0 12 23.0 143 
34.0 12 12.5 6.6 

G6 
Hw m ai 

am.p 

A°w 

Ins. of 
Water. 

Remarks. 

0.375{ 

{ 

Weight of valve hell 
close it. 

The valve was form 
have jammed so 

it could not close. 

The valve falls I 

from its seat. 

0.55 
The same valve as s 

fitted with a light 
trol spring. 

0.7 
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SLIP AND RESISTANCE OF VARIOUS VALVES. 
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Remarks. 

Thiry 
clack 

Ins. 

0.8 

Ins. 

0.7 Right 
a uP 

o. 
Wearer 
facing 
down- 
wards 

Do. 
Wearer 
lying on 
his side. 

40.0 

22.5 
12.0 

44.5 
45.0 

20 

9 
6 

21 
21 

6.0 

9.0 
37.0 

17.0 
53.8 

3.1 

4.7 
22.7 

} 

9.3 
36.8 

j 

Ins. of 
Water. 

} 

0.25 

Weight of valve helps tc 
close it. 

Weight of valve has no 
,influence. 

Weight tends to keep 
valve open. 

Rubber 
disc. 

1.5 1.0 Hight 
way up. 
On side 
Upside 
down. 

51.0 

47.7 
41.8 

24 

22 
20 

16.0 

168 
26.4 

8.7 

91 
15.2 

0.55 

Split 
tube. 

1.0 0.9 Pointing 
up. 

44.0 15 7.8 4.1 3.65 Owing to high resistance 
not tested further. 

0.65 Upright 

On side 

37.6 

26.2 

18 4.0 

11 10.2 

2.0 

5.4 
)} 0.75 

Rosling 
square 
(small). 

1.25 
(across 

corners). 

Reeling 
square 
(large). 

1.5 
(across 

corners). 

0.85 Upright 
On side 
Upside 
down. 

37.7 
445 
25.0 

17 
20 
12 

2.5 
2.0 
2.2 

1.25 
1.0 t 
1.1 J( 0.35 

1.1 Normal 
Do. 

262 
65.7 

12 
30 

3.0 
5.5 

1.5 j 
2.8 f 

f 
1 

Tube dipping 0 6 in. un- 
der surface of water. 

Mueller 
water. 

- 

When working the proper way up, when the valve's weight helps it to close, the 
mica valve is thoroughly efficient and its slip is negligible; but if called upon to 
function upside down, in the manner of the exhalation valve of the Proto apparatus, 
the slip (as the Table shows) may be serious. It- is useless to cut down 
dead -space if one of the valves may let back a large part of the volume 
forced through it by the lungs. The effect of re- breathing expired air is to stimulate 

lelg. the respiration (see p. 9) : thus, the lungs automatically do their best to close a 
refractory valve; but should the CO2 -absorption be imperfect, slip becomes a serious 
matter and may contribute largely to the distress of the wearer, and, in a more 

SO i6; 
extreme case, to his collapse. The results set forth in the table reveal a still more 

9e, serious state of affairs when the large mica valve of the Douglas respiratory appa- 
any 

ratus is resting on its side. Now and then, as shown in the second and third lines 
of the Table, the slip in that position may not be excessive; but as likely as not the 
valve may get caught between two of the wires of the cage in which it is usually 
mounted (,see the fourth and fifth lines), and then it is virtually out of action. 

Bala Though we have no evidence of the mica valve giving trouble through sticking in 
;ht existing apparatus, and although the Douglas appliance was not meant to be used 

on its side or upside down, the examples show that there may be risk with mica 
valves unless they are carefully made. 

The mica valve of the first section of the Table was fitted with a light spring to 
assist it in closing. This addition brought about an improvement in regard to 
slip in the inverted position, and reduced, to some extent, the chance of jamming 
when the disc was working on its side. These advantages were secured, however, 

26063 B 
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at the expense of greater complication and resistance, and it doubtful if 

modification will commend itself to many. 
As might oe expected, the tests of valves indicate that the percentage slip w 

valve in any given position is less with hard than with quiet breathing. The 

is a fortunate one. 

Nose Clips. -The problem of devising a nose clip which will provide reasoi 

security against accidental displacement lias occupied considerable attention di 

the last few months. A pamphlet was issued by the Research Department 
in 1919, in which there were illustrated three types of nose clip claiming inert 

security. The variety of screw clip shown in Fig. 16, and adopted for 

Briggs apparatus, is an improvement on a clip described in that pawl 
Figs. 8 and 9 are reproduced from the pamphlet, and illustrate respective 
spring clip which has given satisfaction at the Swansea Rescue Station, a 

German screw clip similar in type but heavier and less secure. Thanks 
due to the Superintendents of the Swansea and Oruinlin rescue stations for cs 

attention to these types. In each of these latter varieties the bow of the 
passes loosely round the metal portion of the mouthpiece. In that of Fi 

a piece of elastic draws the two legs of the clip together. Mr. G. L. Brows 

also devised a spring clip similar in principle to that of Fig. 8, but alk 
of some variation in the distance between the centre of the pads and the i 

mouthpiece, in this way providing for differences in the length of the l 

lip.* If a form of clip be adopted where the bow encircles the metal part o 

mouthpiece, it will be advisable to use a mouthpiece attachment similar to 

of Fig. 16, which practically precludes the possibility of the mouth 
falling out, for, with nose clips of this character, the removal of the mouth 
entails the displacement of the clip. Another variety of spring clip, posse 

a high degree of security, has been evolved by Mr. Hopwood of Altofts. 
slightly modified form it is shown in Fig. 10, where it will be seen that 

clip can be adjusted vertically by slipping it along a leather band. The i 

also prevents the clip being knocked off. 
Providing that it is held securely, the screw type of clip has the advanta, 

greater comfort. It is worth observing that an uncomfortable clip is dang 
in that, during a prolonged spell of work with the apparatus, the pressm 
the nose becomes almost intolerable, and the temptation to take off the cli 

a while is most difficult to resist. 
Face Masks. -During 1918, the Anti -Gas Department (Ministry of Muni 

devoted considerable attention to face masks in connection with box respir 
in order to see if a sufficiently tight joint could be secured to allow of the 

clip being dispensed with, and masks were evolved by the Department incoi 
ting certain novelties in construction and material. Late in the year, Li 

Raper and Major Lambert kindly described to us the course of the experis 
and suggested a union of forces to attack this and kindred problems. 

We tested two army masks known as the American " Akron Tissot " ar 

British " Tissot " mask. They endeavour to make a gas -tight seal along 
tally the same circuit of the face as the old -fashioned rescue apparatus " he: 

and, owing to the greater flexibility of the material from which they ar 
strutted, and to a more exact regard to the facial contour, they certainly e 

greater tightness at the face joint than did the helmet. At the same tin 
results obtained (as will be shortly seen) indicate a degree of security i: 

to that of the mouthpiece and nose clip. This, together with the further dra 

of increased dead space, is suffioient to condemn these masks. 
A simple outfit for testing masks consists of a cubical box with windows, 

door, and an opening in the bottom through which the wearer of the ma 

thrust his head. A curtain of cloth, or wash- leather, round the bottom c 

can be tucked round the wearer's neck, or buttoned under his coat, to 
the gas escaping too rapidly. An absolutely irrespirable atmosphere is 
in the box by blowing in a little SO2 from a syphon. The box is cone 
Slung from the ceiling, so as not unduly to impede the man's movemen 
an ergometer (p. 54) placed under the box makes it easily possible 

* See Cull. /heard., Feb. 27, 1920, p. 588. 
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him hard work (and so promote heavy breathing) while he wears the mask. In- 
halation and exhalation tubes passing out of the box carry air to and from the mask. 
Resistance to breathing may be introduced by throttling these tubes, and its 
amount indicated by water gauges. Where so much depends on the shape of the 
face, it is evident that a mask should be tried on several persons, and that 
extremes of facial cast should be sought rather than avoided. 

The clean shaven man presents obvious advantages when dealing with face 
masks; no matter how good the mask may be, it does not make a secure fit on 
a bearded or unshaven face, and a long moustache is also undesirable. These 
are limitations from which the mouthpiece is free. 

The American and British Tissot masks were tried on six persons, mostly clean - 
shaven. The former mask proved the better. It was tight in all cases when 
the subject did no work, even with resistances such as ± 8 ins. of water. The 
mask lifted off the face when expiring against resistance, and allowed air to 
escape round it; but, when the subject was at rest, it closed back, valve- fashion, 
at the end of expiration and made a tight joint. With the majority, the American 
mask was tight when the subject did work on the ergometer, though one man 
was distressed by heat; but in certain cases, the slight tugging of the connecting 
tubes due to the short, sharp movements of the head while working, led to gas 
being drawn in, even with relatively low resistance like ± 2 ins. of water. It 
became evident that the tubes leading to a face mask must be flexible in the 
highest degree, or that they must be arranged as in the Weg apparatus (see First 
Report, p. 10). 

The British Tissot mask was tested on five persons. It was found to let in 
gas with resistances exceeding ±3 ins. of water when the men were resting, 
and was, therefore, not tried further. 

A few experiments were made with the American mask to illustrate the 
effect of dead -space. By withdrawing air -samples, it was found that, even after 
inspiration, an appreciable proportion (usually about 0.4 per cent.) of CO, remained 
in the mask, representing a part of the last expiration not swilled out by the 
inflowing fresh air. As was to be expected, the dead -space held, after expiration, 
with different subjects and different degrees of exertion, from 3.3 to 5.9 per 
cent. of CO2. When the volume of air drawn in per minute was metered, first 
using the mouthpiece and then using the mask, it was found that the CO2 in 
the dead -space of the latter caused an average increase of 16 per cent. in the lung 
ventilation with subjects doing 5,000 ft. -lbs. of work per minute. 

Though our experience of face masks down to the present has not been specially 
promising, it cannot be denied that a thoroughly secure mask (if such is within 
the bounds of possibility) would be a valuable adjunct to rescue apparatus. It 
would allow of the user speaking to his companions without risk; it would enable 
a telephone connection to be maintained between the leader of a party and the 
base; it would also permit of breathing through nose and mouth, and do away with 
the noseclip, besides being probably more comfortable than the mouthpiece. 

Useful work on masks is proceeding at the Altofts and Wemyss rescue stations, 
and at the latter the men have been instructed for a considerable time in the use 
of the telephone, in which the transmitter is attached to the front of the leader's 
mask, while his receiver is strapped to one ear. The second in command also has a 
transmitter fitted to his mask and carries a receiver in his pocket. Should the 
leader collapse during work, the second man can quickly connect himself to the 
battery box and thus to the base. Without doubt, such a manner of communication 
is preferable to signalling, and ready means of communication has a highly bene- 
ficial effect on morale; yet all such considerations must remain subservient to the 
question of security of the mask. The fact remains that we have yet to find a mask 
which will adapt itself to all faces (leaving bearded ones out of account) and which 
will make a thoroughly tight joint in the circumstances attending actual service with 
rescue apparatus. In our own attempt to solve the problem, we have worked upon 
a line suggested, and to some extent developed, by the Anti -Gas Department, the 
joint against the face being made by a shaped ring of rubber sponge. Owing to the 
difficulty of getting supplies, we have, however, not progressed sufficiently far with 

26063 B 2 
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this type of mask to enable a conclusion to be reached; but we hope to deal wits 

the matter in the Third Report. 
We have here considered the face mask as a possible substitute for the mouthpiece 

and not as an addition to the mouthpiece. The army box respirator, as is veil 

known, includes both mask and mouthpiece. Such a combination may occasionally 
be useful with rescue apparatus. For example, when it became evident at 4 
Front that the Germans were using lachrymatory charges in mining operation 
the exploration of galleries after a " blow " was often carried out with Saint; 

apparatus fitted with the mask, mouthpiece and noseclip of the box respirator.* 

Flow Gauge for Proto Apparatus. -Fig. 11 is a section of a flow gauge designs¿ 

for use with the Proto apparatus. The node of action is the same as that describe'. 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

WOOL RESISTANCE 

SOLDERED 

rlCHES 
2 

Frc. 11. -Flow Meter for Proto Apparatus. 

on p. 45 in connection with the Briggs apparatus, and like the latter, it is intend 
to indicate continuously the flow of oxygen from the reducing valve. The positie 

of the device when attached to the apparatus is shown by the photograph, Fig. 11, 

where it will be seen that the small circular gauge, while lying close to the wearer': 

body, is easily within his view. Prior to attaching the device, the small orifice on th 

outflow side of the reducing valve is removed, since the resistance of the plug of cotter 

wool takes the place of that of the orifice. The principle and mode of adjustmer 
of the device is described on p. 45. Though this type of meter was first used wisi 

the Proto apparatus in the manner here shown, it does not lend itself so well Et 

that apparatus as to Dr. Briggs', since the discharge of the by -pass is in tt 

former case on the in -flow side of the resistance, while in the latter apparatus 
is arranged to be on the out -flow side. 

Warning against the use of the Army Box -Respirator, Reds Smoke and Gr 

Helmets, and similar Appliances for Mining Purposes.t 
There is an erroneous belief, especially among demobilised men returning to ii 

mines, that the army box -respirator, which has proved so excellent el 

protection against poison gas, would safeguard a man equally well if he wet: 

attempting to penetrate a noxious atmosphere underground. An appliance knoll 

as the Eeds Helmet is being advertised in the mining technical papers, and as iti 
recommended by the makers for use in mines, it is necessary in the interests c 

* Lt: Col. D. Dale Logan, Trans. I. Min. Enge. LVIi, p .233. 
t This warning, in substantially the same terms, was issued to the technical press under er 

261h May, 1919. 
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safety to warn mine managers and superintendents of rescue stations that this 
appliance, like the army respirator, is inapplicable for mining purposes. 

In the Eeds appliances, the air is intended to be drawn through a sponge filter 
which is damped with water or other solution. Apart from the fact that the high 
resistance of the filter -much increased by saliva -makes it impossible to carry 
out physical work while using the Eeds helmet, such an apparatus is wrong in 
principle if intended for service underground. The main risk in attacking a mine 
fire, or in penetrating workings after an explosion, is due to carbon monoxide. A 
second risk, which is seldom of importance at the surface, but which cannot be 
disregarded in mines, is that an atmosphere may be entered which contains an in- 
sufficient amount of oxygen to support life. 

Neither the army respirator nor the Eeds appliances give the least security 
against either of these dangers, and if they be used in mines, the result may be 
fatal to those wearing them. The army respirator, and, to an inferior degree, the 
Eeds helmet, will stop smoke; for that reason they would give a person ignorant 
of the real danger a feeling of security when entering smoky air, and thus would 
add to the probability of his being overcome. 

This type of breathing appliance, therefore, cannot he looked upon as a sub- 
stitute for self -contained rescue apparatus. 

The Smoke Helmet and other Hose -pipe Apparatus.- Limited in scope 
though the smoke helmet must necessarily be, it has proved itself of service on 
several occasions, as, for example, in fighting fires after the Senghenydd explosion, 
1913, and at the Ashington Colliery in the same year. In the latter case the helmet 
allowed men to use water -hoses on the fire and enabled them to open separation 
doors in foul air.* 

The possibility of using compressed air (when available) as a means of feeding 
helmets has received little attention; yet on one occasion, namely, in the attack on a 
large timber fire in the Homestake Mine, South D akota, U.S.A., in 1907, the 
method proved successful. In that instance those at work with the water -jets were 
provided with leather helmets which received air from a. compressed air main through 
small-bore hoses. t 

The ordinary smoke helmet, of which there are large numbers at rescue stations 
and mines, is a modification of the diver's apparatus; like the latter, it completely 
covers the head of the wearer, and the imitation is in many cases carried so far that 
a blow -off valve is provided on the helmet when the loose joint round the shoulders 
makes that valve altogether superfluous. 

The smoke -helmet in its usual form has the following special drawbacks and 
dangers : - 

(1) The flexible hose is vulnerable; it may be cut by a tub -wheel or by a falling 
stone; a heavier fall, though it may not block the road, may flatten the pipe, or 
hold it and so trap the helmet -man. 

(2) A fall completely blocking the road between the fire and the base spells 
disaster, as the helmet -man is unable to use any other way of escape, should one 
exist. 

(3) The management of the hose by the helmet -man is not easy, owing to its 
weight and cumbrous character; these features are such as to limit the range, 
under the conditions usually obtaining in the mine, to about 50 yards from fresh 
air. If the man is carrying tools or material, he is still further incommoded by 
the tube, and the practicable range is still further reduced. 

(4) In such work as building an earth stopping, where -tubs have to be run in, 
the tube becomes a hopeless encumbrance, and the risk of it being cut is much 
increased. 

(5) Rapid escape is difficult; if the helmet -man tries to get back to fresh air 
dragging the pipe behind him instead of coiling it up as he comes, there is a 

*F. L. Booth: Underground Fire at Ashington Colliery and the Use of two Smoke Helmets. Trans 
Nat. Assn. Coll. Mans. NI, p. 208. 

t Engineering and Mining Journal (New York), Marck 28, 1908. 
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considerable chance of the hose getting caught. Again, there is the possibility, 
that case of him returning on the wrong side of a line of centre -props. 

(6) The hissing of air entering the helmet may prevent the wearer hearing 1; 

warning noises given by a roof under movement. 
(7) Vision is limited : with some helmets extremely so ; and it is thus dik 

for the wearer to make a proper inspection of the roof. 
(8) Two persons are required for each smoke helmet as against one with ea 

self -contained- apparatus. 
The first five of these disadvantages are inseparable from the use of a hose, at 

cannot be removed except by giving up this type of appliance; but it seemed: 

us probable that the last three could be avoided by substituting a mouthpie, 

attachment for the helmet, and by causing the wearer to draw his air supp; 

through the pipe instead of having it forced to him by a bellows or mechani: 

blower. Although the modification introduces other demerits, namely, negati 

pressure, a more limited range of exertion and reduced cooling of the face a: 

head -drawbacks which we have no desire to minimise -the proposal pro; 

feasible. It really amounts to the revival of the oldest form of breathing apparat 
intended for use in mines, for a hose and mouthpiece appliance (with inhalation ar 

exhalation valves) was described in the Universal Magazine of 1752. 

No difficulty will be found in drawing air through a mouthpiece and hose, pro 

ing no work is being attempted. The lungs are quite capable of sucking seven 

ten litres of air through a f in. bore tube 30 or 50 yards (and even more) in long 

the expired products being discharged direct to the atmosphere; but when exeni 

is involved and the volume needed increases perhaps six -fold, it becomes physic:. 

impossible to obtain the air by drawing it directly from the tube. While they s 

powerful enough to maintain a flow of, say, 40 litres per minute along such a pip 

when that flow is uniform, the lungs are not sufficiently strong to induce th 

volume to pass in the intermittent or spasmodic manner which is their natur,' 

way of moving air. Evidently, then, if the plain mouthpiece and hose applia: 

is going to be of practical use, it is necessary to introduce between the lungs n 

the tube something having the function of the air- vessel of a ram pump, naa 
that of converting a pulsating into almost a uniform flow. 

Before describing the means adopted to change the manner of flow in the ho- 

it is advisable at this point to interpolate an account of certain experiments n: 
on the flow of air through a 4 in. bore smoke- helmet tube 90 ft. long. The pure :: 

of the experiments was to ascertain the relation between the volume of air can` 

by the tube and the pressure required to create the flow, both when the delirs 

was steady and when it was fluctuating. The results allowed of calculations be` 

macle on the power expended in the two cases in drawing a given quantity of 

per minute through the pipe. The results may be of use, we think, to those deal 

with compressed air transmission, as well as in their relation to the smoke hele 

problem. Air was caused to flow through the tube from a closed tank, 3 ft.: 

2 ft. 6 ins. by 1 ft. 6 ins., from which it was displaced by water. The rate of r. 

of the water surface, as.indioatecl on a gauge glass, determined the number 
cubic feet of air passing along the tube per minute. In the experiments et 

pulsating delivery, a device operated by a pendulum was connected to the pi 

The air was then released in gusts, with pauses in between, thus closely simulaä 
the action of the lungs. In the oases of intermittent flow, it was sought to obfc 

the maximum water -gauge readings so as to get the " peak " values of the res 

ance offered by the pipe, and moans were used to prevent the readings being 

error through the momentum of the water in the manometer. 
It is known that when air moves with a uniform speed along a large Gonda 

e.g., a smooth-walled gallery, the resistance to passage is very nearly proportiar 

to the square of the volume; it has also been shown that when the flow hi 

place through a medium such as cotton wool packed into a tube, or an ester- 
" waste " underground, the resistance i.e a.pproximatl ̂ 1y proportional dire: 

to the volume. In the case of a small pipe, the air - stream will neither be so 

from obstruction as in the first of these cases nor so baffled as in the second. 

was, therefore, to be expected that, with the hose, the index n of the formula h 

would prove to be somewhere between 1 and 2, and that the more the hinds. 
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FIG. 13.- Haldane's Equalizing Arrangement and Air Tube. 
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to the flow the nearer n would approach unity. Such indeed has been the conclusion 
of previous experimenters. We ascertained the laws of flow for the hose in question 
to be as follows : 

(a) Uniform flow -tube uncoiled : h = 0.87 q 
l'BR 

(b) Uniform flow -tube coiled up in 20 ins. diameter turns : h = 1.2 q 1.37 

(e) Pulsating flow -18 breaths per minute -tu'e uncoiled : H = 3.65 q 1.36. 

(d) Pulsating flow -18 breaths per minute -tube coiled up in 20 ins turns : 

H - 3.8 q130 . 
Where : h is the resistance measured in inches of water ; 

H is the maximum resistance in inches of water ; 

q is the volume of air delivered per minute in cubic feet. 

The first two of these results indicate that coiling up the tube introduces á 
considerable change in the nature of flow, the lower index of (b) showing that the 
air is meeting with hindrance through rebound and eddying. The same degree óf 
difference is not noticeable between (c) and (d); here the jerky discharge is the 
dominating factor, and the interference to simple " stream- line " flow, which 
apparently results from the pulsating discharge, is only slightly enhanced by coiling 
the tube. 

The bearing of these results can perhaps best be realised by considering concrete 
cases. If a man is standing still and drawing air direct from the 30 -yard hose at the 
rate of 10 litres (0.35 c. ft.) per minute, the maximum resistance his lungs will 
have to overcome will be equivalent to 0.9 in. water when the tube is uncoiled 
[eqn. (e)], and 1.0 in. water when it is coiled [eqn. (d)], and in either instance 
the effort will be well within his power. But should he try, without an equilizing 
device in connection with the tube, to undertake physical work requiring a 
respiratory supply of 50 litres (F77 c. ft.) per minute, his lungs would need to 
exercise suctions equivalent to 7.9 and 8.0 ins. water in the respective cases, and 
he would find it impossible to cope with such a drag for many minutes. Yet if it 
were feasible to introduce an equilizer to cause the air to flow in a steady stream 
along the tube, 50 litres per minute could be obtained at a water -gauge reading 
of 2.2 ins. in condition (a) or 2.6 ins. in condition (b). 

The difference between a steady and a pulsating flow is still more strikingly 
illustrated when we come to consider the work done . against resistance in drawing 
a given volume (say, ,50 litres per minute) through the tube in each instance. To 
make such a comparison we shall assume that the rate of intake of air to the lungs 
during a breath follows the simple harmonic law; that the rate is a maximum at 
the middle point of the breath, and that a breath is succeeded by a pause of equal 
length. Such a mechanical precision of inflow- though almost exactly true in the 
case of an air compressor -is not, of course, followed by the lungs; but the 
assumption is sufficiently close for the present purpose. Taking the straight pipe 
without equilizer, and a delivery of 50 litres per minute, and making use of the 
experimental results, it can be shown that at the middle of the breath, when both 
speed of flow and resistance are maxima, the lungs are required to do work at the 
momentary rate of 230 ft. -lbs. per minute. It also appears that to maintain this 
intermittent delivery, the power expenditure per minute is 54 ft. -lbs. Had the 
flow been .a steady one, the expenditure would have been only 20 ft. -lbs. Hence 
the pulsatory nature of the delivery increases the power spent in overcoming pipe 
resistance in this instance in the proportion of 27 to 1, while the peak load is 
11.5 times the load to be borne when the flow is continuous. 

The two forms of equilizers shown in the figures, while not able altogether to 
steady the flow, go sufficiently far in that direction to make physical exertion much 
more supportable while wearing the apparatus. 

The original form of the arrangement, illustrated by Fig. 13, was devised in 1914 

by Dr. Haldane for use in the turrets of battleships if the air became foul by gases 
from the guns, and for use in smoke or foul air in other parts of the ships. It is 
made by Messrs. Siebe, Gorman & Co., and was demonstrated at a meeting of 
the Institution of Mining Engineers in 1915. In this device the corrugated rubber 
tubing between the mouthpiece and the_hose_ collapses in the manner of a concertina 
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during inspiration, while during expiration, it elongates again and so fills itself 
w@ 

air. For use in mines, wider collapsible tubing was introduced so as to allow of sort 

being done at long distances if necessary ; even at a distance of 200 yards sufficie; 

air can be obtained; but in ordinary practice the apparatus is only used for wort 

at shorter distances, as in gob -fire operations or in exploring cavities and oths 

places filled with irrespirable gas. At first saliva caused trouble in the eollapsib!= 

tube, and to avoid this, the saliva trap was introduced, as shown, and afterwar? 

the spear expiratory valve was applied in the same manner as that of pig. 14. 

In the latter appliance, designed independently in Edinburgh, the wearer Carrie 

on his back a bellows -shaped bag which is connected by a T -piece to the pipe feedir, 

the mouthpiece. The bag is constructed of balloon fabric mounted on strips of steer 

which are bent round the sharp upper angle of the bellows and thus form the fray 

of both the back and the front of the bag. These strips always tend to open oa 

and thus to keep the bag distended. Their action is further assisted by a coil;: 

spring inside the bag. When the wearer exhales, the bag, which had been partial. 
flattened during the last inspiration, recovers itself, and in so doing draws ai 

through the hose. On the next breath air is taken both from the bag and tip 

pipe. The effect of the bag is thus to maintain a flow in the pipe during boil 

strokes of the lungs, and so to smooth down the peak loads whose adverse influent 

has been discussed above. The mouthpiece has .a Rosling inspiratory valve and 

spear expiratory valve, and the saliva discharges through the latter. The spat 

valve is protected by a metal guard. 

The Electric Head Lamp. -The use of the miner's electric head -and -belt lam 

has spread enormously during the last few years in the United States and Canada 

where it is said that 150,000 are in use. Certain of these lamps, e.g. the Edimr 

Hirsch, Wioo, Concordia and Pioneer, were approved by the U.S. Bureau of Mitt 

for use in gassy mines after having been tested for safety, strength and servicealk 
ness.* The majority of the gassy mines of Pennsylvania (bituminous district), fu 

example, are equipped with Edison lamps. It speaks well for their security that 

during 1918, for the first time in the history of that field, twelve months went 6; 

without a single man being killed from an explosion of gas or dust in the bituminon 
district, the output of the area for the year being about 200 million tonst 

In Great Britain, it is natural that Scotland should lead in experimenting wit 

the head lamp, owing to the prevalence in the naked -light mines of that countgN, 

of the small spout -lamp which is carried on the cap. Excellent electric lamp 

of this kind (made at the mine) were in daily use ten years ago at the Dalmeg 

oil -shale mine; they were much liked, but had eventually to be withdrawn as thr 

were not approved safety - lamps.] Credit must be accorded to Draeger for fin 

applying a head lamp to rescue apparatus. 
Believing that the electric head -lamp had valuable features for rescue work r 

obtained one from the United States, and put it into service at the Edinbure 
rescue station 18 months ago. It has met with general approval and fern 

the subject of a recent paper by Mr. J. Cooper,§ who discussed the lea 

mainly in its application to rescue operations. For such a purpose the head -tae 

has the outstanding advantage over the electric hand lamp that it leaves bot 

hands free. In operations such as that shown by Fig. 15; in travelling or carryig 

a stretcher in -a low place; in applying artificial respiration underground; 
handling a water hose or using a portable telephone, to have two hands availahl 

and yet to get a good light thrown upon the point at which the eyes are direct« 
is of incontestable value. 

W. WALKER. 
J. S. HALDANE 

H. BRIGGS. 

Permissible Electric Lampa for Miners, by H. H. Clark, Washington, 1914 ; Approved Eta* 
Lampys, for Miners, H. H. Clark and L. C. Ilaley, Washington, 1917. 

$ MS. information from Mr. J. T. Ryan. 
J. B. SneUdon, Trans. T. Alin. Engs. LVII, p. 142. 

§ " An Electric Head-Lamp," Trans. L Min. Engs. LVII, p. 58. 
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Fiu. 14.- Briggs Equalizing Arrangement and Air Tube. 
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FIG. 15.- Electric Head Lamp in Tee. 
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FIG. 16.- Briggs Compressed Oxygen Rescue Apparatus. 
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APPENDIX I. 

THE BRIGGS COMPRESSED OXYGEN MINE RESCUE APPARATUS. 

(a) General Arrangement. -In designing this apparatus it has been the aim to 

Produce 

an appliance capablle of satisfying the needs of the wearer while he is 

undertaking the hardest work, and one with which the least possible part of the 
man's attention is directed to the apparatus, so that he may be free, with both 

brain and hands, to carry out the duties hie has to perform. 
pie. 16 shows the apparatus being worn, and Fig. 17 (not to scale) is its flow - 

diagram, the arrows indicating the direction of the air -stream. 
The oxygen delivery, like that of seveTal other apparatus, is set at the 

uniform rate of 2 litres per minute, and is augmented, when occasion arises, 
by means of a by-pass. Early in the research, attention was directed to the self - 

regulating oxygen -feed devices first introduced by Garforth, and developed more 
recently in America by Gibbs and Paul. It was recognised that a maximum economy 
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in oxygen may be realised with such devices, and, therefore, that if .a partyt 
trapped by a fall of roof on their line of retreat, the apparatus would sustaie 
men (sitting still) for a long time. The self -regulating feed, however, was 

adopted for the new apparatus because it is believed that, no matter how pet 

mechanically that kind of feed may be, its drawbacks outweigh its advany 
In most of the work to be done by rescue apparatus 2 litres of oxygen per s¿, 

are more than sufficient;. the excess, which blows off, serves the useful fiat 
of clearing away nitrogen from the circuit. In this country we have had, 

in certain areas still have, the trouble of impure oxygen. Impure oxygt 

especially dangerous in apparatus with automatically-controlled valves, 
an accumulation of nitrogen within prevents deflation and thus prevents the or 

feed functioning. Accidental inward leakage, as at the mouthpiece, the 

insufficient to give rise to distress from CO (if present), may add sensibly to 

residue of nitrogen. To obviate the effects of nitrogen-accumulation in sud 

apparatus, it is either necessary to by -pass systematically or to arrange fi 

continuous slow discharge to waste from some point of the apparatus nosy 

under positive pressure; the former method deflects too much of the attentio 
the wearer to his apparatus, and the second involves an additional complies 

while both methods seriously detract from that economy in oxygen consul 
which is the main advantage of the automatic . control. Further, the auto 

feeds so far designed are mechanically more complex than the constant deli 

valve, and correspondingly more apt to be thrown out of adjustment. 
Similar reasons decided against the adoption of the variable oxygen deli 

adjusted by the wearer ; the nitrogen evil is alniost equally pronounced; then 
failure through under- feeding is much enhanced;; proficiency is more diffieul 

acquire and maintain, and far too much of the man's attention is engrossed 6 

apparatus. 
In the present apparatus, the possibility of a team being .trapped and havit 

eke out its oxygen as long as possible has not been overlooked, and ie refi 

to below. 
The apparatus is altogether carried on the back (in this respect resembling 

Weg, Tissot, and Gibbs), thus giving freedom for the arms. 
The body belt is the three -inch, webbing, infantry belt which proved itse 

admirably serviceable during the war.* The slings, which are padded al 

shoulders, are of narrower webbing of the same quality; their -lengths are ,adji 

by aid of a simple device. The slings are connected to the frame by meat 

spring hooks. 
The parts of the apparatus are supported on the back by the frame F (Fig 

and 17), which is of steel aeroplane tubing, 1 in. in diameter, weighing á lb. t 

foot, and made by the Chesterfield' Tube Co., Ltd. The frame also consti 

the greater part of the breathing circuit. 
The mouthpiece, flexible tubes, T, and purifier, P, make up the remaind 

that circuit. 
The flexible tubes, T, which pass over the shoulders, are those which were pro' 

with the first pattern of Army box respirators. They are highly flexible and du 

and have no wire rings. 
As Fig. 17 indicates, the air leaving the mouth passes through the valve 

and having circulated through the purifier, flows along the part of the d 

marked r: cooling tube " and enters the bag at A. On inspiration, the air is d 

from the bag through the valve V2 and into the lungs. The oxygen stream a 

the circuit at D. 

(b) Oxygen Cylinder. -The oxygen cylinder, C, is 13 inches long and 44 Mel 

diameter. It holds 290 litres of oxygen at 120 atmospheres, and about 360 

at 150 atmospheres pressure. For practice purposes the former pressure will e 

an ample supply for two hours, while under emergency conditions, by raisin, 

pressure to the latter figure, the supply may be made sufficient for at least 241 

The weight of the cylinder, without valve, is 7 lbs. The test -pressure is 2251 

spheres, at which pressure there must be no permanent set. The cylinder is 

* Supplied by the Mills Equipment Co, 56, Victoria Street, London, E.C. 
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by the Chesterfield Tube Co., Ltd., and the Research Committee is considerably 

indebted 
to Mr. H. Trevorrow, of that Company, for his interest and energy in 

producing 
this article to Dr. Briggs' specification. The Committee is also unde. 

obligation to the officers of the Technical Department of the Air Ministry, whose 
pioneer work on light cylinders during the war has been of much value. The metäl 

used is a high grade carbon steel, having an ultimate tensile strength of 40 to 
50 tens and a yield point of about 23 tons per sq. inch. The extremely light Air 

Ifinistry cylinders designed for aeroplanes were made of the same material, but as 

the metal remained under strain after manufacture, they could not be regarded as 

safe to use for any considerable time. The present cylinder, though heavier than 
the Air Board pattern, does not raise the same doubt as to persistence of strength; 
it is annealed at the works at 700° C. and the metal normalised -i.e., relieved of 

strain. 

Instead of being rigidly attached to the rest of the apparatus, the cylinder 

is secured to the lower horizontal member of the frame by two stout leather straps. 
Metal loops prevent it shifting laterally. 

(c) Cylinder Valve. -The sunk -spindle valve of the Titan type, shown in Fig. 18, 

was designed with the object of getting a valve of the least weight and greatest 
compactness compatible with strength. After opening a valve with the key (Fig. 19), 

FIG. 18. -Sunk Spindle Cylinder Valve, Briggs Apparatus. 

Fla. 19. -Key for Sunk- spindle Valve 
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the leader of a team screws on the cap covering the sunk spindle, tightening 
i} 1 

means of the spanner -end of the key. In this way he guards against loss of oxf,; 

along the valve spindle and makes doubly certain that there can be no tampep 

with the valve while the apparatus is in use. Such a valve precludes all possib ", 

of it being accidentally closed, and offers little or nothing to catch againel 

projection in travelling in a narrow road. 

(d) Oxygen Feed Valve Gear. -Fig. 20 is a copy on a reduced scale of i 

working drawings of this important part, which lies against the left-hand side 

the body at the level of the waist. The gear comprises the reducing valve, by. 

pressure -gauge and flow-meter ; it is connected by a stout union, C, to the cylin. 

The high -pressure part of the gear is of gun -metal; the rest is of aluminium. 
thoroughly tinning the gun -metal centre with " kalyon," an aluminium self -flu;, 

solder, it has been found practicable to cast the aluminium direct upon that ces 

and to ensure a mechanically strong and gas -tight junction of the two metals. 
The reducing valve, R, is of the single -lever variety, the lever being pr;,, 

against one side of its box by a. spring, S, which makes sure that the vulca 

valve has no transverse movement on its seat. No rubber enters into the constn 

tion of the reducing valve; the diaphragm, A, is a 2 -inch German silver anet 
diaphragm made by Messrs. Short & Mason, London. The metal diaphragm all 

of a delicate regulation, and is very susceptible to pressure changes; it has 

obvious advantages over rubber that it does not " perish," that it is stronger, 
that its flexibility does not depend on temperature. 

From the reducing valve box the oxygen flows through the resistance, r ( 

below), into the by -pass box, and thence through a 4 in. piece of stout ru 

pressure tubing into the breathing circuit of the apparatus. 
The by -pass, B, is worked by the pressure of the wearer's thumb, and sh 

under the action of .a strong spring immediately the thumb is removed. 
advantage of having a by -pass which can be operated instantly and which 

self- closing, will be evident to all who have used rescue apparatus. The ope 

at B is covered by a disc of strong leather or balloon fabric. The lever is e 

permitted to have a very small movement, to prevent the valve suffering un 

too hard a blow when the thumb is suddenly taken away. The guard above B 

been added at Mr. Walker's suggestion to reduce to negligible proportions d 

risk of the push- button being accidentally held down by contact, e.g., with 

corner of rock. 
The gauge, G, has two reading points and a double scale. The front ea 

registers the cylinder pressure, and the back one the rate of flow of oxygen ! 

litres per minute. The wearer can thus see at a. single glance the extent of 1 

oxygen reserve, and whether the proper discharge is being maintained. 11 

reading window is arranged around the edge of the gauge cover, and, as gb 

is out of place in a rescue apparatus, it is made of non -inflammable cellulei 

Applying a suggestion of Mr. W. Harris, of Llanharran, the so- called " radium 

composition has been used to enable rough readings to be taken without havó 

to shine a light on the gauge. Luminous spots are placed on the ends of ea 

pointer, and the zero and 120 -atin s. divisions of the pressure gauge and i 

2 -litre division of the flow -metre are similarly marked by luminous spots 
distinctive shape. Both gauges are of the Bourdon type and of ordine 

oommercial construction. They are arranged back -to -back in the same oasis 

No iron or steel is used for pointers or for any other part, so that the gang 

along with the rest of the apparatus, can be tested for leakage under mat 

without fear of rusting. 
As with the Weg and Tissot apparatus, the gauge, while being rigidly a 

strongly connected to the cylinder, is within view of the wearer. It does n 

however, project far enough to the front to be in the way when crawling; inde 

the manner of suspending the cylinder ensures that, while on all- fours, 1 

oxygen feed gear and gauge automatically swing up and so give freedom for i 

arms. This mode of attaching the gauge removes the necessity of a flexi 

connection between it and the cylinder. A high -pressure, flexible connecting to 

has three objections; first, it is vulnerable and mechanically a weak poi! 
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secondly, it is apt to get in the wearer's way ; and thirdly, it entails the gauge 

being placed in a packet, making it necessary to free one hand to extract the 
gauge to read it. 

From the manner of connection (Fig. 20), it will be seen that the flow -meter is 

merely a gauge registering the pressure in the reducing valve box, R. As has 

been already stated, the oxygen has to pass the resistance, r, in order to escape 

from the reducing valve box. This resistance takes the place of the fine orifice 

'of 

on the ,out -flow side of other reducing valves; it consists' of a packing. 

of cotton -wool. The tightness of packing can be adjusted by a screw, E. In 
practice it will be found that, once set, the need for readjustment of the resistance 
occurs very infrequently. In setting the resistance, the regulating screw of the 
reducing valve is given a mid-position ; the oxygen discharge nozzle is connected 
to a reliable litre -meter (First Report, pp. 31, 32, 33) ; the oxygen is turned on, 

and the screw, E, adjusted until the flow -gauge of the apparatus reads the same as 

the litre -meter. A discharge of about 2 litres per minute should preferably be 

selected for the purpose of this adjustment. The reason for adopting a resistance of 

the type described instead of the small orifice is two -fold ; in the first place, as 

the number of paths of flow for the oxygen through the wool is extremely 
large, the chance of the channel being blocked by rust particles which have 
managed to evade the filter is almost infinitesimal; and, in the second place, with 
a resistance of this type, the rate of flow is almost directly as the pressure causing 
it, instead of being proportional to the root of the pressure as it is in the case 

of an orifice. In other words, we nearly attain, by these means, to a parallel of 

Ohm's law, and in so doing, the flow -gauge scale- divisions become almost of equal 
width in place of being awkwardly crowded together at one end of the scale. 

and few and far between at the other. 
(e) The Purifier. -The purifier, or regenerator, is of a form which lends itself to 

being re -filled at the rescue station. It consists of a strong, rectangular, tinned- 
metal case divided into two compartments by a horizontal partition. The canister 
is so made that its strength and security depend as little as possible on solder, 
since plain soldered joints continually in contact with caustic soda deteriorate. 
In Fig. 17 the left -hand end of the can forms the lid. The lid has a flange, 1 in. 
deep, which fits over the body of the can. Many methods were tried of attaching the 
lid to the body, and were discarded, one after another, because of their complexity or 
because they gave insufficient security against leakage. That filially adopted was 

to run a thin strip of tin round the joint and solder it to both lid and body. 
So sealed, the canister can be quickly opened, as a bully -beef tin is opened, 
by tearing off the strip, and neither lid nor case is damaged by the operation.. 
One quickly becomes expert in making such a seal with the soldering iron, and the 
small additional trouble involved is repaid by the safety and strength of the joint. 
The solder, being external, is not in contact with the alkali. 

Into each compartment of the canister there slides a carrier consisting of a 
trough- shaped piece of thin tin having upright ends of stout gauze. The top of 

the carrier is open. After the two carriers have been filled in the manner described 
below they are pushed into place, the lid is sealed on, and the cartridge is ready 
for use. 

The caustic soda absorbent is supported in each carrier upon twelve light trays 
of stamped or crimped gauze, each tray being 74 ins. by 4i ins. The weight of 

metal in the purifier, including the carriers and gauzes, is 4á lbs. 
Three essential conditions have to be fulfilled in regard to the support of the 

absorbent in the cartridge. These conditions are: (a) the alkali must be uniformly 
distributed between the trays and over each part of a tray; (b) each individual 
granule or stick must have plenty of room in which to expand, and (c) the granules 
or sticks must be so caged that when the cartridge is jolted, they are prevented 
from moving out of place and accumulating at one side or at one end of the box. 
In the course of a long series of experiments, three methods of crimping or mould- 
ing the gauze trays (together with the necessary dies and other devices to perform 
the crimpling) have evolved which may claim to satisfy these conditions: 

(1) The first method (first tried in 1917) is only suitable for caustic sticks; 
granules tend to shift if the cartridge is jolted while standing on its end. The 
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ordinary caustic soda stick having proved unsatisfactory for the purpose, y5i 
Crosfield, Ltd., of Warrington, kindly made up a quantity of sticks II. is 

diameter which gave excellent results in the fluted gauzes of Fig. 21. In 

Fm. 21.- Fluted Gauze for Purifier, Briggs Apparatus. 

arrangement the gauze in each compartment of the purifier is in a single lea 

it being crimped in a special machine to form -as the figure shows -a numbs 
straight channels, constituting a set of air passages " in parallel." The dina 
of each tubular channel is ö in. The crimp being placed on end, the sticks 
,dropped into the channels. The only objection to the method is the expens 
the thin caustic sticks, whose cost will probably always lead to the second or 

third method being used in practice. 
(2) In the second manner of crimping, dating from 1918, the gauze trays 

preferably made separate instead of being connected together in one piece. Oil 

wise, when the trays are in position, their cross- section is similar to Fig. 21;i 

if a channel be followed down, it will be found to be obstructed at three ort 
points along its length, either by cross -rolls in the gauze, or by the cha 

suddenly stepping half its diameter to one side or the other, or by aid of 

equivalent expedient. In this form, the trays (which are loaded from above] 

suitable for receiving granules, since the obstructions prevent the granules ge 

shaken to one end of the box, and thus prevent the cartridge choking e 

after it is put into use. Cartridges filled in this manner have given excel]: 

results. 
(3) A useful variant on the latter arrangement was suggested by Lintel] 

Rosling in 1919. The gauze trays are made to receive hexagonal -depression, 
the character indicated by Fig. 22, which is a photograph of one half of 

die used in pressing the trays. The caustic granules are scattered evenly int 

depression. By turning the trays alternately end -for -end when putting ti 
in the carrier, the ridges are " staggered," i.e., a ridge is made to lie us' 

a depression of the tray above, and vice versa. The arrangement has proved rj 

successful; it ensures the granules staying in their proper places no matter 6 

the cartridge may be shaken after filling. 
In each of the methods described, it is found advisable to insert three st 

of blotting paper in each compartment. One strip lies at the top, where it be 

up against the roof of the compartment and makes a sufficiently tight ch 

at that place; the others are respectively placed between trays at one -third 
two -thirds of the depth of the compartment. The latter strips catch and sr 
any drops of caustic solution falling on them.* 

By the use of the forms of cartridge described above, it has been possible 

get highly efficient absorption of CO_ and very low resistance. The latter re. 

has been secured by splitting the air, so that it traverses a compartment bl 

considerable number of parallel paths. 
The purifier is attached to the frame by two stout brass unions, which e 

provided, in place of the milled nuts commonly used for rescue apparatus; 

* Attempts were made in 7 SI ii to place the granules in crimped blotting paper in place of ail.. 

gauze, but the idea was speedily abandoned as the crimps almost invariably caught fire apex-Llano 

in the cartridge. 
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FIG. 22. --Die for stamping Gauze Trays, Briggs Apparatus. 
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hexagonal nuts to enable them to be securely tightened by a key. At the middle 
of the opposite end of the can there projects a short brass knob, which engages 
with a strong and simple catch and forms a third point of support for the 
cartridge. 

As the results reveal (p. 52), a charge of 2 lbs. of caustic granules is adequate 
to outlast the oxygen supply during the walking test outlined on p. 22. In 
an actual emergency, however, and especially if the apparatus has to be used 
in a hot place, it is preferable to employ 4 lbs. of granules : not on account of 
carbon dioxide, but because the heavier charge gives cooler air. So far as carbon 
dioxide is concerned, it is found that a 4 lbs. charge is capable of abstracting 
the CO, discharged by a man walking at 4 miles per hour for 3; hours, at the end 
of which period the CO_ in the inspired air rises above 2 per cent. (see p. 53). 

(f) Insulation of Purifier. -The purifier is heat -insulated, not only at the side 
nearest the wearer (where there is also an air -space between it and the man's 
back), but on all six sides.* 

The principal reason for enveloping the can as completely as possible with 
an insulating medium, is to prevent, or, at any rate, considerably to reduce, the 
dripping of the caustic inside. Dripping is due to the over -accumulation of 
moisture by particles of. soda which, under the influence of increasing warmth, 
become more and more fluid and finally fall. In falling, a drip probably collides 
with another moist granule and induces that also to drop through the gauze. 
Sometimes a vertical channel, altogether clear of caustic and running the com- 
plete length of a compartment, has been observed to form in this manner. Such 

Fco. 23.- Method of Insulating Purifier ; Briggs Apparatus 

a channel becomes an easy path for the air, which passes through without being 
properly scrubbed. Usually these channels lie against or near a cool metal surface, 
which has doubtless acted as a condenser of moisture during the early part 
of the " run "; and hence the need for covering such surfaces with a non -con- 
ductor. After trying several others, a, light and strong insulator was found 
in the material called leatheroid, supplied by Messrs. _llicanite and Insulator Co., 
Ltd., Walthamstow, London, E. The mode of application is illustrated by Fig. 
23 where a is part of a cartridge and b the leatheroid cover. The latter is 
formed of two sheets, one corrugated and the other plain, which are fastened 
together by small duralumint rivets. The corrugated side is placed in contact 
with the can. The envelope is in one piece. 

(p) The Bag:-Like those of the Douglas respiration apparatus and the Gibbs 
reserve apparatus, the bag is wedge -shaped. It lies on the shoulders and has a 
capacity of about six litres. The bottom, the two V- shaped sides and the part 
which lies against the wearer's back are made of stout balloon fabric supplied 
by the North British Rubber Co., Ltd., Edinburgh. The remaining side, f, 
Fig. 16, is a sheet of duralumin or brass which has been blackened by chemical 

* The only other breathing apparatus with n completely enclosed cartridge is the Weg, where the 
cartridge is carried in a leather case. 

t Deru1om ui -This valirable alloy -frequently mentioned in the course of this description -is made 
by Messrs Vickers & Sons. Its specific gravity is approximately that of aluminium, and its strength 
(after proper heat treatment) nearly that of mild steel. It is tougher and springier than aluminium and 
forme excellent screw threads. 
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means (not by paint or lacquer) to obtain a good radiating surface. The sbei 
hung from a horizontal member of the frame by strong hinges. Three aclvan 
proceed from having this outer side of the bag of metal: (1) An additional rani,; 
surface is obtained to assist in cooling the regenerated air; (2) The sheet al,s 

mechanical protection and considerably reduces the chance of the bag being 
by a sharp projection; and (3) Excepting when there is a large leak in the breatf,' 
circuit, the weight of the sheet maintains positive pressure within the cirer 

In the case of a large leakage the bag flattens and cannot be kept distended. 
The coupling to the bag is such as to prevent the metal side suddenly cl,, 

the pipe leading from the bag when the latter is sucked almost empty. 
By carrying the uprights of the frame outside in the manner shown by Fig,'; 

one guards against the bag being suddenly pressed flat. 
It is only when there is a serious leakage that the hag is drawn empty towk 

the middle of a breath. In normal use, when the bag is becoming deflated t. 
the oonsumption of oxygen being in excess of the feed, the metal flap is first I; 

to touch down at the end of an inspiration ; the by -pase is then pressed and 
hag re- inflated during the next expiration. 

(h) The Inspiratory and Expiratory Valves. -For reasons which follow from' 
results of the tests on rescue apparatus valves described on p. 32, the brew 

valves adopted are of the Rosling pattern and of a size specially made for 
present apparatus by Messrs. The Isleworth Rubber Co., Ltd. The valve bo . 

are attached to the tubular frame at- its topmost points. By making the 
also serve as unions connecting the frame and the flexible tubes, two joints 
eliminated. The boxes, which are shown in section by Figs. 24 and 25, ara 

duralumin. The screws have strong, coarse threads, the unions being meant te' 

HEXA CON -\.- Q4,%=i'm /, 
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FIGS. 24 AND 25.- Expiratory and Inspiratory Valves, Briggs Apparatus. 
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tightened hard by a key instead of screwed up by hand. The rubber valve is 
carried by a hollow thimble, t t2, which is of identical pattern in each case. 
Matters have been so arranged that if either valve be put into its box the wrong 
way up, the union is prevented from engaging its screw; also that if a valve be 
omitted, it is impossible to tighten the joint, owing to the female screw of the 
union being cut away at a a,. Again, it is made impossible for the half -joint 
belonging to the flexible inhalation tube to be coupled in mistake to the exhalation 
side, or vice versa. In other words, there is only one way of connecting up these 
joints, and that is the correct way. 

(j) The Relief Valve. -The valve is placed at 1?, Fig. 17, where it discharges 
condensed moisture as well as excess air. It functions automatically (being set 
to blow off at about 4 ins. water column), and it can also be worked by hand if 
desired. Fig. 26 is a section of the valve showing how it is fitted in the brass 

INCHES 

Y 1 I 

FIG. 26.- Relief Valve, Briggs Apparatus. 

angle- piece. Because of its proximity to the purifier, the moisture draining into 
it is often alkaline, and thus neither aluminium nor aluminium alloy may be used 
in its construction. 

(k) The Frame. -The steel tubular frame is silver -plated. As it is advisable to 
conserve the heat as much as possible in the expired air flowing towards the 
purifier, the portion of the frame between the expiration valve and the cartridge 
is left bright, so that its heat- emissivity may be a minimum. The remainder 
of the frame serves as a cooling tube; the silver plating of that part is therefore 
sulphided to obtain a dull black surface of high emissivity. 

(i) The Saliva -trap and Mouthpiece. -(1) The metal portion of the mouthpiece 
is of the Tissot pattern, and is shown in Fig. 27. It being preferable to catch 
the saliva as near. the mouth as possible, the saliva -trap and metal mouth- fitting 
are made in one piece. A simple conical valve, controlled by a spring, enables 
the trap to be emptied. To clear the saliva trap, the valve is drawn down and 
a sudden puff of air is ejected from the lungs, when the saliva is thrown out in 

26063 0 
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a forward direction. The valve stalk is then released. When the valve is shVi 

the saliva accumulating above it makes a most effectual seal. Devices were a 
sidered having the object of automatically closing the connection between the tee 

u 
INCHES 
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Fie. -17.- Mouthpiece aid Saliva Trap, Briggs Apparatus. 

,ond the mouth When the, discharge valve was opened. Such a precaution is sop 

deemed unnecessary. The natural thing to do in spitting is to blow out; not 
draw in. 

Tissot's saliva-trap has been improved by adding the inclined strip, u, (Fig. 27), 

which makes it impossible for the saliva to, run back into the mouth, no matter boo 

the head may be held. 

(2) The rubber part of the mouthpiece has men designed for attachment to t 

need -dreg described below. It can be obtained from Messrs. J. E. Baxter & Co.; 

Leyland, Preston. For the sake of safety, the flange has been made as large a 

is practicable. The lugs gripped by the teeth are in all dimensions larger that 

usual. With other mouthpieces the lugs are so thin that the teeth have to 

closed to get a firm hold. The resistance to heavy breathing through cleachá 

teeth is very considerable, and when doing hard work while using a mouthpiav 

of an old design, anyone with a complete set of teeth is compelled to release* 
lugs and to open the jaws. To enable the grip to be maintained. during her 

exertion, the lugs of the present mouthpiece are thickened. In Fig. 28 the noL 

is wearing an ordinary mouthpiece, which was cut level with the flange to make tit 

teeth more visible, and in Fig. 29 he is using rue of the new pattern In it 

first photograph the teeth are closed; in the second they are open. 
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FfG. 28.- Position of Teeth when using ordinary mouthpiece. 

FIG. 29.- Position of Teeth when using mouthpiece of Briggs Apparatus. 
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To assísi in making the' hold on the lugs more secure they are, like the stem of 
a tobacco pipe, moulded with swellings at their extremities. Mr. Winborn called 
attention in 1918 to the desirability of such swellings; a recent Weg mouthpiece and 
one variety of the army mouthpiece also have lugs with thickened ends. 

There are no tapes fastened to the mouthpiece; their absence facilitates dis- 
infecting. 

(et) Headdress and Noseclip. -The cap is of skeleton pattern, wide holes being 
left to allow of ventilation when working in a hot place. The circumstances 
of any case ,will decide as to the advisability of using a further head covering in 
addition to the skeleton cap.* The cap is made of sail cloth, strongly bound at its 
edges with wide bootmaker's braid, and at the front elastic bands are provided 
to enable the cap to adjust itself to the wearer's head. These bands are similar 
to those used by the Germans for their gas helmets during the war, each consisting 
of two steel springs enclosed in cotton fabric. The springs are silver plated so 
as to be unaffected by moisture. Unlike rubber elastic, this variety does not lose 
its " nature " in course of time. The cap serves to support two cheek plates 
(due to Lieut. Rosling) to which the nose clip and rubber mouthpiece are hooked. 
A cheek plate is of duralumin with a layer of felt riveted to the side which lies 
against the face. The bands supporting the cheek plates are specially made of non - 
fraying webbing by Messrs. Rawle, Jermyn Street, London, S.W., and each can be 
adjusted in length by a simple wedge device. 

The nose clip is of the screw pattern, and was developed from a clip that has 
been in use at Watth Rescue Station for some years. Being secured to the cheek 
plates in the manner shown by Fig. 16, the clip is difficult to displace, and its 
security is increased by the metal bridge of the clip passing under, instead of over, 
the nose; there is thus nothing projecting in front of the nose to be caught or 
to be struck by a chance blow. In addition to its security, this clip proves most 
comfortable to wear, since the degree of pressure upon the nostrils can be regulated 
so as to be sufficient to close them without being excessive.-1- 

(a) Emergency Oxygen Feed.-As has been stated, the captain of a team carries 
the key (Fig. 19) with which the oxygen cocks are turned on. In the case of a 
team being trapped and unable to return to its base, it is intended that the 
captain should, by means of the spanner end of the key, remove from the reducing 
valve of each apparatus the adjusting screw and spring controlling the pressure 
on the diaphragm. It will then be found that the valve gives an oxygen flow 
of about 0.4 litre per minute, which is sufficient to sustain a person sitting or 
lying still, especially as the by -pass is always available in case the supply needs 
to be supplemented. In the rare, but nevertheless possible, contingency under 
consideration, a team would in this way be enabled to eke out its oxygen for 
many hours. 

(o) Weight. -The complete apparatus, charged with 3 Ibs. of caustic soda 
granules, weighs 29 lbs. 

Records of Tests with the Briggs Apparatus. -The apparatus has been sub- 
jected to a number of tests carried out by various persons. These tests uniformly 
involved greater respiratory exertion than is likely to be needed, in the same length 
of time, during aotual service in the mine. 

In all cases the reducing valve was set, at the beginning of a " run," to give 
2 litres of oxygen per minute. The purifier was charged with granulated caustic 
soda of the weight stated in each instance. The temperature rise is the difference 

* It is of interest to state that as early as 1906, an openwork cap was used with the Weg apparatus. 
In that instance, the crown of the cap was of string net. The object, as in the present instance, was 
to provide copious ventilation for the head. 

t Early in 1919, the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, at the desire of the Mine 
Rescue Apparatus Res larch Committee, issued a pamphlet on nose clips. The pamphlet 
illustrated a clip resembling that described above and a modified Proto skull cap to which the 
clip was attached. The present headdress is an advance on that of the pamphlet. About 30 of 
the combined headdress noseclip and mouthpiece of Fig. 16 were distributed to rescue station 
instructors and others towards the middle of 1919. 



between the temperature of the inspired air and that of the outside atmosphere, 
Carbon dioxide determinations were made with the Haldane gas -analysis apparatus. 

Endurance Tests.-In these the subject walked for two hours, or for the time 

specified, at 4 m.p.h. round a level court. The routine set forth on p. 22 \V5, 

exactly followed. 
(1) Subject H.B. -Four lbs. caustic soda. 

After walking 1 hour ; CO, ix inspired air, nil ; temperature r se, 
1 hour ; nil ; 

9° F. 
11° F. 

i4 hours ; 
77 

23° F. 
1! 2 hours ; nil ; 

77 25° F. 

The subject then ran 400 yards at about 54. m.p.h., after which the CO, per, 

eentage was again found to be nil. The temperature rise was 35° F. Resistanos 

of the whole circuit (mouthpiece to mouthpiece) to a flow of 85 litres per min,, 

measured after the run, 1.3 ins. w.g. 

(2) Subject D.D. -An exact repeat of (1). 

After walking 4 hour ; CO,, nil ; temperature rise, 4° F. 
1 hour ; CO2, nil ; 10° F. 

11 hours ; 002, nil ; 14° F. 
2 hours ; CO,, nil ; 

17 
17° F. 

After running an additional 400 yards, CO2, 0.24 per cent.; temp. rise, 24° F. 

(3) Subject C.R. -An exact repeat of (1), except that the running at the end 

was omitted. 
After walking 4 hour ; CO,, nil ; temperature rise, 12° F. 

1 hour ; CO,, nil ; 13° F. 
14 hours; CO,, n %l ; 21° F. 

2 hours; CO2, nil ; 28° F. 

(4) Subject D.D. -The same test repeated, but with a charge of 3 lbs. gram 
lated caustic soda in the purifier. 

After walking 4 hour ; CO,, nil ; temperature rise, 9° F. 
1 hour ; CO2, nil ; 19° F. 

14 hours ; CO2, 0.35% ; 29° F. 
2 hours ; 002, 0.78% ; 33° F. 

After running an additional 400 yards, at about 64 m.p.h., CO 0.78 per cent,, 

temp. rise, 39° F. Subject preferred the heavier charge of caustic, because the 

air was then cooler. Resistance of the whole circuit to a flow of 85 litres per mil, 

measured after the run, 1.4 ins. w.g. 

(5) Subject R.M.C. -The same test repeated; 3 lbs. caustic soda. 

After walking 1 hour ; CO,, nil ; temperature rise, 5° F. 
1 hour ; CO,, nil ; 28° F. 

14 hours 002, 0.240 ; 
77 36° F. 

2 hours; 002, 0.18% ; 7, 29° F. 

(6) Subject J.C. -The same test repeated, but with only the upper compartmeel 
of the purifier charged with 2 lbs. caustic granules. 

After a alking 4 hour ; CO; nil ; temperature rise, 
1 hour ; CO2, 0'18% ; ,, 

14 hours ; 002, 0'41% ; ,s 
2 hours; CO2, 0.47% ; 

24 hours; 002, 1.57% ; 

6° F. 
18° F. 
23° F. 
25° F. 
24° F. 

(7) Subject R.M.C. -Repeat of (6); 2 lbs. caustic soda. 

After walking 4 hour ; 00,, nil ; temperature rise, 13° F. 
1 hour ; 002, 0.18% ; I) 31° F. 

14 hours; CO,, 0.82% ; 
)7 34° F. 

2 hours ; 002, 1.32% ; 32° F. 
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(8) Climbing Test. Subject H.B. -Tho test consisted in climbing Arthur's Seat, 

Edinburgh, and was to ascertain the behaviour of the apparatus under sustained 
heavy exertion. The climb (involving a vertical rise of 640 feet) was performed 

without difficulty or incident iñ 21 minutes, and the descent to the starting point 

in 9 minutes. In ascending, the subject did over 100,000 ft. lbs. of external work; 

his oxygen consumption on the upward journey averaged about 2.8 litres per 
minute. A full charge (4 lbs.) of caustic soda was used,. Samples of air for 

analysis were withdrawn from the inspiration tube at the summit and after descent. 

Owing to the breeze the cooling of the air was highly efficient. 

On reaching summit ; 00,, 0'43% ; temperature rise, 4° F. 
17 

bottom ; CO,, 0.12 / ; 
11 4° F. 

Exhaustion Tests on Purifier. -To ascertain the full capability of a purifier 

charged with 4 lbs. caustic granules, and to what extent it outlasts the oxygen 

supply, the wearer walked on the level at 4 m.p.h., the temperature readings 

and air samples being taken in the manner stipulated on p. 22. The oxygen 

cylinder was recharged when exhausted and the test continued. The times stated 
below do not include those occupied in recharging the cylinder. The subjects 

worked in shifts of 13 hours, the apparatus being handed over to another man after 
such a shift. 

(9) Subjects D.P. and C.R. 

After walking 1 hour ; CO,, nil ; temperature rise, 
1 hour ; 00,, nil ; 

1 hours ; 00,, nil ; 

2 hours ; 00,, 0.12/ ; 

21 hours ; 00,, 0.24% ; )1 

3 hours ; CO,, 1.00% ; 

After walking 3 hours 6 mins. and then 
} 

002, 2.24 %. 
running at 8 m.p.h. for 2 mins. 

(10) Subjects H.B., D.P. and D.D. 

n 
,, 

, 

11 

4° F. 
14° F. 
26° F. 
14° F. 
26° F. 
32° F. 

After walking 1 hour ; CO, nil ; temperature rise, 3° F. 
,, 1 hour ; 00,, nil ; 

71 
9° F. 

,, 11 hours ; 00,, 0.1`2% ; 16° F. 

,, 2 hours ; 00,, 0.25% ; 13° F. 
17 

21 hours ; CO,, 0-59%; )7 23° F. 
11 

3 hours ; CO,, 1.32% ; 11 
23° F. 

3 hrs. 21 mina. ; 00,, 2.47% ; 17° F. 

Sudden Exertion Tests.-In these tests the wearer of the apparatus walked for 

26 minutes at the rate of 3 m.p.h.; he then ran 300 yards at 6-7 m.p.h., after which 

he walked for 2 minutes at 3 m.p.h., when the samples and readings were taken. This 

routine was repeated four times, occupying two hours in all. 

(11) Subject B.B. -Four lbs. caustic soda. 

Walking 26 mins. ; running 300 yds. ; walking 2 mine. ; 002, nil ; temperature rise, 9° F. 

,, /1 7? second spell ; C0 0,, nil ; ,, 19 F. 
third spell ; CO,, 0.12% ; 27° F. 

,, ., fourth spell ; CO,, 0.25% ; ,7 
33 F. 

Resistance of whole circuit to flow of 85 litres per minute, measured after the 

test, 1.7 ins. w.g. 

(12) Subject J.C. -Four lbs. caustic soda. 

Walking 26 mins. ; running 300 yds. ; walking 2 mins. ; 00,, nil ; 

second spell ; CO,, nil ; 

third spell ; 00,, nil ; 

fourth spell ; 00,, nil ; 

Resistance of whole circuit to flow of 85 litres per minute, 
test, 1.6 ins. w.g. 

temperature rise 6° F. 
51 

10° F. 
18° F. 

22° F. 
measured after the 

H. B. 
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APPENDIX II. 
FITNESS TESTING WITH THE ERGOMETER. 

The apparatus named is the bare minimum needed, and the description 
given is of the method reduced to its simplest form. 

Apparatus: (1) Martin's Ergometer. rt -The machine is to be .seen in Fig, 
which shows the arrangements at the Physical Test Station. It consists 

of 

cycle frame and sear, a heavy fly -wheel having been substituted for the bati 

wheel of the bicycle. Round the fly -wheel passes a belt, the ends of which;, 
connected by adjustable cords to spring balances. The belt is of linen or . 

cloth, wires being ruu through the hems at each side of the strip of cloth 
prevent the belt slipping off the wheel. Care should be taken to dry the i. 

thoroughly before using, or the balance readings tivill be found to fluctuate. 
pendulum, hung to be constantly in view of the subject, gives the rato of spec] 
pedalling. With the size of fly -wheel and gear -ratio of the cycle usually suppih, 

for the ergometer, the pendulum can conveniently be adjusted to make 56 snvio: 

a minute, since at that rate of pedalling the work done in foot -pounds per minr, 
is obtained by multiplying the difference of the balance readings (in pounds) 

I 

1,000. Whatever may be the rate of pedalling selected, the product of the d; 

ference of the balance readings and the distance (in feet) moved per minute 
I 

a point on the circumference of the fly -wheel measures the work done in k 
pounds per minute. Various rates of work can be set by tightening or slackest 
the cords attached to the belt. 

(2) Gas -analysis Apparatus. -Carbon dioxide analysis being all that is requir 

in the simplified method, a Briggs apparatus (p. 51, First Report) provee ser 
able and speedy, a burette graduated along its entire length being used, 
caustic potash solution, instead of alkaline pyrogallol, being placed in the absur 

tion pipette. One of the assistants is seen using this apparatus at B, Fig. 16. 

(3) Douglas Bag. -The 60 -litre size, fitted with a three -way aluminium stop -o 

is required. It is a bellows shaped bag of convenient form to collect expired a° 

In Fig. 30 it is on the table, and a sample from it is being forced by pressure ir 

the gas -analysis apparatus. When that operation is over, the bag, sques. 

empty, is connected to the rubber tube, A, through which the subject is exit 
More usually it lies on the table at the side of the ergometer, thus keeping 
connecting tubing short in length. 

(4) Mouthpiece, Noseclip and Valves. -Any rescue -apparatus mouthpiece 
noseclip serves the purpose. The best valves are the Rosling type (see p.31 

They are obtainable from the Isleworth Rubber Co. The valve -boxes and Rosh 

valves of the Briggs rescue apparatus (p. 48) will be found suitable. 

(5) Connecting Tubing. -To avoid unnecessary resistance, the connections shod 

be of one inch bore. 

(6) Oxygen Supply Cylinders, Oxygen Collecting Bag and Bubbler. -' 
100 -ft. cylinders are the most serviceable. The cylinder in use is fitted with 

reducing valve. From the reducing valve the oxygen is made to bubble tluou,; 

water and then to enter a distensible collecting bag. A cheap and useful form of 

that used for holding coal gas on tradesmen's small motor vans. The injerir 

device described in the footnote, p. 12, may be placed immediately after 
reducing valve to economise in oxygen. When the subject is breathing oxyge 

the reservoir bag should be kept about three -parts full. Over- distension of 

bag may create sufficient pressure to force oxygen through both valves, and 

therefore, to be avoided. In Fig. 30 the reservoir bag is at C, under the table. 11 

meter to be seen in that photograph enabled the volume breathed per minute 

be recorded, and the movements of the pointer of the meter allowed the rate 

breathing to be determined. For the sake of simplicity, however, the meter' 

here omitted. 

* Journ. Physiol. 1914, XLVITI. Proc. Physiol. Soc., p. xv 
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Method of Conducting Experiments. The subject, seated on the saddle, is 

fitted with the mouthpiece and noseclip. He breathes air from the room. While he 
is at rest the 3 -way tap is turned, at the end of an expiration, to the " on " position, 
that is, so that the breath passes into the Douglas bag. It is kept in that position 
for a period of about two minutes, when the tap is turned off at- the end of an 
expiration. The Douglas bag, now partially inflated, is put on the table; kneaded 
to mix its contents; connected to the supply tube of the Briggs analysis apparatus, 
and, with the tap in the " on " position, squeezed to force a few litres of the 
products of expiration through the burette. The sample so obtained in the burette 
is then analysed for CO,. This procedure avoids the need for sample tubes or 
sample bottles. 

The Douglas bag is then emptied by pressing it flat, and is again attached to the 
expiration tube connecting to the mouthpiece. The tap being in the " off " position, 
the subject is required to pedal (at the rate of the pendulum) at no load, i.e.; with 
the belt off, for a timed period of 2 minutes. At the end of an expiration the 
tap is turned " on " and expired air allowed to accumulate in the Douglas bag 
for another 2 minutes of pedalling. The tap is again turned off after an expira- 
tion and the CO, percentage determined. 

The belt is put in place; its cords are adjusted to give a difference of 3 lbs. 
between the balance readings, and the same sequence of operations is followed. 
Similar observations are made at balance- differences of 6, 9 and 12 lbs. Longer 
pauses should be allowed between the higher loads to allow the ma -n to recover 
fairly completely from the effect of one spell of exercise before attempting another. 
Effort should he made in all cases to sustain the load for two timed minutes before 
allowing expired air to enter the Douglas bag. This preliminary interval has 
perforce to be cut down on the highest loads (12 lbs. or 14 lbs.) as no one in 
our experience has been able to bear them two minutes or more; but in no case 
should the preliminary period be reduced below one minute. The interval spent 
in inflating the Douglas bag, however, can be safely reduced to 30 seconds or so when 
the work is severe, providing that the tap is opened and closed at the same phase 
of breathing-preferably at the end of expiration. A record wherein the correct 
rate of pedalling is not maintained must be discarded. 

After this series of results has been obtained with the subject breathing air, an 
exactly similar series (excepting that the resting experiment may be omitted) is 
taken with the man breathing oxygen from the reservoir bag. Before the latter 
measurements are taken, however, it is advisable that he should breathe oxygen 
for about 10 minutes to swill out most of the nitrogen in solution in the blood 
and tissues. 

Recording and Interpreting Results. -A test carried out in the above manner 
furnishes data such as those of Table I, p. 12. 

The data are best set forth in the form of graphs in which the loads are plotted 
as abscissae and the CO, percentages as ordinates. Figs. 31 to 37 reproduce such 
graphs; the curves drawn in full lines show the relation between load and expired 
CO, percentage when breathing normal air; those in dotted lines that relation 
when breathing oxygen. The CO, proportion when the subject is resting and 
breathing air is in each case indicated by an arrow -head. Figs. 31 and 32 are 
constructed from the data of Table I. 

It will be observed that the curves are in all instances dome-shaped; the CO, 
percentage rises from the resting value to a maximum and then falls again. The 
fall indicates oxygen -want. The immediate effect of the oxygen supply being less 
than the demand is to increase the lung ventilation. Enhanced breathing, which 
with the high loads becomes hard panting, dilutes, through sheer excess of air, the 
CO, discharged, and the CO, percentage accordingly drops. The load yielding 
the maximal CO, percentage (the " crest load ") may be taken as demarcating 
between normal load and overload. In other words, the man can sustain loads up 
to the crest value for some considerable time, as his oxygen input is adequate to 
deal with such rates of work ; but he can only bear loads above the crest value for a 
brief period. 
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A useful measure of the stamina of a man (i.e., his power of supporting sustained 
physical effort) is furnished by the position of the crest load; the higher it is the 
better. The crest load, when breathing enriched air, of a strong man in the 
prime of life and inured to labour, is generally over 9,000 ft. lbs. per min. It 
is doubtful policy to keep in a rescue brigade (except, perhaps, as leader) anyone 
Whose crest load on oxygen is 6,000 ft. lbs. or less. 
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FIGS. 34 -37.- Ergometer Testing : Graph records. 

The difference made in these records by condition or fitness becomes clear when 
the graphs of Fig. 31 are contrasted with those of Fig. 32. In the former case the 
subject its a relatively unfit, sedentary person, while in the latter he is an Army 
instructor in physical drill, who was selected for experiment by the Scottish 
Command as representing physically the best the Army can produce. The curves 
of Subject II diverge, while those of Subject VIII are practically coincident. A 

simple and useful method of expressing the fitness of a subject is to divide the 
crest -ordinate of the. " air " curve by that of the " oxygen " curve, the level of 
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the arrow -head (CO. value, resting) being used as datum for each measurement 
By that system the fitness of Subject II is 46 per cent., while that of Subject pyp 

is 100 per cent. The fitness of the healthy working miner usually exceeds 75 pe 

cent.; evidently it is advisable that a permanent brigade member should also 
6e 

at least as fit. 

NOTES ON THE SUBJECTS OIL THE ACCOMPANYING GRAPHS. . 

Subject II.- Sedentary person : weight, 136 lbs. ; fitness, 46 per cent. Wore 

much easier on oxygen than on air. The subject would probably respond favourabll 
to physical drill, though his power of dealing with sustained exertion would never 

be large. 

Subject VIII. - Regular soldier : weight, 168 lbs. ; instructor in physical drip; 

athletic type; fitness 100 per cent. Judging by his general behaviour while doing 

work (quite apart from the results obtained), he is the fittest man we have tested, 

Breathing oxygen is not the least benefit until the crest load is exceeded; then it 

gives a gradually increasing assistance. 

Subject VII. -Manager of a mine working steep seams: trained rescue man; 

¶eight 169 lbs.; fitness 88 per cent. His daily work involves a lot of clambering in 

steep, low roads. Slow, deep breather. The high level of the CO, percentages and 

the correspondingly small volumes taken into the lungs per minute are noteworthy 
features. Thoroughly suitable as member of rescue brigade. 

Subject I. -Miner (repairer) working in steep seams: weight, 154 lbs; trained 
rescue man; fitness, 83 per cent.; high stamina; thoroughly suitable as member of 

rescue brigade. 

Subject V.- Member of resident brigade for 2 years; previously a miner; weight, 
142 lbs. This man was selected to see if the fitness of these brigade members 
deteriorates owing to their light duties, and the results, when compared with those 

of men constantly working underground, indicate a considerable falling off in both 

fitness and stamina. Fitness, 56 per cent.; unusually rapid breathing at the 

heavier loads. The fact that the subject breathed quicker on oxygen than on air 

for low loads may explain the crossing of the curves. The subject recently 
succumbed while wearing a defective rescue apparatus. 

Subject P.T.S. 1/ 41.-Seleeted from the Physical Test Station records; infantry 
man of one of the older groups called up in 1918; age, 44; weight, 133 lbs.; 

foremerly a painter. *Introduced here to illustrate the deterioration that sets in 

with age. The report of the testing officer was : Stamina: Very poor. Cooed. 
tion: Poor. Observations: Not worth training; no use as infantryman. 
Recommendations: Suggest that he be set to his own trade." 

Subject P.T.S. 1 /24.- Selected from the Test Station records as a contrast to the 

last instance. Well- developed cadet of 18 years; weight, 175 lbs.; all -round athlete. 
The testing officer reported : -" Stamina: Excellent. Condition: Excellent. 
Observations: First -rate material; fit for anything. Probable increase of fitness 
from P.D., 10 per cent." 

H. B. 
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THE experiments discussed in this paper were carried out during the 

research on mine rescue apparatus which was instituted in 1y1.7 by the 

Scientific and Industrial Research Department'. Their aim at first was 

limited to that of determining the oxygen consumption of persons engag 

ing in different kinds of physical work, and with that object in vies, 

a few tests were made by Dr J. S. Haldane and the writer on miner 

climbing inclines in the Newbattle and Lingerwood collieries, Midlothian: 

these were shortly afterwards supplemented by other tests on the same 

men in which weights were lifted and certain of the common tasks of the 

miner were performed. During the early trials the men breathed ordinan 

air; but as the wearer of a mine rescue apparatus has to breathe ai! 

highly enriched with oxygen it was judged necessary to study the 

influence of such air on a person's capacity for physical work. It had 

been a matter of experience to the members of the research committe 

that they could perform work with greater ease and comfort will 

wearing a rescue apparatus in good order, and thus obtaining air con. 

taining 70 or 80 p.c. of oxygen, than under normal conditions. Ito 

writer, for example, can climb a mountain faster and with less fatigue 

when using an efficient mine rescue apparatus than without it, not 

withstanding that the apparatus weighs,. in its latest form, about 30 1l 

It was observed that an increased oxygen proportion in the air inhalei 

was uniformly helpful with persons of sedentary habits, but that who: 

working miners were tested little or no such benefit was derived; the; 

The research committee consists of Mr William Walker, C.B.E., H.M. Chi 

Inspector of Mines (Chairman), Dr J. S. Haldane, F.R.S. and the writer. Sumrsariea6 

these experiments have been published in the writer's paper on "Fitness and Breathiri 

during Exertion," this Journal, 53, Proc Physiol. Soc. p. xxxviii, 1919, and in the Sean' 

Report of the Mine Rescue Apparatus Research Committee, 1920. 
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were in fact generally quite indifferent as to whether they breathed air 
or oxygen. 

A long series of experiments was then commenced in which Martin's 

ergometer was principally used as the means of measuring the rate of 

exertion, and in which a quantitative and qualitative examination was 

made with subjects of various physique and training breathing air and 
oxygen. Thanks to the kindness of the Superintendents of Physical and 
Bayonet Training, Scottish Command and Aldershot, several soldiers 
specialising in different branches of athletics were included in the tests. 

Subsequently, when it had become clear that the fitness of a subject 
could be measured by contrasting his respiratory performance when 
breathing normal air, and when breathing enriched air, the Army 

Council, acting upon the recommendation of Colonel Sir William 
Horrocks, B.C.B., and Lt.- Colonel E. P. Cathcart of the Army 
Medical Department, set up a Physical Test Station at which, up to 
the Armistice, the new method was applied for the examination of men 

sent in from units under the Scottish Command. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS. 

The ergometer experiments were carried out in the Heriot -Watt 
College, Edinburgh, with Martin's ergorn,eter(1). During the experiments 
a pendulum, hanging in front of the subject as he sat in the saddle, 
provided the means of timing the rate of revolution of the pedals1. 
A rate of 56 revs. per min. was adopted throughout. At that speed, 
and with the gear -ratio of the particular cycle employed, the power 
expended, in foot -pounds per min , was ascertained by multiplying the 
difference of the balance- readings, in pounds, by one- thousand. 

Meters. Two Milne dry meters were used. In each of them one 
revolution of the 8 ins. pointer indicated the passage of one cubic foot 
of gas. The dials were marked off in hundredths of a cubic foot. The 
meters were tested against displacement from time to time. The baro- 
metric pressure, temperature and hygrometric state of the gas being 
metered were kept under observation. 

Douglas bag and sampling apparatus. A 60 litre wedge- shaped bag 
was used to collect expired air. The bag, which is part of the Douglas 
respiration apparatus (2), is provided with a 3 -way aluminium stop -cock 
which allows of the expired air being either discharged direct to the 
atmosphere ("off" position) or into the bag ( "on" position). A small 

I For long -continued pedalling the pendulum is preferable to the metronome for this 
purpose; it is less trying to the nerves. 
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rubber tube connected to the bag enables samples of the contents to 

be drawn off for analysis. At first glass sampling tubes with taps at 

each end were used for this purpose, but they were soon abandoned io 

favour of small well- stoppered bottles, filled over a mercury trough, 

In the large numbers required the bottles were handier, simpler to use, 

less costly and much more easily replaced in case of breakage. A further 

simplification in taking samples for analysis was introduced at the Teat 

Station. 
Oxygen cylinders and reservoir bag. When the subject was breathing 

oxygen the gas was supplied from a 100 ft. cylinder fitted with a reducing 

valve. The oxygen discharged from the valve into a reservoir bag. At 

first the subjects complained of parching of the throat when breathing 

oxygen; the trouble was removed by causing the gas to bubble through 

water before entering the reservoir. The latter was kept about three 

parts distended during a "run." Over -distension was carefully avoided, 

as with excess of pressure in the reservoir bag it became possible for 

the gas to push open both breathing valves and to discharge direct 

into the Douglas bag. 
Mouthpiece, valves and tubes. The subject used a rescue -apparatus 

mouthpiece of rubber which fitted over one limb of a metal T- piece, 

The nose was closed by a clip. The air was directed to and from the 

mouthpiece by inspiratory and expiratory valves. Various valves wen 

tried, the most successful being the Mueller water valve (Fig. 1) and 

the Rosling valve (Fig. 2). A Mueller valve of the dimensions indicated 

in Fig. 1 allows of the heavy breathing of severe exertion without is. 

troducing a degree of resistance appreciable to most persons. 
The Rosling valve, adopted towards the end of the war for Army 

anti -gas purposes, is very free from resistance and low in slip. While 

Mueller's is only serviceable for a stationary subject in the laboratory, 

Rosling's is equally useful in the laboratory and in testing men marching 

or climbing in the open or in the mine. Unlike the mica disc valve so 

frequently used in respiration experiments, it functions properly in am 

position. The valve is of rubber. A thin square of rubber, held by the 

corners, closes upon the flanged end of the tubular part of the valor 

(Fig. 2, left -hand view) and flexes away from it when allowing air to 

pass through (Fig..2, right -hand view). The valve here illustrated iosn 

made for the writer by the Isleworth Rubber Company and adopter 

in the Briggs Mine Rescue Apparatus. Its resistance to a flow of 85litre 

(3 c.ft.) of air per minute is 0.35 in. of water column, and its slip 

quite negligible. A not unimportant feature of the rubber valve is its 
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noiselessness. When a valve makes a distinctive noise the subject's 
attention is apt to be directed to his own breathing, and the test may 
be vitiated thereby. The tubes leading to and from the mouthpiece were 
of one inch bore, -a size sufficient to reduce their resistance to negligible 
magnitude even with hard panting. 

5CALE éf 1.cv1E5 

Fig. 1. Mueller Water Valve. Fig. 2. Rosling Valve, shut and open. 

Sampling tube for alveolar air. A number of samples of alveolar air 
were taken while certain of the subjects were pedalling the ergometer. 
Essentially, the apparatus used for this purpose was that described by 
Haldane and Priestley(3); it consists of a long tube through which 
the subject can empty his lungs suddenly. To avoid the subject having 
to close the end of the tube with his tongue after such an expiration, 
as was done in Haldane's and Priestley's experiments, a wide -bore 
tap was fitted at that end; on this being closed the man could replace 
the rubber mouthpiece (which for the moment he had withdrawn) and 
continue working, leaving the experimenter to draw out from behind 
the tap a small sample of air for analysis. With the quickened breathing 
incident to physical work, it was not possible to get alveolar air samples 
after inspiration and after expiration as may be done under rest con- 
ditions. Most of the experiments were on men altogether strange to 
scientific methods; few were sufficiently trustworthy when it came to 
the difficult operation of providing a reliable alveolar sample while 
doing hard work. 
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Gas- analysis apparatus. In the main set of experiments, in which 
both oxygen and carbon dioxide were determined in each sample of 

expired air, the Haldane gas- analysis apparatus (4) was used. At the 
Test Station, where the routine was simplified and only CO, ascertained, 
the Briggs' apparatus (5) was adopted. 

Manner of conducting experiments. A number of preliminary trials 
were carried out in order to settle such matters as the rest period needed 
between spells of work on the ergometer, and the length of time work 

must continue before the breathing becomes sufficiently en rapport with 

the exertion to permit of reliable observations being made. After that, 
a regular routine, based on Douglas' method, soon evolved, and the 

few changes subsequently made were merely to simplify the apparatus 
and connections and to improve the valves. This routine was as follows: 
The subject, seated at rest on the saddle of the ergometer and fitted 
with the noseclip and mouthpiece attachment, inhaled air from the 

room, drawing it through one of the Milne meters. The Douglas bag 

(now empty) was connected to the exhalation tube with the 3 -way cock 

in the "off" position to allow the products of respiration to escape into 

the room. When he had become accustomed to his position the cock 

was turned "on" at the end of an inspiration and the expired air began 

to enter the bag. A stop watch was started at the moment of turning 
the cock, and the number of inspirations was counted by watching the 

movement of the pointer of the meter. After about two minutes had 

elapsed, and again at the end of an inspiration, the tap was turned 
"off," and the watch stopped. The bag was kneaded and one or more 

samples drawn from it. ,The volume in the bag was then measured by 

emptying the bag through the second meter. The necessary thermometer 
and hygrometer readings were taken. From these measurements and 

the time interval the volume exhaled per minute was calculated. The 

meter on the inspiration side enabled the quantity drawn into the lungs 

to be evaluated direct. Owing to the jerky action of the latter meter 

this determination did not reach the same degree of accuracy as that 
of the volume of exhaled air from the Douglas bag, but it was useful as 

a safeguard against gross error. 
The second set of readings and samples were taken when the subject 

was pedalling with the belt off, i.e. when he was doing no external work. 

The same routine was followed, the man being required to pedal at the 

rate of 56 revs. per min. for at least two minutes before commencing 
to collect the expired air. After this, similar records were obtained with 

gradually increasing loads. Longer rest intervals were allowed between 
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the spells of work as the loads increased. The preliminary interval of 
two minutes' pedalling was strictly observed, except for the highest 
loads, such as 12,000 or 14,000 ft. lbs. per min., which are beyond the 
capacity of even the strongest men to sustain for long. With excessive 
loads the preliminary interval had perforce to be shortened, though it 
was never allowed to be under one minute. The reduction of that 
interval, however, makes the determination of oxygen- consumption, etc., 
on the highest loads less reliable than those on more moderate rates of 
work, a feature which receives further consideration below. 

After making a series of measurements with the man breathing air, 
an exactly similar series was made when breathing oxygen. Before 
commencing the latter the subject was required to breathe oxygen for 
at least ten minutes to expel the greater part of the nitrogen dissolved 
in the blood. The interval between the air and oxygen tests was usually 
some hours; on several occasions the two series were carried out on 
different days. In the cases of several of those tested at the College, and 
of nearly all those tried at the Test Station, no information was given 
to the subject as to whether he was breathing oxygen or air. It was 
thought best not to give a loophole for the prejudice, which is still 
curiously strong, against breathing oxygen for a few hours. 

After a few tests with a simple pneumograph it was abandoned. 
As has been stated, the rate of breathing was ascertained by watching 
the pointer of the meter on the inspiration side, and as the meter had 
its back to the subject he was generally unaware that any notice was 
being taken of his breathing. 

ERGOMETER TESTS. 

Figs. 3 to 14 (see end of this Paper) are typical graphed records of 
subjects undertaking work on the ergometer in the manner described. 
The small circles on the charts indicate values obtained when the men 
were breathing normal air and the crosses those obtained when breathing 
oxygen; the more -or -less smoothed "air" curves áre drawn in full lines 
and the "oxygen" curves in dotted lines. The output of CO2 and the 
oxygen consumption are set out in litres per minute of dry gas at N.T.P. 
The volume ventilating the lungs is given in litres of saturated air or 
oxygen at blood temperature and normal pressure, expired per minute. 
The oxygen consumed was computed from the respiratory quotient and 
the CO2 output. 

The determination of the R.Q. by gas -analysis depends on the 
assumption that the mass of nitrogen inhaled is the same as the mass 
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of nitrogen exhaled. The nitrogen, in fact, serves here as a measure or 
standard against which variations in oxygen are gauged. Evidently 
such a process will be more accurate when the nitrogen, as in ordinary 
air, exceeds the oxygen in volume : i.e. when the smaller is gauged by 
the greater. It will be less accurate when the nitrogen proportion is 

much lower than that of oxygen, as when cylinder oxygen is breathed, 
for then the greater is gauged by the lesser. As might therefore be 

expected, oxygen consumptions, calculated in the manner indicated, 
from measurements made when breathing cylinder oxygen, had a 

relatively high probable error. Another method of evaluating oxygen 
consumption was, however, applicable, owing to the volumes inhaled 
and exhaled being separately measured; and in case of doubt this second 
method was used as a check. It consists of finding (a) the volume of 

oxygen entering the lungs per minute (from the volume of enriched air 

inhaled and the proportion of oxygen in that inhaled gas); (b) the volume 
of oxygen leaving the lungs per minute (from the volume expired per 

minute and the proportion of oxygen in the expired air), when the 
difference (a) -(b) gives the required result. 

To wards the end of the main series of experiments it was found that, 
even in a subject of low fitness, no advantage was to be secured by 

increasing the percentage of oxygen above 60. Had that fact been 

known earlier, the work would have been facilitated by using a mixture 
containing 60 p.c. oxygen and 40 p.c. nitrogen in place of cylinder 
oxygen; the higher proportion of nitrogen which would. then have been 

available would have reduced the probable error of the oxygen con- 

sumption determinations on enriched air. At the Physical Test Station 
67 p.c. of oxygen was used instead of cylinder oxygen. 

It has sometimes been advanced as a drawback to the Douglas 
method that the sample of exhaled. air collected in the bag is obtained 
over too short a period. For work of the character now being con- 

sidered, however, the criticism would not appear to have much weight. 
If elementary precautions are taken, such as that of opening and closing 

the bag at the same stage in the breathing (e.g. at the end of inspiration), 
the shortness of the period of collecting the expired air is not a matter 
of consequence; of much greater importance is the length of the pre- 

liminary period during which the man is required to work before the 

expired air is allowed to enter the bag. This should be uniform and 

adequate. 
It was not practicable to put the subjects on a definite dietary. 

While this increased the degree of uncertainty of any single pair of 
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observations it does not affect the general results, since a large number 
of men were tested, and whenever doubt was felt in regard to the re- 
liability of a set of measurements the test was repeated on another day. 

Normal and overload. Every -day experience proves that a muscular 
performance is easier when one is in " good condition." Equally common- 
place are the facts that no task involving external work, not even the 
lightest, can be continued indefinitely without pause, and that the 
heavier the work the shorter the time it can be sustained. There are, 
however, certain lesser degrees of exertion (for instance walking or 
cycling at a moderate pace on a fiat road) which, by the ease with which 
they can be kept up for hours on end, may be referred to, in electrical 
engineers' phraseology as "normal loads "; while other and heavier 
tasks (e.g. hard bayonet exercise or running quickly upstairs) are bear- 
able for a limited period only and may be termed "overloads." What 
may be an overload to one person is a normal load to another who is 

stronger, or who is in better training or more habituated to the par- 
ticular kind of labour. Again, a normal load when a person is fit may 
prove to be an overload when he is unfit; and, as has been remarked, 
even a light normal load if long supported without rest will eventually 
become an overload. Evidently, then, the whereabouts of the line 
demarcating between a normal and an overload for any individual 
depends on his condition at the time; if he is getting tired, it is moving 
down the scale of exertion; if resting, it is moving up. 

Oxygen supply and carbon dioxide output during work. An important 
difference between what we here term the normal load and the overload 
lies in their effect on the respiration after stopping the exertion. When 
one ceases an easy normal load like walking at 3 m.p.h. along a flat 
road, the breathing quickly adjusts itself to the resting state: the after- 
effect in a healthy person is nil. The influence of a severe overload is 

in marked contrast to this; when the work is stopped heavy breathing 
continues; the lung -ventilation falls to normal only after a period 
which, in the case of a hard spell of work, may be many hours. In the 
first instance the oxygen intake was adequate; in the second it was 
not. Essentially, then, a normal load may be defined as one during the 
performance of which the oxygen supply is sufficient, and an overload 
one during which it is insufficient to satisfy in full the demands of the 
working muscles. 

It is obvious that the supply of oxygen to the tissues may be deficient 
either in consequence of insufficient absorption in the lungs or inadequate 
circulation. Instances in which distress is produced by the rate of 

PH. LIV. 20 
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oxygenation of the blood failing to keep pace with the muscular demands, 
though the circulation may be sufficient, are of great practical interest. 
They include the case of the poison -gas patient, where exudation and 

thickening of the epithelial layer of the lungs make oxygen- penetration 
difficult; the case of the high -flying airman, where the low partial 
pressure of oxygen prevents proper oxygenation of the blood, and that 

of the so- called D.A.H. patient, where the shallowness of the breathing 
impairs the transfer of oxygen to the blood by insufficient exposure of 

epithelial area to freshly indrawn air (6). 

A glance at the accompanying charts will show that when hard 

muscular work is being done the consumption of oxygen may rise to 

more than ten times the resting value. In the muscles at work there 

must be a much greater proportional increase of consumption, and such 

an increase can only be secured by an enormous addition to the blood 

circulation through those muscles. Failure to supply the additional 
blood, whether due to defects in blood- distribution or to cardiac effi- 

ciency, must, therefore, bring about local anoxmmia in the muscles, 

resulting in a cessation or reduction of the exertion. 
Now it is known that, when muscles are insufficiently supplied with 

oxygen, lactic acid is formed; indeed that when an extreme overload is 

attempted, such as running quickly up several flights of stairs, the 

blood is at once flooded with lactic acid. The highly stimulative influence 

of lactic acid upon the respiratory centre and the relatively slow rate 

at which it disappears from the blood are also well known. The formation 

of this acid would therefore appear sufficient to account for the falling 

off of the percentage of CO2 in the expired air which (as the curves show) 

is the invariable rule when the load is increased beyond a certain amount, 

and would also partly explain the long- continued enhanced breathing 
after the cessation of a heavy overload. 

Since the appearance of lactic acid in the blood is a sure sign of 

overload, and since that appearance is characterised by a fall in the 

proportion of CO2 expired, the writer feels justified in taking the rate 

of work corresponding to the maximal CO2 proportion in the expired an 

as the boundary between an overload and a normal load, while breathing 

air or oxygen as the case may be. This boundary, it will be understood, 

can only be a rough one. Nor is it a stable one; fatigue moves it down 

the scale. Again, the fact that in most cases (e.g. Fig. 4) the expired. 

CO2-percentage curve gradually flattens as the crest of the dome is 

approached, appears to denote the onset of oxygen -want before the 

"crest- load" is reached; but since that influence (except in the immediate 
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region of the crest load) is not usually serious, the subject can support 
such rates of exertion for a considerable time. In other words, though 
there is, in the charts good evidence that the call for oxygen by the 
working muscles becomes (either per se or through the agency of lactic 
acid) a partner in respiratory control even on relatively light exertion, 
the demand appears to be satisfactorily met until the rate of work is 

increased up to, or nearly up to, what is here termed the " crest load." 
Stamina. Stamina is taken to mean the power of supporting con- 

tinuous exertion. It will be apparent that the higher the "crest load" 
the larger will be the range of loads which can be dealt with without 
oxygen -want bringing the exercise to an end. A given rate of work 
may be a normal load to one man whose "crest load" is high and an 
overload to another whose "crest, load" is low. Thus the crest load (the 
abscissal position of the crest of the dome of the exhaled -CO2- percentage 
curve) becomes a measure of the stamina for the particular kind of 

work in question. 
In every case but one (Subject VIII) the crest load was higher 

(i.e. the crest was further to the right) when breathing oxygen than 
when breathing air. In most cases, that is to say, the boundary between 
normal and overload moves up the scale, and the subject's capacity 
for sustained exertion is improved, as the partial pressure of oxygen in 
the inhaled air, and, therefore, in the alveolar air, is increased. The lower 
the person's fitness the greater the improvement brought about. 

Alveolar CO2 during the accelerative period. As has already been 
stated, a rate of work like 12,000 ft. lbs. per min. was too heavy to be 
kept up long by any of the men tested, and on such loads it was not 
possible to wait the usual two minutes before taking the samples and 
readings. The result was that on the heaviest loads, the latter were 
taken, during the accelerative period. In some instances (Subjects II, 
III, IX, XIII, XV) alveolar samples were obtained during that period, 
and the CO2-percentages are shown on the graphs. They will be seen to 
be unusually high; indeed with Subject XIII, breathing air, the record 
figure of 10.1 p.c. is reached. The matter lay outside the scope of the 
research and was not pursued further; but it would seem questionable 
whether these high 002 tensions are possible in the alveolar air without 
active excretion of 002 on the part of the lung -epithelium. 

Fitness and expired-0O2-percentage. The graphs may now be examined 
with a view to ascertaining the influence of fitness on respiratory be- 
haviour. 

The high level of the 002-percentage in the air expired by most fit 

20 -2 
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persons doing work is perhaps the first feature to attract attention. It 
is a usual but not an invariable attribute of the fit man that he can 

stand a higher CO2 and a lower oxygen percentage in the alveolar air 

than the unfit man performing the same task; he makes more use of 

the air he inhales and therefore requires less of it. Thus, in contrasting 
the very striking athletic subject XIII (condition (A), Fig. 10) with the 

sedentary subject II (Fig. 4) when both are breathing normal air, the 

maximal CO2 percentage in the former case is seen to be 8.1 and in the 

latter case 4.7, and, although the heavier man, XIII can work the 

ergometer on a lung -ventilation of less than half that required by II, 

The highest CO2 and lowest oxygen proportions were recorded in the 

case of those to whom slow, deep breathing is habitual during physical 
exercise. While working at the rate of 6000 ft. lbs. per min., for example, 

II breathed 24 times per min., while two unusually deep breathers, 
Nos, XIII and VIII, respired 8 times and 12 times per min. respectively 
on that load. That the correspondence of high fitness and a high CO2 

level is not invariable is shown by a subject (graphs not reproduced), 
a very fit young athlete, whose expired-002-percentage reached a 

maximum of only 4.8 when breathing oxygen. 
Fitness measurement. Perhaps the most interesting and useful of 

the results obtained follows from a comparison of the curves of exhaled - 
0O2-percentage when the subject breathes air and when the subject 

breathes oxygen. In the case of a relatively unfit man, such as II, these 

curves diverge; but in that of VIII (Fig. 8) -an army instructor in 

physical drill selected for experiment by the Scottish Command as 

representing physically the best the Army can produce -the curves 

are almost coincident and their crests actually coincide. Observations 
on many subjects have warranted the conclusion that fitness is inversely 

as the degree of divergence of the two CO2 curves. The most convenient 
manner of evaluating fitness proved to be the following: having drawn 

the t& contrasting curves (work done, abscisse; CO2 percentages, 
ordinates) the expired- CO2-percentage, with the subject at rest and 

breathing normal air, was marked by an arrow -head on the Y -axis of 

the graph. A horizontal line having then been struck across the chart 

through the arrow -head, the vertical distances between that line and 

the crests of the "air" and "oxygen" curves were measured off. The 

fitness factor was then taken to be the first of these distances divided 

by the second. By this method the fitness of Subject II was 46 p.c. 

and that of VIII was 100 p.c. The factors for the other selected subjects 

are stated in the Appendix (p. 311). 
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The assumption underlying this mode of expressing fitness is two- 
fold: first, there is, as basis, the conception of zero fitness as being the 
state in which the CO2-curve on air falls away from the Y -axis, or, in 
other words, in which the crest lies on that axis at a point coincident 
with the resting value of the COB-percentage. That is to say, zero fitness 
is regarded as the condition in which the slightest load is an overload 
and where oxygen want becomes serious when the least exertion is 

attempted. Secondly, there is the assumption that breathing oxygen 
raises fitness (as regards the lungs) to 100 p.c. The first point will be 
readily conceded; as to the second, the evidence appears conclusive. 
Subject III was tested on occasions several months apart; the first 
time he was in low health and his fitness factor was 44 p.c.; the second 
time he was well and the factor had risen to 80 p.c.; but the CO2 curve 
on oxygen was substantially the same in each case. Subject XIII was 
frequently tested over a period of six months. At first he was in normal 
health and had a fitness of 70 p.c. He was then sent to Aldershot for 
the final course of training for sergeant- instructors in physical drill and 
returned to Edinburgh, in the "pink" of condition, for further test 
after being a fortnight at Aldershot. It was then found that while the 
"oxygen" curve was substantially as before, the "air" curve had risen 
to meet it, and that, indeed, the two curves agreed up to the crest. 
In other words, fitness had become 100 p.c. Some time after, XIII was 
transferred back to Scotland under medical orders; he had become 
very "stale" and run down. He was again tested and found to have a 
fitness of 55 p.c.; but, as before, the change was evidenced by a move- 
ment of the "air" curve only. 

It is to be observed from the results that, when an overload is being 
dealt with, even the fittest men derive some assistance from breathing 
enriched air, while the unfit benefit to a still greater extent. An overload 
to a relatively unfit person breathing ordinary air may become a normal 
load when he breathes, say, 70 p.c. oxygen. A man getting fatigued 
while supporting what was at first a normal load but which has now 
become an overload, no matter how fit he may be, is relieved by breathing 
enriched air, -an effect which has been remarked by other observers. 
Conversely, heavy work can be accomplished with less fatigue when 
respiring oxygenated air continuously from the commencement. 

The method of measuring fitness described above involves the 
assumption that lung- fitness indicates general physical fitness. Such 
appears actually to be the case if an exception be allowed in the instance 
of persons inured to living at a high altitude; in those circumstances the 
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required degree of adaptation is not derived so much from physical 
exercise as from long -continued exposure to low oxygen pressure, and 
the lungs may be highly efficient without general bodily fitness being 

a necessary consequence. 
Bearing on the oxygen secretion question. Since an unfit man derives 

much benefit during muscular exertion through addition of oxygen to 

the inspired air, while a fit man is very little benefited, it seems clear 

that the lungs of the fit man absorb oxygen more readily from normal 
alveolar air during exertion. This might be due either to some anatomical 
change which makes simple diffusion occur more readily through the 

lung epithelium of the Et man, or to active secretion of oxygen inwards 
by the lung epithelium. 

The former theory does not seem inherently probable; but if it 

were correct we might expect that even during rest the alveolar CO2- 

percentage would be higher among fit than among unfit men. To ascer- 

tain whether this is so the records of 84 men were examined. They were 

of every medical category, though the "A" class preponderated. Their 

ages ranged from 15 to 50, though most were of the usual military age. 

The following table sets forth the expired-0O2-percentage sitting at rest 

against the fitness factor, the latter having been determined as described 
above: 

TABLE I. 

Fitness 
p.c. 

Number of 
subjects 

examined 

Average 
expired -CO, p.c. 

at rest 
40-50 6 3.52 
50 -60 10 3.75 
60 -70 23 3.66 
70 -80 19 3.61 
80 -90 20 3.52 
90-100 6 3.60 

The evidence is emphatically negative; the expired-0O3-percentage 
at rest, and therefore, by inference the oxygen tension of the alveolar 
air at rest, is not affected by a very large variation in fitness. 

The secretion theory as propounded by Bohr and by Haldane and 

his co- workers affords a more probable explanation. The theory pre- 

dicates that the epithelial cells possess the power, which they exercise 

in response to stimuli originating in anox nmia of the tissues, of secreting 
oxygen from the alveolar air into the blood (7). When a person is at rest 

he gets oxygen by simple diffusion; but during work, or during existence 
at a high altitude, the amount so obtained is inadequate and is supple- 

mented, as shown bythe experimental data of these observers,bysecretion. 
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Once these cells are regarded, so to speak, as oxygen pumps which can 
be set going when required, the experimental results described above 
become intelligible. Practice or training facilitates the oxygenation of 
the blood by improving the cells' power of secretion. In the fittest men, 
no benefit is derived during normal load from breathing enriched air, 
since they are able to get from normal air by secretion all the oxygen 
they need. The existence, in the lung epithelium, of a capacity which 
can be developed and intensified by training or other means of adapta- 
tion and which inferentially may be impaired by overwork or overstrain, 
throws a new light on the phenomena of respiratory fatigue. 

Oxygen consumption. Table II, which has been drawn up from the 
smoothed curves, gives, in litres per minute of dry gas at N.P.T., the 
oxygen consumption of the selected subjects while doing, work on the 
ergometer and while breathing both normal air and oxygen. 

TABLE II. Oxygen Consumption. Ergometer experiments. 
Work done in foot -pounds per minute 

Breathing 
Subject 

Sitting at rest 3000 

Breathing 
air 

6000 9000 

Breathing 
0, air 

Breathing 
0, 

Breathing 
air 

Breathing 
0, 

Breathing 
0, 

Breathing 
air 

I 0.28 0.31 1.23 1.05 1.77 1.55 2.42 2.15 
II 0.23 0.31 1.23 1.20 2.08 1.82 2.42 2.30 
III 0.37 0.22 1.03 0.81 2.62 1.30 2.20 2.10 
IV 0.33 0-28 1.12 0.95 1.68 1.61 2.04 2.30 
V 0.28 0-37 1.17 0.81 1.80 1.44 
VI 0.47 0.40 1.17 1.02 

VII 0.45 0.40 1.13 1.05 1.70 1.49 2.37 1.90 
VIII 0.42 0.32 1.05 0.97 1.58 1.50 2.27 2.00 
IX 0.40 0.30 1.00 1.05 1.68 1.62 2.30 2.30 
X 0.37 0.28 1.12 0.81 1.83 1.28 2.52 1.70 

XII 0.40 0.41 1.07 0.92 1.58 1.54 2.09 2.02 
XIII (a) 

(b) 
0.33) 
0.37 j 0.45 0.701 

1.301 1.05 1.17 
2-00 1.54 1.75 

2.65 )j 
2.20 

XIV 0.38 0.25 1.17 0.92 2.09 1.65 2.62 2.52 
XV 0.25 0.35 1.07 0.98 1.63 1-50 2.30 2-30 

XVIII 0.42 0.24 1.30 1.00 2.00 1.67 2.71 2.31 

Average 0.36 0-32 1-12 0.97 1.74 1.54 2.33 2.16 

Efficiency of Ergometer Work. The curves relating to efficiency at 
different loads have a certain interest, though of all the results these 
are perhaps most open to criticism and require most qualification. They 
were computed from the oxygen consumptions and from Zuntz's 
table of energy-equivalents (8). They are "gross" or "overall" efficiencies 
and give, at different loads, the relation between the useful external 
work done by the human machine and the energy generated within 
that machine by exothermic chemical changes. A person pedalling 
the ergometer with the belt off and thus doing no external work 
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has, on this basis, zero efficiency. The accuracy of these estimates 
depends on several factors. The manner of arriving at Zuntz's 
figures has, the writer believes, been considerably criticised, though in 

view of the other sources of error now to be noted small imperfections 
in those values are barely worth considering. The evaluation of effi- 

ciency on normal load is comparatively straightforward and probably 
fairly exact, but grave difficulties arise when overloads are being dealt 
with. Being determined from the oxygen consumption, an efficiency 

is evidently affected by error in measuring the oxygeir consumed. 
Further it is important to realise that, as a statement of the rate of 

oxygen consumption at a given time, say two minutes after starting an 

overload, a certain value may be accurate and yet it may yield alto. 

gether misleading results if used as the basis for calculating efficiency 

at the same time. This conclusion follows from the fact that to measure 

efficiency accurately there must be a correct correlation of energy. 

intake and energy- output. There is, however, no such agreement during 

an overload when the output of energy is, for a time, excessive. The 

portions of the curses which are considered unreliable for this reason 

are shown by even dots. 
If efficiency had been the subject under study, it would have been 

necessary to endeavour to correct the curves by taking into account 

the excess oxygen consumption during the post -work period. An in- 

teresting feature (which has been noted by previous workers) becomes 

apparent when an efficiency curve is corrected in that manner; it is 

then seen to be dome- shaped: in other words, as the load increases the 

efficiency reaches a maximum and then falls away again. The maximum 
occurs at or near the line of demarcation of normal load and overload. 

Even with the uncorrected efficiencies graphed, the tendency towards 

the domed form can be detected in several cases, as for example in 

that of Subject IX. Zuntz's values being based upon the respiratory 
quotient, the abnormality of the R. Q. during severe work is another 

disturbing factor. 
Generally speaking, the efficiency appears to be greater when breathing 

oxygen than when breathing air. With the relatively unfit person that 

effect may be partly due to the fact that, for a given load, less energy 

is consumed in respiration when breathing oxygen. 
The efficiency of the fit is greater than that of the unfit man. This 

again may to some extent be owing to the relatively small respiratory 
effort of the fit person; but no doubt the fact of the fit man being usually 

habituated to physical exertion, and having learnt to deal with a task 
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with a minimum waste of muscular energy as possible, has a great deal 
to do with his higher efficiency. For example, the expenditure of energy 
and consumption of oxygen involved when a miner uses a shovel are 
markedly less than when the same task is performed by a person un- 
accustomed to shovelling. 

CLIMBING AND WALKING EXPERIMENTS. 

A number of experiments were made on men climbing the main 
incline of the Burdiehouse limestone mine, Midlothian, both while 
breathing normal air and while breathing oxygen. Preliminary tests in 
the Lingerwood and Newbattle Collieries had shown the advisability 
of limiting the variables. This could be done either by taking one subject 
on a number of gradients or by taking several subjects on one gradient, 
and the latter alternative was chosen as being likely to give most in- 

IÌ 
formation. The Burdiehouse incline lies at a uniform slope of 21 °. The 
roof is high, so that there was no occasion to stoop, and the floor, while 
dry for the most part, was, at the time of the tests, wet and slippery in 
places. On the whole the condition of the incline might be taken as 
a fair average of that of a mine roadway of heavy grade. Owing to the 
difficulties encountered in fitting up, each day, a temporary laboratory 
on the side of the roadway, I had to be satisfied with a few determinations 
for each man; usually values were obtained at five rates of speed, both 
when breathing air and when breathing oxygen. 

It was intended to put the results, especially as to oxygen con- 
sumption, in the most useful form for designers and users of mine rescue 
apparatus; therefore the subject carried such an apparatus both during 
the climbing tests and during the walking and running trials on the 
flat which are referred to below. The total weight borne on each occasion 
was about 43 lbs. The values thus apply to fully -equipped infantrymen. 
The procedure during these experiments was the following: 

Breathing normal air. The subject carried a Douglas bag on his back 
and an exhalation bag, fitted with a relief valve, on his chest. He 
breathed through a mouthpiece, his nose being clipped. Inhalation and 
exhalation valves were so placed that he drew air from the Douglas 
bag and expired into the exhalation bag. Before starting, the Douglas 
bag was inflated with a measured volume of air by aid of a large double - 
acting bellows. The man was then set to walk up the incline (which was 
marked off in chains and poles) at the desired rate. The 3 -way tap of 

the Douglas bag being "off," he inspired, at first, from the atmosphere. 
20-5 
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When it was judged that his respiration had adjusted itself to the degree 

of exertion, the 3 -way tap was turned "on" and he began to breathe 
from the measured volume in the Douglas bag. The length of the spell 

of work, from the moment of turning on the tap to the moment 01 

turning it off again, was taken by a stop- watch. After the spell sample 
for analysis were withdrawn, over mercury, from the exhalation bag, 

and the volume remaining in the Douglas bag was metered. 
Breathing oxygen. Before any observations were made on oxygen, 

the man was required to use the mine rescue apparatus which he was 

carrying for a sufficient time to remove the bulk of the free nitrogen 
dissolved in the blood and tissues. During this preliminary period the 

nitrogen percentage in the air of the closed circuit of the apparatus was 

kept low by frequently washing out through the relief valve with excess 

oxygen. After that operation the subject was not allowed to breathe 
ordinary air until the whole of the oxygen series of tests was completed, 
During rests, and during the first part of a climb while the respiration 
was accelerating, he used the rescue apparatus. The routine was the 

same as that described above, the Douglas bag, however, being filled 

with a measured volume of oxygen, and the subject, on the word of 

command, changing rapidly from the rescue apparatus mouthpiece to 

that of the respiration apparatus, or vice versa. 
The walking and running tests were made on a smooth, level con. 

crete track at the Mine Rescue Station, Edinburgh. 
The results of two such tests are set forth in Figs. 12 and 13. Fig. 19 

is constructed from information relating to "C.G.D." and obtained 

from a paper by Haldane and Douglas(9); it is included for the saks 

of comparison. In condition (a), indicated on the graph by full lines 

this subject was breathing normal air and walking on the laboratori 
floor, while in condition (b), indicated by chain dots, he was breathin1 
air and walking in a level grass field. He did not carry a load; therefore 
the consumption of oxygen and production of carbon dioxide are rela 

tively less than those of the other subjects. Though the figures aetuall; 
obtained in Haldane and Douglas' experiments were used in drawing 

the graphs, 25 p.c. has been added to "C.G.D.'s" oxygen consumption 
in the following table to make them more comparable with those o 

the other men, who were carrying 43 lbs. each. 
Tables III, IV and V, derived from the smoothed curves, state oxyge: 

consumptions (expressed in litres per minute of dry gas at N.T.P.) o 

men walking and running on the flat and climbing the Burdiehous 
incline: 
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TABLE III. Oxygen Consumption. Walking and running on the flat, 
carrying weight of 43 lbs. 

Miles per hour r 
Standing 

Br. Br. 
Subject air 02 

1 2 

Br. Br. 
air 02 

3 4 

Br. 
air 

Br. 
0._ 

Br. 
air 

Br. 
02 

Br. 
air 

Br. 
02 

Br. 
air 

Br. 
0.> 

I 0.71* 0.68* 0.77 0.91 0.85 1.14 0.95 1.40 2.12 2.22 3.00 2.80 
II 0.47 0.53 0-59 0.59 0.80 0.74 1.15 1.06 1.68 1.59 2.20 2.10 
III 0.25 0-41 0.64 0.47 0.90 0.70 1.17 0.96 1.62 1.78 2.30 2.80 

XIII 0.31 0.28 0.60 0.63 0.88 1.00 1.20 1-38 1.60 1.75 2.90 2.70 
XVI 0.55 0.57 0.70 0.84 0.92 1.22 1.31 1.65 2.09 2-11 3.40 2.70 

Average 0.40 0-45 0.65 0.69 0.87 0.96 1.16 1.29 1.82 1.89 2.80 2.60 

C.G.D.(a) 0.40 0.60f - 0.84 - 1.14 - 1.47 2.65 
(6) 040 0 67t - 0.98 - 1.33 - 1.99 3.17 

* Unusually high: omitted in averaging. 
t Interpolated from the graph. 

TABLE IV. Oxygen Consumption. Climbing mine incline of 21 °, carrying 43 lbs. 

Work done in foot -pounds per minute 

Subject 

I 
II 

III 

XIII 
XVI 

Average 

Standing 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

0.62 
0-42 
0.35 
0.47 
0.45 

0.57 
0.40 
0.41 
0.45 
0-47 

3000 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

1.08 
1.14 
1.14 
1.40 
1.24 

1.37 
1.19 
1.09 
1.24 
1.24 

6000 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

2.02 
2.20 
2.19 
2-56 
2.02 

2.17 
2.55 
2.05 
2-37 
2.02 

9000 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

3.10 

3.10 
2.80 

3.00 
3.40 

2.60 
2.85 

0.46 0.46 1.20 1.23 2.20 2.21 3.00 3.00 

TABLE V. Oxygen Consumption. Climbing mine incline of 21 °, carrying 43 lbs. 

Speed in miles per hour; slope measurement 

Subject 

I 
II 

III 

XIII 
XVI 

Standing 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

0.62 
0-42 
0-35 
0-47 
0-45 

0-57 
0.40 
0.41 
0.45 
0-47 

05 l0 
Breathing Breathing Breathing Breathing 

air oxygen air oxygen 

1.10 
1.10 
1.25 
1-50 
1.26 

1.40 
1.14 
1-19 
1.31 
1.26 

2.18 
2.15 
2.45 
2.70 
2.04 

2.25 
2.50 
2.30 
2.46 
2.04 

1.5 

Breathing Breathing 
air oxygen 

3.20 

3.20 
2.80 

3.10 
3.40 

2.70 
2.90 

Average 0.46 0.46 1-24 1.26 2.30 2-31 3.10 3.00 

Most economical rate of walking. Like a steamboat or an airship, a 
man has a most economical speed at which he goes furthest per litre of 

oxygen or per pound of fuel or food consumed. The data obtained yield 
the following information: "C.G.D.'s" most economical speed while 
breathing air and walking without burden on the laboratory floor, was 
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four miles per hour, at which rate he moved 99 yards per litre of oxygen 

consumed. Walking without burden on grass, the same subject's most 

economical speed was three miles per hour, when a litre carried him 

82 yards. With all the other subjects of Table III -loaded, as each of 

them was, with 43 lbs. -the most economical speed proved to be three 
miles per hour when breathing air, while, when breathing oxygen and 

similarly loaded, that rate was three miles per hour for I, II and III, 
and four miles per hour for XIII and XVI. It is apparent that in- 

creased difficulty of walking, whether due to the man carrying a weight 

or to lack of smoothness of the path, reduces the most economical speed. 

The writer expresses his obligation and gratitude to Dr J. S. Haldane 
for the encouraging interest he took in these experiments and for his 

equally invigorating criticism. Mention must also be made of the loyal 

assistance given by Miss Elizabeth Gilchrist, M.A., B.Sc., and 

Mr David Penman, B.Sc., in conducting the experiments; of the 

painstaking work of the Physical Test Station Staff, and of the very 

willing help given by -a great many mine officials, miners, soldiers, and 

others in the course of tests which were often of an arduous nature. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Physical work is found by experience to be easier to unfit men 

when oxygenated air is breathed than when normal air is breathed, but 

no such difference is to be observed with fit men. 

(2) When exertion of steadily increasing magnitude is undertaken, 
the expired-0O2-percentage first rises and then falls. The load at which 

that percentage is a maximum is called the "crest load." It is shown 

that the crest load demarcates between normal loads and overloads. 
The demarcation line is not constant, and the circumstances causing 

movement of that line are discussed. 

(3) If curves be drawn showing work done (abscissae) and exhaled- 

CO2-percentage (ordinates), (a) when the subject breathes air, and 

(b) when he breathes oxygen, the curves are found to coincide up to 

the crest where the man is very fit and to diverge widely when he is 

unfit, since the CO2-percentage becomes much lower in the unfit when 

only ordinary air is breathed. A method of measuring fitness is de- 

scribed; it is based upon the experimental fact that fitness is inversely 

as the divergence of these curves. 
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(4) On an overload, even the fittest man derives benefit from 
breathing enriched air. 

(5) The nature of the adaptation produced by physical training 
and by certain vocations is compared with that found to result from 
living at a high altitude. The bearing of the results upon the oxygen 
secretion question is considered and reasons are given for the acceptance 
of the secretion hypothesis. 

(6) The benefit of breathing enriched air when doing physical work 
is limited to air containing about 60 p.c. oxygen. Enrichment above 
that proportion has no effect during exertion, even on very unfit persons. 

(7) Tables are inserted setting forth the oxygen consumptions of 

numerous subjects while working the ergometer, while walking and 
running on the fiat, and while climbing a mine incline of 21° slope, and 
the most economical rates of walking are shown for several subjects. 

APPENDIX. Description of subjects selected for illustration. 

Subject I (Fig. 3). Miner (repairer) working in steep seams; weight, 
154 lbs., fitness 83 p.c. ; the position of the "peak load" (7500 -8000 ft. lbs. 
per min.) is higher than the average, indicating a man of good stamina. 

Subject II (Fig. 4). Sedentary person; weight, 136 lbs.; fitness 46 p.c.; 
finds work much easier when breathing oxygen; oxygen -want apparent 
at relatively low rates of exertion. 

Subject III (Fig. 5). Instructor at a mine rescue station; weight, 
165 lbs.; fitness 80 p.c. 

Subject IV (Fig. 6). Mine undermanager; weight, 168 lbs.; engaged 
in a mine working flat seams; fitness, 64 p.c.; oxygen -want becomes 
serious under 6000 ft. lbs. per min. 

Subject VI (Fig. 7). Army recruit; previously a bank clerk; weight, 
142 lbs. ; fitness, 42 p.c. 

Subject VIII (Fig. 8). Regular soldier; weight, 168 lbs.; instructor 
in physical drill; heavy weight lifter; athletic type; fitness, 100 p.c. 
Judging from -his general behaviour while doing work (quite apart from 
the results obtained) he is the fittest man of the series. Breathing 
oxygen is not the least benefit until the crest load is exceeded; then it 
gives a gradually increasing assistance. 
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Subject IX (Fig. 9). Mine fireman or deputy, working in a fiat -seam 
colliery; weight, 168 lbs.; fitness, 69 p.c. 

Subject XIII (Fig. 10). First -class footballer; runner, jumper and 

all -round athlete; Army instructor in physical drill; weight, 158 lbs. 

Records were obtained of the subject in three conditions: (1) in good 

health; fitness, 70 p.c. (the ergometer results labelled (A) were obtained 
on that occasion); (2) in good health and after intensive training at 

Aldershot; fitness, 100 p.c.; and (3) in poor health; fitness, 55 p.c, 

The ergometer tests marked (B) and the climbing and walking tests 

were carried out with the man in the last condition. The low rate of 

breathing, small lung- ventilation, great depth of breathing and ab- 

normally high CO2-percentage level are remarkable features. 

Subject XV (Fig. 11). Assistant instructor at a mine rescue station; 
weight, 147 lbs.; fitness, 63 p.c. 

Subject XVI (Figs. 12, 13). Research assistant, sedentary habits; 
weight, 154 lbs. 

C. G. D. (see p. 308), Fig. 14. 
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1'1 I('_A F. WOR.IZ. A ND THE HUMAN MA.CHINE. 

By PROP.. HENRY BRIGGS, D.Sc. 

Engineers have devoted the most painstaking attention to all the 
prime- movers used in general practice, except one. That exception is 
the human machine, the most ubiquitous, complex, delicate, expensive, 
and troublesome of all. Our very familiarity with that engine, and the 
knowledge which each of us possesses of its possibilities and of certain of 
its limitations, probably account to a large extent for the engineer's 
neglect of its study. The engineer, indeed, has been content to leave the 
matter entirely to the physiologist : he has not been willing to trespass 
on what he regarded as foreign ground. This view I now challenge, as 
I see no reason for barbed -wire fences between the sciences, and believe 
that an occasional venture across the border is stimulating to both sides. 
It is, for example, impossible to exaggerate the benefit mining has 
gained from the " raids " of one eminent physiologist to whom frequent 
reference is made; we can, at any rate, make an attempt to repay him 
in kind by an excursion into physiology. 

Let us begin by comparing the more obvious attributes of the human 
machine with those of a mechanical prime -mover, and, as we are here 
concerned solely with physical work and its consequences, let us dis- 
regard the intellectual and emotional capacity of the former. 

In the first place, the human being is a complete portable plant 
capable of consuming fuel, of developing heat -energy by virtue of the 
chemical union of oxygen with the carbon and hydrogen of that fuel, 
and of converting a part of this heat-energy into mechanical energy. 
So far, there is parallelism with a plant consisting of a boiler and steam - 
engine. The likeness is increased by the means adopted to reduce heat - 
loss; in both cases lagging of non -conducting material is employed. 
although the human being chooses to speak of his detachable lagging as 

clothing. Here, however, the resemblance ends. 
The first difference between the cases -and it is an important one -is 

in regard to the temperature at which the chemical action between the 
fuel and the oxygen goes on. In the animal that temperature is low, 
and it is fixed with such definiteness that if it be altered even a few 
degrees up or down the scale the organism is totally disabled. An 
effect of the relatively low temperature at which the vital processes go on 
is that the amount of clothing worn must be made to vary with the 
external temperature; and in hot, damp situations where physical work 
is proceeding, the need to expose as much uncovered skin as possible 
is so imperative that the nature of the clothing affects both the capacity 
for work and the safety of the worker. Too much lagging in such 
circumstances may wreck the machine. 

In the engine- and -boiler plant oxygen is consumed only in the boiler - 

furnace, not in the engine; but in the animal oxidation goes on all over 
the system, and in particular in muscles which are doing physical work. 
In both cases air is drawn in and used up continuously, and the boiler is 
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feci with fuel more or less continuously; but a man takes in his fuel - 
supply at relatively long intervals, and finds it almost essential to cease 
work during the stoking operation. He has a great storage capacity for 
fuel, but very little indeed for oxygen. If need be, he can work for a 
long time after his food -supply is cut off ; but he dies in a few minutes 
if the oxygen -supply is stopped. 

A striking difference is to be observed when air containing a high 
percentage of oxygen is used in place of normal air. A furnace, if fed 
with such enriched air, would burn with greater intensity; it would 
consume a larger weight of coal per square foot of grate area, and would 
produce little if any smoke; the steam output of the boiler would be 
increased. Nothing comparable with this occurs when a man breathes 
oxygen or highly- enriched air. Notwithstanding the widely- diffused 
popular belief to the contrary, he does not become intoxicated; there are 
no paroxysms of uncontrollable energy followed by lassitude. If the air 
of this room were suddenly changed to pure oxygen of the same tempera- 
ture and hygrometric state, not one of us would be the wiser. When a 
mine- rescue apparatus is used, for example, the air inhaled often holds 
80 and sometimes 90 per cent. of oxygen, and there is no deleterious 
effect on the wearer on that score. In my experiments on the 
subject, I found that, instead of a more rapid consumption of 
tissue, the breathing of cylinder oxygen made no difference in that 
respect when the person was at rest, and actually resulted in a slightly 
reduced consumption when he was doing work on a bicycle dynamometer. 
In other words, most people are a little more efficient as working 
machines when they respire enriched air. The human organism, then, 
takes what oxygen it needs from enriched air, and expires the remainder 
as though it were so much inert gas. 

When a healthy man starts to do physical labour, the brain responds 
by accelerating the heart's speed and pressure of pumping, by dilating 
the arteries in and leading to the muscles doing the work, so as to 
increase the blood -circulation in those parts, and by enhancing the 
respiration (which is either deepened or quickened or both) in order to 
draw into the lungs the additional oxygen required. The extra supply 
of oxygen to the muscles at work is therefore derived, in the first place, 
from the passage of a greater amount of the gas per second from the 
air in the lungs into the blood, and, in the second place, from a more 
rapid transport of the oxygen, by the blood, from the lungs to the 
muscles. This question of the supply of oxygen to the muscles lies at 
the very root of the study of physical work. To make hard work 
possible, there must be an efficient co- operation of brain, heart, and 
lungs, in addition to a sufficient muscular development and sufficient 
nourishment. 

Most of the writer's experiments were carried out with the ergometer 
of Prof. E. G. Martin. This is nothing more than a bicycle dynamo- 
meter, and consists of the frame, seat, pedals, and chain -drive of an 
ordinary bicycle supported on a wooden stand; the front wheel is absent. 
and in place of the back wheel there is a flywheel, round the rim of 
which passes a linen belt in the manner of the Prony brake. Adjustable 
strings are connected to the ends of the belt, and these in turn are 
attached to spring- balances. The gearing of the cycle is such that when 
the pedals are turned at 56 revolutions per minute the difference of the 
spring- balance readings multiplied by 1,000 gives the external work done 
in foot -pounds per minute. When a man is caused to do work on this 
machine, and his exhaled air is collected, metered, and analysed, certain 
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facts emerge.* It is seen, for instance, that the proportion of carbon 
dioxide in the expired breath is not constant; it is lowest at rest, and it 
rises as the rate of work increases until it reaches a maximum, and 
then, if still harder work be given, the proportion of carbon dioxide falls 
again. Thus, when set wit on a graph (Curve A, Fig. 1, for example) 
the curve connecting exhaled- carbon- dioxide percentages (plotted as 
ordinates) and work clone on the ergometer (abscissae) assumes a domed 
form. 

It will be convenient to speak of the rate of work corresponding to 
the maximal carbon- dioxide percentage as the " crest load.'' The 
dipping of the curve beyond the crest load is a certain indication of 
want of oxygen : at such heavy rates of exertion the muscles do net 
receive all the oxygen they are calling for ; they become partially 
asphyxiated, and the work soon has to be stopped or much reduced. 
Up to the crest load, on the other hand, the evidence is to the effect that 
oxygenation is sufficient, and rates of exertion below the crest load can 
be supported for a considerable time. Certain of the terminology of the 
electrical engineer is useful in this connexion. When an electric motor is 

generating mechanical power at the rate for which it was designed, we 
say that it is working at " full load " ; any rate of energy -output below 
full load is termed a " normal load " for the motor; whilst if it be 
called upon to develop power in excess of the full -load, the excess is 

spoken of as " over -load." With the human machine, then, the crest 
load is full load; anything under the crest. load is a normal load, and 
anything above it an over -load. Although the crest load demarcates 
between a normal and an over -load, it must not be thought that that 
boundary is a fixed one for any given person ; it varies in position 
according to the man's health ; fatigue also moves it down the scale of 

exertion, and a task that began as a normal load may become an over- 
load towards the end of a hard shift. The effect of age is to move the 
boundary permanently down the scale, as may be gathered from a com- 
parison of the A curves of Subject P.T.S. 1/24 (Fig. 7) and Subject 
P.T.S. 1/41 (Fig. 6). The former subject is a well -developed athletic 
youth of 18 with a crest load of 11,000 foot -pounds per minute, and the 
latter a man of 45 with a crest load of only 2,500 foot -pounds per minute. 
If stamina be defined as the capacity for sustained exertion, it will be 

evident that the crest load provides a relative measure of a subject's 
stamina at the time of the test. 

There are factors in mining which affect a man's capacity for exer- 

tion, and which are seldom met with in other occupations. For example, 
the underground worker may have to labour in air containing carbon 
dioxide and an excess of nitrogen. The presence of carbon dioxide is 

generally supposed to militate considerably against effectual physical 
work, but experiment indicates that its influence in this respect has been 
exaggerated. The addition of, say, 2 per cent. of carbon dioxide alone 
to air is not detrimental. Its effect, indeed, is to augment the depth 
of breathing, and thus to promote rather than impede the transfer of 

*A. full discussion of these and other results and of the technique of the 
experiments will be found in the writer's paper entitled "Physical Exertion, 
Fitness and Breathing," Journ. Physiol., 1920, vol. liv., page 292. Abbreviated 
accounts have been published in the Second Report of the Mine Rescue Apparatus 
Research Committee, 1920 (in which an illustration of the ergometer and other 
apparatus is given on pages 54 -58), and in a short paper called " Fitness and 
Breathing during Exertion," Journ. Physiol., 1919, vol. liii., Proc. Physiol. Soc., 
page xxxviii. 
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oxygen to the blood.* A large proportion, such as 5 or 6 per cent., 
ad led alone to air certainly reduces the crest load and the stamina, and 
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brings on headache and fatigue; but in the percentages met with in the 
general body of the air under present -day mining conditions nothing is 

* See also Haldane, Meakins, and Priestley, Journ. Physiol., 1919, vol. lii., 
page 433. 
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to be feared from carbon dioxide per se. Unfortunately, it does not 
make its appearance unaccompanied in mine air : it is always associated 
with a much larger and variable amount of nitrogen. It is only in mine - 
rescue apparat us that we can deal with the gas as the only intruder in 
the air respired. Owing to it chiefly consisting of nitrogen, blackdamp 
in large proportion is generally more serious because of the diminution 
in oxygen wlh ich it causes than because of the carbon dioxide it contains. 
For those engaged in physical work it is more important that the per - 
centage of oxygen in the air should not sink below 19 than that the 
carbon dioxide should not exceed 1- per cent. It is a handicap to have 
to carry out long -continued work in an atmosphere containing 19 per 
cent. of oxygen ; in all but exceptionally fit young men - a drop of even 2 

per cent. in the oxygen -proportion reduces the worker's stamina and 
promotes fatigue. The oxygen- percentage turns out to be so much the 
more important of the two standards of Section 29 (3) of the Coal Mines 
Act that, for practical purposes, the carbon -dioxide limit might have been 
omitted. 

A. second factor influencing the miner's capacity for work is the 
wet -bulb temperature of the air. When that temperature approaches 
that of the blood, the system becomes less able to prevent an increase of 
body- temperature by the evaporation of sweat on the skin, and physical 
exertion, if persisted in under such conditions, may lead to death from 
heat -stroke. Our knowledge of the limits of human endurance under high 
wet -bulb temperatures is largely due to Dr. J. S. Haldane. The 
following sentences are taken from the First Report of the Committee on 
" The Control of Atmospheric Conditions in Hot and Deep Mines "* :- 

` . . . . with the wet -bulb temperature at 78° continuous fairly hard work 
in still air was impossible. The wet -bulb temperature at which, with an air - 
current such as might be expected along a well -ventilated working -face, and an 
amount of work such as an average miner does, the normal body -temperature 
could be maintained,was not determined, and remains to be ascertained. Judging, 
however, from such observations as have yet been made in hot and deep mines, 
this wet -bulb temperature is not much above 80 °." 

My own experiments have so opened my eyes to the difference between 
the trained and the untrained man that I am inclined to wonder whether 
sufficient regard has here been paid to 'the extraordinary adaptability 
of man. The experimenter is not usually inured to the type and condi- 
tions of labour upon which his observations are being made, and his own 
system and reactions are, therefore, not necessarily the best to observe. 
The effects of adaptation may be expected to be more striking the nearer 
one approaches to the limits of what is practicable to the human machine. 
There is evidence that those who are used to hot damp air can do hard 
work at temperatures exceeding 800 Fahr. Mr. Eric Davies has recorded 
that, in a fairly good air- current in the Morro Velho Mine, Brazil, 
regular work is proceeding at a wet -bulb temperature of 840 or 850 
Fahr. On occasions it is higher; in one instance, where hard labour such 
as loading and pushing trams was going on, it was 92.50.1. 

Again, Mr. J. S. Hayes has described in a recent paper how coal - 
mining is proceeding in Nigeria, with the air at the faces saturated at a 
temperature of 87° to 900 Fahr. $ 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1919 -1920, vol. lviii., pages 235 -236. 
i Ibid, page 244; see also Second Report of the Committee, Trans. Inst. 

M. E., 1919 -1920, vol. lvüi., page 323. 
$ " The Development of the IU di Coalfield, Nigeria," Trans. Inst. M. E., 

1919 -1920, vol. lix., page 359. 
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It may be objected that in these instances native labour is employed. 
That is so; but the native is subject to the same physiological laws as our- 
selves. It is perhaps worth remarking that physical exertion at ordinary 
external temperatures induces a rise in body -temperature which is 
seemingly as much a normal concomitant of the exercise as the augmenta- 
tion of blood- circulation and respiration. There is apparently nothing 
uncommon in the body- temperature rising to 1020 Fahr. during 
exertion, and greater increases have been recorded.* This increase in 
temperature is said to serve a useful purpose in facilitating the transfer 
of oxygen from the blood to the muscles, and in hot places it assists 
evaporation from the skin. 

The great reduction in efficiency of the human machine which results 
from a high wet -bulb temperature is accountable, then, in the first place 
to the difficulty of keeping down the body -temperature. I wish to 
suggest a possible second cause, namely, that the hot damp air may 
impair the passage of oxygen from the air in the lungs to the blood. A 
recent experience lends colour to that view. A rescue- brigade were 
exercising with breathing- apparatus in a road in the Niddrie Colliery. 
A steam -pipe ran along the road; some steam was escaping, bringing the 
air to saturation -point at a temperature of. 85° Fahr. After more than 
an hour's light work, a halt was called, and the Instructor (Mr. D. 
Davidson) advised the men to take out their mouthpieces and rest. They 
did so, but very soon slipped them back again, one by one. They pre- 
ferred to breathe air from the apparatus -which by that time would also 
be saturated and of at least as high a temperature as the outer atmosphere 
-- rather than fresh air from the road. The air of the apparatus would 
contain 70 or 80 per cent. of oxygen; it would, therefore, be more 
comfortable to inhale than normal saturated air at this high temperature 
if were any difficulty in getting a proper oxygen -supply from the 
latter. This seems to be a point calling for investigation. 

A fact which appeared during the research on mine- rescue apparatus 
was the high level of the expired -carbon- dioxide percentage of a miner 
performing a piece of work to which he was accustomed, as compared with 
that of a person to whom that task was strange. In some instances the 
carbon -dioxide percentage in the former case was nearly double that 
in the latter. The percentages of oxygen taken out of the air by the 
lungs of the two men in exchange for carbon dioxide were in similar ratio. 
In other words, the expert workman uses up the air he breathes more 
completely than the inexpert workman, and he breathes a correspondingly 
smaller volume per minute. There are exceptions to this rule, but they 
are few and far between. The adept has taught himself to cars y out his 
duties with less respiratory- exertion than the man who is inexperienced 
in that kind of labour, and therefore he is less apt to suffer from respira- 
tory fatigue. This process of adaptation of the machine to its special 
duties is often most striking.} As an instance in point, let us take the 
case of an underground official transferred from flat to steep workings. 
At first, and indeed for a considerable time, he finds the work of going 
his rounds specially hard, and that he is inferior -to another man of similar 
physique who has been used to steep workings for several years. But in 
time, if the first man is not too old, his lungs and muscles become adapted 
to the new conditions : his expired -carbon -dioxide percentage becomes 

* Physiology of Muscular Exercise, by F. A. Bainbridge. 1919, page 18. 
*See also Jules Amar, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, August 

9th, 1920. This investigator found, in testing apprentices in engineering shops, 
that the respiratory economy increased with the degree of training attained. 
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adjusted to a new and higher level; he uses less air and uses it 
thoroughly (compare the A curves of the two mine officials, Subjects IV. 
and VII.; the former works in fairly flat and the latter in steep seams). 

The importance of physical fitness can scarcely be exaggerated in its 
bearing upon manual work. Other things being equal, the output of the 
fit man exceeds that of the unfit man, and he performs the day's labour 
with less fatigue. Physical fitness and dexterity often go together, but 
they should not be confused. The latter, which has already been discussed 
in some measure, is the result of training the brain and the muscles in 
relation to a special task; it can only be acquired by practice at that 
task. The tra.ininl_ which leads to deftness teaches bow to obtain the 
desired effect with a minimum of muscular effort, and therefore with a 
minimum waste of .energy in the form of heat ; it also leads to a strengthen- 
ing of the group of muscles most adapted to perform the work. Fitness, 
on the other hand, is it much more general bodily attribute than this 
it can be developed -and, indeed, is best developed -by all -round exercise, 
combined with a close attention to certain common -sense rules of living. 
When dexterity and fitness go hand in hand, we have the human machine 
in its most efficient state.* 

The experiments carried out in Edinburgh on a large number of men 
from many walks of life have thrown considerable light on the subject 
of physical fitness. Fitness, indeed, has proved to be the efficiency of 

oxygenation of brain, heart, and muscles during exertion. 
In the accompanying graphs (Figs. 1 to 7) the A curves were deter- 

mined when the subjects breathed normal air, the B curves when they 
breathed almost pure oxygen. So far, reference has been to the former 
set only; we are now in a position to compare the two. Fig. 1 (Subject 
II.) is the record of a sedentary person of rather low fitness, and it will 
be observed that his A and B curves are far apart. Fig. 
2 (Subject. VIII.) relates to a sergeant- instructor in physical 
drill and a heavy -weight lifter ; he was selected for the tests 
by the Superintendent, P. and B.T., Scottish Command, as 
representing the best physical material that the army can produce, 
and he was certainly the fittest man tested. The curves in his case are 
almost coincident, and their crests actually do coincide ; it is only with 
over -loads (that is, those higher than the crest load) that the B curve takes 
the upper place. Such a man as the latter derives no benefit from 
breathing highly- enriched air during exertion, while Subject II. gets a 
great deal of help therefrom. The degree of assistance from extra oxygen, 
indeed, is inversely as the fitness, and the curves enable physical fitness to 
be evaluated. This is done by drawing a horizontal ah (Fig. 1), at the 
level of the carbon- dioxide percentage in the expired breath at rest, 
when the man breathes normal air, and then dividing the intercept oc by 
the intercept bd (in each of the other graphs, the carbon -dioxide percen- 
tage at rest is indicated by an arrow- head). By this method the fitness 
of the sedentary subject (Fig. 1) is 46 per cent., and that of Subject 
VIII. 100 per cent. So far as my observations went, the fitness of the 
healthy working miner is above 70 per cent., although I did not examine 
any underground worker over 45 years of age. The miners and officials 
who were tested were members of mine -rescue brigades. In one instance 
a member of a resident rescue -corps was tested ; his fitness was found to 
be only 56 per cent. It appeared very likely that his fitness had 
deteriorated since he left the mines. 

* It was agreed at the start that the intellectual aspect was to he kept out 
of the argument. 
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The method of measuring fitness here described was adopted for army 
purposes in 1918, and put into use at the Physical Test, Station, Edinburgh. 
An analysis is given below of eighty -four persons tested at the station. 
They were drawn from all grades of society, and were mostly under 40 
years of age. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
Proportion of men whose physical fitness was below 40 11Yí1. 

do. do. do. do. between 40 and 50 : 7 
do. do. do. do. do. 50 60 : 12 
do. do. do. do. do. 60 70 : .27 
do. do. do. do. do. 70 80 : 23 
do. do. do. do. do. 80 90 : 24 
do. do. do. do. do. 90 100 : 7 

Recent regulations require would -be mine- rescue men to undergo a 
physical as well as a medical examination before they can be accepted 
for training. The system of testing already described enables a physical 
examination to be made and fitness and stamina to be determined quanti- 
tatively. 

The mechanical efficiency of the human machine has been investigated 
by several physiologists. Their results are in fair agreement with each 
other and with my own. The usual efficiency to be determined 
is the " gross " or overall efficiency, and the most convenient way of 

measuring the input of energy is from the oxygen -consumption. The 
consumption of a cubic foot of oxygen results in the development of a 
definite number of heat -units (which are easily expressed as units of work), 
depending upon the proportion of the oxygen going to form carbon 
dioxide and the proportion going to form water. The gross efficiency is 

ascertained by dividing the figure sa obtained by the external work done 
while the oxygen was being consumed. To return to the analogy of the 
early part of this paper : the gross efficiency is equivalent to the brake - 
horsepower developed by the engine divided by the power put into the 
boiler- furnace and determined from the rate of burning of the coal and its 
calorific value. 

Considerable difficulty is encountered in finding efficiency when the 
subject is dealing with an over -load, owing to the fact that, with such a 
degree. of exertion, the oxygen required to support the exercise is not 
all taken in during the period of exertion ; a great deal is supplied during 
the panting which ensues after the work ceases. The breathing does not 
quite settle down for several hours after a short spell of very hard labour. 
The state of affairs resembles that arising when the engine of the analogue 
is given an unusually heavy task and succeeds in doing it, for a short 
time, by drawing upon the steam stored in the steam -space of the boiler ; 

after which effort it is compelled to stop or slow down until the boiler 
pressure and steam -reserve have been restored. If, in these circumstances, 
the horsepower transmitted by the crankshaft were divided by the horse- 
power generated as heat in the furnace while the engine was running, 
an erroneously high efficiency would he obtained. When the gross 
efficiency of the human machine is corrected, when necessary, by means 
of the excess of oxygen consumed during the post -work period, and 
efficiencies as ordinates are plotted against loads as ahscissje. a domed - 
shaped curve again results. In other words, the gross efficiency in- 
creases with. the load up to a maximum, and then falls again. The 
load at which the maximum efficiency is obtainable is the same as, or 
nearly the same as, the " crest load " as above defined. For most 
people the maximum efficiency, when breathing normal air, ih in or near 
the region of 20 to 23 per cent. With highly- trained men, as was observed 

2E 
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by Benedict and Cathcart, the efficiency is increased, and these workers 
have recorded one of 33 per cent. The highest efficiency ascertained 
duliiig lily own experiments was 37 per cent. ; it was the 
maximal value of a very remarkable athlete, G. P. Miller, of the Heart 
of Midlothian Football Club, when doing work on the ergometer at the 
rate of 6,500 foot -pounds per minute. Bearing in mind that the overall 
ol$ciency of a sunlit non-condensing engine and boiler is usually less than 

per cent., that t hat of a large high-class condensing engine and boiler 
is about 8 per c.cn L., and that probably only with the Diesel oil -engine 
does the gros.-i cllieicncy roach or occasionally exceed 20 per cent., it has 
to be allowed that the human machine stands on a high level among heat - 
engines. Unfortunately, -t11e human engine cannot be worked long at its 
most efficient rate : fatigue reduces the efficiency. It is doubtful whether 
the gross efficiency of most heavy manual labour exceeds 10 per cent. 

Some kinds of work are dealt with more efficiently than others : most 
healthy people are especially efficient in climbing stairs ; rather less so 

on the ergometer, and still less so in climbing a mine incline, where the 
" going " is relatively rough and sometimes slippery. In general, the 
efficiency is a little higher when breathing oxygen than when breathing 
air ; the fit man's efficiency exceeds that of the unfit man; and the effi- 

ciency of a person working at a job to which he is accustomed is greater 
than that of a man carrying out the same task when that task is strange 
to him. 

The process of investigation of which the foregoing account gives an 
indication is capable of being much extended. Efficiency -studies on the 
human machine have been made with much care in the United States of 
America, and they have considerably influenced workshop arrangements 
and organization. Nor are they altogether neglected in this country, 
where, during the war, useful work was done, for example, in shell - 
filling factories on the relation between hours and output. This, and 
many other problems concerning the miner and his work, await the attack 
of the investigator, who is sometimes able to answer after a few months 
of experiment questions that have perplexed a generation. 

In conclusion, I wish to acknowledge the very valuable assistance 
rendered in the course of the experiments alluded to by Miss Elizabeth 
Gilchrist, M.A., B.Sc., and Mr. D. Penman, B.Sc., Government research 
workers. 

The PRESIDENT (Mr. Robert McLaren, M.P.) : I cannot quite conceive 
how Dr. Haldane should object to the use of the term " human 
machine " as applicable to men and work, because it seems to me you 
could not have a better phrase. I think the author and his assistants 
deserve great credit for having tackled this interesting problem, because 
a great deal is being written in the newspapers about the capacity of 
certain classes for work. It is quite interesting to learn what the human 
machine is capable of doing, but it is another thing to get it to do that 
work. 

The further discussion of the paper was adjourned. 
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THE MILITARY PHYSICAL TEST STATION, EDINBURGH. 

by Professor Henry Briggs, D.Sc. 

I. PURPOSE. 

It' became evident during the War that some men who are 

organically sound are nevertheless incapable of supporting heavy 

exertion; and among the older group that were called to the Colours 

in 1918 the proportion of such individuals was considerably more. 

The effect of forcing these men to carry out the duties falling to th( 

lot of an "A" recruit was in many cases harmful to them and in 

extreme instances resulted in permanent disability an soietiles in 

death. The Army Medical Department therefore sought to obtain a 

method of physical examination, which would supplement the ordinary 

medical examination of a recruit, and which could be applied to men 

who proved to be unserviceable material in the hands of the drill 

sergeant, - a test which would, in fact, enable the malingerers to 

be distinguished from those who were truly incapable of sustained. 

labour. 

At that time, the wri ter. eras worming on the same problem in its 

aprlication to the members of mine rescue brigades', 
who, like the 

soldier, ought to he both medically sound and physically 
efficient, 

and/ 

The work was carried out under 
the auspices of the Scientific and 

Industrial Research Department which also provided the material 

for the Test Station. 
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and he succeeded in developing a method of testing wich quantita- 

tively assesses the fitness and stamina of the subject. Acting on 

the advice of Col. Sir William Horrocks, K.C.M.G., the Army Council - 

put the method into service for army purposes by setting un, in 

Ediriburh University, the Test station of which tris paper gives an 

account. Arrangements were being made in the Autumn of 191¡3 to 

establish a second Station under the Southern Command, but the 

signing of the Armistice in November brought the project t to an end, 

and shortly after, the Edinburgh Station also ceased to function. 

II. PRTNCT=S . 

The principle upon which the method is .based, and the 

experimental data bearing upon it have been fully described in the 

Journal of Physiology ; it will therefore be sufficient to touch 

briefly upon the physiological aspect of the problem. 

It was ,found that when a man breathing normal air is set to do' 

physical work of gradually increasing amount, as, for example, upon 

a Martin's ergometer, the Percentage of CO2 in the exhaled air rises 

from the resting value (average, 3.61) to a maximum and then falls 

again. That is to say, if that percentage be plotted as ordinate 

against load in foot- pounds per minute as absci.ssa,.a dome- shaped 

curve / 

Henry Briggs, "Physical Exertion., Fitness and Breathing ", Journ. 

Physiol.. LTV (1920), p. 292; also ibid, LIII (1919), Proc. 

Physiol. Soc. p. XXXVIII, and- Trans. Inst. Min. Enge. 
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curve e.g. , Fig. 1 always results. The evidence supports the 

view that oxygenation of the muscles doing the work is sufficient up 

to a load corresponding with the apex of the dome (the "crest - load ", 

as it is conveniently called), but is inadequate for greater loads. 

Degrees of exertion which are less than the crest -load are termed 

"normal- loads" and can be supported for a considerable time, while 

those exceeding the crest -loads are "over- loads" ar..d cannot be kept up 

for more than a brief period. Fatigue or illness reduced the "crest- 

load". 

When the subject is caused to breathe air containing from 60 to 

100 per cent of oxygen the effect with most people is to enable them 

to undertake hard physical work with greater ease and to carry it on 

losger without fatigue. In other words oxygenation is improved. 

The result of breathing enriched air becomes evident when the graph 

coxteating the degree of exertion and the expired 002 -percentage i 

drawn, as at B, Fig. 1. It is then seen, with the average subject, 

that the CO2- proportions are higher, especially at and beyond the 

crest -load, and that the crest -load itself is greater than when normal 

air was breathed. Oxygen -want, which is the main factor limiting the 

duration and intensity of physical exertion, is staved -off by 

breathing enriched air. 

By/ 
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By experimenting on a large number of healthy men ranging in 

type from the athlete in perfect training to the ultra - sedentary person 

it was found that the higher the degree of fitness the less the A and 

B c?%rves diverged, and, indeed, that when exceptionally fit men were 

tested the resulting graphs were similar to those of Fig. 2, where 

the curves for all practical purposes are coincident to the crest and 

only show divergence at the overloads. It was also discovereèl -that 

if the same man were kept under observation for several mdnths and 

were tested at different.tates of health, or at intervals during a 

course of physical training, the B curve would remain constant (within 

the limits of experimental error) but the A curve would vary in form 

and position according to the state of health or of training. 

Fitness, which may be defined as the efficiency of oxygenation of 

brain, heart and muscles during exercise, is therefore inversely as 

the extent of divergence of the two curves, and can be evaluated. 

By drawing upon the graph the horizontal line ac .Fig. at the 

level of the expired -002 -- percentage at rest and then measuring the 

crest ordinates ab and ca, the fitness factor can be expressed as 

ab f od. Thus, Fig. 1, which records the data for a sedentary man 

gives his fitness as 46 p.c. while the curves of Fig. 2, which are 

those of an athletic sergeant -instructor in physical drill, show his 

fitness to have been 100 p.c. 

If/ 
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If stamina be defined as the power of dealing with sustained 

exertion, it is clear that the wider the range of normal -load, i.e, 

the higher the crest -load, the,higher must be the stamina ,of the 

subject. Hence the abscissal position of the crest -load becomes 

a measure of stamina. 

Inasmuch as the "A" curve of a young man in good health rises 

during physical training until it eventually coincides with the "B" 

curve up to the crest, the latter curve may be regarded as expressing 

the subject's performance on air after he has been made quite fit; 

thus it was preferable to state the stamina as a function of the 

position of the crest of the "B" curve. The measure of stamina 

adopted at the Test Station was to take a "B" crest -load of 10,000 ft. 

lbs. per min. as indicating 100 p.c. stamina, a "B'1 crest -load of 

5,000 ft .lbs . as 50 p.c. stamina, and so on. This method, though 

not free from objection, is simple and proved reliable. 

III. APPARATUS and ROUTINE. 

The Station was run by an officer and two N.C.O.s under the 

writer's superintendence. In the research which prec.eede'd the . 

establishment of the Station, apparatus of rather greater complexity 

had to be employed, since the aim then was to evaluate oxygen con- 

sumption during work as well as 00p- output and to study other questiór 

such as the composition of alveolar air 'and the mechanical efficiency 

of/ 
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of the subject; but at the Station the apparatus was cut down to the 

minimum and the routine was simplified and standardised for the sake of 

speed. The whole equipment, with the exception of thirty 100 -ft. 

oxygen cylinders is shown in Fig. 9. The subject, it will be 

observed, was provided with mouthpiece and noseclip; he drew air or 

oxygen (as the case may be) through a dry meter and.expireä into a 

Douglas bag. The valves and connecting tubes were large, and their 

resistance was negligible even whèn the lung- ventilation was as high 

as 80 litres per minute. The meter, besides measuring the volume 

drawn in, served to indicate the rate of breathing; the officer in 

charge counted the movements of the pointer against a stop -watch. 

the dial of the meter was not seen by the man he was unaware that any 

notice was being taken of his breathing - a matter of importance with 

"raw" subjects. 

At the start, the empty Douglas bag was connected to the 

expiratory tube, , the three -way tap being in the "off" position so 

that the products of expiration passed directly out into the air of 

the room. The subject, seated at rest on the saddle, breathed normal 

air. After he had become ascustored to his position, the three -way 

tap was turned "on" at the end of an expiration and the breath passed 

into the bag, 

again/ 
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again turned at the end of an expiration. The bag was then placed on 

the table; kneaded to mix its contents; connected to the supply pipe 

f the Briggs analysis apparatus, B and with the tap in the " 
ft 

position, squeezed to force a few litres through the burette. The 

ísample so obtained in the burette was then analysed for 002. This 

procedure avoided the need for sample tubes or.bottles. One of the 

N.C.Os. made the analysis during the time that the next sample was 

being obtained in the bag. 

After filling the burette the bag was emptied by pressing it flat 

;and was again connected to A. The subject was required to pedal at 

no load, i.e. with the belt off, for two minutes; the tap was turned 

ion at the end of an expiration, and expired air allowed to accumulate 

in the bag for" another two minutes of pedalling, when the sample was 

;removed to the analysis apparatus. The belt was put in place; its 

cords were adjusted to give a difference of 3 lbs. between the balance 

readings, and the same sequence followed. Similar observations were 

made at balance- differences of 6, 9, 12 lbs, or even more, if the man 

could support such heavy exertion. 

Pedalling was timed to a pendulum which swung 56 to the minute; 

at this rate, and with the gear of the cycle used, the work done was 

evaluated by multiplying the balance- difference by one- thousand. 

Longer pauses were permitted between the heavier spells of work to 

allow/ 
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allow. the man to recover from the effect of one spell before attempting. 

another. Care was taken that pedalling was kept up two minutes before 

opening the bag to the exhaled air; at the highest loads, however, 

e.g. 12,000 or 14,000 ft .lbs ., this rule had to be relaxed as no-one 

in the writer's experience was able to bear them so long. The graphs 

at these extreme loads are therefore not so reliable as at lower ones. 

After the above results had been obtained with the subject 

breathing normal air, an exactly similar series (excepting that the 

is 

resting experiment was omitted) was taken with the man breathing 

oxygenated air from the reservoir bag which was kept, in a partially 

distended state, under the table at Ç, Fig. 9. Before the latter 

series was started he was required to sit still and breathe the enriched 

air for ten minutes. 

The subject did not know that he was breathing oxygenated air. 

o loophole was allowed for any prejudice against so doing. 

The oxygen was supplied to the reservoir bag, , from a 100 -ft. 

cylinder fitted with a reducing valve. On passing the redue? n valve 

the gas flowed through an injector nozzle arranged so that the oxygen 

F,drew in, and diluted itself with, a certain proportion of normal air. 

The air entered through a pipe controlled by a tap which was set by 

trial (and then soldered in position) so that the mixture passing 

forward/ 
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forward to the reservoir bag was 40 p.c. air. Allowing for the 

Impurity in cylinder'oxygen, such a mixture contains about two- thirds 

oxygen. Besides the mixture being as good from the physiological point 

of view even with the least fit subject - as pure oxygen., its use 

brought about a' considerable saving in expense,' oxygen being the chief 

item of cost of the Statión. 

The officer.in charge entered all results as they were obtained 

and straightway plotted the graphs. A report, based upon his medical 

history and Test Station performance, was made out for each subject and 

forwarded to the C.O. of the Unit concerned. The report stated the 

physical capability of the man and his probable utility when trained. 

In the numerous instances where the tests showed him to be useless as 

a fighting unit, a recommendation was added in regard to the purpose 

(if any) to which he could be put. 

A complete test, as described, took about 35 minutes. The time 

taken obviously precluded the use of the method for every recruit, and 

that was never the intention; the Station was set up to deal with 

special cases. 

IV. RESULTS. 

Specimen charts are reproduced in Figs . 1 to 8 . The arrow -heads 

indicate the resting value of the 002 proportions. The "A" curves 

show the relation between load and expired -002- percentage when breathing 

normal/ 



normal air and the "B" curves that when breathing oxygenated air. 

When the Station was in operation men over 40 years of age were 

being conscripted, and many of these were examined. Only about 20 p.c. 

of them gave evidence of being worth training. The graphs indicated 

very clearly the influence of age, which reduces the "crest- loads" both 

on normal and on enriched air. In other words, anoxaemia (as might 

e expected) makes itself felt lower down the scale of exertion as age 

increases; stamina is reduced anda degree of exercise which would be 

a normal load to a younger man is an overlóad tc an older one The 

effect in question is shown by Figs. 3 and 4, of which the former is the 

record of a man of 44 - a painter in civilian life - who was classed 

B.2 owing to kidney trouble, and the latter that of a well- developed 

and athletic cadet of 18. The report sent out in regard to the older 

man was: "Stamina: Very poor. Condition: Poor. Observations: Not 

worth training; no use as an infantryman. Recommendation : - Suggest 

that he be set to his own trade." and that in regard to the cadet was: 

"Stamina: Excellent. Condition: Excellent. Observations: First- 

.. rate material; fit for anything. Probable increase of fitness from 

P.D., 10 per cent." 

That a man of middle age, who is habituated in civilian life to 

liphysical labour, may sometimes preserve the physiological ch.aracteristie 

of youth is illustrated by Fig. 5, which gives the curves of a working 

miner/ 
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miner, aged 42. Expressed on the system above described, his fitness 

was 79 p.c. ind his stamina 90 p.c. 

The physical deterioration brought about by wounds and hard active 

service is indicated by Fig. 7. In this instance the subject was a 

corporal, aged 32, abo had joined the Army in 1914; he had suffered 

from trench fever and had been wounded three times. His medical cate- 

gory, was A.l, but the tests showed that, though probably as fit as he 

was ever likely to be, . his stamina had become io impaired that he was of 

no further use as an infantryman, and it was recommended that he should 

be re- boarded so that his category might be lowered. 

The remaining charts, Figs. 6 and 8, are of special interest as 

representing the extremes of physical aapaoity. Both subjects were 

young men of "A" category; but while the former was a highly-intelli- 

gent instructor in physical drill, and a first -class footballer, runner, 

jumper and all -round athlete, the latter was deficient both physically 

and mentally. 

A com plete account of the numerous tests made upon the sergeant - 

1 

instructor 'is given in the writer's paper in the Journal of Physiology, 

1óç. cit.: p. 302. When the curves of Fig. 6 were obtained he had a 

fitness of 70 p.c.; on the lightest loads he respired at the very low 

rate of 2.5 to 3 breaths per minute, and when dealing with a heavy 

load, like 12,000 ft.lbs., he only breathed 9 times per minute. 

the 
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the chart shows, his CO2 level was very high and in consequence he used 

a small volume of air. For example, on a load of 6,000 ft.lbs., though 

the heavier man, hie lung ventilation was less than half that of the 

sddentary subject of Fig.' 1. 

A good deal of trouble was taken with the degenerate subject of 

Fig. 8. He did not know how to pedal, and even after practice could 

not be induced to pedal in time with a pendulum. The record shows him 

to be useless in the ranks and.not worth training; his stamina was far 

too low. His response to any form of mdntal stimulus was unusually 

tardy. An order, such as "Stop pedalling ", would only be obeyed after 

the lapse of several seconds. Curiously enough, his respiratory centre 

appeared to operate after a similar lag, with the resnit that the volume 

.of breathing did not increase at the normal rate upon starting a spell 

of work; anoxaemia supervened and made him stop the exertion at a load 

which to a normal healthy man would be easy. 

Very few malingerers were met with. They were easily detected 

as they would allege a load was more than they could support before the 

curve had reached its crest 
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PREPARATION and PROPERTIES of HIGHLY ACTIVATED CPARCOAL 

and CHARCOAL- 3UBSTITUTES. 

by Henry Bries. 

The writer believed that it would be of use to the 0xyf:.en 

Research Committee to present in a single paper an account of the 

results reached during the war, by experience and experiment, on the 

properties and Nodes of preparation of charcoal of high absorptive 

over. He also thought that it was advisable to set about the task 

of collecting. this information as soon as possille, since the di.s- 

ereal of the staff of Government Departments makes such a task a 

tt,r increasing difficulty, Through the kindness of the 

Jhemical Warfare Section, Directorate of Artillery, the various 

records and reports bearing on the subject have been placed at his 

lisposal, and it is from these papers that the following account has 

Since none of the papers in question have been 

ha Chem al Warfare Department requests that the informa- 

tion be regarded as confidential. 

-r ter's attention has been mainly focussed 
on results which 

n the use of charcoal for Dewar flasks. 

The Nature of the Absor tion. 

In the cases of certain easily reducible 
gases, e,g,hosgene, 

the charcoal acts catalytically in 
promoting chemical acti.,cn; but 

the/ 
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tlie absorption of more table gases or varours is of a different 

nature ari the P1,_eno-onon is variously referred to as occlusior, ad- 

sorption, surface condensation an 730lid stIttion, according to the 

physical explanation presumed. Oertain facts of observation stand 

out clearly:- 

(1) It has long been known that active charcoal absorbs a greater 

volumo of the more easily 112n0fiabl gases, e.g. chlorine, than of th 

"permanent" gases like nitrogen. Dewar showed that that rule holds 

good when nearing the temperatures of liluefaction of the "permanent" 

gases. One of the claims of his patent on the application of charcoa: 

in creating high vacua relates to the use of charcoal in separating 

"-r,r) another; he takes advantage of the greater aLgnrrtion of 

comparison with nitrogen as the ter-pertura anrreaches 

the boilinG noirt of the former, 

equal, t1- high 

density of the sustnce (in contra-distinction to its apparent 

dar71ty) '-he greater the volume It will absorb. (b) Upon its 

pOrOik,,; with -,7-- -1--rcoal the more Porous it is, up to a 

the aetive 1., is; ir other word loT 7--t d_ereitr 

down to a TiTtit, favours absorption. (c) Upon tL .-!:Alr3 of the 

surface/ 
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surface of the charcoal, or, at any rate, of the surfacaa wi t'<i r t ?. 

pores. 

(3) "Activation" i.e. the conversion of a relatively inactive 
charcoal into one of high absorptive power, .is a process of slow 

oxidation during which'porosity,is increased and apparent density 

therefore diminished. The process is a failure in all caws where 

oxygen or oxidisers are excluded. Probably, also, the long -con- 

tinued subjection of the walls of the pores, during that process, 

to bombardment with high- velocity incandescent molecules,, .improves 

the surfaces by ploughing or cratering 

(4) Properly stored active charcoal appears to retain its pro- 

parties indefinitely. 

Methods of Testing Absorptive Power. 

In testing the activity of charcoal by the methods evolved by 

the Anti -Gas Department, use was naturally made of the gases used 

in warfare, e.g. phosgene, and chiorpicrin vapóur. No heed was 

paid in this country to a charcoal's capacity for absorbing. air or 

o °ygen or hydrogen. Tt is stated t17.at at Leverkusen, where the 

excellent German impregnated charcoal was made, the Product was 

usually tested for its absorption of hydrogen or oxygen at the works, 

and/ 
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fta.t wI.er the authorities ir Berlir applied rl r. ai lic,d tl_e TA 

Liffc,rnt r,;:lt., er: obtained. Tï_ouLÿ the result; or t.ct:. th 

ar oacily co lezisiblo vapour like clí.lorl,icrin are 7ro1,,P,i1J- 

pin^ir t r_b - er of charcoals in their order ^î 

actu.al f iLUi :,c of ^orrra,rative acti 7i t e i ro: i t}- e.^ -i ies d tare . 

Department, cannot he :IcceTted for É a,.s such as o-'yEer w$thout i"urtIier 

experiment. 

Apparent Density and Co.,-,,T-,.rati v -; ActivitL_of Charcoals. 

(*box* test usinL ohlor;:-icrin4. 

Apra['ei. -TÓ;!I-r,aï'ative 
Density. Activ7tjr. 

...._.__..._-_-- 

Birchwood 
0.21 
0.20 
0,15 
0.11 

10 
45 
130 
270 

6 hours burning 
30 'Loura (respirator c'_arcoal ) 
6 days burning 

11 days burning 

Fruit Stone 
Damson' 0.42 60 
Date Stone 0.36 62 
Ve-etable Ivory 0.40 62 
Cocoanut 0.50 122 

Charcoal briquette. with coal. 0.38 74 
American service mixture* 0.55 62 

American Batchite 
(steam treated anthracite) 0.70 52 

French service charcoal (imrregriated 0.27 33 
German (1018) :ditto, 

' 
(impregnated 0.25 210 

Cocoanut anthracite and briquettecl charcoals ir va_^ÿin;.: proportion< 

The Raw Materials Used:- 

The aim in this country has leer dao obtain A danse wood, of a 

structure favouring the production of a liard, porous, dustless 

charcoal. The same properties are desirable in charcoal for Dewar 

flasks/ 
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flasks. Birch charcoal may consist of a Carbon of mecifio 

202 (graphite 2.3), though, as the table shoves in its most active 

condition its apparent. der.sity is as low as 0.11. The prescrce in 

this wood of open vessels interspersed arong the cells oxrla-ir.s 

low apparent density and the friability of birch charcoal. "oreover 

its habit of cleaving in flat chips militates against it na.c',-ing 

closely in a narrow space. 

rust --Nton and cocoanut shells are made up entirely of thick -,sailed 

cells and yield active charcoals of high apparent density and 

relatively great hardness, 

The most efficient charcoal tried by the Anti -Gas Department was 

prepared from alp-fit shell. It proved superior to cocoanut 

charcoal° 

Date- stones were found to give a fairly good product, but beach 

husks were of little use. According to results obtained at 

Greenwich it is inadvisable to mix together different raw. materials, 

essrs. Sutcliffe and Speakman of Leigh, Lancs., have an exten- 

sive plant for the manufacture of a bricipettea mix ture of charcoal 

dust aid powdered coal and they turn out an excellently graded 

product. In .a recela letter to the "writer they claim for the 

mixture a higher absorptive power than that of the British 
Anti -Gas 

charcoal/ 
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charcoal. The bable sho':is the relative activity of 7r.is bric 

7rateril to Lo Lreater than that of the service charc7, 

the Tar but now that the Arti-Gas Factory at 7atford is ef,-e1 i7177n1- 

ocoout sLc.11 tLere is doubt as to the validity of the clair. 

briquetted charcoal is art to beco7e lusty in tire° 

Pr 

It is of interest that anthracite, ray be renderéd active ac a ..r.aareawww"......Wa 

LI-as-absorbent. The American product known as Bachite is derived fror,' 

hiLh-Erade Pennsylvanian Anthracite by the method described below. 

The writer is attertinc to 'obtain sore of this rater ial for trial 

11 vacuum vessels. Another ATerioar absorbent, called Carbo7ite 

was =de 7iith considerable secrec y. by the National Carbon Co., of 

01eveThrd, Ohio, fror la7p black by a process resem1:lir,7 that used ir 

the production of arc-liTht carbons, Apparently the 771mufacture 

expensive. Ooalite was made in the U.S.A., fror waste fire charcoal,: 

pulverised to nass a $00-mesh sieve, which was rixed with soft icitch 

in the approximate proportiors of 30% pitch to 70% charcoal. The 

mixture was activated by the aid of steam, and yielded a product 

nearly as c'ool as rut-s1 ell charcoal, 

The ATericane a small amount of work on another charcoal 

substitute Nhioh, if it can be made sufficiently efficacious, 

possessed considerable attractior to the user of Dewar flasks in that 

it L3 ron-inflaTrable. 
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1 

7,..rfloric ii Tenn, r-- -7471. 

of St; 

Ttis stated. tt 

7:77_en Jry Ta:al:: Mt2 

ated tLe ln.n7=-0e o-7 -cTst7J2e. Tha 

(-1 77.t. 

m?.ruf7ctz-,,, of 7.7t 7-7. t*:;c: oper9.tio7-.T: Vi7: 

the rr:3.7?:.1,(Ttfol of "ram the corverien 17:e 

into tle 771iety 

Before it .;as dis'..)eve,red z 4r; rotent oun,3,r1ted steam i2 aS an 

agent in activatf.or, tLe rrepred retorts, 

ar,1 the creeratfons of carbonisation and activatior 

arJ1 perfor7ed ir separate retorts, The tendency t:lr(Th the of 

tie War, however, Wa6 eviJently in the directior of carryinE out both 

proCes2es in ono tube or retort, 

Steam treatment has so far replaced the older method of 

'f subjecting t77a ra.w charcoal to a temperature of ROO° 

Lo 1,72O1:10. .flap 7,our3 or longur that tl_e oriLinal met7To'l 73sed 

DDwar arid .1.77-)Tij st Greenwich may be dismissed in a few- words, 

At tl., lryttel- 71-.:ce it corsisted (a) of 17e?,tinL. c of 4 - 5 (7to 

oil 
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of wood chips per retort for 6 hours with the "ascension pipe" o'en 

to allow the volatile products to escape readily; (b) of -ra-ring 

and quenching the resulting raw charcoal and elevatirE it tc 

prep'iratory to (c) charging it in batches of 140 lbs. into the 

activation retorts where it was heated for 24 hours before l3oir_g 

withdrawn into bins and allowed to cool. As has already been stated, 

activation is a process of slo.a oxidation, and in this TMeth_oJ air 

entered the retort during stage (c) through leaks in the :doors and 

sides of the retort. If the heating continued too long. SO2 79,s 

found to diffuse through the walls of the retort with detrir:ontal 

effect. 

The introduction of steam treatment resulted in a marred saving 

of time and cost in comparison with the air treatment just described. 

Superheated steam may be introduced during carbonisation, it bein£. 

made to enter through perforations in the fire-brick bed of thhs, 1 -ori- 

zontal g.as- retort in which that preliminary proces..e is usually 

performed. Activation ty steaming was carped on in one American 

plant in vertical niohrome tubes set in fire clay chambers and 

heated with fias by surface ^ombustibn to a temperature of 050.00. 

Each such tube was 7 ins. bore, and the steam at 30000, delivered at 

the rate of i lb steam per lb of charcoal charged per hour, Massed in 

through a perforated nichrome tube running up the 7 ins, 
tube. 

charcoal/ 
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L: rooa1 32used to as through the latter 

steady rite Ly a srider turn which removed a def - - 

the bottom of th a tube at each revolution. A tube ?7) 

per hour of finished charcoal and the material took 

rrr.).ration of Fachite (activat 

th alTd suloseque:It 7o-z,e carried out in rofry 

r:,3*,6rt ow:kJ -.crt) was fitted with a 3All 

:tpam 7erforated with ta:zgered holes, anq runnin,o alrlost 

the length of the chamber. After charging with anthracite 3roun5. 

to 8 - 14 nosh a retort was heated by a coke fire to a toril.parature of 1 

for C E - l (.,urs; tile material was then subjected 

to the action cf 2rteam (which 7as rot superheated) for a time. The 

to cool .i1CTrl. As soon as the colour of 

the blue wat:::,r-.7 :71-o a hole in the o:iarEinr; loor 

began to fa,CL,T), tc,--.-rature had sT,7nk too far, 

the steam 7r1.-: 'td the teyi-oorture 71,0 resterel, "Then the 

steam was again admitte i. After ziE hours of this irtemittert 

steaming the material Th 1 ereel .nLo 

immediately sealed. TM.-J ori-n7t Of `..),0,7^fl jaY. 

Some successful exporinti-j as done in America with a 

rotatinrr furnace, Chargel with 6 - 14 mesh crude charcoal, and 

heated by the products of combustion from a powdered coal fil-ing 

device/ 



device, the hot Lases:, toget1er '71tli superheated sto?1-.», 77-2irg 

aditted irto tho 'i1n at the discharge end. The, ],-71n 77,2 -1 oast 

iron cylinder 60 ft. long lined with firebrick; it v7as irclired at 

I : 12, art rotated at 20 revs. per hour. 

- AnobLer suLLastive ezperiment wac made by te British. It as 

founl that sharco=)1 of hiEh apparent density and eonciderolo :srdoss 

resulted fror the earbonisatior o : s0ft woods by s7121- "24 ' 

A hindre rercent iirrovercrt was 'ercuht about ir t' f , o- tl-e 

apparent density of in eLs,rcoql, vth r cquivo,lert in re,se of 

hardness. Birchwood su'bject-,, to this process yields Chtarsoal 

but littld inferior in density anl hardness to fruit store charcoal. 

The resrlt ie due to the shrinkage of the wood tissue --solo' u7or 

energetic dehydration. The process was not carrieJ beyorj ths 

experiertal stage. 

Impregnated ChLr009.16:_ 

The ,ariemy achieved remarkable success in preparinE irpregnated 

charcoal es-pecially towaras the end of the War. The rethod arrears 

to :v3 ori rated ir Austria, :Ind prior to 1916 the Gerriano imported. 

their (.:ac-r-171.517. charcoal from Aussig in that country. 

thoy set up their on fsctory at Leverliusen. 

'..)uboeorently 

Th s table given ahoye 

inijiltes to a degree of perfection the rrocess La. q?velorod bv 

1916. 
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pine - to oven -sized pieces of about tin, diameter, and then 

i 
'saturating it in HOI (20 - 24° He strength) to which a small but in- 

definite amount of zinc eh pride had been added, The soakin7 process, 

which took half -an -hour, was carried out on small quantities at a 

time in lead lined tanks, The acidified wood was then paci::o i into a 

closed muffle, lined with porcelain tiles and connected by a stoneware 

pipe to an HC1 recovery plant* Carbonisation took place slowly and 

very thoroughly, it being, important to leave only a few inches of air 

space over the wood. The charge was kept at a cherry -red heat for 

6 110 8 hours. The charcoal was then washed with hydrochloric acid in 

'_.large lead lined tanks until the soluble ash had been reduced to .a. 

minirsum. The acid was then washed out; the charcoal drained on a 

'grid, transferred to a vacuum cupboard and dried at 70 - 80 °0. 

p`inally it was sifted to remove dust, It is stated that the washing 

operations occupied two or three days. 

0.01 zinc, 

Experiments had been made with sulphuric acid and with other 

chlorides in place of hydrochloric acid and zinc chloride but with 

satisfactory results. 

The finished charcoal contained! 

The Allies, when experimenting on impregnated charcoals, obtained 

the following results.- 

"(a) When wood impregnated with zinc chloride solution is 

carbonised/ 



carbonised in a hluffle to which the isaccess of air, ffll- 4 1;,7F2, 

at 200°0 it is found that the charcoal obtained is far silrerf. r to th-t 

produced under similar conditions from untreated wood; the former : 

a considerably hiLher apparent density and a nuch firmer structure, 

)ile the yield is about twice that from the untreated materil; 

the absorption capacity of the ferner is also Very much :rater. 

"(b) If, however, the imnregrated wool be caronised in a 

furnace from. which all air is excluded t46 absorptive carty of the 

product before activation is the sane as that of charcoal from nrtreatad 

material, being rractically negligible. The product resroras to steam 

activation as readily as untreated material, but the absorptive 

capacities of the two charcoals after.activatior are arrro7:17Ptely the 

same e 

After April 121e a nero active charcoal :ias rut Into service by 

the Germans, and analyses showed it tc contain both zinc and iron, the 

proportion of the former being mubh greater than indicated above. 

One sa r3:71 Lave 2,0 zinc and 1% iron, half the latter being in the 

ferric state° 

The nresent 3:Triter reported to the Oxygen Com7ittee ir .1-3,7i70 1?12, 

or certain Gerran experiments conducted upon 
immrognted charcoal for 

Dewar flas77s, and called attention to tha srccial real.inees 
TTIth -which 

ferruLinous/ 
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ferruginous charcoal ir7nits when drencll-ed with 1i1 T 

was not ?..t tt time clear how these charcoals car's to ]-71:7. 70 i7.7(277, 

zinc and iron, but th reason is row apparent. Tt 17o 

that 78hler referred to charcoals -havinE over 3055 of Iron. 
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THE ADSORPTION of G Abby CHARCOAL SILICA and other SUL T. ?TC =. 

by Professor Henry Briggs, D.Sc. 

T. INTRODUCTION. 

The 3xpsrimental work here described was carried out on .ehalf of 

the Oxygen Research CoTMTittee and the 71ne Rescue Apparatus Rosear c1: 

Co.f:ittee of the 4cien:tif_ic ,3rd Industrial Research Derart.T ent. 

The ?nain Object of the e.: /: ri?nents /al to investi gat° tie 

possibility of obtaining a non -inflammable substitute for the activa- 

ted charcoal used ir_ _retal vacuum flasks intended for holding liquid 

air. As the work went on it was seen that its scope To,.il n od to 

be extended; it was realised that, by gaining a clearer irlication as 

to the beat direction to proceed, the inquiry ïoul'á nroba,hl y be 

assisted if an examination_ were made into sortie of the -ore tbeoreti ̂ al 

aspects of the nhenomenon of gas- adsorption. 

The special problems presented by the metal vacuum vessel made 

it necessary to pay particular attention to adsorption at liquid air 

temperature, and as the principal cause of break -down of such a vessel 

is the slow inflow of air into the vacuous space it has 
been 

advisable to carry out most of the experimental work with nitrogen 

rather than with uses of higher boiling point.. 
Nitrogen has the 

further advantage of 
being chemically indifferent to the substances 

tasted./ 
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tested. 

This work is continuing and is now being devote to try question 

of retantivitl at low temperature. 

II., PP 
,,.:TOT 

O fl.-IiFLArAE DS TS: their CAPACITY 

at TtWID -AIR ,,,TWPERATÜRE. 

A large -:timber of non -inflammable substances were nrepsre1 and 

were tested tb ascertain their capacity foi'riitrogen at the tempera- 

turo of boilhg liquid air and at normal pressure. The method of 

preparation o many of these Substances, tUitber with their 

capacity under tale stated aonJition.s4. are .,even below. The liquid 

air used had an average composition of 50 per cent oxygen and 50 per 

cent nitrogen; this mixture bèiis at -19000. The material., which 

Were in the L,ranular state, were tested it a uniform marn.er. 

Immediately before being used, each sample was heated ir a gas oven 

for :several lc' rs at a temperature (unless otherwise stated) of 

30000. The sample sas inserted, while hat, into a hot brass retort, 

of/ 
,a 



.,.;017:';isted of t...,.Tc.) parts, ra.-r-, 

bol tl 4 1: 7 s a prfcrìte1 1.2 rL35 c a-77 , b, V 

- TV screws into t1 tilo, .: 

t_ijt joint, .:7,51er Tb rOtrt 

H 1 c that it micht t. us1, without rts17 of rlertti7_». 

th 9..4t: 

t. ar.J. 

I 

' --: ,..17 '7"? '1 try 

Lob , o, 3onnt..::..:1 to 

1 
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boing pla.cad ir a bate: of cold water which furnisi-e' a ref .nits 

initial temperature, the burette was read. The retort :oes then 

immersed in liquid air and allowed to stay there urt.1 no , -ore 

was drawn in. wring this operation the burette ,bas lo:v.1rcd 

gradually into the sulphuric acid in order to keep tv.._ level cf tie 

acid inside the burette the are as that outside. After L'_e cf 

saturation had been reached, the retort was withdrawn fro'n the 

air and allowed to regain its on anal temperature; the volume of 

gas expelled was meas.zre' as a check or tre volume absorled ?t?ring 

cooling. A blank experiment made with an empty thimble rave the 

correct=on to be applied for contraction of the gas ir the thimble and 

connecting pipa and for condensation upon the metal surfaces. 

By far the most converient receptacle fir liquid air .v'Ìioh T have 

use.l for ..:p rirerts cf the kind is the tauch sfá.ss n1. 

Lade by the Berlin State Porcelain Factory. This _s a U.-eared 

v^.et~ul'- of vitreous porcelain - for the most part un- 

2-lazed - wa3 on ,inally intended for service in connection with 

th., u,e of liquid oxygen for A_>plosives. Tn one oonver i er.t size, 

i-lollir:L 6.5 lbs. of ti:: liquid, tle irtertml :'-iar;,ter 10 o,,,s. a.N.a 

, ; t' porcelain fla.,?r. is ;.,ot:,.:tec. by ?r the int:;r,: l..i.,i,tÌ?, 35 1: 3 . 
., 

outer .aJ,; of t'1var_i"7ed iron,. there beir.g a n9.;;7riY?i nf Ct""/JEated 

paper/ 
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paper between the two; a galvanised iron cover arl a, 711 _t.,: -; <: ile 

for carrying are also provided. The weight when emrty is 13.25 i.b.,. 

ard the evaporation rate about 1,.9 lbs. of liquid air per 24 '_ours. 

In Table I, as volumes are corrected to N.P.T., 3.x;3 they relate 

to the amount adsorbed between roo» temperature (average, 1E °C) and 

-190°0-. A sample was first tried with nitror-en, in ma,r,-,sÿ 

explained, and the result was *tated as the number of cos. of that 

gas adsorbed per co. of 4,ross volnre* of the sample. 

La certain cases a similar determinatíor was rade usine_, dry 

hydrogen, and with the more important substances the .results were alsc 

expressed in terms of the number of cos, of each gas taken in per gran 

of the adsorbent. For the sake of comparison, corres. ording values 

are given x' some of the activated charcoals. The silicas cet 

forth ir chronological order, so that the remar' s upon them may 

serve to in?icate the stages by which high -capacity silica came to 

be evolved. 

Dialysis was tried as the means of purifyirg the sole from 

crystalloids like sodium chloride, but unless great care be observed 

and the operation allowed to proceed very slowly, the soi is not 

cleansed sufficiently well. P'roni a practical point Of view the 

i.:eth.od of cleansing by successivel.Y 
washing and drying (see Fo 33 

roved to be preferable, 

Gross volume includes the interstitial spaces, 
or voids, between 

the granules. 



No. 
R2marks. .......,.,._....y 

1. Activated by the steaming process. 

2. Prepared by heatinL cocoanut shell it an electric 
pot furnace at 1,000 °0 for two hours. 

4. 
5. Pi..n, charcoal impregnated with zinc and iron; 

fron German anti-Fas drums, 191R 

6. - 

7. Prepared at Leigh, LaY,cso, fror ; rigt:_etteG- coal 
and charcoal dusts. 

8. One of the Tateriale evolved in America towards 
the end of the war. 

10. 

11. Well- weathered, spent oil -shale, from 
Stratton, Yid Lothian_. 

12. A proprietary substance being, sold as a colloidal 
clay for absorpt1iee purposes. 

13. The material which comes from California, is a 

natural (-lay contairinL about 60% of silica and 25 
alumina, toLether with shall quantities of iron, 
rragnesiur an _l calcium o%. 'las. It possesses the 

extraorlinary property cf beconinL, :.î_en rater is 
added to it, a eticky paste which is being used in 
t' e U.S., in place of size an3 for other purposes. 
Part cf the silica and alumina are in a soluble 

con.ii.tion. 



TABLE -------- 

AaJORPTION of NITROGEN and. HYDROGEN at LI2U-ID AIR TYf 

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. 

Substance. 

Ilocoanut charcoal 
activated 

we 

Cocoanut charcoal, raw 

9luinstone Charcoal, 
activated 

4 Birch charcoal, activated 

/_ 
6 erman Impregnated 

charcoal 

Blood-charcoal 

ïesrs 8utcliffe ';]peakr.arts 

cnal-oharcoal Ipreparat17:n 

¡Cleveland activateJ anthra- 
cite 

araphite, finely Eround 

E t 

Dr z 7itroEeni 
Ces. ad- Cc, ad- 
sorbed per sorbed 
cc. (grosE )er 
vol..) of of 
substance. substarce. 

.- 

sorbed re-psord 
c3. (grossper gram 
vol.)cf of 
sulet.7?,r.3e subctaroe. 

66,3 127 

66.3 110 

91,2 50 ., 4.4 

44,5 202 27 ,r1 177 

121 303 25.5 63.E. 

91,1 36.7 

91,8 206 6-3.1 96.7 

84.9 89.7 5'6.1 56.: 

5.6 9 '"" 

2,05 

o 

12.4 



Remarks. 

4. Precipitated in a gelatinous form by adding eTeorie 
to a solution of potash alum, lin car was 
in this instance to clean the product of sulphate. 
The substance was dried as quickly as po:' _i ele at 
a red heat. 

150 Sample No 14, repeatedly washed until all trace of 
sulphate had cons. 

16. Obtair.ed by perMitti.ne oxidation to take place or an 
amalLamated aluminiUm sheet. 

17. Prepared from sodiule stannate and HCi; dried 
Doubtless a . egher capacity would have resulted had 
the nrcduct been dialysed or otherwise thorou.g,hly. 

cleaned, 

18. All the silicas, Nos 18 to 36 are pp.ared from water 
g;laes and hydroaloric acid. In this instance 
(No 18) the silica was precipitated in a gelatinous 
condition and rapidly dried, no attempt being made 

to remove the sodium chloride formed in the rea.cti cn . 

10. Ire Nos 19 to 22 inclusive the sol was made by dissol- 
virg 60 grans of agar -agar in the mixture specified 
in No 25. Previous to the preparation of Nos 19 

to 22 a considerable number of other adulterated 

silicas had beer tried. In the case of No 1^, 8he 

eel, after being dried in the vacuum oven at 100 0, 

was dried further by being heated in a nickel crucible 

to 400 00 in an indifferent ateo3phere. It was then 

`iven a succession of washes on a filter paper. Nos 

20 and 21 were similar y treated excert that they 7er 

dried at 600 °C and 800 0 respectively, 
These three results showed that it wae preferable 

to dry the material at a low rather than a high tem- 

perature. Subseguentlg it Was found (see TTO,s. 22 an 

23) that drying at 300 C yielded still better reselte, 

and this temperature was afterwards employed. 

22/ 
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No. Remarks. 

22 o Prepared in the aforesaid manner. but dried at 3 ̂ 0 C . 

23. An identical preparation to the last excentin ° that L: e 
material was more thoroughly T i shed. 

24. Washed and dried in the sarre manner as No 22 e centir_j'. 
that Irish Moss was used instead of agar. A e n- 
siderable number of silicas were made which were 
adulterated with Irish Moss at the sol stage, 

25. In this .rd the follo,ving silicas (Nos 25 to 35), the 
manner of making the gel was a uniform one, water 
glass was in the first place diluted so that 10 ccs. 
contained 3 grad of the salt; 2.300 cos. of this 
solution and 200 ccs. of distilled water were added 
to 550 cos. of hydrochloric acid. The mixture was 
immediately heated and stirred continuously by 
mechanical means until its concentration gave rise 
to gel formation. The gel was then allowed to cool. 
In this particular case the gel was broken up, washed 
until the washings gave no reaction with silver 
nitrate; it was then placed in a vacuum over at l00 °C 
for at least 12 hours, and was finally heated in a re- 
ducing atmosphere in a gas furnace at 300 °C. 

26. rade by exposing No 25, while hot, to thick smoke. The 
smoke was found to penetrate uniformly through the 
granules, which became jetty black in appearance. The 
product was afterwards heated in the gas furn.ape to 

dispel moisture and the volatile hydrocarbons. 

Tho gel was treated. as No 25, with the addition that it 

was again thoroughly washed on removal from the furnace 
and finally re-dried in the vacuum oven and then in the 

furnace. At this stage of the work it was realised 

that the presence of even a trace of sodium chloride 
was detrimental, and 'more and -.ore attentior, was giver . 

to washinL the product. 

26. No 2Y treated by smoking in the manner of No 26. 

29. The gel was partially dried in the vacuum oven without 
washing; it was then more coenietely dried it the gas 

furnace. l'he substance was then washed by decantation 

till apparently free from chloride and dried in the 

gas furnace at 30000. 

30. The unwashed gel arcs partially dried by electric enclosmose, 

it being placed in a hollow, wooden cylinder having_ its 

lower end closed by fine gauze over which filter n.árer 

was 



TABLE I 

psORPT ION of TTTTP.r)G'p,N an Eyn-ir»."377 a b T1TETD Ta T 

AT70sPFL:MIC PRESUR7,, 

Substance. 

Dry la tro 
ass, ad- Cos. ad- 
sorbed per sorbed 
cc. (gross 1-c2r gram 
vol.) of of 
substance. substance. 

1/ 0-r-si1ica (d) 

_ 

.10 

120 

i 

116 

T. 

Dr7 
ad- 

sorbed r.er orbed 
cc. (¡zross per gram 
vol.) of of 
substance . substance, 

7 

a 

ei 

* 

o 

o. 



No. Remarks, 

30 . was spread. The gauze was connected to the reg,ati ve 
terminal. Above the gel, and fitting the cylinder .losel y, 
was placed a weighted zinc ,disc positively connected. The 
appliance was allowed partly to de -water the gel by pres- 
sure only before the current was switched or_, Then the 
current passed through the gel a .considerable additional 
,uantity of water, with salt in solution, was discharged 
through the gauze. The results obtained for substances 
dried in this manner, however, compared unfavourably with 
those in which the material had been dried in the gas over; 
indeed, for all reasons the latter method of drying was 
found more suitable and was eventually the only ore used. 
In this instance (No 30) the silica after the treatment 
specified was washed by decantation and finally dried in 
the furnace, 

31. 005 gram of ferric chloride was added to the mixture speci- 
No 25 and the product treated exactly as in that camas 

32. The sol was prepared as in No 31 arid the Ilea ; a - "'7 1rß 
ing treatment were carried out as in Np 30. 

33. Prepared by drying the unwashed gel in th3 `e--: over; plung- 
ing the product while hot into hot water; continuing to 
wash by decantation until the washings showed no tract of 

chloride; drying for the second time it the oven; again 
plunging into water while hot, and co::tir_uin -: Cris treat- 

ment until the materi1, when dropped in hot water, 
elded no trace of chloride. As a final test some of 

the silica was boiled with weak silver nitrate solution 

to make sure that no opalescence was produced. 

34. No 33 rammed ddwri under pressure in the thimble, (a, 

Fie_. 2) before boating, the object bei i . 

to e1U r rate 

the greater part of useless interstitial .swace. 

35. No 33 was heated by t? e blow -pipe for a short time circa 

900 °0, in order to dispel the last portion of the core- 

tined moisture. 

36. Granules of translucent silica gel made for absorative 

purposes by The Davison Chemical Supply 
Co., D ltiscre, 

1_ 

U. S. A. It was dried, as the makers recd -e : , st. 

about 300 °F before being tested. 



A silica (No 33) can.. now be made - and thé nreT ,rs.±i) 

indefinitely repeated with but small variations ir: the eraraoter n' 

the, product - whose capacity for nitroLen, at - 10000 an..1 at ;,oarheric 

pressure, is, * the volumetric basis, greater than that of the best 

charcoal by 66 per cent. 

III, _ PREF^RINTI AD .QRPTIP15. 

Sir James Dewar was apparently the first (1905) to cell ,t.te:-,tion 

to the Pact that, if a table be drawn up showing the rrciuMes of 

various gases adsorbed by charcoal under identical cor.1;_ti or.., the 

order of the results is not that of the critical temperatures nor that 

of the liquefaction temperatures of the uses, but that the charcoal 

reveals a decided preference or affinity for certain gases. This 

phenorienon of preferential gas -adsorption has sir_ce been discussed d ',y 

other :writers. 

It is revealed ^ost clearly when the proDertles of two or Tore 

adsorbents are co- cared. Thus the striking partiality of charcoal and 

carbonaceous adsorbents. for hydrogen stands out in high relief, When 

those substances :_tre contrastel with the eilicls or with ,alumina. 

To effect such a co ar1son, the -ore important of the substances re- 

ferred to ir_ Table I have been ro- tabulated below against nuhbers (first 

column) corresponding to those of the first table; information from 

other sources has been added, and, in the last coiu -n is stater the 

ratio/ 
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Tt might have been expected that at temneratizre 

190 °C. which Ire only .a few degrees above the ?poi li ^ini of 

nitrogen but well above the critical temperature of hyJrcr i , t7.7, 

H/N ratio for charcoal would be less than at normal terneratnre; Tot 

the reverse is true. Ju:?.ginE Prom the values of that ratio for 

cocoanut charcoal, at -18500. and -190 °0, its maximum cccurs at a 

higher temperature than the former, In discussing a recent paper by 

( 2) 
N.H. Chaney , H. R. Sheldon stated that he had succeeded in _ :- 1-1'ín," a 

charcoal which, at liquid air temperature, was more active upon 

hydrogen than upon nitroEen; the three examples he quotol give H/N 

ratios of 1.3, 1.2 and 2.1 respectively, 

In the Present state of knowledge it seems necessary to 17suM9 

that the preference for hydrogen which charcoal reveal- s c hie to 

the existence of a high specific attraction between the -o1ecul.es of 

the two elements, carbon and by lrogen, That it does not result from 

the state of porosity of the adsorbent 9.s indicated by the fact that 

the non-- porous graphite (No. 9) was found to have, at - 190 °C., an 

H/N ratio much the same as that of the very porous blood charcoal .(No 6 

The stated reaults, however, seem to indicate that activation can 

intensify the preference, and that the presence of zir.c ari iron 

(as in No 5) can reduce it, Silica has a low H/N ratio; but that 

frap:srtien ?ay be raised a little by partly f Ilinr} try ^aríll cries 

of/ 
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h, 

of the silica with carbon deposited ,from smoke fNes. 26 and 2e), or 

by adulterating the sil.ica, 
.... 

I stage of preparation with sea 

weed sol Wbie_a carborr°1.sea in the The a.d.ition of 

a.ema1l amount of ixdn 

Other inctancas of pr:eferettß.a1 adsorption are adduOiblet for 

example carbon monoxide has a1óWer critica,l.temperaturé tha,n. 

Qxygera, yet at ordinary temperatures, Oha r-coal alsorbg 

former than of the latteV 

ore of the 

inferior though silica may be as an adsorbent of one of the 

p p ,' akeirss, perm gases at ordinary tein erturé t - i able to t 

considerable amount of water*. 64P 
-individia:ai 

results show wide 

discreps.nçies.* on an average: a we%i,401ean:sed silica ie able 

more moisture from the air of a room tan co danut charcoal 
The presenCe of a sodium 

jurious to its capad. 

assists it It adsorbing m 

ohforide in the ,sf.lioa,s thaugh highly ïn-. 

or say, ti`°rPZeM at 1i4uid air temperature, 

isture from ̀ he air; tndeëdwith a cert3ì 

proportion 'of salt the ilica be:ßoim$s atout as deliquescent as 

caloium chloride;. 

1t is olear-that t-he 

powers/ 

mfpociti of an 'ad so b ët affecstsAU! 



:r-uoh of te influefloa is phys:i lIti 
oonc,erilea the s,pecific attraction tot w:.1.: 2.171 

r-aseous flolecules, -,vith the deEree of porosity, a7.1_, T tO 

show in a ::lubsequent Section), witi7. the e7;.*:377.t of -,o7w7-ri77,7p 

t .solid; at ordirary ter,eratrres,. however, 7:he-77110a7 7n4 

assist, on. such appears to bq th.e._ca7 wTen rol.sor - 

- 

%..c.e absorbed by oLarcoal impregnated with zinc an-71 iro, rosi1j1y 

when s1i n saturited itself nii nìistiire fro; t:ce the 

findirE place in the ahove tahles, with ti 7s oxo :tin of 

No 35, :Lola a proportion of oomhined water, anJ it 17 rot -oly 

that when they abs,orb moistrre nno of it 7.1a enters into loose 

The Lei lvicur of ar aisortert at o;1 nary tTrpor,lt7.7 Tittle 

or no cuide to bahaviour at low teTrerature, For e..1.77_e, tiO 

capcit of oharcoal for dry nitrOEen is superior to that of siTioa 

at 15 O., but to reverse is true at -190 O. 

I/. DETTNA2TON of DT1T:,-;ITY and of the SOLID Trnd G=r)US VOLUY,S 

In a sample of Lranulated 7,harcoal or 7ilica the gross volume is 

--»A,de up of: 

(a) T.112 7o1u7la of the solid¡ 

(b) The i]ltrstiti.?,1 volume, i ee that of the open s'noes, or 

7oils/ 
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voids, between the granules; 

(o) The volume of the capillaries and polymeral in rstices 

existing within the granules; Spis being spoken of below as the 

internal gavial vo B 

It is important to-ascertain the relation between t1,eUe 7olumes, 

and especially between (al and (e), 

Other workers have published estivations of the relation be- 

tween the internal gaseous volume ard that of the adsorbent. The 

(3) 
first, apparently, was that of Mitseherlich , who avoided ti-; problem 

of interstitial space by working with single pieces of charcoal. 

Employing the immersion method, he found the charcoals used by him to L 

consist, in the piece, of about 39 per cent of solid matter and 

(4) 
61 per cent of internal gaseous volume. ?V. D. HarTins and D.T.Ewing 

ascertained the *pare* volume to range between 53.4 per cent when 

water, and 59.3 per cent when pentane was the liquid used.. 

(5p 
. 

R. B. Miller and his associates estimated that in died silica ge 

(No 36, Table t), the internal gaseous volume was 41 per cent of that 

of a granule. 

In my measurements, which were carried out on granular material, 

interstitial space had of necessity to be ascertained. The problem 

;presented certain difficulties,, for example, the interstitial space 

of a high -capacity adsorbent cannot be found by deducting the 
volume 

of/ 
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nf water JlETTaced by sa-713 froT t11 Cr 1-:10 

.;71nce, when such a substarce io nut in wate-:., (-)'9 t 
- 

adsorbel Eas is expelled arl the rapid Jevelonert of 1:11:VI;Le on 

the Lrarules causes an upliftina of the water-surface; aftr a 

while, when the bubbles have left the bath, the surfae 

and Jhan quiescence is reached the water 7)03:17DieS tie i: 

space 7;lusi an unknown hart of the capillary passa7es. 

The evaluation of the percentaLa of solid nrerts, a st1I1 

more fo=idable difficulty, which no';; falls to be consil_r: To 

obtain the solid volume, a sample, 7hather of charcoal or o-F' 

laced fr a J2y -rauaLeT9. tube, -well shaker. ln.Th 1ts Fross 

obs3rvel, Its weiv;ht illza2upwas next found, Thc, 

was ten put into a bull: of combustion-Cass, stroly heated am-,d 

t:LorouLhly aljouted ty- beinL connected, throuh a three-way tap, 

Lo a lsrcr bulb holdirL' iP cocoanut charce'il i7Tersed 

in Ti air. Aft3r coolin the sa-rnle, the tap as turrel and 

air-freo -:;ater was allowo.::1 to enter the eKbau7te t'13 a aeflrite 

:Jark. The routine then followed that of the ordinary specific- 

(4). 

As has been shown by HarlTir7 "A,1 vrirg and 
gravity-bottle -ethod. 

(6) 
the neoific gravity and tl'erE-)f:)rD, the pro- 

portioy7.al volume of the solid determined in this w7),:y is affecteCi 17,1T 
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error dur to the high density of the layer of ? i yui,j actually it 

contact with the solid. it is clear that, under the a 
!' t% of 0, C, 

error in question, a specific gravity so computed will be too high; 

that the more active the-adsorbent the more serious will be te error 

involved, and also that the error will increase with the co-rressi -- 

bility of the liquid employed, Williams 
o) 

the l Y 9. y s has discussed ,x,e o';,, 1 e 

incidence of another factor militating against the accuracy of the 

results obtained by the immersion method, namely that of inadequate 

penetration, especially by large molecules such as those of chloroform, 

into the more minute intermolecular openings of the solid. An error 

of this character, however, would operate in the opposite sense to 

that due to compressibility and would tend to reduce the latter; 

further, when water is the liquid used it is difficult to imagine 

that there can be, in any part of a charcoal, an opening so small 

that the water molecule cannot enter, looking to the fact that these 

channels have been the vents through which larger hydrocarbon 

molecules made their escape during the carbonising process. 

silica, again, :where water was the only compound driven off in the 

gaseous condition during treatment, the passages through the solid 

must have served in the first place for the egress of steam, 
and 

therefore they are Presumably accessibly to the water molecule, 

though not necessaril,.'!o larger molecules. 

Harkins/ 



(4) 
Har'-ins and.Ewing found t'-at the density of a 

cocoanut charcoal, as ascertained by immersion, varie' i t7aer 1.747 

when water was used to 2.129 when pentane was employed. 00,.;r 

densities of cocoanut charcoal (ascertained by water -im-r r ,ior ) 

(7) 
quoted by these workers are: 1.863, 1.835, 1.808; ?itoff gave 

(8) (g) 
1.86, Baerwa,ld 1.92 and Miss Homfray 1.66, - the last ficare re-- 

lating to a charcoal of comparatively inferior activation. Hulett 

(2) 
(quoted by Chaney ) got the value 1.84. I found t he derei Ly of 

activatel cocoanut charcoal (No 1, Table I) to be 1.77, a,r'd that of 

the "raw", but by ro means inactive, material No 2 to be 1.74. For 

the reasons given, the former value is certainly h- nigher than the true 

density, 12 ;e true density could be ascertained, it rray be sui- 'e, to , 

by determining both the apparent density by water -im- version acid the 

retentivity at normal temperature; then repeating the observations 

after activating the charcoal to a greater and greater extent. A 

graph of the data would enable the density at zero retentivity to be 

obtained by extrapolation. This method disregards the possibility 

of activation leading to the development of different allotropes 

a kind cf change for which, notwithstanding Chaney's interesting 

(2) 
theories , there is no clear evidence 

(6) 
Williams found the specific volume of blood charcoal, by 

imi :sers ion in chloroform at 250C, to be 0.46; by an able treeretical_ 

.inalysisf 
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ara,lysis based uron the experimental facts he tb, _,,. + .. _ g' , . ;., ..: . 
. , "r' 

to Mbmpression of the chloroförm, this value was to ' 
n.., h J 0.1. 

That is to say, the true specific volume of the blood ci.a:rco j:1 

used was 0.67 co. per gram, and the equivalent lerasity 1.10. 

He had previously determinel the density by ,aatar -i- 'r snn to be 

1.96, -- .a figure which therefore turned put to be 32 n.sr cei t : '.:: ar 

than the true value. 

The intensity of the forces of attraction a.t the s- (faces of 

such a silica as No 33, Table I, though greatly less titan in the 

case of charcoal, is appreciable, and, in consequence, the sneci !'ic 

gravity the method, is 

to ba too high. As will subsequently appear, it i^ r with 

silica to deactivate it completely; ti_us the anp.rent density in the 

inactive and cti ve states may easily be compared. The water 

i`r.!.:ersion nethod Nave 2.30 as the specific gravity of No 33 and 2.00 

that ratio ,after deactivation. The difference would doubtless 

have been greater but for the fact that, during deactivation, the 

silica lost cor!hined water. 

The influence of the positive error affectirr the ascertained 

values of density or (what is the same thing) the negative error f 

aff } =c;ti r: the volume of solid natter per cc. of gross volume of 

tibe granules, is :discussed in Section V. 

In/ 
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In the case of cocoanut charcoal the nost sat ,. aoto 

measuring the proportion. of interstitial Islacte between the r nulee 

was to place sannle, well shaken down, in a ;-ride tube of 71-,own 

volume, the inlet and outlet to the tube being by capillary stem, 

into which the granules were too large to enter, and they to fill 

the interstices by admitting mercury. As the mercury :ìLI not wet 

the charcoal, the adsorbed gas remained quiescent. The volume of 

mercury entering between the granules was found by weighing. This 

method failed for the much smaller silica granules; the mercury 

would not enter all the interstices. 

With only one of these substances was it found possible to get 

a reliable direct measurement of internal gaseous volume, namely 

with the deactivate i variety of silica to which allusion has already 

been made, end this was done by means of the glass apparatus 

illustrated it Fig. 1. The apparatus consists of an open funnel, A; 

a bulb, B a wide -bore stop -cock which allows of the bulb being 

closed off, and a capillary stem, DI of known volume per centimeter. 

A long, vertical glass tube was attached below and connected by 

rubber pressure tubing to a levelling tube capable of vertical ad-- 

justmer..t . The levelling tube held mercry., which, at the beginning 

of an experiment, was made to rise nearly to the top of the stem, A. 

The bulb and the upper part of the capillary stem above the 
Mercury 

were/ 
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were filled with air-free water. R'weined sa7mP10 of 

silica was then dropped into the funnel, 1, ar.1 Trim irt,7 t 

bulb, where it settled round 2 the crooked ext3nsio7 of the st211, 

The cook was closed and any water in A was poured out. mb.s. 'cck 

was now °Paned; the surface of the water adjusted to tT,e 

the cock closed, and the level of the mercury in the carilL7t.ry 

noted. After ejeotin6 the air above M and the 300k agair (17_fl7.7JJ, 

the levellinE tube was lowered several feet to create a .r.,rti7CL 

vai in the bulb and to cause tbe air in the sa-Trle to be .TY-!itted 

After allowing some rinutes to elapse, the pressure WRG re7tr)rei and 

the air collected below the cook was expelled. The suction process 

was repeated, and these operations continued until no more r,--s could 

be drawn out. Finally, with the atop-cook open, the water surface 

was adjusted to the mark, It and the position of the ncroury in the 

stem observed. The difference, measured along the stem, between 

the first and last positions of the mercury in it, multiplied by the 

cross-section of the capillary tube, gave the internal gaseous 

of the sa-le. The measurement was reasonably reliable because 

deactivated silica has zero retentivity; therefore it parted_ with its 

gas readily under the influence of the relatively imperfect 

Tollioellian vacuum applied, and the water lid not pass under com- 

pression when it entered the internal spaces vacated by the air. 

Deactivated/ 
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Deactivated silica was fou4d in tLis, way to have an irt:-1 7asee 

volume amountinE to 6 per cent of the gross vol=e. 

The figures of the following table do not taYe irtc 

the compressibility Of water and must merely be regardeq as pro- 

viding a first estimate, which, in the cases of the active s-uhstarcee, 

will need revision at a later stage. The soli -i volures -Jere F'e7_Ird 

from the densities ascertained by the water-immersion met:hod; the 

interstitial space of the charcoal vas directly measured, and its 

internal gaseous volume obtained by difference. The internal 

gaseous volume of the deactivated silica having beer determired in 

the manner described, its interstitial space was got by difference; 

and, as the microscope s'nowed the shape of the granules to be 

unaltered by deactivation, the same value (43 p. c.) was taken for 

active silica. Obviously, with the two active srftsta=rce:::7, the 

whole of the error affectinEr. the evaluation of the solid volume 

affects that o-`' the internal ,isecus volume, and as the former is too 

low the latter is too 1i7h. 

TAELL: 3, 

of the PICPflRTIONAT VOLnil] of a,DLTD 7ATT2R, TY=AT, 

JPAJE:2, and of VIDJ. lincorrected for. EFFECT of COITRI]:,-JTEILTTY 

of WATER. 

..4-44444 - 

Substance/ 
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Table 3 

E tima Volume ofo i i J at t LI I re 
E3es an a °II' Vq.q.§./.__IELLILLLLL211'21:5f f3G t nf 0°7-'27it:=77 

Water. 

Substance. 

Activated Cocoanut 
Charcoal, (No 1- Table 1) 

Activatel Colloilal 
(No 33, Talla 1) 

Volume of rnt-._' .71 

.4(5)id 

f771745:1, 

G7,77-,c,u3 

per ut per - t 

28 

27 

D---;activated 3ili3a 51 

30 

6 

According to these val'J.33, tha irtor7a1 - V 1. ro-- 

stitl,teo 53 tar cant of the voluTa of a prarulo of -t2- 

equivalert -,roporti..ons for LranulaJ of active and 1.ca.ct-17, s 

ara 52 and 104 1-)-:2r cent resractively. 

V. ¿TATE OF ADS0RB:7J GAj: FURTEM CON:iTTERATTON of t1-1G TY777.,,TTY 

of M:ITTER. 
- 

The volllo of dry rItroen taken in at atircrher rreBsure 

15. L-3 :laterr::ine.71 for 

dr 1ioa (No 33). 

cocoanut charcoal (N° 1, Table 1) and 

Ti;.; sarTle was rlaced while hot in the bra,,s 

retort, Fig. 2; veil shah= down; tba cap screwed tlFhtly into 

place, ai; j the -joint to,ited for 1o7-.9,Le. 
Th. tube, 2, of the rAort 

was cornected to a burette cortairirL ritroL-on 
stardir7 over strort, 

The retnrt havitv boon placed 
in a 'hath at 

1.5.90., the burette v;7,....-3 read, 

electrie/ 

The retort via:; then rut r_1--. a r:.all 
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olect7lo -2ot furnace, tLe te-fiperature was 8107,1y O. 

anj t.Le volume expelled was 7easured, The rett 

to cool aLain and the volume drawn in aLain observa.i.. 

houtinL and 000linE several ties in t-ic manrur a 

value !:ias obtained. The -;riaat was corrected by 

volumetric aiffereoe due to simple expansion or oontractior 1et-)7 

the ts':Terature-e:xtrees, which was ascertained from a 

ars given thn te first lir1e of Table 4; sscorl lire 

is copied from Table 1. 

Table 4. 

Adsorption of Dr Nitroon it Atros-ric Pressur Psr co. of 

Gross VoL:::e. 

(1,00inut 

Adsorl-,P2, at 18°0. 3.5ece 1.6 OGS. 
(TY 

7 7' N M D 
, .,- ) 4. 

b!-_31.,77er. 180 and -10 °c. 

TOt:11 l,orhs.I at -19000. 
1,7,1 CZ 0 

(77) 
, f -77-c& 

4-.1.13e (y, ¿"P.) 3timae1 the aensity of ri.t77-:i - 

Lar3oe 7. t boilinL point of the fas- to l'o 1.00, a 17-,Tu 

-:-T.noT--1Atating 1.0 31-lity of solid 7171_troEen, 1.026. 

S4 71.:7,,r asfiution .fte aid of the fil:iro7, 

T: o, in tLe oece of cuba, 204.6 00S, 

('f hl =1) We-1:i. 1.256 LraL-,s, and if, as Tabl3 3 to infer, 

f nitrogen at Y..T.P. 
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this :ies ie condensed ir a volume of 0.30 ces., itc 

when adsorbed at -100°0., must be 0.83. A similar det:i:--iretien fcr 

the charcoal gives 0.53 as the density Of the adsorbed ritregen 7Yt 

the same temperature. The density of liquid nitrogen, a0002 tc 

(7-1) 
Baly and Dornan is 0.808 at -195°0. (its boilir ( 'it at Y.T3.) 

and 0.735 at -190 
o 
O. 

Judging from the stated result for silica, the density of t1,-c, 

adsorbed ras exceeds that of the liquid at the temperature in queetien/ 

but it would appear that the reverse is true for charcoal. 

however, that the specific attraction - i.e. the force subsisting 

between the solid and the gas moleoules - is much greater with char- 

coal than with silica, and on that account would expect trTe 17,trogen 

to be held in a denser eordition in the charcoal. 73 aleo 'enew from 

(12) 
Deaarte e-e:perients or the heat of adsorption and from the 

(a) 
observations and calculations of Williams and others that, in the 

.etated eircumstancesi the gas must exist in charcoal in a state wl-ich 

is denser than the liquid. Olearly, thenr the above eetimate (0.53) H 

of the specific gravity of the nitrogen adsorbed in charcoal le too 

low. The error in due to the fact that when Table 3 ,,ras drawn up, 

no account waa tal;:en of the compressibility of the water ',Teed in 

deterining the density of the charcoal. Tn.00rsequerce (see 

Se3tio_17), the estimate nf internal gaseous volume '7E1'; too :ii; 

IlonGs/ 
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hence the cOmputed specific gravity Of the adsored tOr) i()T. 

For the sane reason the value ;(0.831- for the dersit7 6f tLe 

adoorted by- silica will a/o 176 tOo- /ow* ti-Agh the error will, fr. 

this case, tOt.be fto large.. 

Tf 0.83 be assuted to be the correct value In the instarce of 

cocoanut charcoal (and the evidetiCe, aS .we have just een, points tn 

this being. a low estirate) the internal gaseous VoIurge arourts to 

only 20.4 per cent of the gross volume of the granules; the volume 

of the solid matter amounts to 396 per cent an the true density of 

the charcoal WOrks out at.1.33 -. It may, therefore, be safely in- 

ferred that the true density of the cocoanut charcoal I used was 
. 

under 1.33, instead of being 1.88 as appeared from the water-immersionHi 

deterrination. 

So far attention has 'been Priteipally focussed upon the case in 

wl-Ach an adsorbent has been allowed to saturate itself at normal 

pressure and at a temperature only a few degrees aboVe the boiling 

point of the gas adsorbed. Let us now consider the other extreme, 

-uly the ad,-;orption of a gas at low pressure or low partial 

pressure. In these circumstances the action differs markedly from 

(3), (13)e 

that at, high concentrations in that it follows 'Terry's 
Laws 

The same holds true, very- nearly, for the adsorption of gases like 

nitrogen, oxygen or hydrogen' At ordinary 
tosrature an moderb.te. 

pressured/ 
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(5) pressures, a,rd, ae N!illeri s recent 'jerk shows , for SO, :.:' c^rh,. _ 

silica at temperatures of 10001. or More. 

`Zr 

At these low ccn,;ntra-. 

tions the attraction of the gas molecules fior each ntre _;F 1- nr 

influence altogether negligible in oi1parisor with the attraction- 

(6) between the gas and the solid a force which Williams calculates 

to be such that it is able to lliuse an aggregation of ad.snrbed 

molecules upon the surface of activated charcoal ecrivaler.t to that 

resrltirg from a pressure of about 10,000 atmospheres., Adsorrtini 

at low concentrations must depend, then, upon (a) the ma eitude of 

this attraction' (the specific attraction of the solid), a. -?_ (b) the 

extent of solid surface exposed to the gas. Tt will not deer upon 

the internal gaseous volume since that volume is rc critcrior of the 

exposed surface. 

As the concentration is increased the packing of the gas 

molecules upon the surfaces will also increase in. density. Sooner 

or later a .stage will be reached at which the gas molecules -can only 

accumulate by adhering to others already anchored, and then the 

attraction of the molecules for each other ,.will hecome e: factor of 

importarce. Eventually, as the temperature and Pressure become such 

as to bring the outside as near to liquefaction, the adsorption of 

gas r-°oleoules upon surfaces consisting of anchored 
gas rho? eoizles ;dll 

proceed at In intensified -rate; the firer, and finally the coarser, 

capillaries/ 



caT)illar Oui frT.17 1.1.77, The voT7.77.-: cf 
-2, r 

T.:, 

fK. at c q,IL1--,rr,t1 77.7_ :_77 

attraotion of tha solid as 'Lei'---- f1777r, 

aricL.oraE,3 of the initial layer ard aeLree of ;-..J77.7r2n- flf 

layer; CO the thio17ness of the layer of co7.,or; 

ax:posed surface as deterinin;::, the , cf the layer ^f i»L, 

(d) p . 

L inty of the L,s, (e) L 

(o) the 

-7&seous volume of tIre adsorbent, row wit 7ic77jd; Ti (f) 1-1:7 

felaticil between tb::; dsrsitias of tha as a11,77. its 

As the attacmart of 02 rolecule to 

1.6:tter sto c:,:-%nnot of itself 7:roauCe a 171, densr t-ar tie 1 n3fT - 

t"1-;e at t3: -e average larsty 

La:s, ir r,brwIl to he rre=Ae,,- ti-,m tat 

cf tho liauii, it follmTT':,, that. tl-,e attractbox of t'' 7c7.77_1. -.7cp the 

grater tar the attractior of the as 'oleorTos for 

cthe:r. It sae-s UI ely that 73 have, ir -t771. e latter rclatlm 

ore of th.r) colitions essential to alc,orDtion. 

The differecas betweer the characteristics of adrptior at 

low ard bjch corr,ortratione 7nake it im7ossible to jucIF:e'-'f t1e former 

froc, cf L-as taen in -lurin cor-mlete satratirr; hence 

L77o fi_ufes of Table i bear no relation to the retrtl.vity 
of ti-'e 

,7,171.1).strces. 

preE:sure/ 
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pressure and -190°0., a substance -inot necessarif.ly saitable 

producir hila vacua, 

When the state cf complete saturation is at hard each 71.--anule 

will be surrounded by o,halo or elvelore of condensed gas, Tho 

condensation effected by graphite, which has zero irternml 7ascous 

volume, must be entirely due to Ouch ar envelope, and, as Talcle i s770':Ii] 

this is by no means negligible with .nitrogen 5° above the boilir7 

point of the gas. The argument used earlier in this Section, to 

the effect that at Comrlete saturation the irternal gaseous vollrre 

is altogether occupied by liquid, should, strictly sraahin 

modified to tine extent needed to take this envelope into accourt.. 

correction irrlied would slightly reduce the comruted average 

density of the adsorbed vas, though not sufficiently to affect the 

consTuisn lrawn, 

VT. TE7, OONSTITUTTON of an 002BENT 

Then turn from a consideration of the Fas adsorbsd to an 

aralyois of the cbaracteristics of the solid substance 77--íb acts 

both as condenser and as reservoir for that gas, we 7,cet with 

phenomena, such as that of -activation, whose effects can be studied 

by e].:periment but whose irtrirsicnature, to .a large derr, reaina 

hidden. We are drivcr to devise hyrotheses to explain these 

pLenoona for, in searching for new adsorbents or for 
irr.sroved 

riethOds/ 
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, .,-tLods of rrepa.ratio?^., even a crude '- ru eypo '- =si s,r:a y turn out to r- 

useful Ta-rac ' ical guides 

Tt is unsatisfactory to speak of as oolecules bei corer..sect 

Use surface of the solid, since, if the E,as is to be referre' to t1- =e 

rolar scale so must the solid; such a statement, indeed, compels t1se 

question, The surface of what? In the present state of our 1- ro::IeJ.: 

of the constitution of solids there appears to be no clear al -saver 

to that questionl. We are reasonably sure that, it soliJ s.sbstsrces 

such as carbon and silica, we are not dealing with the ultimate 

molecule" but with elaborate polymers. 

The manner of polymerisation has been made clear for certain 

(14) 
crystals by Bragg ard his co-workers ; as a result c- their labours 

it is no longer possible to hold the view that a soli_'. is built un 

from ultir? te r,olecules, each able to vibrate within: it, sp1:_sr : of 

freedom, and each prevented by contact with its n6hbours fro - rovi.-: 

out of position. Instead, it row seers more likely that, as +pith 

crystals/ 

* I ar.- Indebted to Sir James Talker, for su`gest irE. the expression - 

'ultimate molecule' to distinguish between 11ß,0 Fs,.,O,, for 

example, or between the ultimate molecule SiM2 aR0 'lié aolymerids 

n(Si02). The expression removes much of the arThig ity of 

meaning attaching to the word 'r- :olecu7_e', which is not r.on' always 

used in the on ifnal sense. 



oraTs, so with Llasses, 5;nd Inany or even n",ost soU 1 fors th.s 

'basis is the atom and a-ot the 'ultimate rolcule, szr9 . t strust-res 

e77.ist in which the atomic linkage has developed to tr-, 

without the regularity, which Brag has made Iam-7Tiar (31: 

the crystal. 

Apparently the orly solid structures which. are i,r1previ=s 

are th_s sr-ystll and the glass. As is well k7ewn, the for7er sa'T hold 

ind_efinitely gas "included* under pressure, while the latter, 

co=on 1ass, vitreous Poraelain or fused suba; ca holJ 

vq01.7121a - and there is ro better test of tightness - a;s Ton, a7 the 

character of tho Llass reains urchanged. That these tT's",. for- 

::)00;363 so 17.1tu3ual a characteristic in co=on 7":7 

they hRV3 analoLous structures; that, fact, place of b-ein,: a 

arc --, rata (which would be pervious to gas), a piece of Tlso, 

like a crystal, is a single atorilic lIn1aa, and as such is en,tirely 

fro fi.oLd interstices on the 17:olar scale. If this vie w. he alloca, it 

iS loar mud an adsorbent 771ust be non-vitreous - an asnoct of the 

TLeeLio whicT7 is furti-.er considered below. 

Tt has rlreed 113(311 seen, ir Section TIT, that the checal 

character of the raterial affects its properties as a frac-aqsor17,3n., 

Wjth, aa-4 :iv Tat3rial there are two other factors .7h ave a 

-2rofound irf112.ence on adsorptiva power, namely, (a) t..he des of 

enalL3ation/ 
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canalisation of the substance, i.e. it3 poro, i ty oi= te 'o -- - ...-... - _ 

or ultramicroscopic scale, arid (b) the degree of noro; t.7 o- 

scale, 

n 

The rri croscc;nic or ultramicrosco_ is canals, wl,os s '- a.;: 

intricate network of connected passages is so otri.-_ir , a feature e' 

'-_i i- canaci tar adsorbent, important though their function is, 

alone determine adsorptive power, A _ i`. -- capacity silica nay hs 

deactivatei 't,;, prolon`ed heati1.17, and though, in V-e dei sti. 

o2te-fiftri .Ji' tLd 
. ,. -.tl '- ` i -., ^ _.. ; T7-'11:13 w _ 

of tas it can take ___ _ 7" rtrall, ,il even at liquid air te.rp 'ature o 

Evidently the capillaries ara only of use when they traverse a °di-w-,1 

in a suitable physical condition. Again, powdered 4: Ito, which 

has no capillary passages, is able to adsorb 6.6 times its gtoss 

volume of ritroe. at -190°C. 

The largest canals of charcoal can be seen under the :uicrosoope, 

aid Saussure, who reasured the size of the cells of charred wood, 

_found them to be, of the average, 10,3 ems. in diameter, or about 

13,000 times tha diameter of a nitrogen or oxygen molecule. On the 

(15) 

other hand, Lamb, Nilson and Char-ey , from a study of the vapour 

pressura curves of adsorbed liquids, estimated the ^vorago diameter 

of tl_o 'pores ( lssurned to be cylindrical) of activated charcoal - 

¡¡ the finest nritb the coarsest openings - to b 'about 
1=L'Jl-1,Zilr. tlC% 

f'+ 

5 2. 10u i ßMs/ . 



5 17;j , which is lass th:a1.1 3ev3n ti.es the 

1:olacula. Tt may be inf3rred from th s fir t: 47. 

7rt of the interul gs,socue space of aT aJsonhent 

of ps&:3,Les which are rot greatly lar7er thn thc [as 

To draw an anblogy: the coarser eanals travor73in7 the adserh 

may be co-Tared with to bronehi of the lungs aud the 

with the alveoli. Either 4fla1 of passage'is useless' wthout the 

others and. their functions differ: the coarser canals convey a-7(1 

th.e gas with a minimum of impediment, but (37ce-fting ir 

conditioRs approaching total saturation) they do rot hold it; the 7as 

is chiefly held on the surfaces of the polymers in openings of' olr 

117ension. 

Tt will be evident that a higher degree of porosity or th- molar 

scale ard a 4:reater exposure of surface will ocour he the polriers 

s- -l1 large; and t-qt (other conditions remnining 

constant) if we can disrupt t:,e Kabotate poly:lars wliel 

solid structures, the -lore actflr th material will 1-e-;- ,e 

adsorbing gas. 

Reforance'has already been made to to fact that a :_i_LI---caPc'cft:' 

silica may be converted intc e no,a,lasorTtive substqx:c) My 7-r-ct4uf;, 

rot due to the destruction of t3,3 r'apillarie-, for 20 
The change is 

percent/ 
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per cent of the original porosity remains after heatinF Had ad- 

sorption beer merely a matter of pore-space, one-fifth of t7.:e 

original capacity - or, at -190°0 about 40 vols. 

volume of silica - would have survived. 

of -n1troj on por 

to alILot zeros zero, The luestion arises: What happened to +. "- 

to cause deactivation? The microscope showed tha particles to ho 

uncanged in outward form, but here and there in the mass t-aro as 

evidence of incipient fusion, which was revealed by the occasio-na] 

presence of a few of the finest particles. enclosed by a skin. At 

first it was thought that the formation of surface 

the loss of adsorptive power, but when a sample was finely ¿round in 

an agate mortar there was no improvement; the chan;7e had affected 

the whole mass, 

The evidence favours the explanation that the heating, without 

destroying the coarser passages, had vitrefied the silica, and blotted 

out the finest openings upon which adsorption so largely LL--21),:,-.1ds. 

other words, the heating had converted a granule which w2., 

Tm 

an aggregate of small polymers riddled with openings inc a co771st 

polymerised unit impermiable on the molar scale. 

VII. ACTIVATION, 

It has long been known that if charcoal, and preferably a dense 

charcoal, be subjected to long-continued 
heating in the presence of a 

small/ 
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small amount of oxygen its power of adsorption is Frea.tl 

This, the earliest process of activation, was developed by Dewar 1n . 

connection with the charcoal used by him for obtaininn high vacua vacua. 

Recc.-tl; it ;vs discovered in this country that activa,ti o 

secured in a shorter time by the use of superheated steam, and t_is 

process, ki`1o'iln as the steaming process, was considerably used towards 

the end of the war both ii .America and Great Britain. Lamb, W; i son 

(15) 
and Chaney state 350° to 450(6 to be the optimum temperature in the 

older, or air -activation process, though in this country it has. beer 

usual to carry it out at a considerably higher temperature. 

writers advance the theory that activation mainly results from 

T3aese 

drivi ng off the hydrocarbons which are residual in raw charcoal . To 

doubt the clearing of the charcoal of these substances is beneficial; 

but that it forms the chief object in activation is i riL.hly unlikely. 

The theory falls under three objections: First, the small amount of 

volatile hydrocarbon dl, ch is left to be driven off in this manner is 

disproportionate to the result produced. Secondly, though the 

presence of oxygen would help in breaking up the hydrocarbons it 

would not be essential to their ejection; actually oxygen is found to 

be a necessity in the activation of charcoal. And thirdly, the 

(2) 

residual kydrecarbon0, as Chaney has shown, require a temperature 

exceeding/ 
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ooeedirlg 100000. before tLoy ar-,, ali dispelle a fact -;'il7'7c7._ 

appears difficult to square with the theory if 350 

ths optimpa in air-activation, 

o 
to 4500. IT 

(2) 
Ohaney's later h7,7pothesis that 

active and inactive charcoal are different isotrflpe2 does rot SD.77 

to be sufficiently dupported by evidence* 

The most probable explanatior of the activation of ollarooal 

woljd appear to be that, in corlon with other P-Tvmeri.(7 

substances, its structure is apt to be simplified hr heat. Feat- 

o 
ing to 1000 0, without oxyEen has no permanent effect. In other 

words, any cleavage or simplification of the polymsrs wicii m!ay 

result from raising the temperature in a reducing atmosphere is 

followed by a re-aggregation on cooling, But if a little oxygen 

(eithsr from air or from steam) be available when the polymers 

aplit, sore of the carbon is removed as 000; their cleavage is 

are 

pernotmted; ti e porosity on the 7olar scale is increased, and 

7.ith it, the surfaae accessible to gas, 

017,vicusly, oxygen cannot serve in the case of silica the . 

same useful purpose that it Joes for charcoal during. activation, 

and to broah down ths silica polymer dependence has to be placed 

on water, The preparation of silica from the hydrogel by heatin 

(seo N' 73, Table 1) involves the driving off of larga proportions 

of/ 
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cf ¡later, Jifferent proportions being expel' ef, a , t, 

t Jmperatu.re is raised by given increments. As much, if -ant . 

most, of t is water is chemically combined with the silica, 
. 

exsiccati.on will tend to break up the polymers. T,n last 

cf moisture is held with great tenacity and is only -?riven a ray 

at a temperature exceeding 700oO. No 33 for example, was one 

Which had not been raised to this temperature and it therefore 

held the .residual moisture in combination. 

As a means of activation, the expulsion of water from silica 

is tuck less effectual than the heating and r.arti al oxidation of 

*charcoal; the latter method gains by the fact that it can re 

continued for several hours or days, The evidence supports the 

view that the internal gaseous volume of a dried silica gel such 

as PTo 33 conci sts' of a higher proportion of capillaries on the 

ultraïi:icroscopic scale and a low proportion of openings on the 

molar sc:-a,le than that of activated cocoanut charcoal. 

The influence of heat upon colloidal silica, apart from the 

effect of dehydration just referred to, has certain points of 

interest. A silica ;which has been imperfectly cleansed of sodium 

chloride will, on heating, fuse into a glass negligible 

adsorptive capacity. A silica chemically clean of chloride but 

which was adulterated in the sol stage with carbonaceous matter 

as/ 
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as, for example, aith sea -weed sol, will, if heate' aT cv 750 °0., 

yield considerable volumes 
. t carbon dioxide, carbon ''cno.:í d de 

and hydrogen through the interaction of the residual moisture ure a,.,,., 

the carbonaceous matter. A chemically clean silica of very J. 

c pacity at. low temperature, if heated by the blo :Tpipe for a. few 

most ' 
Linutes circa 9Da ° C. so as to drive off of the r >; ;a_, 

water, is not affected in its capacity for nitrcren at liquid air 

tueperature; but if the same silica be kept in the electric 

furnacit for five or six hours at 1000 °C ., its adsorptive power is 

destroyed, and if heated for a few hours at 750° to 900 °0. it 

loses a considerable part of that power.' We have here an 

example of an activated substance being deactivated by prolonged 

l eatiflg. The bearing of this result upon the problem of gas 

iaorpticn has already been discussed, 

désir o acknowledge the valuable help given by 

,Tr esrs J. :Th.11inony B.Sc., and W.Cooper, M..., B.Sc., in obtain-. 

ing the experimental data upon which this paper is based, 
and 

also the services of Mr J. J. Brodie in keeping the laboratory 

supplied with liquid air. 



SectiQx The method of determining the adsorptive capacity ,:,f 

ubstanCe,.;at liquid air temperature is describe:?, and results 

are given of the capacity,and manner of preparation or 

oècurreno O 36ísubstances, 

Section "Charcoal and silica are compared, especia,lly as 

relates to nitrogen and hydrogen, to illustrate nrefe "rentia? 

adsorption, and the influence of chemical co'nosition,on gas 

adsorption is discussed, 

Section IV. ,......P.,.._-..ti...w The effect of the compressibility of the initial >layer, 

when the density of ar adsorbent is determined by the 

mersion.method, is considered. An evaluation is made of 

(a) the volume Of solid matter, (b) that of the interstitl°a 

space between the granules and 

gaseous space for silica and cocoanut charcoal.. 

Section V. The density of the nitrogen adsorbed a 

silica and charcoal is calculated from experimental data,, 

From these results it becomes possible 

the error affecting the density of charcoal ascertained, 

water -- immersion, and it is concluded that that method "gays" 

a result for the writer's cocoanut charcoal which was 
at 

least 0.55 too high. The conditions affecting adsorption 

at/ 
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AIR r&ontair.ïed in VACUUM FLA.S;:S . 

T T T 
-- . .l 1, _. .: 

by Professor Henry Briggs, D.Sc. 

The experiments her described were made on behalf of t =10 Ose;;, en 

Researoìi Committee of the Scientific and Industrial Research 

Department, and the paper is given by permission of the Department. 

The fullest acknowledgement i }mrJi:. A.' Harker; F.R.'8 .; and 

to his co-- workers, Prof. G. W. Todd and Mr H. S. Groom, who have, in 

a series of able me._?oirs presented to the Oxygen Co- umittee, analysed 

the ?mature of the heat- transfer from the outer atmosn here to the 

interior of metal vacuu:a bottles. But for their memoirs it is 

doubtful if these experiments would have sug,gostea_ themselves. 

THE DL ú R VACUUM VESSEL . 

The Dewar vacuum flask1which enables low boilinv point liquids 

to be stored and transported, has been the principal means 

possible the great expansion now proceeding in the scient `i 

commercial uses of liquid air and liquid oxygen. 
These liquids ar 

being increasingly employed_ as laboratory 
reagents, and are being p 

to service in mine rescue apparatus, 
for blasting, in aviation and 

therapeutics, and in evacuation plant. 

Vacuum vessels are made in glass, 
silica ware, porcelain an 

metal; but for carrying and 
handling the liquids in bulk, only the 

last/ 



Fig, I. 



(2 ), 

:last 2:in d 
177,77' 

7:;7 

-Li te cours oP on liquefi1 
.7, :7c a7:1, 

for, ar.; too 7-ho-,Tri to need.desorticla. 

:lescrnel 
vaoUutil vessel 160? and Lot 

1Oî1 E after that date its rc,anufacture was taken up in GerEany, Ince, 

before the 'sar,all the flasks reouired at British mine rasoue 

stations wera obtained. DurinL the latter part of th 7ar these 

botticr. 7:-,ec.eur1 for the Services and as a result of the 

exe:ctioLs 1:1]:,l of th a guidance of Governm:ert R,,searoh. 

7ucoess ully produced in t7n.is countrY. 

11:11 size -of liquid air or liquid oxygen container.. 

er storaze trnsipert flask, is designed to carry 50 lbs of the 

fluid. A container of this capacity and of rroportions usual 

at. t,L_ 7railt tie is shown in sectional elevation ir. Fig. 1. 

It ,-.0LLi7ts n2 inner and outer spheres, A and al respectiv-ely 14 and 

15 in ai_-,eter, the inner one being suspended by a thin, narrow 

flf low-conductivity alloy which is soldered at its u_Typer end - 

into a metal ,olug, E. 

through/ 

The space between the globes is evacuated 

Sir Jar-es Dewar, 111111,:tr, Proc. &by. Inst. XTV. 
(1893), p. 1; The Coming of Age of the Vacuum Flask, ibid 
XXI, n. 240. ------- 

rhid, Studies on Oharcoal_and Li(lid Air, XVIII, pa 439. 



(3). 

throl j'h. a lead pipe, which, when the Operation is t: -, 

squeezed flat and sealed off by means of a flame; the r;_n_, 16 - 

finally protected (as is shown) by a metal cap contai.;ing r1 G_,men 

wax it which the end of the tube is embedded. The care needed in 

making these bottles will to some extent be realised' from the fact 

that a high vacuum requires to be maintained through the agency of 

seven soldered joints. A dish- shaped metal spinning,t is attached 

to the lower half of the inner globe and holds activated charcoal. 

This important addition is due to Dewar; without it, ever a well- 

made and well-evacuated metal flask would not long hold a high vacuum. 

In the container illustrated the charcoal is connected to the vacuum 

space by means of one or more openings in the dish, the openings being 

covered by fine gauze. At liquid-air temperature the charcoal's 

power of adsorption is very strong; it draws into an3 retains in its 

own capillaries and inter- molecular passages most of the residual -gas` 

in the vacuum space, '-nd therefore au.tomaticlly preserves the high 

degree of vacuum needed. 

The inner surface of the outer globe' and the outer surfaces-of 

the inner globe and charcoal dish are high polished 
to reduce as far 

as possible the heat transferred across the vacuum space b rac3iation. 

Most of the containers made in this country are constructed Of 

coppa - the metal which, with the sole exception of silver, has the 

lowest/ 



1c,-Tet omissivity, 

(4). 

The Gerrlan-b7.)ilt vessels row 4.r t'f.P 

o'n 'brass, ir. the ';'-anufactnri) of :AT.ich alloy, ir its ._T7-3t, ;71-1e, 

GrILans are unrivalled, Dar, before tie wT)r, 

vacuum flasks of nickel, 

A firstLciass 50 lb. oontainer loss, 1-`y tranTail evro-atio71, 

about 2.5 lbs of liquid air -ner day. ,The 7n7=1 of t* jTh 

vesels is rrobably about 3. lb.. 

of iJTAPCR&TIvE LeaVinE out of account certain 

neLliible causes of heatL.tranefer, there may be said to Lo 

three ways by which heat fro rn the outside at7m)spL;are 'Tay r0a312, 15_711:tid 

air store.: ir a vacuurr Stted in their oi,Jer of i-,-or':ance 

for .ase of a r-oor] flaoL, tLose are: 

(1) By radi_ition from the relatively yvarlv outor vossel to the cold 

irncr vpssol; 

(2) B:y conduction across the V331-1Url race, and 

(7) By conduction down the reck of the flas17.. 

',in the vacuum io failing, conduction across 
the ',10UUM becomes 

P for a credt3r heat transfer than raliation. 

LL-)t, 
1 

he the absolute ter]peraLure of the hott,3r outer :lob and 

tl_at of the cclier inner globe. 

of heat-transferin the order given 
above: 

Let- us :7_ eal thre-e 

(1) Radiation: Te are concerned in these experiments with heat 

s ¡rig/ 
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a belativly lyjt Rpher09,1 872rf,loe 

to alter to a sirAlar bold si.3rf,Ice t 

oortant, the 1t r' bain7 the 17)cliLI-T, .r)oirt 177-, 

Doltal=0 'Vriation. In the t,)m---ertur of th3 hottrp , - 

7T1-Itior in the lo'rlimnt wave.,,lenEth of tlir a] L7 it i_r1 

'3-;:,JE9..ry to inquire whtiner th1 7 JOSS not, iì.- 
can, e in rnissivity, 

Th wave-lenLth i i3rons, /tim , 7.17,1ute 

suT.'ac,e, ar3 conT:ec,.te7.1 1r tTh2 

6 ee o-f' the tbree-1-2 

r - 

O1ihOi met , 

ili e.i,,iivity, OVcJf tL.,, l'aii3 UL A 2.. .-:_uu,3.6i 
Aw 

tht of copper. 

: 
q - v ,--),-12.tT-I.t 1--t..707.-1 A = 10.4tan 1 

7 7 

The data available indicate that tLe ernissivit4; nf 

't 1iO correct r'vs,:- 



used in the tests described below. 

The firet of the analiaes; here attempted la based tinor fir-urév 

given by Dewar for a glass flask in 

"silvered" with mercury, th.e áuter one being untreated. Ths 

evaporation loss, the fia,sk, , was ascertained over a temrerature- 

range 

does 

extendirig' bétweer? 158° 
. abs . and 3386ahs . 

glass 

,.., 

"Able regarding the 
e' .. 

and mercury : surfaces over :sz;oh 

Tnforr»at i-on 

change of emissivity of 

a wide range of /Las here 

involved andti. emissivity has again been assumed to .:be constant 

between tlie'"stated- extremes .of "teMperátUre,, 

resulting from the incompleteness of the ph3zsical. data, the results 

obtained for the glass: flask musi , be regarded only as r6iz01 apgrOcivl 

tions, 

expressed as 

LR = 

in *which a is ent Upon .:the emzssv; 

surfaces and tapón ::the$r -dimensions,- 

second, or 

per hour. 

asis 'here mo're convé leït, grams ,òf-.:liquid air,:e.vapótt 

( 2) Gondtxctiort acrogl;s.; the Iavt 

re#'ined. -vacua hich:",we are ; cozcerrieq + , 

Mol.e eta e. 4$.greát"er thaxi:<á 

and cold .aurfaee; 

temperature/ 
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.... 
, 

t'Llough proportionably less, s in :rams per hour, actually c + 

in a small vessel, It therefore follo ws that a 

flask is increased the neck may be ;shortened, or, 

th 8 size o 

alternately, r,;,,dA 

stouter, without the evapora.tion rate due to neck conduction ï_.e :n7 

'Affected. 8oat-transer alóng" the neck is studied ëiperlmenta:ll y in 

a later part of the paper, 

In the eases examined, the .temperature Of 

the mouths of metal vacuum 1 flasks containing 

rr 3tc?i1f from 

¡quid air 1a:y betweer?. 

--4q and -30 O. As the inner globe is made of so good a ooñ:iiiotor 

as copper, .gilding metal or-brass; 

as uniform a 

..r 

its temperature may be regarded 

all, pointe of the sphere, . that temperatúre "being the 

boiling point of the liquid It is ,therefore apparent that} the heat; 

transferred to tlië' i.fibär' globo by radiation and conduction ácróss, th.e. 

Vacuum space is 'a :x abso`rbëä. vin °látënt" Yiéát`- to: the " as -15:01'es 

off, and that the neck:,,al.one re.spo40.1.1:)1e for heeàt.l,A8 the; Ayapórs,ts 

gas fron the boiliì W tem íeráture. 

the outer air. 

t which- it d3.schàtg4$-:into 

EV LUATION of $ EFFEGTS of RA?!ATTO, D' .and. qOilDUCTIQN for a 

GLA6,.i:. ....-_._ 

The writer method f .:.anal4sjing-° t tranqUil > evaporat:ián-rate 

of a vessel holding liqui a:r Or ó$Ygen 30 

amount of loss .due 

indicated/ 

as to apportion the 

t e.':$ë*eral 0's;11ses; set - fòrth above,. 

1 
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indicated by the present example, which consistS of a sinlifi37,.tn 

. of the general problem in that the transference of heat as,71,. 

neck, and in oppo3itior to the upward flow of '.';old 

must have been altogether negliLible, 

Dewar filled a glass vacuum flask with liquid ox:h--.-97--,(bòilinL 

roint, -185°0) arl measured its evaporation rate when the flask ws 

i=ersed in liquids 1-.:aintained at different temperatures, with the 
4 

' 

results stated in Table 1. At that time (1893) the vacuum was 

cltained by ashin out the space between the irrer and outer ve-sels 

with mercury vapour, and tiler exhausting, Some condensation of the 

residual var.:our took place when 71.i7uid c:Iygen was introduce:1, causi7-6 

thE.' foralati= of a mercury mirror on the surface of the inner vessel. 

TABLE I. 

Glass Flash: EVarorationj,osses at Different External Temperatures. 

Tenrerature 
of Outer 
Vessel. 

-115°C. 

4 6 

65 

Absolute 
Temperature of 
Outer Vessel. 

Absolute 
Temperature of 

Inner Vessel. 

i/o 

158 91 
195 91 
272 91 
338 91 

Evaporation. 
ces. per 
minute. 

60 
120 
3.00 

600 

Neck-loss being inconsiderable, tilt total evaporation ,lass, 

is the sum of the lossed due to radiation and o'onductin across the 

vacuum/ 

James Dswar, "Liquid Atmosperic.Air", ibid XIV, p. 1. 
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_é ends of the tube being covered with 

The Spkeres are respectivelyr 8 AD ins; 
'ae'% -. 'J d3;hc-G G ,'. 4. ¡E 

diameter;. and their .su,rf'aoes 

and 7i ins. Zn 

1752 s.q. orne 

comparison 

in area., 

t.o the ̀ size 

are 220 and 177 sq. ins,. or 1419 and 

The neck is unusually short and wide in 

of tii.e `bQttle, it being 3* ins. long, of, '1hi ch 

ón12,ins, Çps.) are surrounded by vacuum. The bore of the 

,,,and-the metal' 0.024 

-or-:o-to3 sq. 

efore a,n,T 

dm. dr 'rr.e t<a 

. in -thickness; there' is .© *047 

. -it' "a - crös's--'góétión . öf the tübe. 

Of the following observations* were made, t>: 

hslld liquid' ai=r for twelve ;hour.s. It was 

flask 

never allowed to boil 

enpt :during the 'fortnight over which the test extended. 

. . .. 
liquid air (5 1b4 s pút'in, and about 2 lbs.` 

The exact losses were ascertain 

T.)-le same 

äi r wërë ; 

by weighing. The lowest of the external temperatures recorded below 

was obtained b; 

immersing it 

at constant temperature. 

standing the flask in a cellar, and the others by 

up to the base of the neck- screw, in a Witter -baih kept 

. ;. 
was 50 per cent oxygen_ 

The average composition of the liquid air 

aper Cent nitrogen, and was found from- 

samples of liquid drawn from the flask at the beginning and end 

of his mixture boils a tf191 .Q. T4e _as.és:rtari:ned :TO,s;ees 

t different external temperatures are given in -Table IÎ. 

Temperature measurement's. of the ai -r passing up the- neck were 

made./ 
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made luri,r4; the firot fo7 t3ots orde..c tb 

serious. Thoy s1-10d tbat, (a) ,Tith the nhcrt i. n 

this source of loss could not .17. nelected, (17) 

proT)ortiKately less imert:.],nt the c-,-Jt'Zdo toIn7er7ttl: 

T:d-:LE II. 

Evazoration Losses at Different External TT.,2:reltur, 

Period Te=orre 
O TesL of outer 
Tours. Globe. 

0 7 

T a t r 

t i(7)7.- 

81 

asniute cn 
TeT-nerature c 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

(a 
(1) 

21 
161 
14 
lli 

1.3J,.- 

1% 

13 

. 
1) C. 

1400. 

70 
o 
C. 

0 Op.q 

;7,17 

74,3 

82 

C 

12.5 

67.3 

ft, 

,-, 

na 1)O C. 

To onable Leok-lo3:2, to be evall:ited, injndertly of the, other 

moos cf tDat-tran:ofoly, an inner tlAlee o ou proniekel of 

lerLth tho neck_ slir)ped iride the latter, and the eva-ooration 

r9tes sere again deternired at the selected te77-neratures. By 

insertlnE this extra tube, the sectional aroa was increased from 

0.303 sq.cms. to 0.P56 sq. cms of metal. The enhanced rates of. 

evaporation/ 

.This 1-2,ethod of deterziining neck-loss is aescribed in GrlemEen 
zum Bau von Tran2port flr verflt!IssiAe Goss -777-7:7nr7c,itz,1 

1:-Nr777-7,71d rze, Annlen der Physik, 01. 61 (1920), p. 113. 
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On result57 the-fafrollare, set forth in Ta.ble III. 

JThtal Flas: Evaporton Losses whon Aaj,iLional Tube was inserted In 
Nreck. 

. 

period 
OL Tt.. 
hnurs. 

10 

7 

Zbsolute Absolut . e 

Temperature of 
Out.,)2 Inner Globe. 

rv 32 
317 32 
7,47 
7'77, ,ru 

It :-Y7_1 ni-ser7el tflat 

Evanorat'on 1-nss 
houe. 

F2..7 

(23°abc,.) the etra UL3 tb.r) 

evaporatinn. 7-71P7e ryroptnr, 

when the tu12,:; 7';1''311t -17,J 11 8;r7ms 

equivalent l o s e ?.'G he other stted tEimeeratures (Tal7Je I/) 

oLtaired in the sa:iie 1-2nner. 

To maLe s':..ro that lb .t) flash 7F!, rot deteriorating .under the 

treatent it recei\rir4;, frequent cheol:. deterTiationz4 were made of 

the normal evaporation rate at 10 O. 

tion, 

TA:6.LE 1V. 

There wus 1:t^ siEn of detericra- 

Metal Flask: Yeoh. Losses nllculated from foregoin3 Tables. 

Absolute 
Temperature 
Out 
Globe. 

Increase of evaporation 
due to insertion of 
extra tube, 0,.553 sq.cms. 
saction;Lrms. per hour. 

Evaporation per 
sq.cm. of neck 
section; 
per hour. 

Actual 
Neok-ls 

hour. 

283 20 .0 36.2 11.0 

288 (15°c) 11,9 
317 28 .1 50.9 15,4 
343 27.7 50.1 15,2 
373 26 .5 43.0 14..6 

-rnt erPL, 
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Th') iJIL ,77 1.71,="q 

7 

strea:: f 

ti-Ian did the 7,assage of L,.3 _ Tetil 

By sulAractin the asoeftr'eT Y.T2a77.)7e IV) 

total losses (Ta-ble II) the 71-»-7" 

plus conjucLion aorogs the vacliu.E. 7)._ 
. 

TB LE V. 

etal Flask.: .Mlie to Con1tction.71u3 fl2;;: 

Vacuum: NeolT.10,77ses ellmirated. 

Ilsolute Terl:perature 

M 

Absolute Te-r,erature 
7," 

2' 

RíttI 7,71:J-; 

-- rn- 

31.5 
45.2 
56.8 
33.0 

4- 

3 agg /8('- d:)/31 o co s9- (4 - - - (s/ 

the oo:zrlotE,:- t- 

' 

- 

('- 

is Eiven i1 TlIi VI, tITT3 vales for .-:ch--.-.0nJ.uctlor. _ 

Table IV. The dei7roe of ai-rreement tetwor the 77)cultrz 

equation (5) tho7e obtained T.y experiTrerit 7.,74.y be Eathered by 

comparirthe 1i3t. ooluninj, of Tables IT alt L VI. 

TEL VI/ 
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TAB VI. 

hetal Flash: due to Conduction,. 7taiat4on and Neck, 

Severally Stated.' 

Temperature Conduction. Radiation, 
Outer Globe. across Vacuum Erns. -17er 

Noch cond-o-cton, Tctcl cc 
crams 7)e-r- hour. 

17.-cms-rwser hour. 1.-lour e 

o 
10 0 10.9 20,6 11.0 42.5 
15 11,3 22.1 11.9 45.7 
44 13.3 32,5 15.4 51.2 
70 s 

15.3 44,5 15.2 75.0 
100 17.6 62,4 14.6 046 

The radiation loss 7,t. ordinary terrntres is thus, ir tbis 

flask, about twice that due to conduction of heat acre::: the 7q3110110 

space. 

PRESSURE in the VACUUM STACZ of the 7-litre and . 177733IVITY 

of the 7ETAL ,JTRFACES, 

The results stated in Table VT allow the emissivity of the re- 

flect,inz surfaces of the flask and the degree of tenuity of the 7.K-Lcuurf, 

to be obtained. 

Before emissivity can be calculated it is necessary to inquire 

into the manner of heat-exchange, by radiation, of two reflecting 

surfaces facing each other. The following demonstration is due to 

J. A. Harker:- 

Let the emissivity of either of the two similar -_!urfaces-10 7. 

Suppose E units of heat to he emitted by the hotter surface; of these 

E 
2 

W ill be absorbed and E(1 2) be reflected by the second or 

C ooler/ 



coc er surfaco. 

(16). 

The fir: 7urf3ce will the:' E(7 E 

of ',:hioh the second surfa7: will al:sorb 
0 

7J4- 

it appears that ',vhen the hctter srrface e,-.its 7 ur.. t1 the c/7'.1jer 

surface ii1in7 an a=urt 71.inhi7 cf infinAt2 G.7. 

o 
first term is E2 co71::nor ratio is (7. - 

is B 
s 

Ap lyinL tLt r,Dsnit.to s7-ten' s the 

- t tblf 11,7 P7 1.385 X 10 
72 

L-' 

-7 

latent iEat of half-and-half --.]it12,re of 1i..iJ nitro7s, 

o:Iy»n as 50.2 cals. per Lrm.; ar7. ±:a17inE 13.7, of the T*!):,.17,-_,. 

the flash, the emi7sivity of tie ':-Trlinfr: 7etal s12.rf,i3s wa7 nnirn7 to 

be 0.050. That for Pure copreI, ro7lcheJ to th,3 4,,E7r3p 1_7 

0 ,,016. The f-y3L tat the 7-a1Ters of the flas,h have on cuc7eede in 

gettinE an ei:7iviy .7.7ountin to thrice 4,:at cf cc-'í ,r is - 

In stijJ:7i1 ' e. to reduce the tranil ..1,vporatior rate ir h.3 :7, r2, 

rt e 

fl7s1Ts it is evidently upon the radiation __os that -Tost attstion 

shou7 be focussed. A upon t.7-e v1uo for tLe 

emissivity of ooppr mi[Tht have b:en e7mocte1 owinL to t1 

metal containirE. tin, ana a further sliLht increase is ro doubt du.p 

to the s-z,lear of solder rifmri.nr- e4uatorially round ti-Jc? irrer spre; 

but the riain reason fór th)e enhanced radiation i7 rreb,7)7.y thrlt 

water vpOur c.ol-idered on tIle irrer, afl 9700iit t1'.e sUrfaCe. 

Tt¡F; 17.o.st -tter, 1:171,th- th .othod of evacuation used 

at/ 
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o' 
, ,,,,. 

garáca as satisfactory, 

r '^ 

e gz) A 
(6) 

- 

EFFECT of sURR.CU?'' DING the 3-litro FLASK by an IN.I1JT_L:ATING - PDIU ?r, 

and 

r '- 

As radiation proved to be the most iTrf:ortant cause nf e5,*ar>orati on, 



F; and .as- 

4, 

st 

:ß 
.,.:., .. 

:n radiation %be.tween. two surfaces, the ,temperature of 

°. the-hotter surface is the all-important factor;' 

that 

t Appea;red probable 

evaporation would be appreciably reduced by Thsulatirg the 

,The _neck was extended by soldering to it 

r! 

a ,length of brass tube, an, 

. 

the ,whole .,of - thé flask, excepting a ,.short part of that tube, was 

_encased in slag wool in a sheet metal canister. The immediate effec' 

waa_an increase in the rate.of yvaporation; but after the slag -wool 

had b:een, given time to cool down its influence became beneficial. 

Eventually ,the .rate of evaporation settled to aválue that .was 82.5 

per Cent . f the ,reìte gfveh::át_sth:èsame -ekternal temperature {8 

when the flask was u.ninsulated,. The increased bulk and clumsiness. 

f the insulated flask outweighed, from the'. practical point ° ws 

z 

,any advantage ;gained.. 

THE . NECK,-LOSS of I,ZQUID AIR. GoNTAINERS . 

Measurements were made to ascertain the temperatüreqgradients '.. 

.along the necks of four containers for the purpose of find-i:ng whether 

the . 
relatively great length of the necks (see Fig. 1)' wasece sorry. 

T:emperatur.ee -were taken by means Of a Foster pyrometer designed :f . 

low-temperature observation., The wires of the thermo- element were 

á4g,in.., in dia?rieter. ' The thermometric scale `of the galvanometer was` 

t.e's,tekd,at' room temperature, and at that of boiling liquid air,. tó 

;ascer.tain. ;:tho- prop:ortión.al ;correction to apply to readings. 

taking/ 
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Fiç.3. 
TEMPERATURE IN CONTAINER NECKS 

PORTION IN PLUG, DOTTED LINE 
PORTION IN VACUUM, FULL LINE 

-0- ÇERMANQ`4 

BOTTOM OF 
GERMAN SO LBS. 

BOTTOM OF 
L.12&.L.13. 

24_ NLRRC Zo' BOTTOM 
t J GcR'aAN S60 WS 

U -40 -8 0 -120 -160 -200°C 
TEMPERATURE 



f Ì . , .. . .. .. 

. _... . '.Ff . 
. . .;.: 

.. 
.. ' .:. 

. 

.. -. .. 

taking a; reading the' thermó`- ausáetiOn was lowered ° to the desired .poin 

in the neck and allowed tó stay there until the galvanometer needle 

became startionery. Inasmuch as the thermocouple was in the up-flow, 

current of cold air,-and not necessarily-in effectual: contaCt with th 

neck-tube at the point, the temperatures obtained were ndtstrictly 

-, t r , . . : ... , . , . . _ . .. 

those of the metal; the difference, however, wa s probably not more 

than a few degrees, and was greatest where it mattered least, name 

near'the mouths of the flasks. 

The 

W4: 
results are set forth graphically in Fig. 3, 

!" 1W-A;; - 

Three of the bottles were 50 

stantially those indicated by Fig. 

vessel - the largest vacuum flask in the country capable of holding 

:rl 5 

over 300 lbs. :o.f lìgizid air, 

lb. containers of dimensions sub- 

The fourth was a German -built 

The first container examined (see curve labelled "German:; 50 Ibn 

Fig. 4 was a brass vessel built and evacuated in Germany before the WA: 

After many years of continuous service t the Newcastle 

station its vacuum was showing signs of break - down; its evaporation 

rate at the time of the test was I,.85 litres of gas per mi.nute, at 1:860 

which is equivalent to a daily loss of over 7 lbs. 

outer neck was thickly coated with is 

silver, 34 in. bore 

Fig. 3 indicates, the neck enters the vacuum space 5%5 ins. from the 

The top of the 

The inner neck was f German 

the thickness of the metal being 0,02 in. 

mouth/ 



-cf)uth of tii f13k. Tivp t:T,Ere -at t'" - 

log as -172°C., anl at all nart:3 balc7i 474, 11-;15 --^nt 

temperature was the same as that or t e i ìnJ ir 

the conditio then obtaininL, therefor3, ins tc 

conduttion was ni, and if th- neck had T.._)n shorte t ir 7. 

hava been ndl. 

The second and third containers e7-rire.1 4 -- 

and were in satisftctorj conilti'mr. cf - 'ft: G ,- - 

silver necks, S31 ins. lonE and bore. Thsir rite' ] of 

qiscL:rEe (7,easured at 16°C) -Ter.) rrs-sestively 1.15 ai 1.03 

rinl7te at the tie, of tile ta2ts. The curve labelled Who 2-1 L.13". 

Fig. 3 expresses the fall of te---Tert-ure th t' ,se 

- 

flasks. The tarlperatura;at the bottom of the necks :vero, in these 

casos, arpreciably above the temilerture of the Tfc-luil, .TL fact 71.7i(7.:1 

seems to ,iildicata that the evaporated gas Cae a little heat fT'0777 the 

upper part of the inner EloLe b7,fp7a f_t re:Iched the neck in its upward 

iL Lh2H;r:, flasks, tl) Eradient :79ar th o of the neck, 

thouEb slow, ace not Ir,-1-o; a cert9,in a7ourt of TTeat. tT7erefore 

- - oachel neck The c,ral)h i7Jioate7, 

that the trn.3farenoe of heat fliJe to tThfr3 sac: se war. Le730 egilivalmt tr, 

that uhich 701:C 1.79:170 T.,er. yielded bya Te ,7,7-7 of s9-e 

dir:Jen;3ions abort 64 ins. lonL: in w72.5_h the arc Ii uni:flonr fron 

tod 
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top to bottom, 

The fourth container, as already stated, Je;:l a very 1-1rEe a 

vessel; at the time of test.: it was found to be discharging T 

the rate of 3.3 litres per Tinute, measured at 18°0. It ;'ac een- 

c) . structed of brass, with a Gran silver neck, _ P411 ir- 1.e,7 4 - 

bore. The thickness of the Total of the necl?- could net be ;!eLe.ee:--e7 

the plug (E, Fig.l) probably extended to a depth of out 31 ins. fe'e 

the mouth of the bottle. The measurements (see Fig. 3 eurve -.e!ar7-el 

"German 300 lbs") show that the pae,eace of lieat Lo the n1e,_ 

neck was zero, and that the rate of evaporation would not have been 

affected in the least had the neck been half the 1enEt7?_, 

In general, the results indicate that cortainer necks me.y be cr- 

sidvrably shortened, d± ". both shortened and thickened, withort arpreeifb 

ly increasirE the rats of loss of the flasks. Such an alteration In 

construction will strengthen the flq.eh and save weirht, 

serving sufficient flexibility in the neck to alloy of the spheres 

touchint, luring the act of pourinp, the excess loss durinE trer'neprPt- 

tion - which is Principally due to the continual leumnin- of 

the co,4 ,-;;lobes - will te lee,eer. UnderErorrel trir-nert (c 

natter that the present writer has especially in view) will be 

facilitated by the reduced height of the bottle. 

Recuits Obtaired with Stobt-necked Oortainers:., Believing tt that .- 
tine that ccrtairer reeks could be shortereJ aril strmngthened without 

any/ 
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4.00, 2:076¡'3.31, 3.31, 3.62, 3.69, 3.7 ay 4.00 lbs. 

Acknowledgement is tue to Messrs J. Vallirson, B.Sc., 

W.,Cooper, M.A., B.Sc., and J. J. Broio, Governnerf rasee:n3h 

for their hein in ths ex-perirents here ,l_f_su7se..1. Tr th.e teot'; 

. th 3-litre flask, weighinEs an te7nerature observatior7 Ln to re 

taken at all hours of t he night ari day for 74, fortnight, 

SUMMARY, 

(1) J. A. Harkor a:'..1 his 3o-workers hav'InE shown that of all t77e 

possible causes of heat-inflow to liquid air in a vacuum flash orly 

three, viz: re_4ation, contion acr07s the vacuPT2 spaco, ari 

duction RM-71E" the reek of the flask are of imnortanco, the v.iter 

illustrates by two instances an experimental method enalJirg these 

sourcos f Tioat-tr=fDr to 'he separately accessed. 

(2) In the two selected instances radiation proved to be the 7ain 

matho-.1 tmf het-trnsfer. 

(3) Tn the second e77:ample (a 3-1itre -7.et1 flan) tho analysis is 

carried further, arii the emissivity of the surfaces si 'i'sara in 

the vacuous space are The re!isors 

hiEh er:Issivity are li.sisa 

(4) Pyrometer -i.-)asure:lients in the res of Tonc-necked lar-e 

7eta1 . storage fl9sks (corterers) showeg the loss dre to rech-corOW1.7t41 

to/ 




